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the Wireless Telegraph
Act the Post Office is granted
a monopoly in this country for
the control of wireless communications. It is for this reason that
all wireless stations are subject to a
licence from the P.M.G., including
transmitters and receivers for reception
of broadcasting.
The Post Oftice also grants licences
to commercial companies for the establishment of wireless services from
point to point whilst the Wireless
Telegraph Act specifically states that,
subject to sui table regulations, the
Postmaster-General shall not withhold
licences for experimental purposes.
\Vhen wireless licences are granted to
amateurs and others for experimental
purposes it is expressly stated in the
licence that the stations must not be
used for the transmission of ordinary
messages but that all communications
must he relatin; to the experiments.
It is for this reason that amateurs in
this country may often he heard
stating the nature of the apparatus
they are employing, or describing
alterations to the equipment, but one
seldom hears any communication
radiated which extends beyond this
scope or a few words 'of greeting.

VoL. XXXVI.

No. 23.

COMMENT
Since the date of the Wireless
Telegraph Act, possible applications of
wireless for communication purposes
have been very greatly extended, and
on ultra-short waves in particular a
very valuable and convenient means of
communication has been developed.
Whilst recognising that these wavelengths are likely to be in great demand
for a multitude of important purposes,
it nevertheless seems desirable that
some opportunity should be given for
the establishment of private stations
for point to point communication. A
new industry could be built up from
the sale of compact telephony receivers and transmitters suitable for
the equipment of trains, buses and cars
requiring to communicate with other
points, whilst a little more latitude to
amateurs to make use of apparatus
would undoubtedly stimulate interest
in experimenting.

Morse Code and Qualification

Whereas, at present, a knowledge of
the Morse code and Morse procedure is
required of those who apply for a
licence, this should surely not be
necessary in the case of those intending
to confine themselves to the use of the
ultra-short waves, for there would not
be the risk, which applies on longer
waves, that communications at a distance could be interfered with.
For general u.se transmitters and
receivers could be supplied pre-tuncd
to fixed wavelengths to ensure that
they were not used to intercept transmissions not intended for them.
An adequate charge for a licence
Other Countries Jl;/ore Generous
would, of course, be made by the
In some other countries, notably in P.M.G. with such regulations as were
the United States of America, experi- considered necessary, but no change
mental licences are granted on much in the Wireless Telegraph Act would
more generous terms and messages may be required as the necessary powers
be freely transmitted from point to for
such
modifications
in
the
point, provided that these transmis- present policy are provided for
sions arc not made for financial gain.
therein.
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Ultra Short-wave
Reception
Portable Sets for
Field .. da y Use
By H. B. DE:\T
y~ar

T this time of the
many
A
amateurs turn their attention
to outdoor wireless actiTities, the

HE summer months prov:r\~ a
golden opportunity for :jtlidoor
wire less lCti\'ltir's \\ hich ofil'r a
welcome change to tlw more
active pastimes, yet enable full advantag.;
to be taken of the fine weather.
Those
contemplating taking a part in wireless
field days this year might well consider
the idea of utilising these occasions to
obtain some experience in the handling of
ultra short-wave recei\·ers and the cornpiling of useful data on wave propagation
at these very high frequencies.
Many amateurs operating transmitting
stations are active on the five-metre band,
but helpful data is difficult to obtain
unless a particularly favourable transmitting site is available, for it is not
always possible to erect an aerial sufficiently high in residential districts to clear
all nearby buildings.
There is much that the amateur desires
to know regarding the performance of
different aerial arrays, and these experiments are capable of being carried
through successfully only in fairly open
country. The ideal arrangement is for
the transmitter to be located on a prominent point, and thne are several excellent sites to be found within a reasonable distance of most large cities.
Field days organised on these lines offer
a welcome diversion during the summer
for radio societies and institutions interested in the experimental side of amateur
wireless.

five-metre band being a partiwlar~v
fa'vourite one for these experiments.
This
artide deals with some suitable recei'vers and
suggests an alternati've to the ubiquitous superregenerative set that has for long serz·ed on
these occasions.

T

Field Day Procedure
The receivin'g parties could be equipped
with one or more receivers so as to compare the performance of different sel:;
under the same conditions. Each takt>s
a prearranged section of country and
tests are made at frequent intervals, the
first not more than a mile from the transmitter in order to tune in the sto.tion and
note its position on the dial.

Subsequent reception should be recorded in a section log, containing such
information as strength of signals, time,
position and nature of the surrounding
country with details of any hills or other
topographical features lying between the
receiver and the transmitter, for this information when compiled into a report of

of the earlier experiments.
The writer
has obtained very good results with simple
super-regenerative receivers using short
vertical aerials, dipoles and also loops for
directional reception. The Wireless World
Ultra Short-wave Two, the circuit of
which is shown in Fig. I, is an example
of a set of this type.

, . - - - - - - - - - - . , . +H.T.1

r---- +H.T.2
A

I

G.B.I

•
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+

o--+-+L.T.

Q:.E--------------+-----------..___...___.....,._~:f:
Fig. I. Circuit diagram of two-valve self-quenching super-regenerative ultra-short wave
receiver. Values of components are : CI, so m-mfds. max., Cz, 35 m-mfds. max., C3, o.OOOI
mfd., C4, o.oi mfd., Cs, o.ooi mfd., RI, 2 megohms, Rz = so,ooo ohms variable, LI ana Lz
each three turns No. I6 S.W.G. {in. diameter and L one turn. HT = 100 volts.

the day's work \\ill proYide extremdy
u::;dul data for future experiments of a
like nature.
One adYantage of the five-metre wa vclcngth is that it does not necessitate
elaborate or bulky apparatus. Self-contained receivers can be built in easily portable form whilst a comparativ.dy lowpower transmitter will suffice for many

For outdoor use the 1\'ct:iver should be
easily portable and entirely self-contained
and, if directional reception using a loop
or dipoks is attempted, provision should
he made to operate the set in an elevateJ
position, for it was revealed during some
five-metre outdoor experiments last year
that the aerial required to be raised at
least four feet above ground level. This
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..-"'VIMflr-------.-----o+H.T.
does not apply, of
99V.
R6
course,
when a
non-resonant vertical aerial is employed or an elevated dipole with
feeders to the rec e i v e r.
These
arrangements, however, are not very
conveniently
applied to portabletype sets unless the
...______...,. ]'-"t'--~r----.0-H.T.
apparatus is fitted
R8
in a car and the
aerial supported on
L.T.
quickly erected
o-----oo+.
poles in sockets.
A portable reFig. 2. Three-valve super-regenerative 5-metre receiver ; value of components are : CI = 30 m-mfds. each section,
ceiver embodying a
Cz = 15 m-mfds., C3 = o.oooi mfd., C4, C5 = o.oo6 mfd., C6 = o.oos mfd., C7 = o.oi mfd., RI = I megohm, Rz =
separate quenching
3o,ooo ohms, R3 -· so,ooo ohms, R4 = s,ooo hms, Rs = so,ooo ohms variable, R6 = so,ooo ohms, R7 = I,ooo variable
valve is shown in
and R8 = soo ohms, HT = 100 volts.
Fig. 2 ; this was
designed for use with a loop aerial, though fication of just on 200 in a small portable
Compared with ordinary broadcast sets
it would be quite an easy matter to modify set operating from a roo-volt battery and this is not very good, but a super-regenerathe input circuit for use with dipoles ar- intended for headphones only.
As we tive set working at its best and fitted with
ranged either horizontal or vertical accord- might reasonably expect the frequency a similar LF circuit could hardly be exing to the polarisation of the transmitted rhangcr to contrihutc about three whilst pected to exceed the 5,ooo mark. The
wave.
figure given for the superheterodyne could
Whilst the super-regenerative receiver
be improved upon by applying reaction to
is simple to construct and to operate its
the IF amplifier, for in its experimental
sensitivity is not very high, though unform it was found to be perfectly stable.
doubtedly superior to the ubiquitous
Det.-LF arrangement. The obYious alterCompact Superheterodyne
native is the superheterodyne.
Even a
set of this type can be built for battery
The circuit employed is given in Fig. 3,
operation in a very compact form if a
and some idea of the compact form m
little ingenuity is applied to adapting existwhich it can be built is shown by the
ing components for the purpose.
illustration of the receiver chassis, which
measures r2in. x 6in. and is intended to
The intermediate amplifier employed
for normal broadcast sets, and for that
be housed in a metal cabinet r2in. x r2in.
matter in some special short-wan: rex 6in., with the batteries below tlli~
Miniature IF transformer used in the 5-metre
ceivers, is operated at far too low a frcchassis. The cabinet that held the small
superheterodyne described in the text. Its size
super-regenerati\'e portable shown on the
q nency for really satisfactory results on
can be gauged by comparison with the
next page will be used for this set, so
the ultra _short waves. A more suitable
terminal alongside.
that it occupies no more space than the
frequency would be about 4,000 kc / s
It must be admitted,
(75 metres), and with modern valves a use- the detector and one transformer coupled three-valw set.
ful stage gain is possible even with tht' LF amplifier will add a further 200, the however, that to accommodate everything
battery type and quite a low HT voltage. overall amplification that such a set will in such a small compass requires care in
the choice of the components used.
Two such IF stages gave an overall ampli- give amounts to approximately r2o,ooo.
30/45 V

2,0000

o·o1mfd

____._____

+

75 V

+

100V

+

2,0000

0'001mld

+---~----~--~~--~~--~----~------~--~--._

~~--~----~--------~--~~--~---4._---o-~J

~--------~----------------~------------------~------------------~------------~~~+LT
Fig. 3·

Circuit diagram of the experimental 5-metre six-valve superheterodyne.
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Ultra Short-wave ReceptionValves arc the biggest problem of all, but
quite miniature valves are now available
• so that it is not a too difficult problem.
Those used in the set illustrated have been
withdrawn, which is a pity, for they are a
most convenient size for small portable
sets of this nature.
Tht• IF transformers were wound on a
one-inch diameter ribbed former, a threeslot \Yinding being adopted.
Two sections f o r m t h c
secondary and one
the pnmary, and
they measme :iin.
deep only. The illustration shows the
form of construction
a d o p t e d. T h e
grooves are r j 64in.
wide, and each contains 25 turns of ·
No. 32 DSC wire.
Thev arc enclosed in
small metal
cans
rJin. in diameter and
r&in.
high.
The
small trimmers were home-made and external to the coil cans, though individually
screened.
Very small condensers arc
wanted, as the bulk of the capacity is
made up of the valve and wiring, the
trimmers merely making good discrep-

Compact 5-metre
superheterodyne
receiver; the twovalve frequency
changer
is
contained in the
screened compartment on the left. The IF
transformers are mounted below the chassis.

ancies in the various circuits.
Only by
employing the highest inductance possible
is a reasonable stage gain attainable at
these high frequencies.
It was not possible to improve the IF
gain to any appreciable extent with the
layout and the limited HT voltage employed. Increasing the primary turns
tends to convert the IF transformers into
band-pass circuits, the primary then
resonating at a frequency approaching
that of the secondary, for although these
circuits arc tuned by small additional
capacities the trimmers account for a small
part only of the total capacity across th'e
coils, which are tuned mainly by the valve
and other stray capacities. Furthermore,
HF instability was encountered.

Limited Amplification

Five-metre self-contained receiver fitted with
loop aerial for directional reception.

Applying reaction to the detector stage
gives a slight gain, but has the disadvantage of dctuning this circuit unless reaction
is pre-set and the circuit trimmed with
full reaction applied.
It was further revealed ·that if an amplification of more than about fourteen per
stage is attained the background become.;
rather objectionable, and this is a point
that must be kept always in mind, for it
will preclude intelligible reception of very
weak signals, which is of particular importance in sets of this type intended solely
for headphone use.
"Practical tests have shown that of two
sets the one that was considerably moc-e
sensitive than the other but having a
higher background level did not prove as
good when listening to weak telephony.
signals.
In order to better the sensitivity it would
seem necessary to rearrange the circuit
and add an extra IF stage, making three

in all, and accompanying this by a reduction in the gain of the indi,·idual IF stages.
This line ot development is being followed
at the present time, and it is hoped that in
the near future some further data on the
matter will be available.
It is not proposed to gi\'C a detailed
description of the set at this juncture, since
it is still very much· in the experimental
stage, but the circuit diagram, on which
has been marked values of most of the
components and the brief description of
the 4,000 kc/ s IF transformers, may
provP of some assistance to those sufficiently interested in this aspect of radio
to turn their hand to investigating th,~
possibilities of the superheterodyne for
five-metre reception.
Headers desiring further details regarding the two super-regenerative s-metre sets
mentioned in the early part of this article
can obtain them from The W£reless World
of June 16th, 1933, where the construction of the Ultra Short Wave 1\Yo was
given, while the portable three-valve set
was dealt with in the September z8th,
1934, issue of this journal.

Preventing Collision
the Air

.

Ill

Wireless Aid to Safety in Aerial
Navigation
the present rate' of increase in the
nAT numl.lt'r
of aircraft in commission the
risk of collision will soon become a
verv real one, especial! v in i lw \"ic initv of
aertldronws. Dr. J. Robinson, the invt'~ltor
of the Stenodc and the pimwer of the directicm-finding system known as Homing, is
now responsible for introducing apparatus
which he dt>scribes as an Altimt>ter-controllt>d \Vircless Klaxon, with the object uf
minimising this danger to at>rial navigation.
This apparatus is now being developt'd.
Briefly, it is proposed that an aircrDft m
positions whert' the risk of collision t>xists
should send out, either from a special lowpowered transmitter or from tht> modifit><l
main transmitter, a signal to be modulated
automatically by tlw altimeter in order that
its presence and height may be made known
to other aircraft in the rwighbourhood,
which would be fitted with suitable receivers.
As an pxample of" altitudr· modulation,"
it is suggested that transmitters of aircraft
at ground level should be modulated at
256 c /s pPr second, corresponding to middle
C; at r,oooft. by 512 c/s equal to an octave
higher, and so on.
The success of this scheme olJ\·iouslv depends on the accuracy of the altimd<:rs of
all aircraft conct>nwd. As is well known,
these instruments are simply specially calibratPd barometers, and clearlv their accuracy d<']l<'nus on the zero being suitably set
to correspond with the prevailing atmos·
pht>ric pressure at ground lr've] below.
Dr. Robinson proposes, therefore, that at
aerodromes or at definite points on air routes
where the possibility of collision cxists, a
wireless transmitter should send out a signal
which automatically resets the zero of all
altimeters within ra:nge. Accuracy will be
thus assured, and a pilot could safely depend on warnings received through his
"Wireless Klaxon" apparatus.

Wireless World, June 7th, I935
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Wireless Working with Ships
How the Maritime
Services are Maintained
By LT.-COL.
CHETWODE CRAWLEY,
1\I.I.E.E.

T

HE regulations in
this country and in
nearly dl others
lay
down that
passenger ships and all
other ships of r,6oo tons
gross and above must be
fitted, for safety purposes,
with \Yirrless telegraphy ;
and that all passenger
ships of s.ooo tons gross
and upwards must be
n\' (o:ut,·sy of C!:nard ll'ftih· Star Ltl.
fitted, in addition, with
Air photo of RMS " Alaunia."
directional r e c e i v i n g
apparatus. In a compulsorily· equipped ship the equipment may 3,2uo of our ships out of a total of about
be simpk, such as a !-kilowatt installa- 4,000 fitted with \Yircless apparatus. In
tion, as the specified range of working is addition to British ships a number of
only roo miles; and one operator only foreign ships also are inspected to ensure
need be carried for certain periods of that their installations conform to British
watch, provided all other periods are requirements when in British ports.
covered for the reception of distrcs,;.
All operators in ships registered in this
signals by an auto-alarm receiver or a country must be in possession of a ct>rtifiwaLher. Many ships, however, find it cak of proficiency
necessary for traffic purposes to employ a issued by the PostGeneral.
number of operators and to fit far more master
elaborate installations. For example, in a There arc various
large liner a dozen operators may be em- classes of certifiappropriate
ployed, and there may be as many as four catcs
transmitters, comprising two medium-wave to the work to be
transmitters for the 6oo metre and z,ooo performed and the
metre bands respectively, and two short- class of ship conwan tr:msmitters for telegraphy and tele- cerm·cl. Ships arc
phony respectively. This out11t, including the receivers,
may require eight aerials, and
in addition there would be a
receiving aerial for broadcast
reception and another for
directional purposes, making
ten aerials in all, arrangements being made, too, for
simultaneous transmission and
reception on certain waves.
Ships' installations are inspected periodically to ensure
that they are in accordance
with the.licence issued by the
Postmaster General, and for
this purpose inspectors are
stationed at the principal
·
t ors ac t VALENTIA
ports. 'fh ese mspec
also as Surveyors for the
Board of Trade, which is responsible, with the Post Office.
for the observance of the
regulations in connection with
the wireless equipment which
must be fitted for safety purThirteen stations in the British Isles are used by the Post
poses. This applies to about
Office for communication with ships.

T

HOUGH the use of wz"reless at
sea has ceased to arouse the
wonder and admiration which gripped
the public mind in pre-war days,
comparatively few " landlubbers"- or
even 1·adio amateurs ~ are aware of
the actual conditions governing the operation of the
various services. Stringent
rules are applied to tvery
department of maritime wireless, the prim my aim of which
is to secure maximum safety
for all ocean travellers.

allowed to carry watchers instead of autoalarm apparatus for listening for distress
signals. A watcher may be any member of
the crew, but even he must be examined
and have a certificate of proficiency in
these listening duties.
Throughout the world there are now
some rs,ooo ships equipped with wireless
Of British ships there are
installations.
about 4,000, and of these about 8oo are
voluntarily fitted. Of these 8oo about 500
are small craft, fishing vessels, etc., which
are fitted with wireless telephony.
The shore operation with ships is carried

The transmitter building and machinery
hall at Rugby, the world's largest wireless
station.

out by the Post Office, with the exception
of the Beacon Stations, and a few stations
belonging to Railway Companies for communication with their own ships. Twelve
stations round the coast, and those at
Rugby and Baldock, are used for this shipand-shore communication, and they perform two service~. the safety service and
tlw traffic service.
The twelve coast stations are used for
the safety service, signalling the Morse
Code by hand on a wave of 6oo metres.
The range of the stations is about 300 miles

s6o

ju;vE 7tlz, r 93 s.

Wireless Working with Ships-much more, of course, at night, and
very often more in the daytime-so that
they well oYerlap one another, and a ship
anywhere near the British Isles is always
in touch with one or more of them.
The most important safety service is the
SOS service. When a ship is in distress,
i.e., if the ship itself is in danger, it sends
out this signal. The ship then sends out a
message giYing her position and saying
what is the matter. The nearest coast
station directs communications, and if
necessary repeats the distress message by
wireless telephony, so that srnall ships not
fitted with teiegraphy may possibly receive it. The coast station communicates

wireless operators, but may be listening on
telephone receivers. Arrangements, too,
are made for collecting by wireless from
ships in the North Atlantic, weather messages for the assistance of the Meteorological Office in making up forecasts.
An important safety service to assist
the navigation of ships in thick weather is
the direction finding service in which the
station informs the ship of its bearing from
the station. Seven of the coast stations are
fitted for this work--Wick, Cullercoats,
Humber, Niton, Land's End, Portpatrick
and Malin Head. The accuracy of the
bearings, which are given on 6oo or 8oo
metres, is within 2 deg., which is quite
sufficient for ships as a rule. Bearings arc
not given all the way round
as those in certain sectors
are inaccurate owing to the
configuration of the coast,
etc.
Another important navigational aid is provided by
twenty-five beacon stations
round the coasts from which
ships fitted with directional
receivers can obtain bearings.
Nearly all these
stations in England arc
worked b_y the Trinity
House, in Scotland by the
Northern Lighthouse Board,
and in Ireland by the Irish
Lights Commissioners. All
A telephony set at North Foreland Radio for communication
except two send out waves
with small ships.
in all directions like a lighton the land side by telephone and tele- house. They operate every six minutes in
graph with the coastguards, the Ad- fog and every half hour in clear weather.
miralty, Lloyds, and very often with the The two exceptions are the rotating
Air Ministry, harbour authorities and tug beacons at Orfordness and Tangmere,
where the emissions are rotated, and a ship
owners.
even without a directional receiver can
During an SOS case all ships and
easily calculate by means of a stop watch
stations within range, other than those engaged on the case, remain silent, so as not its bearing from the station. These rotatto interfere with the distress communica- ing beacons allow of a bearing being taken
tions, and it is often many hours before every 12 minutes, day and night, in clear
the coast station can give the all clear
signal f0r normal communications to be
resumed.
Before the SOS is sent out the alarm
signal may be sent, many ships being now
fitted with an automatic receiver so that
if the alarm signal is received by wireless
a bell is rung to call the operator to the
wireless room.

A senior operator on an Atlantic liner establishin:< a ship-and-shore telephony link on
behalf of a passen;;er.

or thick Wl'ather.
Fin~ of thl'm are
synchronous beacon~, transmitting sound
wan's and wireless waves at the same
time. By noting the difference in time
between the reception of the wireless and
the sound signal, the ship can easily calculate its distance from the beacon, in
addition to obtaining its bearing. These
stations send the sound signal through the
sea and the wireless signal in the ordinary manner, with the exception of the
(umbrae, which sends the sound signal
through the air.
The coast stations which use the 6oo
metre wave for the safety sen·ices, with
the exception of some of the directional

Safety Signals

The most important signal after the SOS
is the urgency signal, consisting of the
group XXX.
This signal precedes a
message of urgency, and the coast
station proceeds in the same way as for
the SOS, informing the authorities concerned and taking whatever other steps are
required by the circumstances of the case.
The coast stations also broadcast safety
messages on 6oo metres-weather reports,
etc.-at fixed times, which are published.
This broadcast is preceded by the Group
TTT, which means that what follows is a
safety signal. Similar reports arc sent out
from the high-power station at Hugby, and
the B.B.C. broadcasts weather reports by
telephony every night for small craft such
as fishing vessels, which do not carry

Siemens Brothers' ICW and emergency transmitter in the " Clan Macalister."
is the Auto-alarm.

On the left
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work which is carried out on 8oo metres,
use it also to a great extent for traffic as
well as using working waves between 6oo
and 8oo metres, but the most important
traffic station is Portishead Radio, which
is fitted with medium and short continuous
wave sets as well as the ordinary coast
3tation equipment. About 250 ships are
fitted with continuous wave sets for traffic
purposes. Rugby Radio, too, broadcasts
Press and other messages to ships, and is
the telephony transmitting station for
liners.

Transmitter Operated by
Distant Control
Portishead Radio and the coast stations
are fitted with telephony as well as telegraphy, for the purpose of communicating
vvith small craft which are equipped with
telephony but not telegraphy because of
the expense of carrying an operator. Telephony is less efficient than telegraphy for
ship communications.
The waves used
for this telephone sen·ice are between roo
and 200 metres, and about 500 of our
small ships arc now equipped.
Portisheacl Radio consists of a transmitting station at Portishead operated by
distant control from a receiving station
at Burnham. At Portishead there are
three medium-wave and two short-wave
transmitters.
The former work up to
about 2,000 miles, the latter~o world-wide
ranges.
The medium wave transmitters have an
input power of rs, 6 and 6 kilowatts respectively, the short wave transmitters
have each ro kilowatts. The medium
waves are transmitted from T aerials supported by 3ooft. masts, the short waves
from dipoles, or directional arrays (of
which there are ro), or a rotating beam
aerial (whose rotation is worked from
Burnham), according to the positions of
the ships communicating and the waves in
use. The medium waves used are in the
2,000-2-400 metre band, and the. short
waves in the r8, 24 and 36 metre bands.
In addition, there is equipment for sending
on the crdinarv coast stacion band, and
there is a telephone transmitter for small
craft communications.
Tlw receiving equipment at Burnham
consists of three J1ieclium-wa ve and nine
short-\Yave receivers, and the coast station
and telephone receiver. The aerials for the
medinm-\Yave receivers consist of BelliniTosi 'oops; those for the short-wave receivers being similar to the short wave
transmitting aerials, including a rotating
beam aerial.
Short wave working with ships is still
much more erratic than medium wave
working, and though its range may be
considered as world-wide under favourable
conditions there are certain areas, such as
the North and South Pacific, where difficulty is nearly always experienced.
The transmitting station at Rugby is
the largest Post Office station, and is, indeed, the largest station in the world.
Messages for ships in any part of the
world - are broadcast by telegraphy, the
actual keying being carried out in the
General Post Office in London. Official

Press messages are broadcast thrice daily,
new:, agency messages four times daily,
and printe messages for individual ships
twice daily. These messages are sent on
an 18,750 metre wave on Rugby's main
transmitter of 350 kilowatts input, and are
simultaneously sent on a short wave transmittel from the station at Leafielcl
(Oxford) so as to giYC ships all o\'Cr the
world the best possible chance of recep·
tion.
A weather shipping statement is broadcast from Rugby twice a clay and a time
signal is sent out at 6 p.m. These transmissions are made on long wave only.
Rugh:,· Radio, it will be noticed, is used

Rugby is also used, as mentioned above,
for <J telephony service with certain
Atlantic liners. The subscriber on shore
is connected, through the radio terminal at
the Faraday House Exchange in London,,
to Rugby Radio when speaking and to
Baldock Radio when receiving, and conversation is carried on in the ordinary way
over " telephone so far as the subscriber is
concerned. Communication with the ship
is first established by telegraphy through
Portisheacl Radio, and arrangements made
for putting through the call at a certain
time. Short waves are used for this telephone service, five waves being utilised
between I7 and 94 metres, according to the

Short-wave receivers at Burnham.

only for broadcasting messages to ships,
so far as telegraphy is concerned, and does
not deal with any telegraph traffic from
ships. Its most important use is, of course,
for point-to-point communications, not
communications with ships.

time of day, the season of the year, and
the range. This service can be extended
through London to many countries all over
the world; and a passenger in mid-Atlantic
has no difficulty in holding a conver~ation
with, say, a friend in Sydney.

Will Performance Specifications
Become Popular 7
Solid Facts Against Meaningless Superlatives

"I

By "CATHODE RAY"

KNOW nothing about Wireless! "
confesses the humble enquirer on the
Exhibition Stand when the Technical
Gentleman finally comes back from
lunch and starts to talk " Yes, but what
is the sensiti\·ity? " interrupts the hardhead when the chorus of Sales Gentlemen
begins murmuring '' .'\fan·ellous . . . .
Colossal . . . ! ''
Here we have the two types of buyers.
The latter fails to understand why manufacturers cannot supply definite technical
information about the performance of
their products, instead of a lot of meaningless superlatives; and the former fails to
understand anything at all, except that all
sets seem pretty much alike.
On the face of it, there seems no room
for doubt that people who are intending

to part with their earnings in exchange for
a box of tricks should demand definite and
unequivocal information as to what it can
do.
It is no help to be told that it ioj
"perfect," because that is simply not
true ; and it is not enough to be told that
it can receive 6o stations, because thcr<~
is no knowing where, at what time of year
or clay, and bv whom tbis result was
obtain~d-ancl all these other particulars
are quite necessary. Performance figures
enable a set operated by a farmer on au
outdoor aerial in Cornwall to be compared
with another on an indoor aerial in Hampstead handled by an engineer, without
fear of argument at cross-purposes.
The technically .minded admit that tltf"
general use of performance data has been
retarded by the difficulties of measuring
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them, but assume that as these difficultit·s
arc already largtly overcome then; is no
further excuse for delay.
Far be it from me to discourage any
move towards replacing the prcstnt panL'··
gyrics by exact numerical sptcifications,
but I see a good many more blocks in the
road than that just mentioned.

A Simpler Formula Needed

P
set ha<> a band-width of
5 kc / s, the vendor would point out ib
manifest superiority in selectivity to tlw
Q
set with a band-width (lf
8 kc / s. But his competito-r, not to lw
beaten, would with equal justice boa~t of
the obvious advantage in ficlelit:y of the
Q--- set compared with the P---.
It takes an expert to interpret the figures,
and the temptation to make statistics pnl\·e
anything is too great.
Then I hope I am not libelling tlw
general public, but the poor dears really
don't want to know about decibeb and
microvolts; they want to know \l'ht·ther
they can get good entertainment.
The
advertising agents do not even gin· them
credit for ordinary intelligence-by the
way, they are another obstacle ; nearly all
the big advertising is clone by people
whose philosophy appears to be that of
the Cynics. At any rate, they set the
public mind at an even lower standard
than I do.
One might be unkind about some of the
manufacturers, too, and suggest that they
are reluctant to invite direct numerical
comparison. Nobody can tie clown general
ascriptions of praise. Even in the motor
world we do not get defin~te figun·s with
regard to springing, road holding, ami
engine efficiencies; though they may haw
them somewhere in laboratories.
All this seems pretty hopeless. But not
quite.
There is no likelihood that

characteristic curves (of receivers) will be
exhibited in neon oYer Piccadilly or that
the front page' of The Daily M ail will
tdl tb all about second-channel ratios, but
the man who really wants to know ought
to bt· able to go to any radio dealer and
pick up a leaflet full of them. More; tht·
dealer himself ought to make it his business to clemancl such information from the
makers who want him to sell their sets,
and be able to interpret it for the benefit
of hi~ less technical customers.
The amateur photographer worthy of
thl' name would not be put off with the
!-'tatl'rnmt that the focal length of a camera
was colossal, and that the prints were the
n·rv soul of light.
He does not C\'Pll
cxpvct to get an instrument that simultaneously possesses wideness of aperture and
depth of focus, and would haYe nothing
but contempt for an advertisement that
told him he could.
Even although the proportion of
listeTll·rs who comprehend mutual conductann·,.; of valves is \Try small, they ha n·
been t•nough in the aggregate to make it
\H>rth while for the makers to supply the
information on leaflets and other places
accessible to them.
In this \\'a v the
figures do not interftre with the enjoynwnt of the majority who prefer to be
told that Z's ,·alves turn all the bad qualitic;; of their sets into good ones. ·what
vain-makers 'think to-day, set-makers
may possibly think to-morrow.

There is no difficulty about selling clot!J
by the yard. EYCn female purchasers
demand to know exactly what they are
getting for their money. But notice why
there is no difficulty ; and compare it with
radio. It is easy to measure the cloth.
There is universal agreement (within this
country, at least) as to the units of
measurement. Measuring instrunwnts arc
everywhere available. There are no lawful means whereby a yard at one >'hop
can be made to mean something cliffertnt
from a yard at another shop. The customer can herself check the amount supplied. The method of reckoning is simple
and easy to understand. And it can be
very directly related to the use for which
the material is intended.
I think one may be allowed to hope
that quite a lot can still be done to simplify receiYer measurements, to agree as to
how and what measurements should be
specified, and to cheapen the nccessaty
instruments.
But whatever happens it
seems likely that receivers will always be
~IICROPHONES
fairly complicated pieces of work, because
simplification of deta)l is more than
neutralised by the added features needed
Rothermel .. Brush Types for All Purposes
to woo the interest of the public. One
thinks·of television, for instance . . . .
HE advantages of the ]Jiezo-dt·ctric
Th<' more ambitious models make use of
And the history of the motor trade does
the ·'sound-ed!'' form of construction
principle as applied tu microphom·
dt·~cri!H'd on page 275 of the September 8th,
construction are now recl'i,·ing "idt·not lead one to suppose that the proportion·
1<134. issue. ln the model G-2S2P, two pairs
of owners that know all about tht· inner spread recognition, and R. A. Rothl'rnwl.
working of the machine will substantially Ltd., Canterbury Road, London, N.\\'.o, arc of two cells in series are connected in
pa rallt-1. The price is £I 5 and modifted
now in a position to supply a range of modt·l~
increase.
dl'signs for theatre footlight use and as a
suitable for public address, film n-cording,
But to understand the figures necc~sary and calibration work.
"l'"ak"r's lapd microphone are available at
for specifying e'.:en the leading characterThe general-purpose ;\loclel D-10-1 i~ a
~2<> and .(13 respectively.
istics of a receiver one must haw~ a fairly diaphragm-type instrument of rohu~t collA ea! i bra tion curn· taken in terms of the
comprehensive grasp of technique. It is struction house<! in a circular chromium- !{avlt-igh disc in The Wireless World
difficult to see how it can be otherwise.
bil-oratorv was given in the March 29th
plated case. It io.; ~~·n
is'IW in -connection with the recent loud
sitin' and should comWho could blame the poor public for sup']Wa hT te:;ts.
IIH'IHl itself to amat•·ur
posing a receiver with a sensitivity of 100
Silllilar to the above as regards frequency
transmitters a~ w..JI ;t,;
microvolts to have more than one with a
charact•·ristic but with a higher output for
designt>rs
of
public
sensitivity of 20 microvolb? One does not
a gi\·<'n sound pressure, the G-4S6P at ,{.jo is
address outfits.
Thv
have to go to evening classes to attach a
an ideal microphone for broadcasting or film
price is £5 17<:. hd.
meaning to miles per hour, or even milf•s
work. fts lower impt>dance and hight>r senper gallon; but radio data seems to bear
<itiviiy JWrmit the use of much longer l<:ad~.
Some representative microlittle relationship to real life. Then there
clll important advantage where mobility is
phones in the Rothermelare conflicting requirement,;.
If tlw
'.._·~:-:entia].
Brush range.

PIEZO-ELECTRIC

T

Type L-zSzP.

Le~t)

Tyre G-zSzP.

Type G-4S6P.

Type D-104.
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Current

Tepics
Eleven Hours' Talk

TWO Californian amateurs
have just been in communication for eleven hours on end
with the object of putting up a
''record'' for long contacts.
British
amateurs
are
not
attempting to emulate the feat.

Events of the
Week rn
Brief Review

Norwegian Broadcasting House.
There were fifty-nine entries.
l\1. Halter's building will cost
about one- and- a- half million
kroner and will take at least a
year to build.

Television Congress
GERMANY'S first televisio:l
congress was helcl in Berliu
on May 29th when a tablet was
unveiled in honour of Paul
Nipkow in the presence of th'~
veteran inventor, who patented
the famous Nipkow scanning
disc in r885.

English from Rome
SIR NOEL ASHBRIDGE, Chief
Engineer of the B.B.C., whose
knighthood was announced in
the Jubilee Birthday Honours
list.

Leipzig on Low Power
THE Leipzig station is at present using an auxiliary lowpower transmitter pending aerial
altt·rations. A single mast antinear-fading type is to be employed.

Television and Fashion
PTT station, now has
P ARIS,
its television fashion specialist, who will give advice on the
best tones and colours to wear
when appearing befonc the television transmitter.

Bus Radio
THE Great l\1issenden (Bucks)
Parish Council is opposing
the installation of radio receiver'
on the local busrs as likely to
divE"rt the attention of drivers.

Boys' Wireless League
poRTSMOUTH ll"ads the rest
oi the British Isles in having
a "Boys' \Vireless League," the
members of which are recruited
from schools and colleges in the
district. The hon. secretary is
Mr. L. Harrison, 20, Salem
Street.

HE Northern Italian stations
T
will broadcast a talk j11
English at 7.40 p.m. on Tuesday
next, June IIth, on "How to
See Rome in a Month."

New Broadcasting House

M

NILS HOLTER has won
• first prize in the competition for a design for the new

Broadcast Brevities
By Our Special Correspondent
Sir Noe-l Ashbridge

An Engineer's Life

NOWN throughout Broad·
casting House as '' The
Chid,' · Mr. Nod Ash bridge is
exceedingly popular, and his
knighthood is gt'IH'rall y wclconiecl.
The Chief Engineer can be
said to have gameci notoriety
through sheer modesty.
At _l
banquet not loug ago Sir John
Reith had some gracious things
to say about l\Ir. Ashbridge'3
splt·ndicl work in the technical
development of British broadcasting.
Almost immediately
Mr. Ashbridge rose to his feet
to catch his train.

engineers
SCOTTISH
B.B.C. have spent

K

A Surprise

Mr. Gerald Cock, M.V.O.

listeners
switching on to hear a wellknown general describing hi.'>
recent visit to a foreign country
were amazed by the opening
sentence : '' Ladies and Gentlemen, we find ourselves in ;t
scene of complete devastation
... clouds of smoke ... mothers,
mad with grief, are calling their
children . . . '' Then the talk
broke ofi and the announcer
apologised for having started up
the wrong record. Instead of
the general's speech, listeners
hac! heard a running commentary on a village fire.

Mr. Geralcl Cock, who receives
the iVI. V .0., put outside broadcasting '' on the map '' many
years ago in a way that enabl<xl
the B.B.C. to give a lead to the
broadcasting organisations on
the Continent.
During the
Jubilee celebrations l\Ir. Cock
surpassed all previous eJiorts
in organisation on a large scale
and personally supervised the
Royal broadcast from Buckingham Palace.
As Director of Television he
can be relied upon to score as
big a success in the field that is
just being opened up.

R 0 U l\1 A N I A N

MR. GERALD COCK, Director
of Television, who receives the
M.V.O.

of the
several
days during this week carrying
out tests for to-day's transmission from the Isle of May.
The cable for one of the six
microphones has had to be led
over the cliff base to a narrow,
shingly beach, and even up to
the last moment it has bPen debatable whether the broadcast
would have to be given up.

Taxi Radio and Noise
HELSINGFORS police are objecting to the introduction
of radio taxis on the ground that
they will be incompatible with
the new anti-noise campaign.

Broadcasting Gramophone
Records
GERMAN gramophone record
manufacturers virtually lost
their case in the Berlin Civil
Court last week against the German Broadcasting Com p;llly.
The gramophone firms sought an injunction against the inclt_,_
criminate broadcasting of records, but they secured judgment only in regard to records of
the "spoken word."
Their
plaint was rejected for records c•f
music or of music and words.
As the broadcasters hardly ever
use '' spoken word records,''
they have practically won the
day.
A representative of the gramophone manufacturers informed
a Wireless World correspondent
that an appeal would be lodged
with the Kammergericht and, if
necessarv, with the Reichsgericht, - the German Supreme
Court. Pending the result, it i3
unlikely that records will figure
in the German programmes.

grammes on October rst, recuperated after his serious illness on the Northumberland
estate he inherited from his
uncle, the late Viscount Grey of
Falloden.
He is now visiting
Newfoundland.

Steady Promotion
Since he joined the B.B.C. in
1926 his promotion has been
continuous. By 1929 he was an

a s s i s t a n t director of pro-

Living on Goats' Milk
The enginePrs have been leading a primitive life on the island.
There is no water supply, and
all water, not to mention other
beverages, has had to be
brought by boat.
For the most part they have
subsisted on goats' milk, as a
number of the animals are kept
on the island for the benefit of
the lighthouse-keeper and his
assistants. It is even rumoured
that their solid food has consisted of wild berries which they
snatch from the bushes in the
intervals between line tests.

The New Programme
Controller
MR. CECIL GRAVES, who
will succeed
C ol on el
Dawnay as Controller of Pro-

NEW
PROGRAMME CONTROLLER. Mr. Cecil Graves,
who succeeds to the important
B.B.C. post which Col. Dawnay
will vacate on October rst.

grammes, and on the ·opening
of the Daventry Empire service
he became Director of the
Empire programmes. I..ast year
he combined this office with that
of Foreign Relations.
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Radio Data Charts- IV.

Iron Losses in Mains
Transformers

to find the total number of turns rc•qnircd
for the primary and each of the ,.;econdary
windings. The wire diameter is hxed by
the power required for the output, and ~o
we finally obtain the size of window rt'quired to accommodate the \Yindings. In
fact, we are now in a position to choose the
most suitable size of iron stamping and 1•)

N designing a mains transformer to
supply power to a radio receinT from
an alternating-current mains :-upply,
we usually begin by making a guess
at the area of the core section through
which the alternating magnetic flux mu~t
pass. \Ve then work out the number of
turns of wire per Yolt and are thus enabled

I

By H. T. BEATTY, \I.A., B. E., D.Sc.
make a preliminary calculation of the
C(lppcr losses.

All this is straightforward work and is
carried out in Radio Data Charts, No. 24
(a-c), and it is remarkable that up to thi:;
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Power transformer design : estimation of iron losses with various core materials.

3::
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Radio Data Charts.-IV.stage the transformer has taken shape
without any reference to the quality of
the iron to be used or to the thickness cf
each stamping. But now we come to the
question of the efficiency of the transformer, an:.! for this calculation we must
know the total iron loss for the material
used, in watts per pound weight.
Loss of power, appearing as heat in the
core, is due to two causes. In the first
place, the alternating magnetic flux, by
virtue of its Yariation in magnitude during
each cycle, sets up an EMF in the primary
windings in opposition to the mains EMF.
If this fiux were in phase with the magnetic force sec up by the primary current,
the current would be 90° out of phase with
the induced E;\IF, and no power would be
consumed apart from copper losses.
Actually, however, the flux lags behind
the magnetic force, and consequently the
current has a component in phase with
the El\IF, so that power is consumed even
whm the secondary circuit is opened.
This is known as hysteresis loss: it increases as the magnetic flux increases; it
is large in ordinary iron, small in iron
alloyed iYith silicon, such as Stalloy ')r
Armco, and very small in iron alloyed
with nickel, such as Mumetal, Radiometal.
and Laminic. Moreover, it is unaffected
by the thickness of each stamping.
The second source of iron loss is due
to eddy currents. As the magnetic flux
surges to and fro, whirlpools of electric
force are induced in the iron, and alternating current flows in circles round each
magnetic line of flux.
By splitting the
iron into thin lamin<.e, we diminish the
cross-section available for these currents
and thus diminish the eddy currents by
increasing the resistance. This eddy loss
is proportional to the square of the thickness of stamping.
Silicon iron has a
greater resistivity than ordinary iron, and
the consequer:t reduction of eddy loss !s
the chief reason for its use in mains transformers.
The chart shows at a glance the total
iron loss in watts per pound for various
transform~r materials, and ihe total loss
can be obtained as soon as the volume of
iron is known. In choosing the material
we must bear in mind that the lower the
loss the more expensive is the iron, so
that an economic balance must be struck
between initial cost and running cost.
Thus, in spite of the high efficiency of
Radiometal, its high price is an objection
to its use in mains transformers except in
cases where the primary current runs continuously, as in door-bell transformers;
its utilit}· lies chiefly in other directions,
such as in intervalve and output transformers and chokes.
With silicon-iron alloys, such as Stalloy
or Armco, the chart shows that a wide
latitude in iron losses is available to the
designer. Thus, in the case of a certain
transformer with the specification given in
the accompanying table, the iron loss
works out at I watt. Hence the efficiency
Js 50 54-ZS=o.gz. If now we use instead
Special Electric o.ozsin., the iron loss
rises to r.8 watt and the efficiency falls to

so/ss.os=o.gos. The choice of material
now becomes a matter of economics.
SPECIFICATION.

Output
l\'LltL"rial
Volume of iron
\Vorking flux df"nsity
Copper loss ....... .

so

watts.
Stalloy o.oqin.
9.15 c-ubic inches.
so kilo-lines per
square inch.
J-2S watts.

DISTANT
RECEPTION NOTES
'E most long-dtstance enthusiasts, 1
have been watching anxiously for
Radio Roumanic's appearance, for it
wa:> announced some time ago that the
~:tation, complete to the last terminal, was
ready to begin operations. So iar I have
h(oard nothing of it, and it is now stated
that th,_· preliminary tests have been delayed. They should be under way by the
time that ycu read this note, and the station
is likely to be occupying the r,875-metre
wavelength with ib iull-time service lwfore
the end of June. Motala is also late in getting its new l 50-kilowatt transmitter into
action.
Some time ago the authorities
stated that the work \x,as so far forward that
the station could be taken over for broadca,ting almost at once. Since then there
sc:ems to have been no official pronouncement, but from the ('ntries in my log I am
inclined to think that the new plant, working probably with considerably less than its
full output power, is in use at a rather late
hour on one or two nights each week.
All through March there is no entry
opposite Motala more encouraging than W,
which stands for weak. On most days and
nights the station was not heard at alL On
April 6th the station was found coming in
at splendid loudspeaker strength, though it
was only twice heard and this at very poor
strength-during the following wC'ek. Subsequent entries show that Motala was giving
excellent loudspeaker reception on April
J4th, 22nd, zsth and May ISt, ?th, 8th,

L

13th and 23rd.
Intervening dates are
mainly blank.
Since reception conditions
were ·on the whole distinctlv good during
the period, the natural infen:nce is that on
the dates when "V.G." is shown in the log
the new transmitter was experimenting,
the old one being in use at other times.
Perhaps some Swedish reader will be kind
enough to send me information on the subject straight from the horse's mouth. Tack
sa mycket!
The elections of the Regional Committees
for the control of broadcasting in France
were postponed until Sunday, i\Iay 26th,
though it was intended originally they
should take place a week earlier. Good
though it is, the Committee scheme does not
appear to h~we got on very well amongst
listeners. Less than 10 per cent. of those
entitled to vote took the trouble to do so,
though the number of candidatt·s was surprisingly large. In Paris almw there were
163 of these. I Bote rather s:1dly that many
of them came forward as rcprtsc·ntatives of
political groups. That is perhap:' the one
big drawback to the elected Committee; rt
will be difficult to keep the atmosphere free
from politics, and politics don't go hand in
hand with satisfactory broadcasi ing control.
In the Un•.icd States stations arc spaced
out, as readers may know, on a ro-kilccycle
basis, which gives rather better opportunities for the high-quality receiving set than
the 9-kilocycle separation which Europe has
under the Lucerne Plan. But even 10 kilocycles are not sufficient to allow the high
notes to be reproduced proverly, and there
is a movement on foot in the States to increase the separation to 15 kilccyclPs or
more, with a corresponding reductio-n in the
number of stations at work. Something of
the kmd wou~d be very welcome in Europe,
but I_ am af;atd that rt wrll never take place.
for Europe s many countnes seem intent
upon increasing rather than reducing the
number oi their stations.
On_ the whoh•, distant recPption conditions
remam good, though naturallv the best tinw
for listening to the foreigrwrs is becomin<>
somewhat later. From 9 o'clock onward~
a 1t t; r n a t i _v e programmes are usually
receivable w1th good strength and quality
from about a score of
stations. As usually
happens in summer,
the upper part of the
nwclium
wave-band
between 450 and 55<>
metres now shows a
distinct falling off
The best belt of wavelengths is that from a
little below 300 metres
to somt'W here about
4SO metres. The longwave stations are not
much
affected
bv
summer
conditions
and most of them eo~~
tinue to be well received. D. EXER.
A model of the Main
Hall, Olympia, showing
how stands will be arranged for this year's
Radio Show in August.
The model is on view
to prospective standholders at the headquarters of the Radio
Manufacturers' Association.
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Listeners' Guide for the
Outstanding Broadcasts
at Home and Abroad

DRAKE THE EXPLORER.
'' The
Golden Hind,'' next
week's radio drama,
will set forth the adventures of Sir Francis
Drake on his voyage
round the world. Above
is a scene from the
new
British
International Pictures film
" Drake of England,"
with Matheson Lang
as the explorer. He is
seen stepping off '' The
Golden Hind '' after
the. world voyage.

the Actor but especially to the
stirring up of heroick spirit:-,
to benefit their country and
eternize their names in noble
deeds.''
THE WHITE COONS

How many listeners know
that the original White Coons
concert party was founded by,
Will C. Pepper in r889?
A
modernised edition of the
'' \Vhite Coons '' comes to the
studio on Thursday evening
(Nat.) with Harry S. Pepper
and Doris Arnolcl at the
pianos. Tommy Handley will
take part .
•,,

<!>

ALDERSHOT TATTOO

THE MICROPHONE AT PLAY
Po~fPOSITY,

ultra -seriousness, sentimentality-these are
faults difficult to avoid by
regular broadcasters, especially on ceremonial occasions.
A valuable antidote is promised by the new" O.B." series
- " The Microphone at Play"
the second of which .iHidlanJ
supplies to the H.egionals on
Whit Monday evening, \Yhen
the microphone will be taken
to Evesham for the annual
Regatta on the Avon.
The chief feature will be a
radio impression of the Senior
Fours final for the Bell To,,·er
Trophy-a beautiful silwr
model of the Evesham bell
tower given to the club by the
citizens who raised £400 in
rgzr to · mark Evesham's
unbeaten record at regattas.
GRACE
MOORE
BOHEME"

IN

" LA

GRACE MooRE became suddenly famous in this country in
the film " One Night rJf
Love.''
The distinguished
singer of the New York l\Ietropolitan Opera makes her
British radio debut to-rnorro'V
evening (Saturday) in the relay
of Act Ill of Puccini 's " La
Boheme " at Cownt Garden.
" La Boheme," which ''as
first produced in Turin in r8f)6
and three years later at Covent
Garden, gives a splendid picture of Bohemian life in the

Latin quarter of Paris a hundred years ago. With this
opera Puccini surpassed all his
previous triumphs and placed
himself definitely at the head
of the younger Italian composers.
<i>

" MUCH ADO ABOUT
NOTHING"
]AN BussELL will be the producer of next Sunday's Shakespearian play, "Much Ado
About Nothing," on the
National wavelengths. Gwen
Ffrang<;on Davies, who has a
wonderful broadcasting voice,
will take the part of Beatrice,
niece
to
Leonarte,
and
Leonarte's part will be taken
by Ben \Vebster.
.·y

"GONE AWAY"

A PLEASANT innovation on
Sunday evening will be a short
~tory sandwiched between two
:;ections of Albert Sandler' s
broadcast from the Park Lane
Hotel. The storyteller will be
i\Ir. S. P. B. Mais, and the title
of his fifteen-minute tale will be
''Gone Away."
REHEARSING
FOR
THE
TATTOO.
The Commanding
Officer inspects '' Henry the
Eighth '' in readiness for the
Pageant of the Kings in the
Aldershot Tattoo, part of which
wiii be relayed with a running
commentary at 11.25 p.m. on
Thursday next.

DRAMA OF DRAKE

THE Elizabethan period promises to be the new rage in
literature and drama, and in
this the B.B.C. is well to the
fore with '' The Golden Hind,''
a Peter Cresswell production
dealing with the trawls of Sir
Francis Drake "unto the South
Seas, India, Chile, Peru, the
hither side of Nuoya Espana,
the mighty empire of China, <Jr
Cathay, begun in the year ~·f
our Lord I577·"
" The Golden Hind,·' which
will be broadcast on :\Ionday
(Nat., 8) and Tuesday (Reg.,
8.30), has a strange dedication.
It is " offered to the Publique
hearing, both for the honour of

THE central theme of this
vcar's Aldershot Tattoo, excerpts of which are to be
broadcast at II.25 p.m. on
Thursday next, June 13th, i:>
to be the British Crown and its
illustrious history, but the
broadcast will of necessity be
confined to the music of tllC
massed
bands,
numbering
twenty-six, and the singing t f
favourite songs and hymns.
As befits Silver Jubilee Year,
however, the Tattoo will
probably be the most spectacular in the history of this
annual event, and it is well for
listeners that the commentator
will be Major J. B. S. Bournel\:Iay, who last week gave such
a graphic description of the
Trooping of the Colour.
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Week
SOUTH SEA BOBBLE

As an experiment in radio
drama
'' The South Sea
Bubble" on Thursday next
(Reg., 8) should be worth
staying in for. Cecil Lewis,
who has written this play on
the first great financial crash
in the City of London, describes it as the first Expressionist broadcast play ever
heard in this country, and a
special technique has been
evolved for re-picturing the
tragic six months when the
country indulged in monetary
hysteria.
The cast will include Bruce

and Richard Staab (piano).
.To-morrow Sottens will give a
Schumann concert at 8.15, and
another comes from Oslo at
10. 15, given by the Station
Orchestra.
At midnight until 2 a.m.
Sunday, Stuttgart will broadcast a Schumann concert by the
Kergel Quartet, with Emm:t
Mayor
(contralto),
Miiller
(baritone), Haagen and Sonnen (pianos).

·----------------------------------~

I

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK I
I
I

FRIDAY JUNE 7th.
Nat., B.B.C. Orchestra (E), conducted by Boyd Nee!. 9.15,
Anona Winn and her Four
Winners.
Reg., 8.10, The hle of May-a
Bird· s Eye View (from Scottish).
8.40, A. J Alan. 9, Act Il
" Carmen " (Bizet), relayed frqm
Covent Garden.

Abroad.

"0TELLo," probably Verdi's
greatest opera, is being relayed
by Vienna this evening (Friday)
at 6.55 from the Opera House.
To-morrow at 8.10 Munich will
give a concert of the opera
music of four nations-Italy.
Russia, France and Germany,
and on the same evening Rome,

I
I

I
I
I

!
I
I

"'La Boheme" (Puccini) from

1

TRAGEDY TO MUSIC

at g, will broadcast Donizetti's
"L'elisir d'amore."
Bellini's ever- popular
"Norma" comes from RadioParis at 8.15 on Tuesday next.

i----------------------------------7

I

:I

!

I

3Q..UNE TELEVISION
Baird

Process

:I

rrransmissions !

\ Vision 261.1 m.; Sound 296.2 m. \
MONDAY, JUNE lOth.

!

i
l

11.15-12.0 p.m.

:

Gay."

!
:
:

:
:
:

John Hendrik and John Rorke in
songs ; F red die Carpenter with
Jc"ie Blane in feature dances ·
.lane Corr .and Charlotte Leigh
in songs; Elinor Shan in mimes
and dances; Sydney Jerome's

/

Quintet.

[

WEDNESDAY. JUNE 12th,
ll.15-12.0p.m.

i
:
:

i

!

Items

from

"Let's

Go

!

:
:

i

!
!
[

!

\ Programme of Folk Songs and
:
Dances from India, Ceylon and l
:
Tibet. Surya Sen, the Sinhalese :
:
Singer, assisted by Nelum Devi. :
I

I

t----------------------------------1

MENDELSSOHN'S march from
"Athalie" is well known, but
not everyone is aware that it is
taken from incidental music
to Racine's five-act tragedy,
'' Athalie. '' This play is to be
broadcast on Thursday next,
June 13th, by Strasbourg. The
1852 Choral Society and the
Station Choir will be conducted
by Maurice de Villers.
MUSIC BY YOUNG GERMANS

YoUNG German composers
will have an hour to themselves
in the Munich programme from
midnight onwards on Wednesday, June 12th. There will be
three first performances, one 'Jf
a work by Heinz Schubert,
born in 1908 in Dessau, one by
Paul Coenen, born in 1908 in
Saarlouis, and one by Karl
Walter Meyer, born in 1902 in
Frankfurt.
THE AUDITOR.

:

i
j

Coven! Garden.
l
Reg., Russian Church Choir. 'I!The
:
Grinke Trio. '~!Henry Hall's 1
:
Guest Night.
l

!

i
"FREEDOM.''
Mr. G. K.
Chesterton, the famous wit,
novelist and critic, who contributes to the series of talks on
" Freedom " at 10 p.m. on
Tuesday next (National).

THOSE who saw the play o;
the film, ''The Late Christopher
Bean," may be interested to
know that the original play by
Fauchois, " Prenez garde a la
peinture," IS being broadcast
on Wednesday next, June 12th,
at 8.30 from Lyons-Ia-Doua.
MAURICE WINNICK AND HIS BAND, who will give tea-time dance
broadcasts next week on the National wavelengths.

10, Act Ill

:

l Abroad.

l

!

i

Frankfurt, 8.15-10, Variety Pro:
gramme from Spcyer.
I
I

I

l

I

I

\

SUNDAY, JUNE 9th.
Nat., Morning Service from Bristol 1
Cathedral.
'I!Morris Motors'
:
Band. 5.30, " Much Ado About l
Nothing." 'I!Albert Sandler an<;! l
:
:
the Park Lane Hotel Orchestra. l
1

!

i
J

:

Reg., Broad~st Septet.

,-rB.B.C.

!

1

Military Band. 'I)B.B.C. Orches- :
tra (D); conducted by Aylmer
Buesst.
1

1

Abroad.
Brussels No. I, 8-10, Viennese {

i
l

:
:

!

!

Music from the
Exhibition.

International

I

l
l
I

I

I

1

THEHE arc several broadcast
concerts to-night (Friday) and
to-morrow to celebrate the
I25th anniversary of the birth
of Schumann at Zwickau in
Saxony.
To-night Munich
transmits a Schumann programme from 10.30 to 11.30 by
Martha Martensen (soprano)

I
I

I
I

I

Nat., ''Music Hall."

PRENEZ GARDE

SCHUMANN

0 peretta

8-10.30,

SATURDAY. JUNE 8th.

OPERA

:I

THE Loch Ness Monster may
be forgotten in England: it is a
green memory in Hungary.
To-night (Friday) Budapest
will broadcast a talk on the
Loch Ness Monster at 8 o'clock.

I

I

A W AGNER concert on historic ground comes from
Frankfurt at 9 o'clock on Monday, June roth. This will b2
relayed from the Biebrich
Castle Gardens on the Rhine.
It was in the castle of Biebrich
that Wagner, in r862, worked
from February to the end of
October on his opera '' The
Master Singers of N iirnberg."

LOCH NESS MONSTER

I

I
I
I
I
I

I

Radio-Paris,
Music.

WAGNER

Belfrage, D. A. Clarke-Smith,
John Cheatle, Norman Shelley
and Gwendolen Evans. John
More! will be the singer, and it
will be interesting to hear what
he has to sing about.

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

1

MONDAY, JUNE
Nat., 8, " The Golden
Drake Programme
String Quartet.
Reg., B.B.C. Dance
9.55, " Carmen," Act
Coven! Garden.

lOth.
lI
Hind "-a l
'I!Griller l

!

Orchestra. l
Ill, from l

I
l

:Abroad.

\ Eiffel Tower, 8.30-1 0, Orchestral l
l

i

Concert.

I
I

I
I

:
TUESDAY, JUNE IIth.
I
: Nat., The Celebrity Trio. 'I!" Music
Hall."
10, "Freedom," by
:
:I
G. K. Chesterton.
: Reg., B.B.C. Orchestra (E), conducted by Leslie H~ward. ~"The
:
Golden Hind."

l
I
l
\
lI
I

i

I

:I Abroad.

lI

: Warsaw, 9-10, Symphony Concert
by the Station Orchestra.

l

I
1
I
I
I

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 12th.
l
Nat., The Mills Brothers. 8.30.
T oscanini conducting last Concert l
of London Music Festival
:

i

Reg., B.B.C. Theatre Orchestra

l

'~]Will

C.

Pepp<:r's

!

"White l

Coons.''

:

i Abroad.
i
: Kalundborg, 10, Classical Music by i
i the Radio Symphony Orchestra. :
I

I

I

:I

l
1

\
:
:

i
:

I

THURSDAY. JUNE 13th.
Nat., Will C. Pepper's "White
Coons.
'\)Leslie Bridgewater
Quintet. 11.25, Aldershot Tattoo.
Reg., Oratorio Programme-B.B.C.
Choir and Orchestra, conducted
by Joseph Lewis. 8 " South Sea
Bubble."

: Abroad.

:I

!
!
1

l
l

!
:

l

: Strasbourg, 8.30, ·· Athalie "-a l
:
tragedy with incidental Music by l
:I
Mendelssohn.
lI
I

I

·----------------------------------1
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UNB.IASED
By

FREE GRID
Written by a cross between
a senior wrangler and a
congenital idiot.

My Set Revue
some time past readers have been
F ORurging
me to commence the publication of test reports of the various commercial receivers which accidentally fall into
my hands from time to time. I have now
decided to comply with their wishes.
The following report deals \vith the set
which I purchased at last year's exhibition
for home consumption. Set manufacturers
who are interested are invited to submit
their products to me so that I may deal
with them in future issues.
Since the conservation of time and
energy is my watchword it goes almost
without saying that I did not bother to
open the packing case in which the set
arrived but returned it immediately with
a polite request for the working model.
After the usual exchange of courtesies and
sets to which I have referred so often in
these columns I was able to commence my
tests.
Upon unpacking the instrument I
noticed that the valw boxes bore the
customary rubber stamp intimating that
their contents had been tested by the set
makers and sufficiently "aged " to bring
the set into a state of stability. Putting
myself in the position of the ordinary man
in the street who would be the set's ultimate purchaser, I picked up the instructional booklet in order to see how to get
her going. In the end I decided that it
was not for me, having evidently been
written by a cross between a senior
wrangler and a congenital idiot. As life
is short I was reluctantly compelled to fall
back on my common sense.
My first test was for sensitivity and selectivity, and on switching on I was reminded
of the old proverb which extols the virtues
of expecting nothing in order to avoid
disappointment.
On investigating the matter 1 was surprised to notice that there were no tuning
coils, and that the fixed and moYing plates
of the moving condensers were not insulated from each other. This seemed so
strange that I hastily retriewd the instructional book from thE W.P.B. and gave it
to the Wireless World office boy to

decipher, as he has so often proved his
worth at cross-word puzzles.
At length I wrote to the maker, but
he insisted that the circuit was a secret
one which he did not intend to disclose.
Upon taking the set to pieces and worrying
the circuit out for myself I found, to my
immense surprise, that his statement was
true ; at least, I had never come across the
circuit before.
Eventually, however, the manufacturer
relented sufficiently to give me the grudging information that the designer of the
set, struck by the prevalence of jamming
in spite of all that superhets could do,
resolved to go the whole hog in the-matter
of sideband cutting and tone correction.
He had voraciously studied the "Readers'
Problems" section of this journal, and
among a medley of knowledge therein,
ranging from Sanskrit to starting prices, he
had learned that so far as selectivity and
the number of turns in a tuning coil are
concerned, the higher the fewer.

I may say that I gave the gramophone
side of the instrument a thorough test, and,
apart from the question of quality, I found
nothing to criticise.

Economy

THEfor passion
whi_ch some_ peo~le ha\·e
labour-sa nng devices Is truly
extraordinary, and nothing more strikingly
Illustrates this than a new economy scheme
adopted by certain continental cinema
proprietors whereby wireless is used in an
entirely noyel manner to take the place
of highly paid organists.
This scheme does not, as you might be
tempted to think, involve the electrical
reproduction of canned music, but is something quite different.
It appears that in continental cinemas
the same pernicious habit is followed as
owr here of picking out the organ manual
in coloured floodlights during the orgy of
sugary sob-stuff which is dignified by the
name of music and is churned out during
the so-called organ interlude. Actually
there is an organ in only one cinema of a
given town, and his organ manual is electrically coupled to those of all the other

Reductio ad absurdum
In his preliminary experimental model,
therefore, he had reduced the turns on his
tuning coils until there was nothing left but
a piece of wire short-circuiting the condensers. In his final model he had gone
even farther, for he found that, by simply
leaving out the insulated material which
supported the fixed plates, he could dispense even with the short-circuiting wire.
Even as it is, however, the designer is
Salaries of organists are saved.
of the opinion that the ratio of inductance
to capacity is still too great to permit of cinemas in the town. This coupling ~,,·as
real selectivity, owing to the relatively high at first accomplished by cable, but now
inductance of the condenser plates, and apparently all go-ahead firms are using
eventually he intends to tackle this ticklish short-wave wireless as the connecting link.
problem so that he may produce a still
The pcogrammes are arranged, of
better set for next year's exhibition. I course, so that the organ interludes occur
must confess that, as the result of my tests, at the same time in all "controlled"
I fail to see the use of increasing the selec- theatres. In this manner the four-figure
tivity, since at present tuning is so sharp salaries of several cinema organists are
that not only are the sidebands removed saYed. The patrons of the subsidiary
but the carrier wave also. The manufac- theatres arc not, of course, aware of this
turers of the receiver are overcoming the subterfuge, as ingenious dummies-lifedifficulty, however, by arranging to supply sized marionettes, in fact-are employed.
purchasers with a weekly consignment of What the eye doesn't perceive the heart
gramophone discs containing the missing doesn't grieve over, as the doctor said
notes of the week's programme.
when he mixed up the babies in the clinic.
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New Apparatus
Reviewed
Recent Products

of the Manufacturers

GRAHAM-FARISH TERMINAL
BRACKET
NEAT moulded bakclite bracket mount-·
ing a pair of terminals fitted wrth
spring clip attachments for the external
win·s in place of the rnorc orthodox screw

A

teeth accurately and evenly throughout.
It embodies an adjustabk am-i! which is
graduated from 4 to 12 points.
An important feature is that the teeth of
the saw are clearly visible during the setting
operation and no otht->r tool is nel'cled. The
initial pressure on the handle gripd the saw
and further movement applies tlw setting.
The return action is spring controlkcl.
The Eclipse Saw Set is a strongly made,
wdl-finislwd tool, and its price is 6s. 6d.

SANTON

Graham.Farish spring clip terminal bracket.

head has been introduced by CrahamFctrish, Ltd., Mason's Hnl, Bromley, Kent.
This should appt:al particularly to expcrinwnters, as battery and othC'r leads can
be connected quickly to th~eir resp~ective
points, and thC' connections are both secure
and ekctrically sound. It is known as the
Pop T('[minals on Bracket, and costs 6d.
for a pair as illustrated.

THREE-PIN

.

EDISWAN

RECTIFIER

T

HE tendency in television reception IS
towards the use of higher voltages on
the cathode ray tube. At one time a supply
of 2,000 volts was deemed adequate for all
requirements, but it is not uncommon to
find that voltages of double
this
figure are
now being used.
The E di swan

MULTI-PLUGS

JN response to Free Grid's reque:;t in The
Wireless World of April z6th last for information as to where a three-pin wall plug
adaptor of the two- or three-way h-pe can
be obtained, Santon, Ltd., Somerton Works,
Newport, Mon., and 54, Bloomsbury Street,
London, vY.C.I, have sent in one of their
stctndard types embodying this feature.
The plug is a 5-amp. model with the pins
on the back and three sockets on the face.

ECLIPSE SAW SETTING TOOL
ALL who take pride in their handiwork
naturally like to keep their tools in firstclass condition and many, .no doubt, preft,r
to sharpen and set the saws used for wood
wo.rking. The latter process requires some

fits tandem-fashion in the one already in use.
This firm manufacture a similar plug for
reducing Is-amp. sockets to s-amp. size, also
in the Multi pattern, so that a combination
of IS- and 5-arnp. models with one reducing
plug would meet all the requin:ments mentioned by our contributor.
The Multi three-pin s-amp. plugs cost
I6s. 6d. per dozen and the IS- to s-amp.
reducing model 2 rs. per dozen.

Santon Multi three-pin wall plug and socket .

It is known as the Multi type, and when an
additional supply is needed the extra plug

The MU2 h:gh
voltage rectifitr.

MU2 rectifier, which
is of the half-wave
mercury
vap our
type, has recently been redesigned and is
now rated for a maximum pt>ak reverse
voltage of ro,ooo. This has necessitated the
removal of the anode com1ection from the
four-pin base, and the fitting of a top-cap.
Its filament is ratt'd for 1.0 ampere at
2.0 volts, and the anode is rated for an input of up to 4,ooo volts RMS. \Vhen the
anode and filament supplies are switched
simultaneously the
maximum
rectified
current is 2.5 mA., but the peak emission
current is 150 mA. It is priced at I7s. 6d.

C.A.C. Sets Pass Test
S many readers know, a scheme has
been in operation for some· time
whereby prototypes of sets intended for the
reception of the B.B.C. educational trewsmissions are approved by the Central Council for Schools Broadcasts; receivers submitted to this body must attain a high
standard of quality, and the requirements
are particularly exacting with n·garcl to reproduction of speech.
lt is just announced that three of the
C.A.C. receivers made by the City Accumulator Co., Ltd., of r820,
Norman's Buildings, Central Street,
London, E.C. I, hav'c
passed the tests. Th"
first is an AC radiogramophone, of which
tht' circuit rh·sign 1s
based on that of The
Wireless World Qnalitv
Amplifier; a scparatr·
loud speaker is proYided, in accorda.nce
with the Central Couuc i I' s
requirements.
Both the C.A.C. "Austin" Superheterodynes

A

Eclipse No. 77 Direct Reading Saw Set.

skill unless a special tool is employed. Such
a tool is now made by Janws Neill and Co.
(Shdh(o]d), Ltd., Composite Tool \\'orks,
Napier Street, Sheffield, r r, and is known
as the Eclipse No. 77 Direct Reading Saw
Set. It is simple to operate and sets the

have also been approved, and it is noteworthy that these are standard models,
modified only by the fitting of external loud
speakf'rs.
The C.A.C. highquality
radiogramophone
w it h
separate
speaker, as officially approved for
the reception of
broadcasts
to
schools.
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Wurlitzer- Lyric Model 4~
An All-wave Superheterodyne of High
Sensitivity and Good Tonal Quality
FEATURES.-Type.-Table model AC superheterodyne for long, medium and slwrt waPclmgtf!s.
Circuit.-Var.-mu pentode HF antplifler -llep!ode frcquency-changer-vur.-mu pentode IF
amplifier-doublc-diode-triode second deteclm·-separate AVC rectifier-power pentode orzlput valw.
Full-wave valve recti,~er.
switch.

Controls.-(} J Tuning, calibrated in kc;'s.

(3) Waverange switch.

(1) Torw control.

Price.-20 guineas.

('!) Volume and on-oJf

Makers.-Wurlilzcr-

Lyric Radio Lld.,.Leicesler Square Chambers, Leicester Square, London, W.C ..:?.

T

HE Wurlitzer sup.erheterodyne is
made in two types, one, the
470B, being designed for American conditions with two shortwave ranges and the usual medium-wave
range, while the other, the Model 471B,
now under consideration, has been modified to conform with European requirements and. has a long-wave range in place
of one of the shmi-wa ve ranges.
The
band covered by this remaining range :s
from r8 to 55 metres. "hich includes the
most interesting of the transatlantic and
Continental transmissions.

In many all-wave super- \'ISJO!l for the use of a doublet or di-pole
heterodynes the treatment of aerial, a system of reception which has
the short-wave range is often found special favour with the American
a compromise. This is not so, short-\\a\'e enthusiasts. The receiwr is
however, in the Wurlitzer set, qui~kly converted from the normal type of
for short waves receive exactly acnal to the doublet connections by rethe same treatment as the moying a connecting wire between t\\'o
medium and long waves both as regards terminals at the back of the set.
signal-frequency amplification and the
The frequency-changer is of the heptode
number of tuned circuits. The frequency- type and the oscillator coils are properly
changer is preceded by a signal-frequency tracked on all three ranges. The single
amplifier in whi(:h the input and output IF amplifier is of the variable-mu HF
circuits are tuned on all three wavebands. pentode type and the input and output
The method of coupling the HF trans- transformers are tuned to 465 kc / s. The
formers receives different treatment on second detector is a double-diode-triodc in
each range in accordance with the require- which the diodes are connected in parallel
ments of the coil characteristics and in for signal rectification. A separate diode
order that the sensitivity may be equalised consisting of a triode valve with grid and
as far as possible throughout the full range anode strapped together is used to proof the set.
\'icle the A VC bias.
Both rectifiers are
It is interesting to sec that there is pro- fed from the secondary of the output IF

Complete circuit diagram.

Th" BF amolifier is tuned on short as well as the normal broadcast waveranges, and a separate diode re
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IB

transformer, and there is some tendency, sound did not appear to radiate from the Model 471B shows no repeat tuning points,
to side-band distortiou as the set i:; loud-speaker aperture only, but from ·a so that there is very much les~ confusion
brought into or out of tune, but the much wider area, \Y\thout any suggesti~m in identifying stations. The only fault Wf!
Any faults in the repro- could find with the short-wave performamount present is not sufficient to can~c of focusing.
duction have been carefullv hidden ance \vas a tendency to low-frequency inirritation.
stability with the volume control at maxiThe controls shO\v little Yariation from a\Yay, as such di\·erse tests of r~produtio.n
mum (a :.;etting rarely required owing to
as
t'he
full
organ
and
the
transients
in:;tandard English practice, there being the
usual tuning, combined Yolume and onoff switch, \vave range and tone control.
2nd
OUTPUT VALVE
The dial, however, "·ill be unfamiliar to
41
H F AMPLIFIER VALVE
English eyes. It is onl.r 3~in. in dia6 D6
meter and the pointer consisb of a doubleI F AMPLIFIER VALVE
6 D6
l'n().ed and rather ornamental clock finger.
It has been found possible to include, in
addition to the three wa Ye ranges calibrated in kilocycles and megacycles, ,,
,;pare roo-degree scale from which the
exact settings of one's favourite stations
may be noted.
In the absence of the
usual English and European station calibrations most users will find it neces>'ary
to refer to a list of stations such as that
published from time to time in this journal in order to find their frequency settings
in kilocycles. On the short-wave band,
however, approximate wa\'E'length calibrations and the settings of some American
stations are included.
There are two featurE's of the performance which are certain to create an imWorld
mediate impression, viz., the ample reWAVE-RANGE
I~less
HU~~YRICHT
SWITCH
serve of ovE'r-all amplification and tlw
high standard reachE'd in the matter of
Interesting features of the chassis include a non-metallic condenser drive, complete valve
quality of reproduction. The audio-frescreening and compact grouping of tuning coils.
quency response is excE'ptionally well balanced and the solidity of the cabinet pre- hen·nt in the pianoforte and guitar failed the resen·e of amplification provided).
cludes the establishment of wood reson- to rcn~al any obvious deficiencies.
There was also some mains modulation
ances and consequE'nt colouration of ihc
The ~ignal-frequcncy HF stage quite dc- hum on powerful nnmodulated carriers.
bass. There was a noticeable difference finitl,ly improves the range of the set by
The twin-ratio slow motion dial operin quality between thE' sound emitted from comparison with the average four-valve ates the ganged condenser through a disc of
the back and front of the instrument. At superheterodyne and also rE'sults in a much transparent insulating material so that
the back the set sounded like any· ordinary lo\nT lcnl of background noise on distant there i:,; a complete absence of contact
table model receiver, but at the froiJt tlw ~tations. The extra HF stage, however, noise. The two ratios chosen appear to be
doe,.; not appear to have conferred any just right for the short and normal broadadditional ~electivity, two channels being cast \Ya\ ebancls respectively.
lo~t on either side of both the Brookmans
The sen·icing of these sets in this counPark ~a tional and Regional transmitters try has been thoroughly organised, and
when being recE'ived in central London. purchasers neE'd anticipate no trouble with
On long \Yan's there \Yas an ample reserve
rE'gard to such matters as Yah·e n·placements.
of volume from the Dcutschlandsender
and the programme value of this station
,,·as quite fair, though there was some sideThe Radio Industry
band interferenc<> from both Droitwich anJ
l~adio- Paris.
llE Hadio Dc,·clopnwnt Company, of
.\lclwych
llnuse,
.\ldW\'Ch,
Londun,
A careful exploration of the full waverange of the set revealed only one self- \V.C.2, '";nouncc-., ihe withdrawal of the 991\:
an<l <)')~ s•·rics nf Epoch speakers, which will
gencr:lted whistle at about 850 kc Is on the be l·cpl:tc<·d by ~fodd DJ.
A new ;;c·rics of
medium waveband. In view of the high mains-E·ncrgiscd models is o-hortly to appear.
IF frequency this was probably an oscillaSpccinJ< n hooks of sectional and graph
t(Jr harmonic and not second-channel interpapers and graph data sheets of various kinds,
fen·nce.
many of which would be eminently suitable
The performance on the short waveband for use by r3.dio engineers and dcsig'ners, de.,
\\as cli:,;tinctly good, the ratio of signal to have bc<:n "?1\t to us by \\'ighi.man l\lountain,
background noise being even greater than Ltd., of 15, ),rtillery. How, London, S.W.r.
on the medium and long waves. Unlike
It is announcPd that the development. of a
the majority of all-\\·ave sets employing Philips t<·h-vision receiver is proceeding satis\Vith a view to continuing the
autody·ne reception on short waves, the factorily.
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bboratory c·xperinwnb on a larger scale it
has be~n d~cided to establish at Eindhoven
(Holland) an <·xperinwntal television tral!smittcr to 11·nrk on about 7 metres.
.. ,
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R .. \. Rut.hermel, Ltd., point out that the
pr<C-amplifi~r illustraicJ on page 537 of last
week's issue has a thn·e-v3.lve circuit and not
a two-Yalv,c as originally stated.
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Wireless and the Atmosphere
V.-Absorption of Wireless Waves, and Wireless Echoes
Heavt:~ide layer acts as a mirror by night and a blanket by day and it is shown why this

HE
T should
be so.

The Appleton layer may rise and fall by zoo miles in 24 hours, like a great
tide in the atmosphere. A trip round the earth reveals how certain wave-lengths remain strong
and steady, while others fade and reappear a thousand miles away, while occasionally signals
return to earth after long inter·vals; and, strangest of all, we continually receive short wa'ves from
a fixed point in the heart of the Jl;filky Way.
N the last instalment we have reg- ar~ed
an wmsed layer as a refractmg
medium containing free electrons,
which, as they vibrate under the iniiuence of radio waves. set up alternating
currents out of phase with the electric
force in the wave. Like capacity current
the current is ahead of the force by a phase
angle of go deg., and consequently absorbs
no power from the incident radiation.
But when we remember that this jostling mob of electrons is continually
colliding with atoms
and that anv electron
\Yhich has· acquired
•
a surplus of energy

I

•

Fig. 1. --Path of an
electron moving
among the atoms of
Under the
a gas.
influence of radio
waves it acquires
surplus energy and
undulates as shown.

will give it up to atoms with which it
collides till it once more sinks to the
average energy level of the other electrons,
we see that our picture IJIUSt be modified.
An electron in a gas moves about irregularly
as in Fig. r. In detail its motion seems to
be chaotic ; sometimes its path is short,
sometimes long, and its speed may vary
enormously. But if a large number of obsen·ations could be taken it would be found
that each electron has the same average
speed and the same average frequency of
collision. For example, at a height of 6o
miles an electron in the Heaviside layer
makes about a million collisions per
second. Any energy imparted to an electron by a radio wave will be shared with
atoms during subsequent collisions and be
transformed into heat, and hence power
is abstracted from the train of radio waves
which, as they advance through the
ionised layer, leave a wake of heated air
behind them.
Our former analogy, in which we compared the layer with a purely reactiw circuit, must now be altered by the insertion
of resistance into the circuit.
If a large number of waves had time to
act on the electron between two collisions,
as in Fig. r, then the percentage of
energy lost by the waves would be small.
Thus, if we imagine the gas becoming more
and more rarefied, as happens when the
Heaviside layer rises at night from 6o to
70 miles along the curve of Fig. 2, then
collisions
become
more
infrequent

and the waves suffer less attenuation while traversing the layer. Or if
while the layer remains stationary we use
waves of higher frequency the same thing
happens, since more waves pass across before a collision occurs.
Thus, it is the
ratio of wan frequency to collision frequency that is of importance, and when
this ratio is large the attenuation is small.
This is the state of affairs at one end of
the scale; at the other end, where the ratio
IS very small, only a fraction of a wave
has time to act on an electron between
collisions, and the electron has acquired
tut little energy by the time a collision
occurs, the result being that there is not
much surplus energy to be shared with
atoms, and so, in this case also, the
attenuation is small.
It appears, then, that absorption is
negligible both for wry short and for very
long wa,·es, while it rises to a maximum
value for some wavelength in between.
This is well shown by the average ranges
for transmitters operating on various wavelengths shmm in Fig. 3· This chart, compiled by the American Bureau of
80
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side layer into more rarefied regions the
absorption is smaller for all wavelengths.
All ranges are now greater, but there is
still a pronounced minimum, which, it is
interesting to obsen-c, occurs at wavelengths of from 200 to 6oo metres, corresponding to the medium broadcasting
band, which is thus seen to be most unsuitable for long-distance communication.

Questions and Answers
No doubt the reader has bv now come
to the definite conclusion th~t the effect
of ionised layers upon radio waves is a
most complicated affair, as indeed it is if
we wish to take into account all the factors
on \rhich range depends. But the broad
outlines arc simple enough, and we shall
now attempt to make the matter clear by
a series of questions and answers.
If all ionised layers were to disappear
lro.m the earth's atmosphere zvhat ze:ould
happen to radio reception)
The ground wave would be the only
wave to be received. Long waves would
have the greatest range, since they bend
more easily ronnel the earth's surface.
Rugby would fade out at about r ,ooo
miles: the little Regionals would cO\·er roo
miles or so, and ro-metre waves would
have a negligible range.
Now imagine a single ionised layer to be
formed in the atmosphere, what would be
the result?

OF DAY

Fig. 2 . - Typical picture of the rise of the
Heaviside layer at night and its fall at
sunrise.

Standards, shows the sort of range to be
expected in summer over the daylight zone
of the earth's surface, and it appears that
for such a wavelength as that of the r8
kilometre Rugby station communication
is established everywhere, even at the
most distant possible point, 12,500 miles
away, while with short waves in the region
of 15 metres the range is also very great.
In both these cases the great range shows
that absorption in the ionised layers is
small. But at an intermediate wavelength
of 130 metres the range is only 140 miles ;
this is the wavelength region where absorption is a maximum and its effect in cutting
clown the range is seen to be enormous.
The broken curve gives corresponding
results for an average night in winter,
when, owing to the ascent of the Heavi-
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Fig. 3.-Ranges of transmitting stations on
an average day in summer. Corresponding
ranges on a night in winter are shown by
the broken curve.
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Wireless and the Atmospherelike a daily tide. It rises at night because
It is quite impossible to say. It depends · the positiYe and negatiw ions in the comon the height of the layer, its thickness paratiwly dense air at its lower edge are
and the density of free electrons.
the fibt to recombine. By day the sun's
Well, then, let the thickness be IO 1nilcs, rays pour clown and the lower edge is
the height of the lozver edge ;o miles, and formed again. The variation in height is
let the number of electrons gradually in- usually about ten miles. Much more
crease from zero to, say, TOO,ooo per extensive movements are observed in the
cubic centimetre .. What then?
Appleton layer, which may climb 200
Rugby would be the first station to be miles upwards at night. In Fig. 4 a rise
affected. The horizontal part of the beam of 200 miles is shmvn.between ro p.m. and
would strike the layer obliquely 750 mil<:s 2 a.m., and subsequently the layer was
away and be completely reflected, eYen if completely lost to observation till it came
there were only a few electrons per cubic dmm again with .sunrise. Such a picture
inch. So the skip distance \Yould be giws us a glimpse of the difficulties with
2 x 7SO = I,soo miles, and beyond that which radio communication companies
distance the station \Youlcl be rcceiwd have to deal in the course of establishing
cwrywhere.
With
g r e a t e r electron
350
density the higher
angle rays would
300
also be totally re"'"'-'
flected so that the
I
~
I
250
skip distance would
diminish, and with
F,..[\F
0::
200
four electrons per
)~ f"'"'\
c u b i c centimetre
:5 150
1-........
lL
eyen vertical rays
r1-0
would be reflected,
100
t h e skip distance
E
.L
would vanish, and
50
the rays would reach
GRltUND
GROUND
SUNSET
MIDNIGHT
SUNRISE
a I l parts of t h e
0
9
10 11 12
6
7
8
1
4
5
6
7
8
earth's surface.
p.m.
TIME OF DAY
a.m.
What about shorter
<caves?
p·tg. 4.- V erbca
· 1 movement so f t h e H eavtst
· "d e (E) and Appleton
A s th e elec t ron
(F) layer.
density increases the
same behaviour would be shown by shorter a reliable clay and night sen·ice employand shorter waves. But smaller ranges ing different wavelengths to cover the
\Yould be obtained as in Fig. 3 owing to whole earth.
increasing absorption. Below the medium
\Ve have said that waves below so
broadcast band range would again increase metres, when sent vertically upwards,
owing to diminishing absorption after the penetrate both layers and are heard no
maximum has been passed.
more. But now and again they return
lVould any te•aves penetrate a strongly in remarkable fashion after a delay of
seconds, or even minutes. It was in 1927
ionised layer?
\Vith roo,ooo electrons per cubic centi- that these echoes were first observed on a
metre which corresponds to the density 30-metre wave, the echo occurring from
existing at noon on a winter day in the three to fifteen seconds after the signal.
Heaviside layer, waves of less than roo Professor St<J,rmer, of Copenhagen, attrimetres would get through if projected buted them to reflections from a great ring
wrtically but would be reflected if pro- of electrons which on his theory encircles
jected obliquely. The critical wavelength the earth at a distance of millions of miles.
for vertical projection is given by NA." =
This ring, he says, is due to corpuscles
I, roo, where N =millions of electrons per
shot out from the sun and deflected by
cubic centimetre, ,\=wavelength in metres. the magnetic field of the earth to form
What happens to waves which get great anchor ring in the plane of the
through the H eauiside layer?
earth's equator, like the rings of Saturn,
They meet the Appleton layer, which is and narrowing towards the poles to form
on the average four times as strongly a complete envelope-a third ionised
ionised as the Heaviside layer, and reflects layer.
·It is doubtful whether this explanation
vertical waves down to \Yavclengths of
about so metres. Still shorter waves \Yil! can now be accepted, for longer and longer
never get back to earth unless they are echoes haYe since been reported, culminatprojected obliquely, and so a skip distance ing in one of 4 minutes 20 seconds. To
begins to be obserwd at 50 metres, as in deal with this echo Stqmner's ring would
Fig. 3· With the Appleton layer at 200 require a radius of ten million miles!
miles up the maximum skip distance is
Another explanation is that the waves
may have tra\·elled with greatly reduced
2 x J 200 x 8,ooo = 2,500 miles for rays
projected horizontally and Fig. 3 sho\\·s n:locity in the Appleton layer. Though
this distance being approached for ro continuous waves actually travel faster in
metre waves. 8.s metres is about the an ionised layer, a complex wave such as
limit for reflection; waws shorter than is produced in morse signalling, and whose
component frequencies travel at different
this are lost in space.
The Heaviside layer moves up and dO\m speeds in a layer, may be slowed down as

V

"'

/

"'

I'

regards the speed of travel of the energy
of the group of waves. It appears, however, that this process only allows for a
ten-second echo. So that the cause of
very long interval echoes still remains a
mystery.
Still more mysterious is the persistent
high-frequency signal which continually
reaches us from a fixed direction in space.
It was first detected in 1933 by Dr. Gansky
of the Bell Telephone Laboratories, who
was using a direction tinder to locate the
origin of a hissing sound in his superheterodyne receiver. The first observations shciwecl that the bearing of the signal
was not fixed on the earth but travelled
right round the horizon in the space of
twenty-four hours, and in fact followed
the path of the sun round the earth.
Did it then come from the sun? Further
observation showed that it did not, for as
the year wore on the bearing lagged more
and more behind the sun's track. In six
months it had worked round to a position
opposite to the sun, and when a full year
had gone by it had returned to its original
position. It was now evident that the true
position from which to reckon the bearing
was not a point fixed in the earth or in
the sun, but a point fixed in the celestial
sphere, a point in the heart of the Milky
Way, in the region which astronomers
regard as the centre of the galaxy which
contains our sun and planets, and towards
which our solar system is heading at a
speed of eleven miles per second.
As to the cause of this radiation, only
surmise is as yet possible. But it is a
plausible theory that if radiation of this
kind is emitted by stars the direction
from which it comes in most strongly
should be the region at the centre of our
galaxy where the stars cluster most
thickly.

a

Not a Radio Cathedral but the new "Broadcasting House '' erected in Auckland, New
Zeaknd, where a considerable improvement
in broadcast services is being carried out.
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Random Radiations
Well Worth Trying
UTOMATIC volume expansion, to which
The Wireless World made further reference a week or two ago, is well worth
the attention of those who are interested in experimental work in general
and in methods of obtaining high-quality
reproduction in particular.
It certainly
enables one to obtain a much more
realistic reproduction from a gramophone
record than is possible by ordinary methods.
The trouble is that while recording is in progress loud passages are rather toned down
and soft ones somewhat strengthened, with
the result that the contrasts between fortissimo and pianissimo are not sufficiently
emphasised on the disc itself. Hence whe!J
it is played by the radiogram it fails to be
realistic since its loud passages are not loud
enough though its soft ones come through
rather too strongly. Automatic volume expansion by restoring the original contrasts
accomplishes the miracle of enabling one to
obtain rather more from a gramophone
record than is actually upon it.

A

......

"Quality" in Years to Come
All this makes one wonder what will be
done in the matter of high-quality reproduction of broadcasting and gramophone
records in the future. It is a curious fact
that we never realise fully the shortcomings
of any kind of mechani~al or e!ectromechanical sound reproduction to which we
have become accustomed until we hear
what improved methods can do. Then we
begin to wonder how on earth we could ever
have put up with things as t~ey were .. It
is just ten years since elcctncal recor?mg
was introduced for gramophone discs.
Prior to its coming we thought the mechanical
gramophone
playing mecha~1ically
recorded discs pretty good.
But If J:Otl
want to see just how poor was the quality
with which we were then satisfied, procu.re
a pre-1925 record and try it over. _You will
more fully appreciate the magmtude of
recent advances if you can unearth _an
ancient gramophone (or sound-box) with
which to make the trial. Ten years fr?m
now shall we regard the 1935 reproductiOn
of records and of broadcasting as just as
horrible as that of 1925 seems nowadays?

By

H

DIALLIST,

You never get to the end of it: there is
always something thrilling to be done.

........

The Range of Ultra-Short Waves
soME time ago I ventured to predict in
· these Notes that we might find, as more
and more experiments were made, that the
ranges of transmissions on wavelengths between 6 and ro metres were in reality in
excess of the quasi-optical.
I suggested
that there might be an extensive skip area,
outside which signals might again be picked
up. Whether or not such a skip area exists
still remains to be proved ; but the Radio
Research Board announce that they have
received reports of reception in this country
of Buenos Aires on 9 metres, which means
a range of some 7 ,ooo miles !
Mr. R. A. Watson Watt, superintendent of the radio department of the
National Physical Laboratory, says that
reception of ultra-short wave transmissions
at gre<lt distances is due to reflection of
the sky waves from what is known as the E
region of the upper atmosphere. Everything depends upon the intensity of its
ionisation.
.... •a ..

Breaking New Ground
In exploring th~e doings of ultra-short
waves we are really entering quite new
territory, and no complete data can be obtained for something like eleven years, the
duration of a whole sunspot cycle. \Ve
know, for instance, that short waves, as
distinct from the ultra-short, have their
greatest ranges just before, during and just
after a sunspot maximum; but how ultrashort wave transmissions are affected by the
pressure or absence of sunpsots is as yet not
known with anv certaintv. We are now
approaching a ·sunspot n;aximum period,
which should occur between 1938 and 1939.
\Vhether the ranges of ultra-short wave

transmissions will show increases during the
next few years, followed by a decline as we
progress towards the next minimum period,
no one can yet say. I feel, though, that
there can be little doubt that sunspots will
be found to have a profound influence upon
the distances that they cover.

.. .. ..

An Erratic Effect

From what was said above it will be
realised that such a thing as regular communication over long distances by means of
ultra-short waves is not, so far as we know,
a possibility; there is a more or less periodic
increase and decline in the distances that
they can cover. Hence no such thing as a
television service from one side of the globe
to the other is pra<;tical politics.
There is, though, another consideratior;
of real importance. It was believed that if
every country covered itself with a network of ultra-short wave transmitters for
both sound and vision all interference
problems, such as we know to-day, would
disappear, since each transmission would,
so to speak, begin and end in its own service
area. This may turn out to be but a fond
hope, and, at any rate at certain times,
stations thousands of miles apart may cause
interference with one another.

.. ....

Cheap Interference Suppressors
THOSE who equip domestic electrical appliances with interference suppressors
should make sure that they are obtaininodevices of good quality maclp by firms of
repute. I give this warning because certain
cheap suppressors haYc found their way on
to the market which are by no means satisfactory.
Some of them incorporate condensers :me! other components whose testvoltage rating is far below the standards of
the Board of Trade, the imurance companies and other authorities. It is exceedingly important that the parts used in interference suppressors should be up to their
work, for a breakdown might easily result
in the frame of an unearthed set becominrr
0
very much alive.
.
It is not unlikely that electricitv supplv
authorities will take action in the~ matter"'.

......

Divine Discontent

Talkina of reproduction brings to mind a
question "that I would like to ask_ readers.
Has any genuine wireless enthusiast ever
been completely content for more perhaps
than a few weeks with a set that he has
hnilt? I am quite sure that I never have.
When first made the new set was so overwhelmingly superior to its predecessors that
any further improvement seemed hardly
pG>ssible.
Then when we began to read
about harmonics, or transients, or resonance effects, or high-note cut-off, doubts
immediatelv set in. VIas all really well?
In a matter of days one was quite sure that
most emphatically it was not. Alterations
were undertaken; sometimes even a complete rebuilding of a large part of the
apparatus. At last the trick had been done
-or hadn't it? Probably it hadn't! Some
new refinement produced a further urge for
better things. And so it goes on. That is
one of the joys of making wireless a hobby.

A COMPACT AMATEUR STATION. G5LC, East Molesey, Surrey, which is owned and
operated by Mr. Leslie Cooper. The transmitter in the centre is a crystal oscillator, neutralised
buffer amplifier, locked T.p.~T.g.rig for 20 and 40 metres. On the left is the So and I6o metres
transmitter using a pentode crystal oscillator and power amplifier. The station has worked
all continents and 52 countries.
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Amongst the Short Waves

I

N view of th. e case to-day with \Yhich the awrage possessor
of a short-wave receiver can tune in a number of European
and North American transmissions, it is fascinating at times
to make an effort to pick up broadcasts from lesser-heard
localities. The interest in short-wave transmissions is a growing one, and most countriPs in all five continents arc steadily
experimenting with transmissions on chanm·L bdow 6o metres,
in fact, most of them are anxious that their programmes should
be heard by distant listeners !
For this reason, in order that they may be idl·ntitied~if only
that reports of reception may be sent to them~thc stations, as
a rule, put out their calls and make amlounccmt·nts in a number
of languages. The choice of \Yavclcngth:<, ho\wvcr, is not always
so easy, as in view of the number of services to be dealt with
suitable channels which may be u:,;ed for the broadcast of radio
entertainments arc limited; in some portions of the band congestion already exists. To avoid interfermcr, hmvcver, frequent
adjustments are made and in consequence alterations in \\'avekngth are often carried out. The DX listener should keep an
accurate log of his captures, and register all detail relating to
stations for which he may wish to search.
As it is, since the publication of my South American list in
The Wireless World (Aprilrzth, 1935), not only ban some wa\'elengths been altered, but new stations han: also appeared on
the horizon. Corrections or modifications to the original list and
details of experimental broadcasting stations in Cu1tral America
and the West Indies are giwn below.

HI1A

Santiago de Ios
Caballeros.
(~1". Hafael 'Vestern, Box
4:!3, :::;antiago de Ios Caballl'l"os, D.R)
HIX
Santo Domingo . .
(Seerctaria D.E. de Trabajo,;
v

Con1n1unicacione::~.

bomingo, D.R.)
TGX

Engli~h aiJJlOltUeemcnt:-;.

BERMUDA.
:!V.o:~

St. George

ZFD

JO,:l:~.;

( 'onunen·ia I tP!c•phony also
re 1 a .V ;-:; progranunc::l.
E11_!£li:-::h

San Jose
TITR
(i\largarita de Girton, ~an
.Jos<\ Costa Rica.)
Tl60W
Puerto Limon ..
(1<~. Manoel Rosat, Puerto
Limon, Costa Rica.)
TIEP
San Jose
(Gonzales Pinto, Aparta<lo
:!ii7, San Jos<', Costa Hi<·a.)
TIPG
San Jose
(Casa Vidor, San ,)os{•, Cost>t
Hiea.)
TIGPH
San Jose
(Apartado 77.>, San .Jose·,
Costa Rica.)
CMHB
Sancti Spiritus ..
(Apartado 8ii, 1-landi 1-\piritus, Cuba.)
COH
Havana
({'alle B. Xo. :!, Ycdado,
HaYana.)

COSTA RICA.
~J.-!4.)
11 ,7!10

Hda~-..-

tiun

u,710

-!.).8

11,.).-,1)

.) l.·W

.>,s:JO

n1edinrn wn.sc

l?ruliotli(asoro

Tlf/1)11,

CUBA.
10,:!111)
:!!J.H

:ll.7

!1,-!fi<l

R . .duf'iun

l 't Jll~

HH2R

Port au Prince . .

:11 .H

HRP1

San Pedro Sula..

-t:!.li

Kig B('ll.
){plays ('i\1]<\('

(1,~-it)

kef').

trico, Gran v Canlitwro,
Apartado 1:37,~ f:.;antiago de

(_'uba.)
COC
Havana ..
( Estaeion de Ond>t Corta,
COC', Apartado \l8, Havana,

-1!1.!1:!

I ..lslociu/1
Hftdinte.lr:JnHi('(t
( "( ){ '. lnh~rval i":'ignal :
Bn.!.:de ntH.

Cuba.)

HIH
(fo;r.

San Pedro de
coris.
Domingo

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC.
Ma- -1-I.U.)
ti,slo

H11r/iudiJusum

J/111,

1-rt.

~lanagua,

Dominguez~

Pedro de lVIaeoris, D.ll.)
Hl4D
Santo Domingo . .
(Dr. Luis D. 1-\antamaria,
Santo Domingo, D.R.)
HIZ
Santo Domingo..
(l'alle Duartc 68, ~an to
Domingo, D.R.)

-±7.5

!\,~'-!:!

G,:w;

);;,..,fn,;;_rll/.

Hur/iodljii81Jnl

French, Rpanish ami I<:nglish announcements.

HONDURAS.
7,0.1-:.!

-t-!.15~

-tu.!J~

:,oA:?

4l71 I)
ti,:ls:>
:,,!J,)O

Hadio Club of Granada.
Lll f'oz de lo.s Lagos.
Lrt Voz de Nimrayu.a. Int<'JTal and Closinrr Signal : Bugles and cG·um';;.

REPUBLIC OF PANAMA.

HP5j
Panama City
HP5B
Panama City
( Radiodifusora l\1iramar,
Box .i[O, Panama.)

:ll.:!~

!I ..)!JI)

The \"oiee of Panama.

4\J.7.)

li,IJ:l()

c\nnouneemcnto< in :-;panish and English. Several
,slogans indude : Croc<s
Hoads of the World.

ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS TO LIST PUBLISHED ON APRIL 12.

CHILE.

Arbl itinu.'{:

Call and Station.
Metres.
LaGranja,Santiago. :!8.l:l

HJ4ABA
Medellin ..
HKV
Bogota
HJtABI
Cienaga ..
HJ3ABI
Bogota
(G. l'radilla y Cia., Box 51:3,
Bogota.)
HJtABK
Barranquilla
HJ2ABD
Bucaramanga

HJ4ABF
HJ5ABF
HJtABD
HJ5ABG
HJ5ABE
HJ4ABI
HJ5ABD
HJ2ABA
HJ3ABF
HJ1ABE
HJ4ABN
HJ4ABD
HJtABF
HJ1ABJ
HJ3ABH
HJtABF
HJ4ABE

Medellin ..
Popayan ..
Cartagena
Cali
Cali
Medellin ..
Cali
Tunja
Bogota
Cartagena
Manizales
Medellin ..
Barranquilla
Santa Marta
Bogota
Barranquilla
Medellin ..

HJ2ABC
HJ5ABC

Cucuta
Cali

HC2AT
HCK

Guayaquil
Qui to

El Prado
HCJB
HC2JSB
HC2RL
XECR

Riobamba
Qui to
Guayaquil
Guayaquil
Mexico City

Kc ·s.
lO,u70

4!l.l8

11,700
S,800
ti,lOO

-!U.::i\l

li,tl.'iO

.)I). I)

li,OOO

;:)1).17

ii,!J80

A!tctatiOJI.~:

:H.~."i

!l,i\00

:17.41

R,O~O

41.~1

7.:!80
7,020

42.74
-t:!.tl6
-!iiA:>
4G.:!:!
48.;!:~

Valencia . .

ports to : ,J. T.
Spa 1din g, 3,524. N.
'Ycskrnparkway, Louisville, Kentucky.)

(l{ e

7,000
ti,IIOO
1),4!)1)

IU~O

1),060
6,060
f\,1)1)1)

.)0.8.3

(j,OI:.!
1),000
."i,\lOO

."il.ll
:;:LJ7

."i,lilll)

ECUADOR .

..Jrldi/i()JI,-.:

.)tU)

Interval !'ligna! :
letter·' 1\T."

?\Iorse

.>.870

:~.i./1

i'AOO

u,,;:3o

J.).\)4

ECUADOR. Al'mrtion.<:
l!JA."i
l.!A30
:Jii ..)!J
S,:!OO
:l8.!lli
7,700

4.).().)

li,fi.)!)

MEXICO• . 1ddition<:
-IIJ.Ii
7,:\!)1)
.1dditiotts:

:JS.:Jtj

7,K~O

~s.o

VENEZUELA.

YV6RV

Eeos de la Montana.
of War.

?~Iinistry

ti,:!:?O
(;,:!01)
ti.l:?O

48.:3!1
4\l.o:l
49.\l:l
49 ..)
4\J.."i
-!!l ..)
-t!l.!l

Lima
(Cesat• BPnites, Humbo\dt
;{fi.i, Lima.)
OA4AB
Lima
(Waiter Butz, Casapalca.)

11/Z.

Helays programmes.

~trl,fitiotl8:

;!.).64
:34.09

PERU.

OA4AD

.Hi.:!.)

!1 ..).)1)

_.'"\icaragua.)

l"u:: rl(' 11 iuul{f}/1),

~an

R'ldiorlifu8oJ·a Xar;ional.

NICARAGUA,

YN3RG
Granada ..
YNtGG
Managua
YNLF
Managua
(YXLF. Emprisa le Franc·,
Calle 13, de Setiembre 206,

rulado,

1/ubrtJift.
lnt('l"Yal ~ig
w-t.l: d1inw:-; :-:i1nilar io

C09GC
Santiago de Cuba
( Laboratorio Radio Elec-

GUATEMALA.
:,fl .."i
.!,!1:!7

COLOMBIA.

Tint.

!Yar;ional

JIJX.

~ta

<'all : l.•t ru: "'' TmJlir:n.

H11rl iod ifusom

Hanto

Guatemala City . .

(:!~.;m.).

~-tl1111l

.i.!)t\0

aJHJoUIH.:etnent~.

01/(lus dd ('ruibe.

H.il

.)0.17

COLOMBIA.

Kc s.
7,07:!

(Phon): Estarion Achayre-uno.ah, La r u.~ del
Yaque.

·

B!I.RBADOS.

Metres.
Call and Station.
-!:!A:!
VP6YV
Garrison ..
('l'. A Archer, Craig>'ton,
.\quatic Gardens, Garri,on,
Bar bados. )

48.08

ABRAHA~S

HAITI.

CEC

CENTRAL AMERICA AND WEST INDIES.

By GODCHAUX

46.01

.Alten(fion:

6,320

Lrt V oz de Peru.
announcer.

Woman
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Readers'
Problems
A

A Definite Test

SIMPLE '' gauging '' problem is propounded by a reader who believes that
the alignment of the three tuned circuits of
his straight rec.eiver is not accurately maintained over the whole of the medium waveband.
This querist will find it easy to assure
himself on the matter by lining up the circuits accurately at a short wavelength
(250 metres or lower) and then tuning-in a
station at the other end of the scale (about
500 metres). If it is now possible to bring
about any improvement in signal strength
by adjustment of the trimmers he will
know bevond doubt that either the tuning
condense~ or coils are inaccurately matched.

A Short-Circuited Condenser
EFERRI:">JG to the urclimry type of
double -condenser
anti - interference
iiltn, sen·ral readers have n·cently noticed
that, when connected to tlw maills in the
usual wcty, .one of the condensers appt>ars
to bt, sh(Jrt-circuited ; one of its terminals
is joined directly to t·arth and the other
is earth<'d through the mains.
This matter will be made clear by referc·nce to Fig. r, ~me! it eannot b.c denied that
so far as DC or low-frequency AC is concnnecl, the condenser is actually shortcircuit(·cl. But it must not be forgotten
that the earth('d mains lectd-or, at any
rate, that part of it that is likely to give
trouble as a radiator of interference-is not
always at true earth potential so far as
high-frequency currents .are. concerned.
Consequently the short-c1rcu1t 1s m~re
apparent than real, and the condenser Ill
question is still capable of doing useful
work in disposing of impulse-; that might
othnwise cause interference. Still, it is
true enough that in certain cases one uf
the mains leads may be found to bi~
" cleacl "
with regard
to
disturbing

R

~-~---Jl~~-~c-,---------------TO
RECEIVER ...---ETC.

INCOMING
MAINS
EARTH
(AT POWER
STATION)

------1-

Fig. I.-Although one of the pair of condensers used in a mains filter is normally
short-circuited through earth, it may still
be effective in deflecting HF impulses.

potentials, and in such cases a sing~<: bypass condP!~ser connected from the " live ,.
main to earth may proviclf• an effective
remedy.

Fully Tuned Aerial Circuit

S

EVERAL readers have asl;ed for further
information as to the practical application on a scheme discussed in " Random
l(acliations " a few weeks ago. Our contributor " Diallist " drew attention to the

benefits that will sometimes result from
abandoning the almost universal aperiodic
aerial coupling system in fav<,ur of a fully
tuned arrangement.
In theory, at any rate, roe convprsion is
simple enoug> and one or other of the
methods shcl\nl in Fig. 2 should be
applicable to almost any set. The first
(diagram u) would apply to an old type
of set with unscreened coils; it makes use
of variablt· magnetic coupling which,
although rather clumsy, is at least effective
and inexpensive. The method of diagram
b, applicable tu sets with screened coils,
involves the use of capacity coupling by
means of condenser C and is generally to
be prderred for any type of receiver. The
coupling condenser may have a capacity of
20 or 30 micro-microfarads.
Minor difliculti!'s associated with tuning
the aerial are mainly confined to the fact
'\
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THESE columns are reserved for the publication
of matter of general interest arising out of
problems submitted by our readers.
Readers requiring an individual reply to tlzeir
technical questions by post are referred to " Tlze
Wireless World" Information Bureau, of wlzich
brief particulars, wit!z tile fee charged, are to be
found at tlze foot of tlzis page.

L-----------------------------------------------·

Wired Wireless
pROBABLY every user of a frame aerial
set, and particularly of a portable, has
noticed that apparently inexplicable variations in signal strength occur when the
set is moved from place to place. A correspondent, writing on this subject, asks us
to explain why d('ar and loud signals are
receivable from a broadcasting station
about one hundred miles away at a certain
point, whil{' a few hundred y;trds away, in
a position apparently more favourable for
reception, the same transmission is weak.
Although we can seldom be definite in
thest· mattNs, a sketch map
which
accompanies our correspondent's letter
provides us with a good clue.

~ ,,•''

't;·ORIGINAL AERIAL
! CONNECTION

'

(b)

(a)

Fig.

2.

·-Two methods of adding a tuned aerial circuit to an existing receiver ; <:dditional
connections in fu11 lines.

that this circuit cannot be ganged, and
that the wave-range coverage for a given
fixed value of tuning inductance is small,
due to the fact that the relatively large
capacity of the aerial is in parallel. Tlw
latter disadvantage may be minimisedbut at the expense of some losses-by
fitting a small series condenser in the aerial
circuit.
Instead of switched -coils, as
shown in the diagram, interchangeable inductances may, of course, be employed.

Position (A) where signals arP good, is
within a few yards of a main road, presumably with telegraph or telephone lines
running alongside it.
Experience ~hows
that in many cases the m·erhead lines act
as fairly effective conductors and reradiators of signals, and it is certain that
abnormal ranges with portable sets are
often obtained with their help. In position
(B) on the map there appears to be no
such adventitious aid to recPption.
·~ • • • DD

Lagging Volume Control

D::ID D DD DD DD DD D DD D DDII D DDDIJ DW C 018 ~ :JI DD D DD D:IID

::ll•a •a

user of a portable set complains
T. HE
that the volume control is slow in

INFORMATION BUREAU

action; in other words, the effect of turning
the regulating knob in either direction does
not ht'come full,- n·idcnt nntil a second or
so afterwards. ·This is considered to be inconvenient, and we are asked to say
whether operation of the control may be
spl·Pded up in a simple manner.
It is fairlv certain that our querist's set
is fitted with a \·olume control which operates bv variation of f1Lmwnt voltage of the
HF villvP. \Ve fear that if this is so the
lag of which he complains is inevitable and,
in all probability, the type of valve in use
would not lend itself readily to the fitting
of any other form of pre·detection regulation.

HE sPrvice is iuteuded primarily for n·aders
nwetmg wrth dilficulbt's 111 conrwction
with receivt'rS described in The Tf!ire/ess
ll'urlrl, or those of commercial clt'sign which
fn>m time tu tiuw are reviewed in the pages of
The ll'ireless World. Everv endeavour will be
made to deal with LJUeri"es on all wireless
matters, provided that they are of such a
nature that tlwy can he dealt with satisfact oril v in a letter.
C<)mmunications should ],e by letter to The
ll'ire!ess ll'urlrl Information J:lurt'au, Dorset
1 [ousP, ~bmford Street, London, S.E. I, and
must he accompanied hy a remittance of ss. to
cover the cost of the service.
Pt·rsonal intervie\\·s are not given by the
technical staff, nor can technical Pnquiries be
dealt with by telephone.

The Wireless World

T
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself

respon~ible

High Fidelity
WE have read with interest Mr. Holiday's
letter (in your issue of May 17th) on
the question of whether good <juality is
worth while.
\Ve have collected the experience of users
of high-quality public address apparatus,
and it can be summed up as follows:(1) So-called good quality in which the
upper register is mainly concentrated into
one peak is objected to.
(z) High quality in which the top r£'gister
is smooth and not peaky or harsh is generally appreciated, but heterodyne whistle
and I or gramophone scratch may be complained of. \Vhen tone controls are fitted
they are often used at first to eliminate
these two faults, but as the user appreciates
what is happening to the reproduction he
uses the tone control less and less.
(3) The only cases where high-class reproduction has been found unsuitable is when
public address announcements are so
natural that the general public assumes it
is someone talking nearby and takes no
notice of it.
In these cases it is preferable to cut the
bass so as to leave the announcement clear
and intelligible above the normal noises.
\Ve note that your correspondent's trouble
is particularly noticeable with gramophone
reproduction. In view of the fact that the
majority of pick-ups have a very prominent
peak around 3,ooo cycles, his experience fits
in perfectly with our Pxperience that the
public objects to anything peaky.
VOIGHT PATENTS, LTD.
P. G. A. H. Voight.
London, S.E.z6.

for the opinions of his correspondents

1\Iight l presume to start another discncsion by suggesting that it is high time
that the B.B.C. reduced the ratio anmHnKcr volume/ orchestral volume from
that suitable for a crystal set (with phones)
to ~"me value more compatible with the
capa bili'tit·s of a modern set-or even of one
. four years old?
] . B. T.
s~de.

The Cardiograph

I]'\ his interesting letter, published in your

i"sue of May wth, 1935, yonr corrcspomknt, JY1r. Robert]. Parris, ha:; pnt forI\ ;ud· a number of criticisms of the Cathode
Ray Electrocardiograph. I hope that you
ma~' allow me, without trespassing too· far
on your space, to make a reply to the points
which he has raised.
I would like to make it quite cle;1r ,tt
the outset that, in the remarks which follow, I do not in any way at all wish to disparage either the string galvanometer nr
the Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company, who, as is well known, are responsible
for beautifully made string galvanometl'rs,
both portable and otherwise. The string

" Aida "from Milan

rr

is customary, almost fashionablt>, to
criticise the B.B.C., but I hate bt:ing in
this kind of fashion. r wish to congratulate
them on the exceilcnt broadcast of " Aida "
from Milan a month ago.
Is it greedy to ask for more? ThC're are
constant occasions when ripera is available from the Continent, and there is especially an opportunity for more Italian broadcasts in the B. B.C. progranmws.
London, S.W.3. JASPER PLOWDEN.

x8o-LINE IMAGE.
An untouched picture of the lady
announcer at Berlin
" Post Office " station shown on the
screen of an experimental equipment of Manfred
von Ardenne, who
is working in conjunction with the
firm of C. Lorenz.

North National Transmitter

I

CANNOT too strongly endorse the comments of Mr. Ironfield in his interesting
letter in your issue of 1\1ay 3rd, on the performanc(~ and quality of the North National
Transmitter, since the synchronisation.
Fading is marked, being accompanied by
sen're distortion and the deep thudding
which he mentions.
Incidentally, as no other listener of my
acquaintance had mentioned this latter
phenomenon, I must be forced to the conclusion that their apparatus will not reproduce these low frequencies! Surdy, however, it is an arrogant assumption that
there are only two listeners both possessing
good apparatus and in the habit of listening critically to North National?
Certainly, Droitwich is an alternative,
but atmospherics are much worse and
the quality is not as good as the presynchronisation North National.

mPnt---ccrtainly in comparison with the
cathode ray oscillograph.
Most cardiologi,ts wish to work their own electrocardiographs, and it is surely a bi~
ach·antage for them to have an instrunwnt which cannot be damaged by an overlo:tcl \·oltage. For the same reason it is
obviously a considerable advance to have
an in11nedia te Yisible record of the electrocardiogram by the patient's bedside, for the
doctor will obviously take his records away
for development if there is no dark-room imnwdiately available; so that his inspection
of the curve must necessarily wait till then,
in the case of string galvanometer records.
There is, however, some justice in your
corrc"spondent's statement that "there
sccms little point in using this (the cathode
ray oscillograph) with an amplifier havil':~
a 'high note' cut-off of 30 cycles per sec."
But I 1\-otlld respectfully submit that the
statement as it stands is misleading, am!
needs amplification and explanation. The
real question is: How does the cathode rav
oscillograph, in conjunction with a suitably
designed amplifier, compare with the string
gal yanometer in the correct delineation of
tlw more rapid components of the electrocardiogram?
Sir Thomas Lewis, whose work, "Th·~
l\h·chanism and Graphic Registration of th•~
Heart Beat," is a magnificent and model
contribution to the study of electrocardiogr:tphy, states (idem, 3rd edition, p. 34):
'' For •clinical purposes the (string) deflection time should
be at least as low as
o.oz of a second."
The statement that
the '' high note ''
cut-off of the amplifier is 30 cycles per
second is, baldly so
stated, misleading,
and for two reasons.
It will be realised
that the equivalent

gah·anonH:ter is, in fact, the instrument
with 11·hich the whole structure of the
scieJJce of elcctrocardiography has, so far,
been built. Any depreciation of this in·
strunwnt which appears in this letter is
din·cted against it from a purely comparati
~ta ndpoint, and it v. ill be understood
that it is only becavs<>, in my estimation, it
falls short, in many respects, of the cathode
ray electrocardiograph that it might seem
that I am underrating its very real merits.
:\Ir. Parris is obviously himself an expert
in the handling of the string galvanometer
if he has had no broken string in four working years. But that does not prove that the
string galvanometer is not a delicate instru-

,-e

in "cycles per second" of "string deJlection time " is a quarter of a cycle
(a cycle between o and ~ radians), so
that 30 cycles per ~econd is equivalent to a string deflection time of
1! 12oth of a second (o.oo83 sec.), which is
less than half Lewis's maximum. Further,
the high note cut-off is not, of course, abrupt
at this value. Amplification is still 100 per
cent. at this frequency, and the frequency
up to which it remains 100 per cent. can
be made whatever appears desirable, by
alteration {within limits determined in practice by the stability of the amplifier) of the
time constants of the resistance-condenser

JUNE 7th, I9J5·
filter units. Moreover, according to variations of each individual string, the frequency
characteristic of the string galvanometer
must vary from instrument to instrument,
wherms tl1at of the correctly designed
amplifier is uniform, exact, and predeterminable.
His penultimate paragraph raises two
points which have been carefully considered
by the designers of the Cossor-Robertson
Cardiograph. With one of these I am in
entire agreement; an electrocardiogram
seen as a black line on a white ground
is a deal more pleasing to look at
than the reverse.
Although the earliest
models of the Cardiograph used Leica film
(which, incidentally, was intended to be
looked at directly, by transmitted light), for
the past year the camera has been adapted
for the use of 35 mm. cimS-bromide paper,
specially made for the purpose by Messrs.
Ilford. This, in contradistinction to the
shadow-recorded negatives of the string galvanometer, needs no further printing to give
th,e desired black on white effect. The requisite amount of record is obtained by exposing a suitable length of paper; and there
is the additional advantage that the record·
ing of such a cardiac event as might happen
at infrequent irregular intervals is made far
more certain than is the case with the usual
length of string galvanometer record (repre-

Testing bays alongside the main assembly
line, and (right) a batch of the new season's
sets undergoing a final test in Ferranti's new
factory at Moston, Lancs.

senting only three to five seconds). Paper
equivalent to two minutes (at 2 ems. pt·r
second) continuous record can be t'xposed
in the present Cardiograph camera.
The other point concerns time and voltage
markings on the record. I. personally, so
much agree that a clean black on white
record is dt>sirable that I prefer not to have
the electrocardiogram confused by a crisscross ruling. I fail to see the advantage of
having time markings actually across the
record, or even in having a simultaneous
time marking at all, allowing that a time
indication is provided, that one is certain that
the speed of the paper conforms to a given
time scale, and that this speed is uniform;
because, in assessing an electrocardiographic
record, measurement by dividers from point

to point (e.g., P wave to P wave) is at least
as important as the actual time taken by
any particular cardiac event (e.g., a PcH.
interval).
With the earlier models of
camera used for electrocardiography it was
necessary to have the time marking actually
on the record, since dependence on a uniform rate of fall of the photographic plate
could not be guaranteed; but nowadays,
with improved camera mechanisms, it is
an easy matter to ensure that the rate r,f
movement is uniform.
Nevertheless, the
designers of the Cossor-Robertson Cardiograph have found that there are many cardiologists who prefer a time marking of
the traditional type, and accordingly the
latest model of the Cardiograph is fitted
with a time marker, which, however, can

be switched off at will. Its camera motor
is also provided with two speeds, so that the
paper can be moved at either two or four
centimetres per second, as desired.
I cannot really believe that Mr. Parris
is serious when he states that "a valve amplifier in a commercial wireless set is I ucky
if it does not go back to the works after
three months." The cathode ray electrocardiograph, if correctly designed and properly
constructed, has not only numerous advan·
tages, both scientific and practical, over the
string galvanometer, but has the great
economic advantage that it can be produced
as a workmanlike reliable instrument at a
great deal lower price.
ONE OF THE DESIGNERS
of the Cossor-Robertson Cardiograph.

Ferranti's New Radio Works
Production of Complete Sets, Including Valves
E transfpr of the radio sectiotf' of Ferranti, ·
Under One Roof
from the main Hollinwoocl works to
T flLtd.,

tlw rw\1· factory at Moston is now complete.
Tiw rPmnvaJ ot each department, a section at
a time, without interrupting supplies, has be<'"n
a triumph of organising ability, of which
tlwre is still further
evidPnce in tlw layout and smooth
working of the m·w
factory now that it
has settlt'd down to
production.
The parallel component lwnclws fPeding parts to the main
assembly line just at
the point whPrE· they
are r<'"quired is no
doubt a familiar fPature of wireless recPivPr
production,
but there are few
manufacturers
who
can claim to have
under unified control

in tlw same !Juilding the supply not only of
wood and moulded cabirwts, but also loud
spt>akns, condPnsers, and even valves of their
own d(·,:ign and manufacture.
The wholt' factory of 27o,ooo sq. ft. is on
one floor only. It is exceptionally well lighttecl
and t lwre is no ovPrlwacl shafting, every
machine being independently electrically
driven.
On th<' occasion of a rPcent visit we wE-re
duly impressPd by the 750-ton prpss for turning nut thP new dual colour cabinets and other
spPctacular processt's, but more so by the unobtrusive efficiency of the organisation. Another point ,,·hich St'emed "·orthy of note was
that research and developrnPnt departnwnts
were· distributed throughout the works in close
proximitv to the actual \York of production
with which tlwv were concenwd. There was
also a school through which all new recruits
to the factorv have to pass befon· being allowed
to takP up tlwir responsibilities in the works.
Tlwre can lw little doubt that the new seasou's Ferran ti sets will lJe well and truly made.

ll'irc/rss Trvrld, ]u11c 7/h, HJ35-
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PRINCIPAL BROADCASTING STATIONS OF EUROPE
Arranged in Order of Frequency and Wavelength
(This list is included in the first issue of each month. Stations with an aerial power of 50 kW. and above in heavy type)

Ire •.

Station.

Kaunas (Lithuania) ..
Brazov (Romania)
Huizen (Holland). (Until3.40 p.m.)
Kootwijk (Holland) (Trrmsmil8 Hilt·<·t·sum
program.m~

after 3.40

15.')
160
160

Ii

Tuning

Positions.

1935

1 •••••••••• '

7
20
7
50

I· ......... ' 1875
1· .........

lliO

1875
......... _, 1875

166
174
182
187.;";
191
200
208
208
216
217·5

.......... ,
..........
..........
........ ..
..........
.......... '
.......... :
.......... 1
.......... ,

1

I

1807
40
1724
500
80
1648
1600
5
1571
60
1500
150
1442
35
1442
16
1389
30
1379
100
!.!:!4
1339
120
7
23n . . . . . . . . . . . 1304
150
230 .......... 1304
232 1 . . . . . . . . . . 1293
20
238 .......... 1261
60
100
245 . . . . . . . . . . 1224
256.4 ..
1170
25
60
260 .......... 1154
271
. . . . . . . . . . 1107
100
280 .......... 1071-4 35
355 .. .. . .. .. . 845
20
:1.~~}.;) . . • • • . . . . .
SZ4.5 70
375 . . . . . . . . . . 800
50
1.3
401 .. .. .. .. .. 748
401 . . . . . . . . . . 748
100
413.5 .......... 1 726
10
431 .......... i 696
1.2
10
436 .......... ' 688
519 . . . . . . . . . . 578
0.7
519 . . . . . . . . . . 578
1
527
569.3
5
527 . . . . . . . . . . 569.3 10
li36 .......... , 559.7
1
536 .......... \ 559.7 16
546 . . . . . . . . . . 549.5 120
556 .......... ! 539.6 100
565 ......
531
60
4
565 .......... 531
574 oo oo ..
1
522.6!100
583 .......... I 514.6 15
583 .......... j 514.6' 15
592 . . . . . . . . . . 506.8 100
001 . . . . . . . . . . 499.2 26
fl01
. . . . . . . . . . 499.2 10
610
491.8 20
620 .. oo...... 483.91 20
620 ........ -. 483.9 15
629 .......... 476.9, 20
629 .......... ' 476.9 · 20
638 .......... 470.2 120
648 .......... i 463
15
658 .......... 465.9 100
1
668
4491 50
677
443:1
25
1
686 .. .. .. ..... 437.3
2.5
695 . . . . . . . . . . 431.7
7
704 .......... , 426.1
55
713 .......... 420.8 50
722 . . . . . . . . . . 415.5 36
731 . . . . . . . . . . 410.4 20
731 . . . . . . . . . . 410.4
3
740 ........ _. 405.4 100
740 ..
400.5
5
75S .......... ' 395.8 12
767 .......... j 391.1
50
776 .......... i 386.6
2
785 . .. . .. . .. . 382.2 120
7\lii
..........
377.4
5
795 . .. .. .. .. . 377.4 16
X01••. • . . . . . .
373.1 50
814 . . . . . . . . . . 368.6 50
823
. . . . . . . . . . 364.5 12
832 . .. .. . .. .. 360.6 100
841 ..........
356.7 100
1
850 . . . . . . . . . . 35!.9
8)()
352 9 1 1
s o .: :__: .: _: _: .: _: _: _: 352.:9
1 .5
349 2 10
85 9
859 .......... , 349.21 35
868 .......... I 345.8 16
00

...

00

...

I· .........

1

1

00......

1

00........

I

00..

1

00

00

..

..

..

..

..

1

1

::::::::::I

1

00......

5

11

I

Station.

kc/s.

I

I

Tnniag
Posiiioaa.

Metres.

,------~~-----------------1-1

fl.lll .)

Lahti (Finland)
Moscow, No. 1, RWt (Komintern) (U.S.S.R.)
Paris (Radio Paris) (France)
Istanbul (Turkey)
Berlin ( Deutschlandsender Zeesen \ (Germany)
Droitwich
l\linsk, ltW10 (LJ.S.S.R)
lteykjavik (Tceland)
Motala. (Sweden). (Relays 8tocklwlm)
Novosibitsk, RW76 (U.S.S.R.)
Warsaw, No. 1 (Raszyn) (Poland) .•
Ankara (Turkey)
Luxembourg
Kharlwv, R\V20 (U.:-;.1-!.R.) ..
Kalundborg (Denmark)
Leningrad, RW53 (Kolpino) (U.S.S.R.)
Tashkent, RW 11 (UXS.R.)
Oslo (Norway)
Moscow, No. 2, RW49 (Stchelkovo) (U.S.S.R.)
Till is, mn (l'.Ri".H.)
Hostov-on-Don, H\V12 (U.S.S.R.) ..
l~u:iapeRt, Xo. :! (Hungary)
Sverdlovsk, RW5 (U.S.S.R.)
Geneva. {Swih.erland).(Relays 8ottens)
Moscow, No. 3 (RCZ) (U.S.S.R.)
Voroneje, RW25 (lJ.S.f:i.lt.) ..
Oulu (l<'iu.la.nd) ..
Ufa, 1tW22 (U.S.S.R.)
Ha.mar (Norway) (Relays Oslo)
..
Innsbruck (Austria). (Relays Vienna)
1-jubljana (Yugoslavia)
\'iipuri (Finland)
Bolzano (Italy)
\Vilno (Poland)
Budapest, No. 1 (Hungary)
Beromiinster {Switzerland)
Athlone {Irish Free State)
l'alermo {Italy)
Stuttgart {Miihlacker) {Germany)
Grenoble, P.T.T. (France)
Riga (Latvia) ..
VIenna (Bisamberg) (Austria)
Rabat {Radio Maroc) (Morocco)
Sundsvall {Sweden). (Relays Stockholm)
,
Fl'?rence {Italy). {R~lays Milan) . .
1
Ca1ro (Abu Za.bal) (Egypt) . .
..
.. 1
Brussels,No.l {Belgium). (Frenchl'rogramme)l
Lisbon (Bacarena) (Portugal)
..
..
Trondelag {Norway) . .
..
..
..
i
Prague, No. 1 (Czechoslovakia)
Lyons, P.T.T. (La Doua) {France)
[
Cologne {Langenberg) {Germany)
I
North Regional {Slaithwaite)
1
Sottens {Radio Suisse Roman de) (Switzerla.nd)i
Belgrade {Yugoslavia)
..
..
.. I
Paris, P.'l'.T. (Ecole Sup,erieure) {France)
'
Stockholm {Sweden)
Rome, No. 1 (Italy) ..
Kiev, RW9 (U.S.S.R)
'l'allinn (Esthonia)
Madrid, EAJ2 {Radio Espaiia) {Spain)
Munich (Germany)
1\farseilles, P.T.T. {France)
Katowice {Poland)
Scottish Regional (Falkirk)
Toulouse, 1'.'1'.'1'. (France)
Leipzig {Germany)
..
Barcelona, EAJ 1 (Spain)
Lwow {Poland)
West Regional {Washford Cross)
Milan {Italy)
Bucharest {Homania) ..
Moscow, No. 4, RW39 (Stalina) {U.S.S.R.) ..
Berlin (Funkstunde Tegel) (Germany)
Bergen {Norway)
~ofia (Bulgaria)
Valencia {Spain)
Simferopol, RW52 (U.S.S.R.)
Strasbourg, P.T.'l'. (France) ..
Pozne,n (Poland)

I_ Metre•.
-~-I kW.

I

1
London Regional (Brookmans Park)
I Graz (Austria). {Relays Vientw) . •
Helsinki {Finland)
Hamburg (Germany)
Toulouse (Radio Toulouse) (France)
Limoges, P.T.T. (France)
Brno {Czechoslovakia)
Brussels. No. 2 (Belgium). ( Flemi-•h l'rog'mme)
Algiers, P.'l'.T. (Radio Alger) {Algeria)
..
({oteborg (Swe<len). (Relays !$tockholm)
Breslau (Germany) . .
..
Paris {Poste Parisien) {France)
Belfast
Genoa {Italy). {Relays Jllilan)
Hilversum {Holland). (7 kW. till fi.40 p.m.)
Bratislava {Czechoslovakia) . .
..
..
1\'lidland Re?ionat {Droitwieh)
..
Ba.rcelona,EA,Jl5(Radio:\sociaciun)(Spain)
Cracow {Poland)
..
..
..
..
Kiinigsberg (Heil~hPr)( Ermland) (l:ermany)
Parede (Radio Club l'ort.ugues\ {Portugal)
Leningrad, No. 2, RW70 (lJ.S.S.R)
Hennes. P.T.T. (France)
..
Scottish National (Falkirk) . .
Bari {Italy)
..
..
..
Tiraspol, RW57 (U.S.S.R.)
Bordeaux, P.T.T. {Lafayet.te) (France)
Zagreb {Yugoslavia) . .
..
..
Falnn {Sweden)
..
Madrid, EAJ7 (Union Radio) (Spain)
Madona (Latvia)
Naples {Italy). (Relays Rome)
..
Moravska-Ostrava {Czechoslovakia)..
Fecamp {Radio Normandie) (Franee)
Alexandria (Egypt) . .
..
..
Newcastle
Nyiregyhaza {Hungary)
..
Horby (Sweden). (R~lays Stockholm)
Turin, No. 1 {Italy). (Relay~ Milan)
London National (BrookmanH Park)
North ~ational (1-<laithwaite)
\Vest National (Washford Cro>lR) . .
..
Kosice (Czechoslovakia). (Relays Prague)..
Monte Ceneri {Switzerland) . .
..
..
Copenhagen (Denmark). (Jlelrty-• Kalundborg)
Kharkov, No. 2, RW4 {U.S.S.R.) . .
Frankfurt (Germany)
Prague, No. 2 (Czechoslovakia)
Lille, P.T.T. {]j'ra.nce\
Trieste {Italy)
·
Gleiwitz (Germany). (Relays Brelllau)
..
Cork (Irish l<'ree State) {Relays Athlone) . .
Juan-les-Pins (Radio Cote d'Azur) (lt'rance)
Kuldiga (Latvia)
Rome, No. 3 (Italy) . .
San Sebastian (Spain)..
Niimberg and Augsburg (Germany) (Relay
Munich)
Christiansand and :Stavang~•· (:\m·"ay)
Dresden (Germany) (Relays Lcirig)
Aberdeen
Austrian Helay Stations
..
Danzig. {Rela.y& Kunigsberg)
1
Swedish Relay Stations
..
..
11 Magyarovar {Hungary)
~ German Relay Stations
..
Montpellier, P.T.T. {France)
Lodz (Poland) ..
Dublin (Irish Free State) (Rehu1s AthlottP)
Milan, No. 2 {Italy) (Relays Ro11u) ..
Turin, No. 2 (Italy). {Relay& Rome)
I Basle and .Berne (Switzerland)
I Warsaw, No. 2 (Poland) ..
11 Lyons (Radio Lyons) (Franee)
Tampere {Finland) . .
..
il Paris, (Radio LL) (France)
1 Beziers (J<'rance)
..
' l\liskolc {Hungary)
Paris(Eiffel'l'ower) (Fr:tncc)
Pecs (Hungary)
Bournemouth ..
1 Plymouth
I, lnternational Common \Vave
I\ International Common \V ave
., Liepaja (Latvia)
00

00

•

•

00

00

00

00

I

00

I

I

kW.

-~-

342.1 I 50
338,6
7
336.2
10
331.9 tOO
328.6 60
328.6
0.5
. . . . . . . . . . 325,4 32
1
. . . . . . . . . . 821.9 16
. . . . . . . . . . 318.8 12
. . . . . . . . . . 818.8 10
. . . . . . . . . . 315.8 100
I 312.8 60
!177
307.1
1
986 j :_ :_ ·_. :_ :__: _: _: ·_. :_ 304• 3 10
995
301 5 20
lOO!
. . . . . . . . . . 298.8
13.5
IOI:l . . . . . . . . . . 296.2 50
1022 . . . . . . . . . . 293.5
3
10:~:!
. . . . . . . . . . 293.5
2
1031 ! • . . • . . . . . . 291
17
1031 . . . . . . . . . . 291
6
1040 .
288.5 10
1040 . . . . . . . . . . 288.5
40
1050 . . . . . . . . . . 285.7 50
1059
283.3 20 .
1068
280.9
4
1077 . . . . . . . . . . 278.6 30
1086 . . . . . . . . . . 276.2
0.7
1086 .....
276.2
2
1095 . . . . . . . . . . 274
7
1104 ........
271.7 50
1104 . . . . . . . . . . 271.7
1.6
111:~
. . . . . . . . . . 269.5 11.2
I 11 :I . . . . . . . . . . 269.5 10
1122 . . . . . . . . . . 267.4
0.25
112:.!
267.4
1
1122 . . . . . . . . . . 267.4
6.2
1131 . . . . . . . . . . 265.8 10
1140 . . . . . . . . . . 263.2
7
1149 . . . . . . . . . . 261.1
20
I 149
. . . . . . . . . . 261.1 20
1149 . . . . . . . . . . 261.1
20
1158 . . . . . . . . . . 259.1
2.6
1167 . . . . . . . . . . 257.1 15
1176 . . . . . . . . . . 255.1 10
1185
253.2 tO
1195 . . . . . . . . . . 251
17
1204 . . . . . . . . . . 249.2
5
1213 . . . . . . . . . . 247.3
5
1222 ........
245.6 10
1231 . . . . . . . . . . 243.7
6
1240 . . . . . . . . . . 241.9
1
1249 . . . . . . . . . . 240.2
2
l2fiS
.•...•....
238.5
10
1258
. . . . . . . . . . 238.5
t
1258 . . . . . . . . . . 238.5
3
1267 . . . . . . . . . . 236.8
2
877
886
895
904
913
913
922
932
941
941
950
959

..........
,. . . . . . . . . .
........ ..
..
.. ........
00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

..

00

00

...

00

•

00........

00

00

••

00

..

00...

00

00

......

00

00

00

00

....

00

1276
1285
1285
1294
1303
1312
1321
1330
1339
1339
1348

J:Hs
1357
137;)
1384
1393
1420
142.!
1429
l43S
14,)1)

1465
1474
1474
1492
1500

1737

1::::::::::
!·· ........

! ••••••••••

235.1
233.5
233.5
231.8
230.2
228.7
227.1
225.6
224
224
222.6
222.6
221.1
218.2
216.8
215.4
211.3
210.7
209.9
208.6
206
204.8
203.5
203.5
201.1
200
173

0.5
1.5

1
0.6
0.5
1.25
1.25
1.5

5

1.7
0.5

4
0.2
0.5
2

5
0.7
0.8
1.5
1.2.)
5
1.25
1
0.6
0.2
0.25
0.1
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SHORT-WAVE STATIONS OF THE WORLD
(N.B.-Times of Transmission given in parentheses are approximate only and represent G.M.T.,

Metres.

kc/s.

Call

70.2

4,273

RV15

58.31
55.56

5,145
5,400

OK1l\1PT
HA'!'

52.7

5,692

l•'IQA

60.26

5,969

HVJ

50.0
50.0

6,000
6,000

RW59

49.96
49.96
49.85

6,005
6,005

49.83

6,020

6,01~

Tuning

Station.

Positions.

Sign.

VE9DN
HJ 3AIHI
. ZHI
DJC

49,67

6,040

W1XAL

49.67
49.59
49.6

6,040

YDI3

6,050
6,0611

G::iA
WSXAL

49.5

6,060

\V3XAU

4.9,5

6,060

VQ7LO

4.9,6

6.060

OX\'

Kharbarovsk (U .3.S.R.). (Daily 06.00 to
14.00,)
Prague (Czechoslovakia). (Experimental)
Budapest (Hungary).
Ulfon. 01.011 to

kc/s.

............. ..

31.33

9,572

LKJ1

31.45

9,540

DJN

.. ......... ..

31.38

9,560

DJA

31.36

9,565

VU !.I

31.35

9,570

WlXK

31.32
31.32

9,580
9,580

GSC
VK3LH

6,069

V E9C:::!

49.42

6,072

ZHJ

49.42

6,072

OEH~

49.33

6,080

W9X A. A

49.3

6,085

~HU

49.26
49.26

6,090
6,090

VE9BJ
VE9GW

4.9.2

6,097

ZT.I

49.18

6.100

\V3XAL

49.18

6,100

W9Xh

49.1

6,110

vuo

49.1

6,110

VE9HX

49.1
49.02
49.02

6,120
6,120

6,110

GSL
YDA
W2XE

48.92

6,132

ZGE

48.86

6,140

WSXK

4.8.78

6,150

OJRO

48.4

6.1

46.69
45.38
38.48

0,611!

!)~

0,4~;)

7. 7 97
~

035

CTl GO

w:;xL
HW7~

IT BP

CNH
PRF:•

37.33
31.58

u:5oo

31.55
31.54

1!,510
9,518

(lt:;13

31.48

!),5311

\V2XAF

VK3i\1E

25.57

11.7 30

PHI

25.53
............ . 25.49
25.45

11,7 50
11,770
11,790

GSD
DJD
W1XAL

25.4
25.36

11,810
11,830

2RO
W2XJ;;

Home (Italy, ("Unn., Wed., Fn .. 23.001 ...
Wayne, N.J. (U.S.A.). (Relays W ABO.)

25.29
25.27

11,860
11,870

GSE
W8Xl\

25.23

11,880

FYA

............ ..

25.0

12,000

RW59

.............. .

24.83

Empire Broadcasting·
Pittsburg, Pa. CU.S.A.). cil~lays i.f.Dg.iJ:)
(Daily 21.:{0 to 03.00.)
Paris, Hadio Ooloniale (Fra,ncc). (ColoMal
Stn. N·IS.) (Dailll 16.15 to Hl.lf>, 20.UO
to 23.00.)
Moscow (U.S.S.R). (Relays No. 2 Sin.)
(Sun. 03.00 to 04.00, 11.00 to 12.00.
15.00 to 16.00./
Lisbon (Portnga ). (Sun. 14,00 to 16.00,
Thurs. 20.00 to 21.00,)
Parede (Portugal). (Sun. 15.00 to 16,30,
'L'u.es., 1'/turs., Fri. 18.00 to 19.15.)
Rabat (Morocco). (Su.n. 12.30 to 14,00) ...
Vatican City. (Daily 10.00, 15.30 to 15.45)
:E~mpire Broadcasting
...
.. .
. ..
Zeesen (Germany). (Daily 08.45 to 12.15)
Pittsburg, Pa. ( U.S.A.). <Relays KD[(A.)
(Daily 13.00 to 21.15.)
Eindhoven (Holland). (Experimental) ...
Paris, Ra.dio Ooloniale (Fra.nce). (Oolonia/
Stn. E.JV.) (Daily 12.00 to 16,00.)
Boston, l\Iass. (U.S.A.). (Daily 15.50 10
18.30.)
]~tnpire Broadcasting
Wayne, N.J. (U.S.A.). ckelays 'i¥ ABO:)
(Daily 16.00 to 18.00,)
Schenectady, N. Y. (U.S.A.). <Daily 19.30
to 20.30.)
Budapest (Hungary).
Sun. 13.0(1 la
14.00,)
Bound Brook, N ..J. (TJ.S.A.). 1Dail11 16,00
to 22.00.)
Zeesen (Germany) (Daily 13.00 to 16.30.)
Bound Urook, N.J. (U.S.A.). (Relays WJZ.)

. ........... ..

31.28

9,590

W3XAU

31.28

9,590

VK2ME

.............. .

....

31.27

9,595

HBL

31.25

1),600

CT1AA

...

.. .
. ........... . 31.13

9,637

2RO

9,677

OTlOT

......... ..
..

.. ........

31.0
30.43

9,860

EAQ

29.04

10,330

ORK

28.98

10,350

LSX

25.6

11,720

FYA

Vancouver, B.O. (Canada). (Sat. 04.30 10 ............. .
05.45, Sun. 16.00 to 04,00.)
(Malaya). (Relay.> I<Jmpire Broad· ......

25.6

11,720

CJHX

Penan~

casting.)
............ .

............. .

Tunim:
Positions.

(Daily 20.00 to 22.00,1

........... ..
..

1'2,os2

OTlOT

12,396

0'1'100

23.39 12,830
19.84 15,123
.............. . 19.82 15,140
19.74 15,200
19.72 15,210
............. ..
............. . 19.71 15,220
19.68 15,243

ONH
HVJ
GSF
DJ !.I
W8XK

.............. . 24.2

. ...

PCJ
FYA

19.67

15,250

W1XAL

19.66
19.64

15,260
15,270

G::il
W2XE

19.56

15,330

W2XAD

19.52

15,370

HAS3

17.33

17,310

W3XL

16.89
·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.[16.87

17.760
17,7 80

DJE
W3XAL

............ ..

.............. .
............ .
.............. .
............. ..

.. ............ .

... ... ... . . . ...

...............

...............

17 '790
13.97 21,470
13.93 21,530
13.92 21,540
16.86

00.30.)

THE report of the National Physical Laboratory for 1934

1
deals
at length with the varied scientific activities of our national
research ir1stitution and, as is natural, a considerable amount of
space has been allotted to the Radio Department for putting on
record the results of its labours.
During the past year much data has been accumulated on the
behaviour of short-wave signals emanating from the other side of

1 Published by H.M. Stationery Office; 260 pp. quarto, 59 illustrations, price

.......•.....

(Dailu except Sun. 14.00 to 15.00, Tues.,

GSG
GSH
GSJ
W8XK

'I'hurs., Fri. 20.00 to 21.00 also.)
Empire Broadcasting
.. ,
...
Empire Broadcasting
...
. ..
Empire Broadcasting
Pittsburg. Pa. ( !J.::i.A. J, "ibail!J ..i 2.00 to
14.00.)

National Radio Research: The N.P.L.

13/- net.

I

11fon.).

........... ..

Vienna l~xpcrimentaL
<Daily 14.00 to
22.00.)
Chicago, Ill. (U.S.A.). <Relays WCLF.J
(Sun. 19.00 to 20.30.)
,
Home (Italy). (Mon., Wed., Fri. 23.00 to
00.30.)
St. John (N.I.I.). (Daily 00.00 to 01.30) ...
J.lowmanville, Ont. (Canada).
(.Mon.,
Tues .. TYed. 20.00 to 05.00, Thurs., Fri.,
Sat. 12.00 to 05.00, Sun. 18.00 to 02.00.)
J ohanncsburg (S. Africa). (Daily ex. Sun
04.30 to 05.30, 08.30 to 12.00, 14.00 to
20.00 (Sat. to 21.45). Sun. 13.00 to 15.15.
17.30 to 20.00.)
Bound !.I rook, N. Y. (U.S.A.). (Relays W JZ.)
(Mon., Wed, Sat. 22.00 to 23.00. Sat.
05.00 to 06.00 a.lso.)
Chicago, Ill. (U.S.A.). (Daily ex. Mon.,
Wed., Sun. 21.00 to 07.00.)
Calcutta (India).
(Daily 01,06 to 08.06
irregular 13.06 to 16.36, Sat. trom
12.36,
Sun. 04.36 to 07.36, irregular
12.36 to 03.36.
Halifax N.S.
(Daily 14.00 io 16.30,
21.00 to 04.00.)
Empire Broadcasting
...
Bandoeng (Java). (Daily 10.30 to 15.00)
Wayne, N.J. (U.S.A.). (Relays W d. BC.)
(Daily 23.00 to 04.00.)
Kuala Lumpur (Malaya). (Sun., Tues. li'n..
11.40 to 13.40.)
Pittshurg, Pa. (U.S.A.). (Relays KD[(4,J
(DailJJ 21.30 to 06.00.)
Winnipeg (Canada). (Daily 00.00 to 05.00,
Sat. 21.00 to 06.00 also, Sun. 2~.00 to
03.30.)
Pare<.lc (Portugal). (Daily e:c. Tues. 00.3()
to 01.30, Sun. 16.30 to 1~.00 also,)
Bound Brook, N.J.(U.S.A.), (Experimental)
1\loscow (U.S.S.R.). (Relays Stalin Stn,) ...
Hadio Nations, Prangins (Switzerlanu).
(Sat. 22.30 to 23.15.)
Habat (Morocco). (Sun, 20.00 to 22.30) ...
Hio de Janeiro (Brazil). <Daily :!2,30 lo
23.15.)
.F~rnpire Broaclcastiug
...
...
...
l\lelbourne (Australia).
(Wed. 10.00 ·o
11.30, Sat. 10.00 to 12.00.)
::lchenecta<.ly, N. Y. (U.S.A.).
(Relays
WOY.) (Daily23.30 to 04.00, Sat. 19.00
lo 22,00 also.)

Jelily (Norway).
<Relclys Oslo.) (Daily
10.00 to 13.00.)
Zeesen (Germany). (Daily 08.45 to 12.15,
13.00 to ltUO, ~t.15 to 03.30.)
Zeesen (Germany). (Daily 13.00 to 16.30,
22.15 to 02.00.)
Bombay <India). tSun, 13.30 to 15.30,
Wed., Thurs. Sal. 16.30 to 17.30, irreuular
Springtieht, !\lass. ( U.S.A.J. <Relays W BZ.)
\Daily 12.00 to 06.00.)
Empire Broadcasting
Lindhurst (Australia).
<D~ily ~;,:, Sun.
08.15 to 12.30.)
Philadelphia,
Pa.
(U.S.A.).
(Relays
WCAU.) (Daily 17.00 to 24.00.)
Sydney (Australia). (Sun. 06.00 to 08.00,
lO.OOto 14.00,14.30 to 16.30.)
Uadio Nations, Prangins (Switzerland).
(Sat. 22.30 to 23.15.)
Lisbon (Portugal), (Tues., Thurs. Sat.
21.30 to 24.00.)
Rome (Italy), 11'ues., Thurs.,! Sat. 00.45
to 02.15).
Lisbon (Portugal). (Thurs. 21.00 to 23.00,
Sun. 12.00 to H,OO.)
l\la<.lrid (Spain). (Daily 22.15 to 00,30,
Sat. 18.00 to 20.00 also.)
Ruysselede (J.Ielgium).
(Daily 18,30 to
20.30,)
Buenos Aires ( .~rgcntina). I Daily 20.00 to
21.00.)
Paris, Itadio Coloniale (l~rance). <Colonial
Sin. E·IV.) Dail11 00.00 to 03.00, 0!.00
to 06.00.)
Winnipeg (Canada). (Daily 00.00 to 05.00,
Sat. 21.00 to 06.00 also. Sun. 22,00 to
03.30 also.)
Eindhoven ( IIolla,nd). (Daily ex, Tues.,
Wed. 13.00 to 15.30 (Sun. Sat. to 16.30.)
Empire Broa.dcasting
...
...
.. .
Zeesen (Germany). (DailJJ 17.00 to 'H.30)
Boston, ~Ja.s.;. (!J.S.A.). <Dail!l 23.00 to

also.)

49.43

Station.

Call

Sign.

............ ..
... ..
. .... .

0~.00.)

Antananarivo (Madagascar).
(Dailu ex.
Sun, OS,OU to 08.45, 15.00 to 16.00, Sat.
17.30 to 19.00, Sun. 01.30 to 08.00.)
Vatican City. (Daily 19.00 to 19.15. Sun.
10.00 also.)
Bucharest (Romania)
...
...
...
Moscow (U.S.S.H.). (Relays No. 1 l:>tn.)
(Daily 20.00 to 23.00,)
Montreal (Canada). (Daily 04.30 to 05.00)
Bogota (Colombia) ...
...
...
...
::iingapore (llialaya). (llfon., Wed., Thurs
~3.00 to 01.30, Sun. 03.40 to 05.10.)
Zeesen (Germ1my), (DailtJ 22.30 to 03.30,
17.00 to 21.30.)
Boston, Mass. (U.S.A.). (Sun. 22.00 to
24.00, Wed., Fri. 00.30 to 01.45,)
Sourabaya (Java). (Daily 03.30 to 06.30)
E1npire Broadcasting
...
.. .
.. .
Cincinnati, Ohio (U.S.A.), (Daily 12.00 to
01.00, 04.00 to 06.00.)
Philadelphia,
Pa.
( U.S.A.)
(Relays
WCAU.) (Daily 01.00 to 04.00.)
Nairobi (Kenya Colony). (Daily 16.00 lo
19.00, Sat. to 20,00, Mon., Wed., Fri.
10.45 to 11.15 also, Tue.•. 08.00 to 09.00
also, Thurs. 13.00 to 14.00 also, Sun. 17.45
to 19.00 also.)
Skamlelmek (Denmark). (Relays Ka/und·
bom.) (Daily 1~.0() to 21.00, Sun. 16.00

Metres.

Report

the Atlantic, and notable contributions to our knowledge on the
effects of the eleven-year cycle of solar activity on radio communication have been made. Vagaries of waves returned to earth from
the ionosphere are shown to be closely connected with practical
difficulties of direction finding.
Effects of temperature changes on the inductance value of coils
will naturally have a bearing on the performance of ganged receivers; these problems have been investigated, and for laboratory
use a coil has been constructed which is completely immune from
inductance variations through changing temperature.
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Empire Wireless
British Programmes on foreign
Sets
HE radio manufacturer m this
country, with certain rare
exceptions, is so engrossed in
tllf' problems of supplying
tiH' home market that he neglects, and
in most cases total! v 1gnores, the
overseas and Empire requirements,
Although these markets are still open
to him. with the ptesent rate of foreign
competition and absence of British
enterprise they may not long remain so.
From information >vhich has come
to us from different parts of the Empire
there is eYiclence that, whereas a year
or two ago sets of British manufacture
would have been \Vekome and bought
in preference to ;1.]] other makes, that
attitude scarcely holds to-day because
American and other suppliers have been
so enterprising that the suitability of
their products, added to the service
which goes with them, loads the scales
far too heavily, even when a large
amount of pro-British inclination is
added in favour of the British set.

T

All-wave Sets
For more than a year the sets
exported from Germany, United States.
and some other countries have been
almost exclusiwly all-wave recPivcrs
which include th-e short-wave banrls.
Here such sets have onlv recently
made their appearance, and even no\v
comparatively few manufacturers have
prodncell them. Coupled with this must
be added evidence that service depots,
where real service can be given and
spare parts kept in stock, must be
established locally at the time exporting is begun, so that customers have
some assurance that their receivers
can be cared for after purchase. But
the British exporter is either indifferent

to any service troubles which may
arise after purchase or assumes that
there will be none. Our correspondence indicates it is for this reason
that in far too many localities overseas the popularity of British sets
is not being maintained where foreign
competition has stepped in.

Customers are Waiting to Know
There are hundreds of thousands of
prospective purchasers of British receivers overseas >vho are anxious to
know what is the attitude of manu7
facturers at home. Are they prepared
to supply all-wave receivers which will
compete in performance with the products of foreign rivals and to organise
adequate service arrangements?
To export half-heartedly apparatus
which is not competitive in performance and without proper service arrangements is not only dangerous to
our trade prestige as a whole but
is the surest way of giving competitors
further advantages.
Our mannfacturers are capable of
supplying what is needed, <md if once
they show themselves willing and
determined to meet the demand they
will find ready co-operation in every
part of the Empire, since a preference
for our manufactures still remains
strong, and natural ties give the
home manufacturer an asset which his
foreign rivals cannot compete against.
But the whole matter is urgent,
because delay is only making the task
of competing harder. It is a case, too,
for co-operation between British manufacturers to eliminate competition between themselves in any area. Agreement on these lines would not only
assist the manufacturer to meet foreign
competition more firmly, but would
have the additional advantage of
simplifying service and the supply of
valves and spares for one type of
receiver instead of a variety of types.
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Scandinavian Radio
is "Different.,.,
11;/unJal, at the tHtl ()j
the Fjuclands Fjord,
Norway.

By PHILIP R. COURSEY.
B.Sc., F.lnst.P.

"Readable" Scales : A Strange Museum : Chasing Thunderstorms
A L U A B LE lessons for British radio professionals and amateurs can be had from
V
a trip through Norway, Sweden and
as this article reveals. Norway, ·determined
to profit by her mistakes, has opened a museum of faulty components in the set-testing laboratory.
Denmarl~,

Interference phenomena are studied by original methods by the Swedish Government at Uppsala,
and the campaign against atmospherics includes the pursuit and " recording" of thunderstorms.

C

Ol\lPARING radio receivers as they
arc used in two of the Scandinavian countries-Norway and
Swcclcn-one is struck at once by
a pronounced difference in the proportions
of imported and locally manufactured sets.
While there arc radio set manufacturers in
both countries it is noteworthy that in
Norway a much larger proportion of the
receivers are imported.
This applies
chiefly to the larger and more powerful
apparatus, the smaller two- and threevalve sets being almost entirely of local
manufacture.
The sets themselves show a wide range
of physical forms, not dissimilar in many
respects to those on the British market.
Some of them have recently passed
through the phases that have been marked
here during the last few years. Such as
almost concealed tuning scales, which,
while they may, in the opinion of some
critics, prevent the marring of the design
as " a piece of furniture," do not make for
ease of operation or increased utility. Furniture should be bought as such, not as
a means of entertainment.

Some of the ne\rer designs of receivers
in both the above mentioned countries,
however, reveal praiseworthy attempts to
introduce really useful and clear scales or
indicators, readily visible without marring
the general appearance of the apparatus,
while at the same time free from confusion
in reading them, e.g., as to \\·avelength
range, and consequent station to which the
receiver is tuned. ~ot all British sets are
entirely free from criticism in this respect,
although the general trend is improving.

Ingenious Tuning Scales
From this viewpoint, one of the best
designs was noticed in Stockholm with a
tuning scale disposed round the surface of
a drum some three inches in diameter,
occupying nearly one-third of the face
width of the receiver, and exposing a sector
of its surface through an ample window.
Altering the waverange of the receiver
rotates the drum so as to expose another
sector with its appropriate 'vaYelength
scale and station name indicator. The
whole of each waverange is thus visible at

any one time, so that the tuning position
is readily ascertained without the necessity
for peering through a small \Yindow to read
some tiny, and to many, meaningless
numbers. The range switching mechanism is housed in the interior of the drum
and operated thereby.
A somewhat similar feature, but with
the indicator drum forming a central
curved and recessed part in the front top
edge of the receiver cabinet, was noted also
in some German sets in Berlin. In both
cases the appearance of the receiYer is
good, making a distinctive,' well-balanced,
good-looking design that makes no pretence to be something that it is not.
Regulations drawn up to ensure a certain
s_tandarcl of quality of the components
used in the ·sets exist in most countries to
a greater or less extent. In the Scandinavian countries they are enforced by
compulsory " type-testing " of both sets
and parts, an'd the regulations there cover
a wide range, with several fairly stringent
details. It is rather humiliating to find
that much British radio apparatus and
many components will not pass these tests ;
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arid that imported British sets need to be
modified in certain details before they arc
considered safe enough to be allowed to
be sold and used there. While we have
regulations and specifications here cowring manv similar features, there is no compulsion ·to ensure their adoption and
rc·gular use by manufacturers. \Vhile in
general I am personally much against too
many la\YS and rules, there is quite a great
deal to be said for the methods there
adopted. They do ensure a reasonable
standard of quality and reliability, and
tend to eliminate cut-price or shoddy construction. They provide the " hall-mark "
or '' sign of straightforward shop keeping ''
to the uninitiated in radio matters.
In Oslo I had an opportunity of being
shown over the electrical testing or proving
station where radio sets and other electrical apparatus arc examined. Tlw director of it had reason to be proud of thr·
gadgets he had devised for putting the
parts through their paces in such a way
as to show up quickly their little weak-

The controls of the new Trondelag Broadcast Transmitter, Trondheim, Norway.

cannot be replaced before first closing the
set.
The cost of running this testing laboratory is met by a sales tax of approximately
~ per cent. 011 radio sets, and a scale of
additional charges for any special tests
carried out at the request of manufacturers
or others. The same laboratory is also
concerned with other and related radio
matters, such as interference prevention
or elimination on electrical apparatus, and
they make tests on such devices as well.
So 'tar. howenT, they have not arrived at
any dehnite definitions by which the magnitude of interf<:>rence with radio reception
can be measured ; and they have been compcllt'd in the meantime while awaiting the
de\·elopment of an internationally recognised method to fall back on an approximate aural comparison which is far from
being scientilicallv accurate.
This reminds me that in a store window
in Copenhagen I observed the most corn-

plcte display of interference prevention
devices that I have ever seen outside of
a manufacturer's catalogue. They <:'\'idently want in that city to encourage
everyone to be "radio interference free.''

B.B.C. Transmission Methods
Both Norwav and Sweden are in the
fashion as regards new or increased power
for their broadcasting stations. The former
are proud of their recently opened 25 kW.
station at Trondheim, and the latter of
Motala, with its new 150 kW. set, which
is wry like Droitwich in its general design.
Both use the series modulation control
which is fayoured by the B.B.C. for highquality transmission.
In Stockholm I learned of a curious case
of interference with broadcast transmission
that has troubled listeners to the Falun
station-interference not due to local neon
signs or somebody's beauty parlour, but

A typ'Cll Danish-built set manufactured
by the TO-R Radio Company, of Copenhagen.

ncsses. For complete radio receivers he
has Jn artificial weather box that he
~;uarantees will find any bad spots or
defects inside a few hours ; \Yhile his
museum of antiquities in the form of pi(·ccs
that ha\·e failed would, I am sure, \\ell
rcpav months of study by designers.
It" \Yas interesting also to find here that
it was insisted that the cnrrent mu~t he
mtirely cut off a mains set before it is
possible to open it at all. The problem
whether or not it is really necessary to
take such precautions has been much
debate'd in this country; and it has been
soh·ed in Norway by a simple moulded
plug-and-socket arrangement, so arranged
that the mains flexible and its contacts
are taken away entirely from the rest of the
apparatus when the back is removed and

The shop window referred to in the article, with its printed slogan, "Avoid Radio Noise."
The display includes screened aerial down leads, internally scre~ned sets and numerous devices
for eliminating interference at the source. Passers-by are invited to step inside for advice on
cutting out unwant~d noise.
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Scandinavian Radio is "Dillerent '·true radio interference in the form of C. W,.
morse, which apparently originated in our
own Rugby Post Office station and-in some
other long-wave European transmittersand this in spite of the fact that their wavelengths are almost poles apart in the radio
spectrum. Investigation at first deepened
the mystery by showing that the-interference occurred only when another broadcast
station in a far-away Baltic State was
working-though only when it was operating over a long programme line from a
distant studio. • The conclusion ultimately
reached was that the modulation amplifiers of this particular (and, incidentally,
new) station were so efficient that the longwave C.W. signals picked up by the long
overhead studio programme wires, acting
as long-wave antenna:, were being dealt
with as audio frequencies and actually
modulating the transmission with a frequency of the order of r8,ooo cycles. This
modulation was inaudible in an ordinary
receiver tuned to the signals of that station,
but the resulting side-band was directly
able to heterodyne the transmission of
Falun, although their two carriers were
sufficiently spaced apart to be quite free
of heterodyne interference. Such occurrences serve to emphasise that there may
be quite unknown perils in striving for too
high a fidelity in the more modern of our
transmitting stations.

National Research Laboratories
These brief notes would be incomplete
without a word in praise of the enterprise
of the Swedish Government in establishing
·their new High Voltage Research Laboratories and Institute at Uppsala, which arc
under the control of Professor H. Norinder.
In addition to a lavish equipment of offices
and laboratories for high-voltage researches on electrical power transmission
lines and on the apparatus used with them
-including a z! million volt impulse
generator of artificial (but very near real)
lightning-their '' terms of reference '' for
research work have been drawn up so that
they can include radio transmission researches as well. Many interesting investigations are in progress into the properties
of atmospherics and the manner in which
they are propagated, which are being
carried out with the big cathode ray
oscillographs developed by Prof. Norinder
himself. He has also a set of these instruments installed in a portable van so that
he can send them around the country and
make tests when and where he will.

He

is, in fact, one of the few men who really
love a thunderstorm so much as to want to
go out and follow its wanderings and varying moods.
A special feature of these cathode ray
tubes on which the records are taken is an
arrangement whereby they wait patiently,
so to speak, in a more or less quiescent
state for something to happen, and then,
as soon as an atmospheric comes along,
burst into activity and catch its signature
on a photographic plate before it passes
away on its journey through space. By
a study of their sign manuals in this way

The Swedish Institutet for Hi.igspanningsforskning at Uppsala, where high-voltage and radio
researches are carried out by Prof. Norinder and his staff.

Prof. Norinder is learning much of the
ways of thunderstorms as Q.tmospheric
producers; and when the equipment in the

laboratory is completed \\T should be able
to look forward to some YCry interesting
results.

Short-wave Broadcasting
"Programme Value" or "Radio Interest" ?
ONDITIONS seem to have settled
down to a fairly constant level
nowadays, and short-wave listeners
are beginning to find that there are certain
transmissions on which they can definitely
count for real en tertainmeiit value.
It certainly is to be hoped that the allround improvement which is anticipated
during the next few years will show itself
in greater rcli<tuility, rather than in mere
freak reception on " peaks," with the
troughs as dull as ever.
On the subject of short-wave programmevalue one reader, in the course of a long
letter, enquires whether any short-wave
enthusiast can really claim to have switched
on to a given station at a given time simply
because he knew that an item that he
wanted to hear would be on. That, he says,
is the one and only test of programmevalue!
One could argue about this for hours
without getting anywhere; but one is inclined to suggest that the main reason why
one never does this particular trick is that
one never has the short-wave programmes
in advance. One switches on to any convenient station and takes the programmevalue as it comes! Sometimes it is conspicuous by its absence, but that is usually
the fault of the programme rather than of
the short waves.

C

The Glamour of the Shorts
Short-wave reception has its own particular charms, but it has very little in
common with medium-wave broadcast reception.
There must be very few shortwave enthusiasts who feel the slightest
desire to tune in to one station and to leave
the set there for the rest of the evening.
The truth of the matter is that the shortwave broadcast listener has recaptured the
glamour of the old days when ordinary
broadcasting was an exciting business; in

other words, he is interested in it from the
radio aspect rather than for mere amusement. Which, surely, is all to the goodor is it?
The most brilliant star of the short-wave
firmament continues to be WzXAD, whose
Ig-rnetre transmission between 8 and 9 p.m.
is surely the most consistent, loudest, and
best-quality transmission ever heard from
America. " XAD " has been held for the
complete hour on a loud speaker with only
two valves for at least ten consecutive
nights, and on a larger receiver with A VC
he can honestly be compared with a powerful European medium-wave station.
The type of " serial programme " put out
does not attract British listeners tremendously, although it is amusing for the
first few nights. If short wan·s h;we not
taught us anything else, they certainly have
shown us how fortunate we are with our
medium-wave programmes.
Several new transmissions appear to be
cropping up, mostly outside the broadcast
bands. HCJB, Quito, Ecuador, has been
heard on about 36.5 metres in the early
morning; PSK, Rio de Janeiro. also works
·on about the same wavelength. \\'3XL, at
Bound Brook, N.J., has started up again
on about 46.7 metres, and YV6RV, at
Valencia, Venezuela, is active on 46 metres.
The only space that does not seem to be
occupied by " stray " broadcast stations is
that between the 19- and 25-metre bands.
Anywhere between 25 and 31 metres one
is liable to come across new stations, while
the entire range between 31 and 49 metres
seems to be extensively used by them.
Some new international agreement is long
overdue ; as well as freeing many broadcast
stations from Morse interference (and vice
versa!) it would make the listener's lot
easier by giving him a smaller " acreage "
to cover, thereby facilitating the design of
a really good band-spread receiver.
MEGACYCLE.
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Super-- Regenerative Midget Sets
Methods of Taming the Most Sensitive of Receiving Circuits
By COLIN BEGBIE (G5QH)
OLLOfVING on the zntroduction of miniature valves, batteries and components, the time cannot
F
be long distant when the truly portable or "pocket " broadcast set will become a regular article of
commerce. No circuit yet evolved seems to be more suitable for the extremely small set than the super-

regentrath•e arran,r;ement. The contributor of this article, zvho has been concerned with the development
of the pocket set used by the Brighton police, offers some suggestions as to how the normally erratic
beha·viour of this type of circuit may be improz·ed.
uCH has been ~aid for and
against the super-regenerative
principle of reception, but very
little information has been
made available as to how this admittedly
somewhat erratic circuit arrangement cal1
be made more controllable than in its
usual form. It has long been realised that
the super-regenerative circuit is, in many
ways, ideal for the smallest type of port:1 b\e broadcast set, and it has already been
demonstrated that a highly sensitive
receiver can be built into a small container as a cigar box or into an even
smalh:r space. The difficulty has always
been to stabilise the circuit so that the
effect of handling it does not provoke a
state of uncontrollable oscillation. This
has now been clone, and it is noteworthy
that sets of this kind are in regular use
by the Brighton police force.

M

The Circuit in Detail
I~dcrring to the accompanying circuit
diagram of a super-regenerative receiver,
L represents the frame aerial which may
be as small as 6 x 4in., although a larger
size will naturally afford greater pick-up.

A stabilised single-valve super-regenE-rative
pocket set as used by the Brighton police.

Six to eight turns are ample, and thi~
winding is connected in series with Lr.
"hich will accordingly haw a ~lightly
lower inductance than the corresponding
grid coil of a normal receinr. Similarly,
the reaction coil Lz, for which provision
for \'Cry close coupling must be made, will
also have rather more turns than usual.
In series with the tuned circuit is a
variable resistance R with a maximum
value of from 200 to 300 ohms.

The grid circuit quenching coil L3 may be pressed too far or signals will be dishave an inductance of about 270 micro- torted, but, of course, the circuit must be
henrys and shmilcl be of high resistance- in a state of selt-oscillation in order that
about r,ooo ohms;
in parallel with it ;s
a condenser C2 of
about 0.002 mfd.
Semi-variable coup·
ling should be provided between L3
and
the
anode
I
I
I
quenching coil L4.
HTI
the latter with an
I
I
inductance of about
....!..
250 millihenrys and
a DC resistance of
some 750 ohms;
normal values of
o.ooo5 mfcl., o.ooor
mfd.,
and
0.2.5
R
megohm may be assigned respectively
TELEPHONES
to the tuning condenser C, the grid
Circuit diagram of super-regenerative midget set. C3, 0.004 mfd. ;
condenser Cr and
Rz, 1,000 ohms ; other values are given in the text.
the grid leak Rr.
The values mentioned have been found to the super-regcneratiYe principle may come
give the best results for waw'lengths be- into operation.
tween roo and 400 metres.
As to range, stations )OO miles awav
An HF choke is connected in have been received w·ith ~ frame mcasu;series with the headphones ami ing only 6 x 4in. Of course, LF amplifibypass condensers C4 ancl Cs cation can easily be added, and with a
of the order of o.or mfd. arc
two-stage amplifier good loud speaker
provided.
results oyer long distances can be effected.
It should be emphasised that
The receiver may also be nsed on short
the resistance R plays an im- \Yave;.;, but this necessitates an alteration
portant part in stabilising the in the constants of the circuit which canset and without it oscillations not be gone into here. It does, however,
are practically uncontrollable. present a field of experiment for those
A reasonably wide spread of interested in short-waye reception.
wavelengths can be covered by
EDITORIAL NOTE.~Quenching
quenching circuits with the con- coils with approximately the inductance
stants given.
valuE·;.; gin~n may be \\'Otmd in "slab "
With the aid of the informa- form in a slotted former of rlin. external
tion given, the constructor diameter. The slot width is 1:t,-in. and its
should be able to make a super-n'genera- internal diameter ~in. Cheeks ~in. thick
tiYC receiver of his own. Naturally the are snitablt:.
size of tht~ valves and other parts will
An inductance of 270 millihenrys, a~
cldermine the dimensions of the finished
required for the grid coil L3, is obtained
recei \'er, and where extreme compactness b.v \\inding 4,000 turns of No. 42
is desired, it is useful to point out that ;t enamelled copper wire in the slot, while
has been possible to compress the set into an inductance of 250 rnillihenrys for L4
a case of 6 x 4 x rin.
is obtained from 3,500 turns of the same
On switching on the set a high-pitched wire. The DC resistance of these coils
whistle will be heard, together with a will be rather lower than that given, but,
hea,·y background of mush, but when a as wire finer than No. 42 is difficult to
carrier wave is received, the mush will handle, it is suggested that the ohmic
disappear, leaving a clear signaL Re- value should be made up by adding an
action bet\Yeen coils Lr and L2 should not external resistor in series,

•
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Television IF Amplifiers
Designing Wide ..band Intermediate Frequency Circuits

T

HE IF amplifier of a receiver intended for high-definition television
reception is of great importance on account of the wzde range of
frequencies with which it must deal faithfully.
In this article the chief
problems are discussed and it is shown that a solution is by no means
difficult, although the gain per stage is inevitably low.

I

T has previously been pointed out in
The Wireless World that high-definition television involves modulation
frequencies up to roughly I,ooo,ooo
c Is, and that transmission must consequently take place on the ultra-short wavelengths. Reception is most conveniently
carried out by the superheterodyne, and
the problems involved in the frequencychanger were recently dealt with.' The IF
amplifier is a matter of great importance,
however, for it must provide the major
portion of the amplification required without introducing any form of distortion.
If frequencies up to I ,ooo,ooo c / s arc to
be fully reproduced, the band-width of
the amplifier must be twice this figure~
2 mcjs. That is to say, the amplification
must be constant for all frequencies up to
I me/ s on either side of the carrier. The

FREQUENCY

mcjs

Fig. I.----The ideal resonance curve of the
amplifier is shown by curve A and more
practical ones by B and C.

intermediate frequency cannot be lower
than the highest modulation frequency,
and it is usually inadvisable to make it
lower than twice this frequency. We thus
find the lowest permissible intermediate
frequency to be some 2 me/ s. There is,
however, no theoretical upper limit to the
frequency.
We han~ now to consider the question
of amplification. It is usually considered
that a low intermediate frequency is beneficial from this point of view, and this is
true under ordinary conditions where the
limit to amplification is set by the efficiency of the tuned circuits which we can
build, or by the appearance of instability
caused bv feed-back through the gridanode inter-electrode capacity of the
valve. We shall find, however, that to
obtain the wide band-width necessary for
television purposes it is necessary to damp
the tuned circuits so heavily that the amplification will be too low for feed-back
1

The Wireless World, March 8th, 1935.

effects in the valve capacity to be important. Under these conditions it is easy to
show mathematically that the amplification obtainable is independent of the intermediate frequency, but is inversely proportional to the highest modulation frequency to be reproduced, and directly proportional to the inductance of the tuning
coil. Since for a given frequency the product of inductance and capacity is a constant, this is the same as saying that the
amplification is inversely proportional to
the tuning capacity employed.

By W. T.

COCKI~G

over the wanted band and amplification.
H we use a single tuned circuit for an intervalve coupling, it is easy to show that the
selectivity and uniformity over the modulation band, the same thing in this casl',
depend only on the ratio of reactance to
resistance in the tuned circuit~on the
'' Q '' of the circuit, where Q= wL i R. The

Single Circuit Couplings
We need not, therefore, consider the
question of amplification when choosing
the intermediate frequency, and practical
convenience will usually be the deciding
factor. A frequency of the order of 4 me/ s
meets all requirements admirably, for it is
not too high to make the accurate measurement of circuit constants unduly difficult,
and it is not so low that the design of a
satisfactory detector becomes impossible.
The problem, therefore, resolves itself
into designing an amplifier to give the
requisite gain with the fewest number of
stages, the amplification being constant, or
nearly so, over a band of 3 me/ s to
5 -me Is. The ideal shape of resonance
curve is shown by curve A of Fig. I, and

Fig. 2. · A single IF coupling using only
one circuit. In practice C is the stray
capacity of the circuit.

amplification, however, depends only on
the dynamic rtsistance, which is equal to
wLQ.
In order to see what can be done with a
single circuit, let us work out the values
for an arrangement such as that of Fig. z.

An experimental IF
amplifier having four
stages with a diode
detector.

more practical curves by R and C. There
are two points to consider in the design of
the circuitS---uniformity of amplification

If we decide to tolerate a drop of 20 per
cent. at r me/ s off resonance, we can work
out the maximum permissible value of Q
from equation (r) in the accompanying
panel, for an intermediate frequency of
4 me/ s, by inserting the following values:
S=I.Z, /=4XIO\ n=I0 6 , and we find

JUNE I4lh, T9J5·
Television IF Amplifiers-

Q=I.33· This seems an absurdly low
figure, for it would be by no means impossible to obtain a value of roo, and this
would be quite acceptable for sound broadcasting. The amplification obtainable with
such a tuned circuit can be calculated from
equation (2), and we have only to choose
the values of g, the valve mutual conductance, and C. A normal value for g with
typical modern Yalves is about 2 mAIV,
,;o we write g= 0.002 AI V.
r----------------------------------------------~
I
I
I
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For a single circuit the pfficiC'ncy · l
necessary to produce a given drop in
\ response at a given frequency differC'nt l
1 fmm H''onancc is given approximately by :
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hundred times, the appallingly low efficiency of such a stage is very apparent.

Coupled Circuits
With such a circuit there arc only two
ways of increasing the stage gain without
cutting sidebands still more-we can increase g or reduce C. Here, however, we
are entirely in the hands of the valve
manufacturer, and there are few valves
which have a g much greater than
2 mA/V under working conditions. In
the example quoted, C consists chiefly of
the valve capacities, so that we cannot
reduce it further unless the valve maker
can produce a valve with lower input and
output capacities. Although it is highly
probable that some improyement can be
made in this direction, the tendency is for
the capacity to increase with g. It is not
necessarily the valve with the highest g
which will give the highest amplification
in this case, therefore, but the one having
the highest ratio of g I C.
vVe are not tied to the use of a
single-tuned circuit, however, and it JS
quite feasible to employ a pair of
coupled coils, as in Fig. 3- Although.
when optimum coupling is used, the
efficiency with this arrangement is onehalf of that with a single circuit, the
stray capacities across each circuit are
only half the former value, so that \\'e can
use. double the inductance. We thns come
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\\"h"n two circuits arc on·r-cc:uplcd so
th«t w)l - \ -2 H. and the rPspomc- at thC'
hi;;he't frequency required is equal to that
at r<''Oflaf\CC SO that S c_- I the' rPspom,e
at th" pC'ak frequencies is 1.2.5 times that
~1t

re:->onancc, and
()
wT.m =

1.22')/

(5)

n
A (at r('sonancc) =

0

1-i

each tuned circuit was shunted by a 5,000
ohms resistance.
The resonance frequency of the complete transformer when
connected in circuit was found to be 3-4
me 1s, and its resonance cur\'e is shown
at (A) in Fig. 4-
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Fig. 4· -Curve A shows the measured response of a single experimental IF transformer and curve 8 that given by the
amplifier with four stages in cascadf'.

The curw is nearly symmetrical, the response at r me;' s lower than resonance
being 0.47 as compared with 0-54 for a
frequency I me Is higher than resonance.
We can, therefore, take the average of the
two figures--0.5-as representing the response to modulation frequencies of r mc/s.
This is greater than the value which has
been assumed hitherto, clue either to the
circuit rcsistanccs being lmYer than the
calculated or to the coupling being somewhat below optimum. The stage gain,
however, was 5-4 times, which is only very
slightly below the expected value. The
probability is, therefore, that both circui1
resistance and coupling were too small.

()o

~iwch

An Experimental Amplifier

I
I

L-----------------------------------------------

It is obYious that the smaller we make
C the greater will be the amplification, so
let us go at once to the limit, where C has
no physical existence as such, but consists
merely of the stray circuit capacities. The
output capacity of the first valw will be
about 12 1'-flF, and the input capacity of
the second some q ,upF ; the vah·t-S alone
give a capacity of 26 f111F, to which we
must add at least 6 1111F for the selfcapacity of the coil and the wiring. We
can say, therefore, that C=32 fl!1F=3.2
x ro- '' F. On inserting these values in
equation (2) we find A=3-3!
A good modern screen-grid ,-alve thus
giws a stage gain of a little owr three
time,; when a single-tuned circuit is used
as an intervalve coupling, and it,; efficiency is reduced to the point necessary to
giw a loss of 20 per cent. at the highest
modulation frequency. 'Vhen it is remembered that with normal efficiency circuits
then:' would be little difficulty in obtaining
a gam of fifty times, and probably one

Fig. 3- -A pair of coupled circuits as an
intervalve coupling permits higher amplification to be obtained for a given degree
of sideband cutting.

back to the same efficiency for the same
value of Q. The question thus resolve~
itself into whether we can use a higher Q
with a pair of coupled circuits than with
only one. Equation (3) deals with this
ca~e, and inserting the same \'alm·s as
before we find Q=2.35, and, since C now
equals I6 f111F, from equation (4) the amplification is 5.85 times. This is a considerable improvement, for the stage gain
is nearly double that \-Yith a single circuit;
it is still not very good, however.
At this stage it was decided to check
the inwstigation by building an amplifier
and measuring its characteristics to see
whether they checked with theor1; . A
single stage was first built to the cii-cuit of
Fig. 3, and as it was found impossible to
make coils of high enough resistance, even
by winding 'them with resistance wire,

In spite of its ddects it was felt that this
transformer would be good enough for
initial experiments in television reception,
for although it was known that theory
demands the full reproduction of frequencies up to r me/ s, it was felt probable
that this requirement would be unnecessarily rigid, at any rate in the early stages
of development. Information was also
desired upon the clegre2 of amplification
which \l'otdd be necessary, and upon how
the characteristics of the amplifier would
be mocl!fiecl by stray internal regeneration.
A four-stage amplif1er was accordingly
built and found to give a total gain of 845
times. which is exactly 5-4'· Th~ resonance curve is shown at (B) of Fig. 4, and
is almost exactly the fourth power of the
ordinates of curn (A), showing that stray
couplings in the amplifier exercise a negligible effect.
Very cxtensi,·e de-coupling v:as used,
each grid and anode circuit being decoupled, but the screen grids were commoned with a single by-pass condenser to

sSB
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i'elevision IF Amplifiersearth.
Mica condensers of 0.01 11F
capacity were used as offering a lower
impedance than higher capacity paper

9·75 4 =9,000 times, as compared with the
gain of 845 times obtained before. Three
stages only would, in fact, give a slightly
greater amplification-925 times-so that

dividual response being given by curve A
of Fig. 4· This curve is very nearly ideal
for the amplification remains even within
±2.3 db. for frequencies up to goo,ooo

An underbase view of the experimental amplifier in which the extensive decoupling equipment can clearly be seen.

rypes on account of the residual inductance
of even non-inductive condensers. The
decoupling embodied was found to be unnecessarily thorough, and in a practical
amplifier it should readily be possible to
dispense with a large part of it. It may
be mentioned that this amplifier has been
used a great deal in experimental work and
has been found entirely satisfactory, save for
the excessiYe degree of side band cutting.
It has proved to be perfectly stable, and it
requires no initial adjustments.
The obvious step in development is to
retain the essential coupling system of Fig.
3· but to employ tighter coupling between
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c 1 s, and even at 1,ooo,ooo c/s fhe loss is
only slightly greater than 6 db. Using
four valves a stage gain of 9·75 times
should be obtained for three stages, and
of 5-4 times for the fourth, or a total amplification of s.ooo times.
At the time of writing no attempt has
been made to build an amplifier incorporating such circuits, for the one
already dPscribed meets all present requirements. There seems to be no reason why
any difficulty should be met with in producing it, however, for experience has
shown feed-back effects to be of secondary
importance when the gain per stage is so
low. In the case of an HF or IF amplifier
for sound reproduction, it is rarely possible to pn-pare an exact design on paper,
since the stray couplings, for which it is
almost impossible to allow, so greatly
modify the pPrformance. When the stage
gain is as low as that obtained with present
television amplifiers, howeyer, this is no
longer true, and it seems possible to make
the design of an IF amplifier as exact as
that of one for use on low frequencies.
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the use of overcoupled transformers is
economical of apparatus.
There is, however, one point of which
we must beware. At a frequency between
that of resonance and the limit of the
modulation band the amplification per
stage will be 25 per cent. above normal.
This is not serious in one stage, but with
four stages it will amount to 243 per cent.
This is by no means as great as it sounds,
for expressed in decibels it only amounts
to 7. 7 db. Nevertheless, it is greater than
·is desirable, and we may find it advisable
to use a combination of single-peaked and
double-peaked transformers in order to
obtain a more generally even response.
This will, of course, inevitably entail some
loss of amplification.
The calculated resonance curve of a
single transformer of the overcoupled type
is shown by curve A of Fig. 5, and curve
B shows the results to be expected when
three are used in cascade. Curve C illustrates the results when three such transformers are used in conjunction with one
of the type described earlier-the in-

Fig. 5.-Curve A shows the calculated response of a transformer of the overcoupled
type and curve B that obtainable when three
are used in cascade. Curve C shows how the
response is modified by adding a further
stage having optimum coupling.

the coils so that the response curve
becomes of the double-peaked variety.
Heavy damping must still be imposed on
the circuits, of course, otherwise the
trough between the peaks will be too
marked. The resonance curve will then
take the general form shown by curve (C)
of Fig. r. If we decide that the response
at the highest frequency required shall
be equal to that at resonance, and that it
shall be 1.25 times the resonance value at
the peak frequencies, the approximate
formulre (5) and (6) apply. On inserting
the same values as before we find that Q
=4·9 and the amplification of a single
stage is 9·75 times.
This is a considerable improvement over
the previous case, and with four stages we
should expect to obtain an amplification of

ULTRA SHORT WAVES IN THE MIDLANDS. Station G6SL at the works of Stratton and Co.,
Ltd., Birmingham, which transmits regularly on Sundays with beam and omni-directional aerials.
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Radio Gown

control of a new PostmasterGeneral, the Rt. Hon. :\lajor

LEADING Paris dressmaker
announces '' a most elegant
radio gown " which puts a finishing touch to the enjoyment of
a good wirekss programme.

A

RUSSIAN radio reporters- an>
to don diving suits to g1 ve a
running commentary from th'~
British
ship,
''The
Black
Prince," which sank on NovembPr znd, 1854, near Balaclava.

Philips Television

THE Philips Company is siart-

The Wireless P.M.G.
J\IID the storms and tempests of French politics M.
Mandel is expected to retain his
Portfolio of Postmaster-General
- a thought which gives great
satisfaction to wireless amateurs
in France. More than any of his
predecessors,
:\I. :\1andt>l is
credited with having the will
to act in the matter of broadcasting development.

G. C. Tryon. After a military
cart>er in the GrPnadier· Guards,
.Major Tryon became UnderSecretary of State for Air in
rgrg. In 1922 ht' became Ministt'r of Pt'1lsions, and has held this
post at intt'rvals up to the present time.

Looking for a Wavelength

Russian Broadcast from
British Ship

mg ultra-short-wave tdevision transmissions at Eindhoven on a wa n:length of 7
metres. A transmitter working
on 3 metn's has already been in
use for some time. \VI' understand that a television n·ceiver
i:- being developed.

Topics

FRAULEIN URSULA PATZSCHKE, the
world's
first
woman television announcer,
stage-manages the high definition programmes transmitted
by the German Post Office.

T0-1\IORROW (Saturday) is
the date fixc·cl for the first
tt>st transmissions from the new
rso-kilowatt Roumanian station
at. Brasov. Engineers are in a
dilemma n·garding the choice of
wavdength, for, according to a
correspond('nt, they fed that a
clash is inevitable if they nse
the
I ,S7 5-nwtn·
wavd~engtl!
grantee! by the Lucerne Conference, <Js this 1s shared by
Huizt·n.
The Dutch station
shm,·,.,no inclination to surrender
the \\avdt·ngth, so Brasov may
ha Ye~ to seck another chamwl.
Th" fact that a new highpmn·r station is trying to find a
place in the long waveband is
not comforting. It is only recently that comparative peace
has been restort'd in this region.

"Ultra-shorts" in the
Midlands
GREAT interest has been
aroused by the ultra-shortwave transmissions from G6SL,
Birmingham,
operated
by
Messrs. Stratton and Co., Ltd.
The schedule of transmissions
for the next few weeks is as
follows:Dates.-June r6th, 23rd, July
7th and 14th.
Times.-ro.3o a.m. to 11.30
a.m. Beam aerial.
II.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m.
Omni-directional aerial.
3 p.m. to 4 p.m. Beam aerial.
4 p.m. to 5 p.m. Omni-directional aerial.
Tlw b('am aNial is directed so
clcgrt'es t>ast of south, and the
omni-directional is an orthodox
vertical di-pole.
The transmissious on 50 watts are tdephony
frequently interspersed by signals of three dash seconds of
soo-cycle note for identification
purposes. Transmission pt'riods
an· of ten minutes' duratiort,
commencing Jo.3o a.m. until
I 2.30
p.m., with ten-minute
intervals for listening or for
possiiJlc two-day communication. Recommencing: 3 p.m. to
5 p. m. \Vritten or telephoned
reports will bt' welcomed at
Eddystone \Vorks. Bromsgrove
Street, Birmingham, 5·

A

5 Metres from Snowdon
Saturday,
ON commencing

June 15th,
at 5 p.m., a
special s-metre
transmission
will be carried out from the top
of Mount Snowdon, continuing
to midnight and recommencing
on Sunday, terminating midday.
Beam and omni-directional aerials will be used. The
call-sign is GsCV, and reports
should be sent to l\Ir. Douglas
Waiters, Acre House, 72 Long
Acre, London, \V.C.2. A list<·ning post will be establisht>d
at Snowdon for rt>ports on 40
and So metres.

Russo-Japanese Conflict
APAN has protested <~gaim;t
the transmission of bulletins
in J apanest' from the Vladivostock station, which interferes
with the Hamarnatzu transmitter.
The Soviet has consented
to change th<· wavt>lt'ngth, but
declines to ceas<c> transmissions
in Japan<c>s<c>.

J

Late French Concerts
THE French State stations are
to transmit special conct•rts
every Friday from I I p.m. to
I a.m.

Broadcast Brevities
Droitwich in Miniature
is evt'rybody's
D ROITWICH
station. so tlw B.B.C. has
hit upon the happy idea of displaying scale modt'ls of this
giant broadcaster at Radiolympia in August. I !war that one
model gives a bird's-eye view of
the station in its setting of wellwooded countrvsiclt-, with <'vt•ry
technical dt>taif faithfully reproduced, down to the cobweb-like
aerial wires and tinv insulators.
The otlwr model- gives a sectional vit'w of the intt'rior, showing tilt' engineer;; at tht>ir r<c>spt'ctive duties and each unit of the
transmitters marked in such a
way that the· operation of the
station can be seC'n at a glance.

however, considers that n·prescntatives from
more than
thirty countries should he entertained by no less an authority
than the Government itself.

No Secrecy This Time ?
The Polish Government is
highly skilled in thE' arts of publicity, so the Conference is not

By Our Special
Correspondent
likely to rest under such a cloud
of s~crecv as surrounded its deliberations in Park Lane last
year. True, your Special Correspondent obtained a glimpse of
tlw delegates through the smokeladen atmosphere, but only by
masquerading as th.e Postmaster-General of Ruritania.

Sir Charles Carpendale
C E - A D l\1 I R A L SIR
V lCHARLES
CARPENDALE
is due to retire at next Ttwsannual gennal me,·ting of
the In tt'mational Broadcasting
Union.
For mor(' than tt>n
yt'ars now Sir Charlc·s has n~pre
sented Britain in the presidt'ntial
chair, hut this year it is probable that a German or a Frt'nch
reprt>sentative will succeed him.
Warsaw is the venue of this
year's meeting. Last year, it
may be remembert>d, the delegates met in London as the
guests of the B.B.C. Poland,
day·~

BROADCASTING FROM THE STRATOSPHERE.-Major-General
(left) Chairman of the Radio Corporation of America,
inspecting the radio equipment to be used by Captain A. W. Stevens
and Captain 0. A. Anderson, when they make a balloon ascent into the
stratosphere this month. The transmitter weighs 40 lbs. and the
receiver I 5 Ibs.

J ames G. Harbord

1Vircles; TVorlil, June 14lh, 1935

UNBIASED
By

Landladies' Race
this time of the year your fancies
A Tlightly
turn to thoughts of love and
landladies, according to whether you arc
still unmarried or have been less fortunate in life. I am very delighted therefore to see that at long last the mouldering early-Victorianism of " Sea view "
and such-like establishments is giving
place to something modern, for a seaside landlady's advertisement has actually
appeared in which " headphones ov1:r
every bed '' is cited as one of the amenities of the establishment.
It might seem strange at first that no
mention is made of the provision of wireless in the dining room. From bitter experience of these establishments, however, I can well understand that something is needed to while away the weary
night hours as one lies tossing and turning on the concrete slabs which these good
ladies provide for their guests.
Talking of landladies reminds me of a
most excellent opportunity which the outside broadcast department of the B.B.C.
have apparently overlooked. I refer, of
course, to the annual seaside landladies'
race held at one of our popular coastal
resorts. The B.B.C. ought to know that
this race would provide food for a running commentary of vital interest to every
listener, for what one of us has not been
deceived at some time or another by the
misleading '' two minutes from sea ''
clause in landladies' adve1iisements?
The town council of the resort long ago
decided to put a stop to this misleading
sort of statement and therefore inaugurated an annual '' landladies' race to the
sea '' in which all who use this statement

FREE GRID
Train Radio de Luxe

I

NOTICE that it has been left to a
foreign country to lead the way in the
improvement of the train radio service in
which a pair of headphones is provided
for every seat on certain long-distance
trains. Not only are different programmes
available, by means of several recein·rs,
to any of which the passenger can connect
himself by means of an automatic telephone dial, but he can also obtain, if he so
desires, a running commentary on the
scenery and objects of interest which tlw
train is passing. This is made possible by
a microphone presided owr by a special
commentator.

Multi-Lingual Filnt

I

SUPPOSE that I possess all the a\'Crat:c
British distrust of the foreigner and hi,;
wicked ways, but even the devil must be
ginn his due. I cannot do less than place
on record my profound admiration at th~;
ingenuity shown by the manager of a certain foreign cinema in overcoming difficulties which radio and its off-shoot, the
talkies, have thrmm in his path.
I happened last week to be paying \Yhat
was literally a flying visit to Alexandria
in pursuit of an errant daughter. As
many of my readers may be aware, Alexandria is a trulv cosmopolitan city ~vhere
the harassed shopkeeper has to S]ll'a k
about half a dozen
ditierent languages if

" Mrs. Miggs is
leading easily."

in their advertisements are compelled to
participate. Non-starters and all who
fail to reach the sea in the ad\·ertised time
arc heavily pilloried in the local Press and
their future advertisements refused.
I
can assure you, from personal experience,
that the great annual race is one of the
most entertaining and thrilling events in
the holiday programme of this particular
resort, and the B.B.C. is missing a great
opportunity in not getting Mr. Allison to
give us his familiar commentary: '' l\frs.
Miggs is leading easily, she has reached
the cliff steps, now she has fallen, she's
up again, no, she isn't, yes, she is."

me. In the end, in order to avoid a breach
of the peace, I took the phones, thinking
that, after all, they might be useful, as
I was still suffering from the effects of one
(){ l\Irs. Free Grid's tirades.
After a few moments of Greta Garbo
gibbering in the local lingo my attention
wandered and I longed for the old days
of the silent cinema when, in the leading
ci1wmas of Egypt, sub-titles used to be
flashed on the screen in a multiplicity of
languages, including English.
I idly,
donned the phones and plugged in to one
of the numerous sockets that were
attached to the back of the chair in front
nf me.
To my astonishment I was
addressed in French instead of the local
lingo that I had anticipated. A few
moments' listening sufficed to show me
that I \Yas hearing the dialogue of the
picture, and I settled down to follow it as
hest I could.

he is_ to keep his customers from straying
to rival establishments.
Having an odd half-hour to spare during my visit I dropped into a cinema an(]
was very surprised, on paying my halfp~astre at the cash desk, to be smilingly
handed a pair of 'phones enclosed in a
hygienic germ-proof envelope. Naturally
l at once assumed that the headphont·s
were, as in certain cinemas in this couutry, intended for deaf patrons, and in
halting Arabic I politely declined them.
Apparently, however, my Arabic was not
understood, as the grinning Gippo behind
the grille still forced the 'phones upon

The grinning Gippo behind the grille.

A little later it occurred to me to \Yonder
\Yhy there \H·re so many sockets, and I
tcntatiwly inserted my plug into anothl·r·.
I found that I was being addressed in
English. Hapidly withdrawing my piu:,;
and inserting it into socket after socket I
\\as amazed to hear the whole gamut <Jf
languages which one is accustomed to ex·
pcct in the streets of this cosmopolitan
city.
:\s soon as the show was over I sought
out the manager.
Politeness itself, he
readily comented to show me the
'' \\'orks.'' The yarious lingoes were providl'Cl hy separate talkie turntables and
disc~, all of which were synchronised. It
is hoped ewntually to bring the installation completely up to date by substituting
for the turntables and records a tilm ha,._
ing sl·Yeral parallel sound tracks on it,
this film ])('ing run through a special
sound-reproducing projector synchronised
tu the ordinary movie projector.
Tho~ icka is, I think, worthy of greater
recognition than has so far been accorded
it, for it has great possibilities for the
future. There is no reason at all, for instance, why provincial visitors to London
cinemas should be compelled to listen to
the n·tined accents of Elstree. By adoptin,g this scheme each metropolitan cinema
q·at could be wired for the reproduction <lf
all the multitudinous dialects of this fair
land, thus making the country visitor fed
really and truly at home; in fact, I see
no earthly reason why eyen the wretched
foreign tourist should not be- catered for
and be made to feel we want his money.

On Learning Morse
Memorising Sounds

••

Not Symbols

A

LTHOUGH ability to read morse szgnals adds
enormously to the interest of
'J wireless listeninP
(:,)
comparatively few amateurs are able to acquire the
art. The author contends that this is because the
usual method of learning is basicalZy wrong

T

HE amateur interested in wireless
as a hobby usually progresses in
three stages. First, he is a broadcast listener and constructer; then
he graduates to short-wave reception and
finds an entirely new field of interest ;
thirdly, he starts to learn morse, with the
limitless po~sibilities it opens up. And it
is here that his first serious difficulty
arises, a difficulty which, only too often,
debars all but the most enthusiastic from
enjoying to the full what is probably the
most fascinating side of wireless.
Learning the Morse Code is not easy,
but it is certainly not as hard as it is sometimes made out to be if the problem is
tackled in the right way. There are some
who are able to attend classes at technical
institutes, and others who can obtain the
guidance they need from a friend, possibly an amateur transmitter, or other
qualified operator. But beginners in this
position are fortunate and comparatively
rare, by. far the majority of those who
aspire to learn the code not being able
to obtain qualified instruction or any sort
of help. They attempt to learn alone and
either achieve their object only after months
of arduous labour, or else just give it up in
disgust. The reason for this is that
generally they have drawn their inspiration from the wrong source, for much that
has been written about learning morsc
is calculated more to hinder than to help
the beginner.

The Wrong Way
In the first place, do not adopt either
of the two methods which are nearly
always recommended: (r) Buy a buzzer
and key and attempt to send before you
can receive, and (zJ further complicate
matters by practising with a friend who
knows as little about it as you do yourself! For reasons which will be clear
later, trying to learn on a buzzer before
you can read makes the process much
longer and usually results in the development of a bad style. Also, it is not even

dot is equal to one clot, between t\vu lelt( , 3
of the same \Vord three clots, and between
By AUSTI~ FORSYTII
two words fiye dots. Before goinr• on to
word-formations, soak yourself ~n the
(G6FO)
code till you are able immediately to
make the sound equivalent of any letter in
the alphabet, for the thing you have to
remember is that you must impress the
sound of each letter on your brain. When
practice, for all the time_ you _know ~hat th~ code has been thoroughly mastered in
you are sending. Learmng w1th a fnend th1s way word-formations can
be
who is a beginner is quite as bad, for he, attempted, and, in this connection, the
not being able to read himself, will be great value of learning morse in the manunable to transmit even tolerably good ner here suggested is that you can practice
mm·se, as no operator can send till he anywhere ~nd at any time. Any piece of
knows what good keying sounds like. His pnnt constitutes a practice, such as Hewsefforts will, therefore, bear very little re- paper-headings,
advertisements,
carsemblance to \vhat you hear on the air.
registrations (for numbers), and so on
endlessly. ~s you buzz your exercises,
the letters Will be impressing themselves
Sounds Instead of Symbols
on your mind, till you find you can read
This looks like the vicious circle, but repetition signals, such as call-signs,
here is the way: Put away your buzzer "Test" and "CQ" calls, which can be
and key, forget about the receiver, and heard, sent slowly, at any time of the day
look at the Morse Code on the next page .. or night on the various amateur waveThe letters are made up of combinations ~ands. For instance, you might hear
of clots and clashes which, to vou, must s1gnals like this : '' Test Test Test de
represent not dots and d~shes but
(from) GsML GsML GsML," or "CQ
sounds.
And here the first point CQ CQ de ON4BV ON4BV ON4BV." In
emerges. You have to train your brain !he fir~t instance, the Bri~ish station GsML
to read the letters by their sound, and 1s askmg for tests, whlle in the second
not as clots and dashes. In other words, case the Belgian ON4BV is putting out a
the letter C is not dash-dot-dash-dot, general call. If GsML wished to work
but dah-dit-clah-dit. It is on this that ON4BV, the procedure would be
the beginner usually stumbles. He hears "ON4BV ON4BV ON4BV de GsML
dah - dit - clah - clit, translates that in GsML GsML,'' repeated several times.
his mind as dash-dot-dash-dot, and
By listening to these repetition signals,
then searches his memory
for the letter to which dashdot-dash-dot corresponds!
H!' then finds that he has
lost the rest of the message,
ilncl this procedure, repeated
over and over again, becomes so wca1isome that lw
finallv comes to the conclusion -that the faculty for
learning morse must be a
heaven-sent gift.
First, then, you must
learn the alphabet by its
The correct method of I?anipulating a morse key.
sound equivalents, actually
saying to yourself the
sounds which correspond to the various
you will instinctively appreciate the value
letters. A dash should be uttered as of correct timing, or spacing of the charac"dah," and a dot as "dit," a dash
ters, which is the next important point.
being equal in length to three dots ; Do not try and read complicated matter
"dah," drawn ou1, and "dit," short and sent fast, but concentrate at first on what
sharp. The space between a dash and a you can actually read and study spacing,

JUNE qth, 1935.
On Learning Morsefor the next step should be buzzer practice with a key.

Gaining Confidence
The Yalue of having learnt to read,
howeYer little, before sending will now
be apparent. You will come to the key
with confidence, knowing how correctly
transmitted signals should sound, and you
will therefore be able to correct your own
sending mistakes. The essentials of good
sending are clean-cut formation of characters and accurate spacing, so that your
ftrst practices should be concentrated on
the alphabet, till you can send any. letter
as you think of it. Abo.ve all, av01d t~·y
ing speed. Both readmg and sendmg
speed come naturally with l?ractice ~n~,
as legibility is the first reqmrement, 1t 1s
no use sending fast if the signals arc unreadable. Therefore, start slowly and
comfortably, and when the alphabet has
been thoroughly learnt, go on to words
and sentences. But all the time, keep
good formation and spacing as the prime
considerations.
The receiver will proYide examples of
every kind of sending; good, bad, and a
Having
large number of indifferent.
started right, you will be cultivating your
own style, and you should aim at making
your morse as readable as print to the
other man. The hall-mark of the proficient operator is good style, which means
nothing more than clean-cut characters
and accurate spacing.

Operating Procedure
It has been well said that any fool can
send, but it takes an operator to read.
It is no use being able to send at twentyfive words per minute if you can only read
at eight words per minute. Reading and
sending should keep pace and develop touether, and this will be found to involve
~ore time on reading practice than work
on the key, since after a certain stage is
reached sending speed is easily acquired At
no time should the practices be overdone ;

about half an hour a day is usually ample
after the alphabet has been mastered.
If the problem is attacked conscientiously along the lines indicated, it should
be possible to copy repetition signals in
about three weeks.
The rest comes
naturally, and if attention is devoted to
the amateur bands, many stations will be
heard "sending double," like like this
this, so that complete transmissions can be
followed, giving valuable experience in
procedure. Not that QSZ (or sending
double) is to be encouraged or admired,
as too much attention to it will mean that

real reading speed will take longer to
acquire, but it is most useful to the beginner struggling with his first code messages.
Like wireless itself, the learning of morse
can be taken up at any age. It is an
art, and can be made to express personality in the same way that a painter
uses his cam·as, or a writer his pen. And
if there is any thrill comparable to getting a reply to one's own first " Test"
call, it is that which rewards the listener
who copies his first morse signals from an
unknown station.

Television
HE Postmaster-General announces
that he has received a communication from the Television AdYisory
Committee regarding the choice of a
site for the projected London Television
Station and other matters relative to the
proposed experimental television service.
After having carefully considered a
number of possible sites, the ComrHittee
have recommended the adoption of the
Alexandra Palace for the station.
Thi~
recommendation has been approved by th·~
Postmaster-General ; and the British Broadcasting Corporation have made arrangements with the Alexandra Palace Trustees
for the use of a portion of the Palace buildings for the station.
The ground at the Alexandra Palace io,
306ft. above sea-level; and it is proposed
to erect a 3ooft. mast on the site, thu.;
providing an aerial height of 6o6ft. abm··:
sea-level, which, it is considered, should
enable a high-definition television sen·ice to
be provided for the London area.
As recommended in the Television Committee's Report, the Baird TeleYision
Company and the Marconi-E.M.I. Tel,_,_
vision Company are being invited to tender
for the supply of the necessary apparatus
for the operation of their respectiv•;
systems at the London station.
The Baird Company propose for their
system the adoption of a standard of picture
definition of 240 lines sequential scanning, 25
picture traversals per second, 25 complete

T

A Post Office
Statement

frames per second; and the Marconi-E.:U.I.
Company propose for their system a standard
of 405 lines, 25 pictures per second, interlaced to giyc 50 frames per second, each
of zo2} lines.
Subject to satisfactory
tcnd('rs being received, the Advisory Committ .. e recommend the adoption of thcs•_,
standards for a public service during th''
trial period. \Vhilst it is contemplated that
t'ach system will be operated mainly on
the standard proposed for it by the relative
company, the alternative standard may b•"
employed by permission of the Advisory
Committee with either system. In such
event clue public notice would be given ol
the change.
'
The Committee have satisfied themselv<,;
that receivers can be constructed capable of
n·u·iving both sets of transmissions -without
unduly complicated or expensive adjustnwnt.
The Committee propose that the Ybion
signals should be radiated on a wavelength
of about 6_6 metres, and the associated
sound signals on a wavelength of about
7, 2 metres.
H the tenders submitted by the two comp:lllies are accepted, such technical inform<~
tion regarding the characteristics of the
television signals radiated by the twd
syst.. ms as will facilitate the designing o[
tdevision r('ceivers capable of picking up
tho~c signals will be made available 1o
manufacturers by the respective companies.

THE MORSE CODE
With Numbers and Commonly Used
Punctuation Marks

A•B -·••

n-··

c -·-·
E•

a--·

F ••-•
H ••••
I

N
0
p

Q
R

s

T

u

-· 0------·--·
--·- 2•·--1 ·----

·-·
•••

3 ···-···54 ·
•••••

-·····-

7--···
s---··
9----·
6 -····

V
••
W•-J ·--X
K-•y

M--

L •-••

z

-··-·---··

--a a--

Full :"top ( • )

•• •• ••

.Rrca.k Sign

-

.Exclamation l\lark (!)
Tnten-ogation l\f~rk (?)
)~rase (or Error)
.End of l\Iessage (AR)
Closing Down (SK)

.,.

• • •-

• •--• •

••••••• • •
•-•-•
•••-•-

Looking down on a familiar North London lanC:mark. The Alexandra Palace has been
officially chosen as the site for the first tP.lev;sion transmitter,
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A New Detector Valve
Diode for
AC or DC
Operation

T

HE detector of the modern receiver is of great importance

if

distortion is to be avoided, and there is hardly any alternative to
tht diode in a set having any pretensions to quality reproduction. In
this article, contributed by Tungsram Electric Lamp U'orks, a new
diode of very low resistance is described, and it is shown that it can be
applied to the measurement of AC voltage as well as to the detection
of wireless signals.

THOUGH the diode was the first
type of valve ever devised, it
is only recently that it has come
into wide use. The amplifying
action of the ordinary valve made it much
more desirable in the earlier days of wireless, but designers now realise that the
diode has much to commend it for any
rectification purpose.
There are two schools of thought. One
prefers to use diodes built into the valves
used in other parts of the set-such as duodiode-triocles, duo-diode-output pentodes,
etc. The other school prefers to use entirely separate diodes, which is theoretically better, since the valves can then all
be made really efficient. Various forms of
double diode have been on the market
for some time, and Tungsram have recently placed on the market a single diode
with an indirectly-heated cathode, known
as the D 418.
This little valve has several interesting
In the first place, it only
points.
measures !in. diameter by 3Fn. overall.
It is metallised to avoid any danger of instability or pick-up of hum, and thirdly,
'the diode connection is brought up to a
cap on top of the bulb so that the capacity
'across the tube is something around one
micromicrofarad only.
Moreover, its

!\.

Fig. I.-A receiver having a grid detector
can readily be converted to diode detection
by adopting the connections shown in this
illustration. It is recommended that the
point A be the slider of a volume contml
resistance connected in place of the 0.5
megohm resistance shown.

heater rating of 4 volts at o.r8 ampere
renders it suitable for use both in ordinary AC sets and in ,AC-OC receivers employing the o. r8 ampere type of universal
valve.
Most people to-day seem to think of

diodes in connection with AVC systems.
There are, however, some thousands of
sets of simple type using grid (triode)
detectors. The diode has an immediate
application to these sets.

c

0"0001

o·1
mfd

mfd

Fig. 2.-In this diagram, a method of connecting a diode for AVC purposes is shown.

It is a well-known fact that the ordinary
grid detector is not realiy efficient on anything but weak signals. This is because
the comparatively large high-frequency
voltages applied to the grid on a strong
signal overload the amplifying action of
the valve. A signal, modulated 30 per
cent., which develops one volt effective
low-frequency signal at the detector would
have a high-frequency component of over
three volts, which is more than the ordinary detector can handle comfortably.
A grid detector is, in effect,· nothing but
a diode coupled to a triode amplifying
valve. The grid of the valve acts as a
diode and the low-frequency voltages set
up on the grid are then amplified by the
triode action. Much better results are
obtained if the two actions are separated as
shown in Fig. I, for the HF or IF components no longer need be applied to the
amplifier. The extra cost is small and the
result is better quality, more output, and
greater freedom from overloading.
Where automatic volume control is required the addition of a separate diode
enables the circuit to be modified without
affecting the existing arrangements. Most
readers will be familiar with the customary
super het AVC circuit. Fig. 2 shows how
AVC could be applied to a 2-HF straight
set. The diode is coupled across a detector and a small delay is applied, so that
the control does not come into operation

until after the certain
critical strength has
been reached. Good
c o n t r o l will, of
course, only be obtained on weak signals, where a grid
detector is retained,
and for the best results a diode detector
is advised.
Many other circuits
will suggest themselves to the reader.
The introduction of
the small metal rectifier has clone much
to popularise such arrangements, but the
diode has one advantage. Its efficiency
is higher than any other form of detector,
and it has the further advantage that on
the reverse half -wa \'e it does not absorb
any power. The efficiency is still greater
where one uses a separate diode, for with
combination valws both the amplifying
section and diode portion are forced to
suffer owing to the limitations of space.

Detector Characteristics
As an example, the diodes of a duodiode-triode may have an internal resistance approaching ro,ooo ohms. With the
D 418 diode, however, the internal resistance is only r,soo ohms. The valve will
give several milliamps safe emission, and
this is in excess of all normal requirements.
The characteristics of the valve are given
in Figs. 3 and 4, and it can be seen that
the valve is almost completely linear for
signal inputs exceeding 2.5 volts RMS;
in fact, with a load resistance of two megohms it is linear down to about I .5 volts.
Completely distortion!ess rectification of Bo
per cent. modulated signals can thus be
expected for any carrier input exceeding
0
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Fig. 3.-The input-output curves of the D418
valve are shown here for various load
resistances.
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A New Detector Valvesome 12.5 volts R:\IS. In practice one
could work with a much smaller input
without noticeable distortion being introduced.
A final but not widely known application of the diode is to measurement. If a
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Fig. 4.-~ The DC input-output curves of the
diode for a range of AC input voltages
enable the performance under almost any
conditions to be predicted.

single diode be connected in 5erics \Vith a
resistance across a source of alternating
voltage the current flowing will be
0.32V jR, assuming a. pure waveform. The
resistance R includes the diode resistance,
but this is usually small by comparison.
I<'or example, if R is ro,ooo ohms a voltage
of 4 volts will give a current of o. 12 milliamp.

A.C. Voltmeter
Larger readings may be obtained by
connecting a condenser across the resistance as shown at C in Fig. 5· This condenser then stores up the voltage during
, the idle half-cycle "hen the diode is not
working. The value of C should be such
as to make the impedance small compared
with the resistance at the frequency in use.
For instance, for low frequencies a 50 FF
electrolytic condenser could be used, and
if added to the circuit quoted above it
would increase the reading to about o. 25
milliamp. For high-frcqucncv work a
paper condenser of r /'F '' ottld be a de-

Random Radiations
By

11

DIALLIST"

Folly Incredible
JT ~s· diffi~ult to believe that a~yone in his
nght nund could set out to chmb a pylon
carrying the high-voltage cables of the grid
system. But it was done the other day by
a person who appears to have come into contact with the 132,ooo-volt cable itself and
was killed instantly. The coroner describetl
this performance as the act of a madman ;
but almost equally senseless things are done
by people who are in the ordinary way as
sane as the best of us. Some time ago a
man who was erecting an aerial found his
style rather cramped by the fact that a
medium-voltage supply line passed close to
his house. An aerial suspended under the
line was not high enough for his liking, so
he deci?ed to swing it above. With ihe hdp
of a fnend he managed to carry his aerial
wire over the line, but at the critical
moment it became slack for an instant and
contact was established. I forget whether
both the enthusiast and his friend were
kil!f.d, but one oi them certainly w<>.:,.

.. .. ..

The R.S.G.B. 's Field Days
TH_E Radio Society of Great Britain has
JUSt concluded one of the most successful three-day field events. The idea was for
amateurs working entirely in the open-buildings were barred-to establi~h as manv
contacts as possible in order to sec over wha·t
distances communication could be accom·
plished with simple apparatus in cases of
em~rgcncy.
Amateurs in all parts of the

Empire and in North America were cooperating, over 100 transmitters beino in
use. England and Scotland were di,ided
into twenty~two districts, each of which had
t\vo _official stations. Some parties were
workmg on the 8o-I6o metre band; others on
the 20-40 metre band. Naturally, the latter
were by far the more successful in makin"
long~distance contacts. Few of them, i~
fact, scon·d less than fifty, and the total
nu m bet· of contacts must have run into some
thousands. Africa, America and India could
he " worked" satisfactorily, but Australia
and New Zealand proved very difficult at
this particular time.

All-wave Sets

......

AT -~h:~. J?,re~~:l>t.
t_ime I am ~sin!? an ''all.
nuJvmg set which
a sheer
\\ci\C

IS

joy.
The appellation " all-wave" is, ot
course, a misnomer, since the wavt>length
range of the set is limited to three band~.
But so many of our wireless terms are misJJomcrs that one more makes little difference .
This S<·t tunes roughly from 16 to 6o metre~,
from 190 to 550, and from I ,ooo to ~.ooo.
The grt'at thing about it is that you can ring
the changes on short, medium and lonu
waves by merely flicking the knob of ;
switch clockwise or vice versa.
You can
chang<', for instance, from New York to
Droitwich in a second or so, and either isjust about as easy to tune in. Automatic
volume control is in action whatever tlw
\\ avdcngth which you are receiving, and it

TAXI RADIO

T

\YO or thre<' weeks
ago Paris taxicabs

~howccl
great ('lltf'rprisc by adopting car
radio, and tu-da r as
many as one in .thret:'
of thf' taxis on a rank
may be so fittc·d. :\o
•·xtra charge is made
for the use of t h<' set,
and t·verv car so JiLted
is promiiic·ntly la!Jl'llt·d

"T.S.F."
one

reason

Perhaps
why

such

has :1it<·n<kd
the introduction o! car
radio to Paris ';~xis is
that tht'ir r.lients can
always choooc a t;<xi
from the rank without
having to accept t h"
custom
which
has
grown
up
hn<' of
always taking •·it hl'r
the first on the ra 11 k or
SUCCf'SS

Fig. 5· The connections of a diode as an
AC voltmeter: If the condenser C be omitted,
the current ts lower, but no calibration is
necessary.

quate. vVith a condenser, howen~r. the
arrangement must be calibrated as the
reservoir action of the condt'nsn is inde1crmina te.
These are just a fe\r of the possible uses
of diodes. In view of their low cost their
use is well worth considering, for the
number of places where they can be used
is amazing.

the conseqnt>llct·s ,,f Jl()t
doing so! A combilH·d
tuning and volume control is litted in a
convenient positio11 for

the passengn.

Wfiw®Ik~~

JUNE I4th, I9JS·
certainly makes an enormous difference to
the entertainment value of short-wave tr-ansmissions. I am.a-gr~iJ.t believer in tne future
of the all-wave set, particularly as in the
natural order of things reception on the
medium and long waves should deteriorate
as we approach the coming sunspot maximum, wh1lst that on the short waves should
grow better and better.

......

Band-spreading

One of the drawbacks of the short-wave
set in former years was that, even if you
had the slowest of slow-motion dials tuning,
it did demand a C'Jnsiderable amount of skilL
owing to the minute adjustments that were
required to bring a signal up to its best possible strength. Band-spread tuning is one
of the biggt·st boons that modern developments have conferred upon the short-wave
enthusiast.
It does away entirely with
hair's-bn·adth adjustments aucl makes the
tuning-in of the average short-wav(' station
a perfectly simple business. Combine bandspreading with a visual tuning indicator, and
you have a short-wave set that is delightfully t·asy to use.

. .. ..

Do We Radiate ?

JF the report which appeared some clays
ago in the lay Press is correct, your
'' Diallist '' is not alone in emitting random
radiations. Everybody, in fact, does it (so
we are ::tssured, at any rate) and so heftv
are the "rays" unconsciously sent out by
the human body that they think nothing of
JWnetrating many feet of solid masonrv. A
new form of burglar-alarm has, we are-toltl,
as its basic principle the use of an '' electrically charged wire."
Directly anyone
approaches this wire the radiations from his
body " upset the frequency " and relays
cause lights to glow, bells to ring and all
kind~ of other exciting things to happen.
Of course, we may be radiating like anything for all I know ; but somehow the
device seems to suggest the infra-red beam
and the photo-electric cell, does it not? I
can't help WO:Qdering whether one effect of
that electrically charged wire may not be
the administration of a shrewd pull at the
leg of any lay reporter who ventures
near it.

......

The Age of Miracles

S PEAKING
luncheon

the other day at a Jubilee
Sir Frank Smith referred to
the times in which we live as the. age of
miracles, and so indeed they are. He went
on to suggest that the greatest of the
miracles accomplished during the twentyfive years of the King's reign was the harnessing of the electron in such a way that it
is now possible for one man to speak t<> the
entire world. Progress in wireless has been
utterly astonishing. Though it is but thirtyfour years since the Atlantic was first
spanned with crude telegraphic apparatus,
you can now tune in on your short-wave
or all-wave receiving set the. evenitig news
bulletin from Schenectady with almost the
same certainty as that from the local station.
From your own home you can teleph.one by
means of the wireless link to almost any part
of tht' civilised world. And, thanks to the
use of wireless, the cost of telephone calls
O\"er great distances is surprisingly small.
Bt:st of all, perhaps, in the thirteeit short
years of its existence in this country wireless
broadcasting has entirely altered 'the lives of
millions of people, bringing music and entertainment into homes where previously there
was none.

W®li'IMt

Noise

The Science Museum Exhibition

O

N May 31st the Prime Minister opened
an exhibition at the Science Museum,
. South Kensington, organised by the
Ant1-No1se League. This exhibition, which
is free to the public, continues till the end
of June. Noise is a subject with which we
are all concerned directly or indirectly, so
~he following paragraphs will be of general
mtt:rest. If they stimulate readers to visit
the exhibition and to study the problem of
nmse and its reduction more closely, their
purpose will have beJOn fulfilled.
Instruments for making measurements are
absolutely essential in the scientific study of
any subject, so various types of noise meter
are to be seen at the exhibition. In one type
comparison is made between the noise and a
source of sound whose level in decibels
above a certain datum is known. If the
reference tone used for comparative tests
were r ,ooo cycles, then the level of the noise
is takt'n to be the level of this tone when
tht· two sounds appear to be equally loud .
ElsPwhere* I have designated this the
'' reftone level,'' and it is given in decibels.
It does not represent the loudness of the
noise, but that of the equally loud r,ooocycle tone. Loudness is not measured in
decibels, as one might imply from the n'oise
"thermometer " (a misnomer, since noise
is dissociated from heat) to be seen at the
show. Also, it is important to point out
that the datum level from which the reference tone level is now taken is o.ooo2 degree
per square centimetre, so that all the levels
shown on the '' thermometer '' should be increased 14 db. Thus, the "danger" line,
wh1ch ts taken to represent the level of norJ_Ital conversation, should be 64 db., as shown
In the accompanying noise ladder, and not
so db.
Instruments are also shown for obtaining
"objective" measurements of· noise, and
for analysing the noise into its main
freque~tcy components.
For example, an
a?alys1s of the various constituent frequennes of the sound from a motor horn is show a
on a chart. In one exhibit a neon lamp
lights up when one coughs or talks loudly.
A switch ts operated by amplified microphone currents whPn a certain value is exceeded, and the light comes on.
The internal (or should it not be infernal)
combustion engme, particularly in the case
of motor cycles, is a source of considerable
noise, as also is the pneumatic drill used to
disintegrate the road whilst one is having
lunch .. DemonstratiOns are given in which
the nmse level of the exhaust is reduced
more than 20 deci,bels, i.e., a power ratio
of_ r6/ r. The effect is quite convincing, and
the ~deled aural comfort welcome. The tvpe
of sllencer used does not impair the per-·
formance of the machine
Those who dwell in flats or in modern
houses know that, whatever advantages the
hab1tatlon_s may possess in some respects,
they are hkely to be offset by the activities
of their neighbours filtering through in the
?mse of sound waves. A )mmber of exhibits
Illustrate the various ways by which n~ise
can penetrate into one's domestic preserves
and al~o h<_Jw it can be prevented from doing
so. Vi orkmg mode_ls enable a good idea of
the dlff!?rence m nmse level-between a room
of ordinary design and one in which precau-

* Noise: A Comprehensive Survey (Oxford
University Press, 1935).

By N. "'· McLACHLA~
tions. ~a ve been ~a ken to guard against noisy,
conditions. It IS not generally appreciated
that when there is a certain noise level out·
side a room, that within the room can be
reduc~d materially by the use of suitable
qaml?mg mat~rial in the room, e.g., by
treatmg the ce!lmg with some form of sound
absorptwn material. In this wav a reduction in noise level of from 5 to~ 7 decibels
can !Je obtained.
·
Readers are familiar with the well-known
electn_cal filter whereby unwanted fre'quenne~
can
be
Euppressed.
Thil
J_llechamcal. an~logue of the electrical filter
~s apphed _m various exhibits to deaden the
Impact noises due to footsteps on an overhead floor, or the vibration transmitted
from an electri~ motor to its foundations.
There_ are workmg models by aid of which
the vtsltDr can corroborate that beneficial
re~ul~s accrue fwm applying scientific
pnn~tples to the problem of vibration reductwn.
In one exhibit there are two
long metal ducts about 6in. X Sin. section
each _terminated at the far end in a chambe~
hm~smg an electric bell. One duct is lined
wh1lst the other .is not.
On pressing
button_~ the bells can b~ m~de to ring in
successiOn.
The reduction m noise level
due to t~e abs?rbent material is striking,
but we did notice that on testing the two
bells out of their chambers, that the
lusher ?f the two was on the unlined side!
There ts also a working model.

Normal Conversatian
ol 3 Feet

Slftar~

Thresheld of httll'ing

LONDON

A model of Broadcasting House shows
the elaborate system of construction for·
p~eventing noise reaching the studios.
MICrophones of the ribbon, moving-coil and
probe-tube types are shown.
There is a.
workmg model of the Rayleigh disc, which
has been developed into an instrument of
prenswn for calibrating microphones.
These and many other exhibits of interest
are to be seen at the Science Museum. 0
the whole a visitor leaves with the im~
presswn that if only scientific methods
were applied universally to the manufactu:e of machinery and" the construction of
bmldmgs, the level of the noise, from which
we are seldom free, would be ro decibels or
so lower than it is now. We might add
th~t the gre~ter part of the principles of
nmse reduction and measurements as
exemplified at the exhibition, have been
treated at some length in the book cited
above and entitled Noise.
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Listeners' Guide for the
A VIENNESE DEBUT

CANTERBURY
FESTIVAL.
Concerts in the cloisters
and the Cathedral
itself will be broadcast next week, the
B.B.C. Choir and
Orchestra being conducted by Adrian
Boult. The c~oisters
form a unique
" studio,'' producing
unusual echo effects.

CLOISTERS AS STUDIO

No
other
broadcasting
" studio " in the world is quite
like the cloisters of Canterburv
Cathedral, whence a " SereJ~
ade '' in the Cantuhurv
Festival of Music and Dram·a
will be broadcast on Tue,;day
next (Reg., 8-45).
Dr. Adrian Boult will COilduct the orchestra of fort}·
players.
On the followin,;
evening Dr. Boult will conduct
the B.B.C. Choir and Orchcstra (Section B) in the Cathedral itself, the programme including Bach's Fantasia and
Fugue in G Minor and Bruckner's Seventh Symphony in E.
Harold Williams will ~in:.;
"Five Mysterious Songs " l>_y
Vaughan
\Villiams.
Thl·
acoustics in thc Cathulr;Ll an:
exceptionally fine.

plays Lieutenant Fairfax, ancl
Anne Ziegler, who has scored
st'veral successes in recent
radio performances, will sing
the part of 0 Mimosa San.
(Tue,;day, Reg. 7.30; Thursday, Nat. 8.)

CRICKET
AT
SPEAKER

THE

LOUD

CAPTAIK H. B. T. WAKELA:,r
"ill giw the running commentaries on the first Test Match,
England v. South Africans, ~t
Trent Bridge, Nottingham,
\\·hich begins to-morrow (SatBroadcasts from the
unJay).
ground will be given at inter,·als each day and in these brief
accounts Captain \Vakelam
may be depended upon to give
in distilled essence all those
thrills \\·hich the actual on-

lookers have to sit long hours
to obtain.

ONE of next \\'Cek ',; hi:..:hlights will be " The Gcish;~."
the Japanese musical Lt\·ouritc
in which many well-kno\\'11
artists will appear, including
Huntley Wright. who Cl'l'atl'cl
the role of \\'un-Hi; Bettv
Huntley Wright, his dau.t::htc;-,
playing Molly Searnorc; and
Lawrence Baskcomb, who will
take the comedy part of lmari.
J\Iarie Tempest, who fr·atun·rl
in the original production in
1896, will be heard in r('milliscences of the play.
Arnolcl Matters, who nn·ntly
appeared at Connt Canllll,

31.'-liNE TELEVISION
Baird Process Transmissions
Vision 261.1 m.; Sound, 2%.6 m.
MONDAY, JUNE 17th.
11.15-12.0 p.m.
Rosarito and Julim (Spanish Dancers}; Roy Royston (Musical
Comedy} ; Leonard Henry ; Sydney ]erome's Quintet.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 19th.
11.15-12.0 p.m.
Ruth Markand (premiere danseuse);
Naxim T urgenolf (Russian tenor);
Olga Alexeeva (soprano}; Stanley
Judson (premiere danseur of the
Levitolf ballet) ; Eleanora Harra
{late of the Diaghilelf Russian
ballet}.

MURDER TO MUSIC

JusT enough of " The l\I:;stny of the ScYen Cafes " h
"het our appetities will lw
lH·arcl in the Prologue "n
Thursday next, June 20th.
This serial thriller, "·ith incidental music bv Walforcl
H yclen, has been" \nitten hy
Svdney Horler and Holt l\larnll.
The story concerns the

AT THE SIGN OF THE RED
SARAFAN

TUESDAY night is " }~eJ
Sarafan '' night. and Emilio
Colombo will again transport
us to a Russian restaurant
with his distinguished orchestra
(National, 8-45). Local colour
will be strengthentd by the
presence of Olga Alexeeya and
Lev Holiloff singing Russian
folk songs, and there will be
the
Novaya
Dervevinna
gypsies and a number of
visitOJ s and guests.
Emilio has put on P<llX'r
from memory many of the
traditional songs which we shall
hear during this Yisit to the
" Reel Sarafan."
RICHARD TAUBER

" THE GEISHA "

SERGE KRISH with his Septet
i,; a great exponent of the
Viennese style of light music,
and on Thursday next, in the
Ht'gional programme, he will
give listeners a concert in the
same tradition,
though it
promises to be more than
usually interesting, for his
~inger will be Halga l\Iottc, a
young Viennese soprano, \\ ho
will be making her microph(Jnc
ell' but.

LEADING BARITONE of the
Dresden Opera House, Paul
Schot!ffier takes part in a
Viennese programme with the
B.B.C. Theatre Orchestra on
Sunday evening. (Reg., 6.30).

THE long-awaited programme mvsterious death of a secret
chief,
who
has
by Richard Tauber takes place sci·vice
on Wednesday next, wlwn at stumbled on a world-wide conro o'clock on the National spiracy to destroy the stability
The
wavelengths the famous tenor of the world's finances.
will deYote an hour to fa nmr- Prologue leads up to the hue
ite songs from the Leh{u· ami cry of Tiger Standish (to
operettas as well as many of his be played by Norman ShelleyJ
own compositions. The Leh:n· .through all the most delecinumbers will include the aLie cafes of Europe. On
" Volga Song " (Der Zare- Thursday evening we shall
witsch), and " Villa " (The hear the sinister \'iolin ttuw
that insinuates itself whenenr
:\ferry Widow).
Herr Taubn "·ill also con- trouble is afoot.
Serials haYe not so far bcci1
duct the
B.B.C.
Theatre
Orchestra in the Overture to a success "on the air," but
'' Gipsy Love '' and a selec- this cafe business, with its mix-tion from his own opera, '' The ture of music and murder, may
Singing Dream."
set a new fashion.
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Outstanding Broadcasts
at Home and Abroad
AS WE SEE OURSELVES

BI<ITONS enjoy jokes against
themselves-when the perpetrators are fellow Briton;;,
and this partly accounb for
the success of the talks seric,;,
"Among the British Islanders,''
satirising
modern
customs
and
conventions.
To-night the critical visitor
from Mars is A. G. l\!Iacdonncll,
author of that clevc;r no\-el,
" England, Their England."
WATERLOO

ANNiVERSARY

\VHETHER Waterloo was \von
on the playing fields of Eton
or somewhere not far from
Brussels may be decided at 9
p.rn. on Tuesday, June 18th,
when Brussels No. I i.;; broadcasting a talk in French on the
battle, fought 120 years ago.
On the previous evening at
8. T') Frankfurt will commemorate the battle with a
~Jramatic programme, in which
the Third Gern1.an Infantry
Regiment will co-operate with
band music.

THE MESSIAH
OPERAS FOR ALL

OPERA lovers have a good
choice "during the next few
davs. To-morrow night (SaturJa~')
Hilversum broadcasts
Puccini' s "Tosca" on records
at 7-55; H.adio-Paris gives tomorrow, at 8-45, "La rotisserie de la Reine Pedauq ne,"
Levade's opera comiqne in
four acts; at 8.50 on the same
evening
Rome
broadcasts
.\Vagner's "Tannhauser," and

No one \\ill di:;putc that
"The ~Ie~siah " is the most
popular oratorio cnT written.
It took Hamld, in 17 ..p,
twenty-four days to compose,
and although it was soon performed in London and Dublin,
it was not heard in his native
Germany until thirteen years
after his death.
" The
Messiah '' is to be broadcast
to-night (Friday) at 8 9' clock
from the Deubchlandsender

'

:
'
:'

i Nat., Variety. 'I!'" Among the Brit- :
i
ish Islanders-· Sport,'" A.G. !
! Macdonnell.
' Reg.. 8.30, T oscanini conducting •
last London Musical Festival

!
!

!

RICHARD TAU BE R
gives an hour's programme of light opera
selections on Wednesday. The world-famous
tenor is here seen
listening to one of his
own recordings on an
H.M.V. radiogram.

early on Sunday
lrom
mormng,
12.50 to z a.m.,
Stut(c;art \\ill gin!
Flotm\ 's
" Allessandro Stracldla.''
Needless to sa\", the
performance -\\'ill
be on record~.
0 n
Tnvsday,
June r.Sth, at K.30,
Lecocq's opera
comique '' La lille
:le Madanw An got ''
will be broadcast
from Paris PTT,
and all the French State
stations except Radio - Paris
and Eiffd Tu\\l'L The National
Orchestra and Choirs \Yill take
part.

-------------------------------·----'

'
: HIGHUCHTS OF THE WEEK
''
:
FRIDAY. JUNE 14th.

:

!
:

Concert.

: Abmad.

) Budapest, 7.30, Opera : " Madame :

:
:

Butterfly " (Puccini) from the \
Royal Opera.
:

:

:
SATURDAY. JUNE 15th.
: Nat., England v. South Africa Test
1
Match~ Comffientaries. ~Harold
:
Ram<ay's Rhythm Symphony.
:
9.45, Borodin's '" Prince lgor,"
:
Act 11, from Covent Garden.
: Reg., "Good Pull-up for Cyclists."
:
~The American Half-Hour-II.

:

: Abroad.

l
:

Rome.

8.50,

Opera:

J

i
:

l
:
:
:
i
\

THE
traditional
Ge-rman
band always excels at waltzes,
and we may expect a very fine
performance at 8 p.m. on Sunday, when the Deutschlandsencler devotes a special programme to the famous rhythm.
There will be a dance orchestra, the Chamber Choir, the
J\I a i n
Deutschlandsencler
Orchestra, pianoforte dm·ttists,
and singers.
THE At'DITOR.
MANTOVANI and his Tipica
Orchestra will be heard in a teatime broadcast to-dav (Nat.).

~

I

SUNDAY, JUNE 16th.

:

Nat.. B. B. C. Military Band. ~Violin :
Recital by Szigeti. 'I!Leslie Jeffries and Grand Hotel, Eastbourne,
Orchestra.
~Alfredo Campoli
Trio.
Reg .. Sydney Baynes and His Band.
. ~:Eugene Pini _and His Tango
Orchestra. 'I!B.B.C. Orchestra
(E) conducted by John Barbirolli.

''
''
I
'''
I

: Abroad.

'II

'

I

: Radio-Paris, 8.30, .. Le mystere de II
I
la Passion" relayed from Notre I'
:
I
:
Dame.
I
I

THE WALTZ

:

I

:

ALTHOCGH we are told that
Art has no boundaries, the
broadcasting of national music
seems to be increasingly
popular. To-morrow (Saturday) at 7.30, Kalundborg
give~ a concert of Danish
mus1c with the Radio Orchestra. At 9 o'clock, from the
same station, the Workers'
Reading Society Choir will gi\·e
Old Russian Folk Songs. On
Monday at 8.20 the same station will broadcast Scandinavian music. Walloon music
comes from Brussc·ls on T ucsday, June r8th, at 6.30.
From the Brussels Exhibition on Thursday next, Tune
20th, at 8, comes a concc;'rt of
folk dance music.

i

"Tann- \

ha user " (\Vagner ).

0

NATIONAL MUSIC

1

:
:
:

:

o

and all German stations by the
Bruno Kittel Choir and the
Station Orchestra.

:
:

I
I
I
I

''

I

''I

'I
''
'
I

I'
'I'

I'
MONDAY, JUNE 17th.
I
I
Nat .• Test Match commentaries. II
~·Act I , " Yeomen of the Guard " II
(Gilbert and Sullivan) relayed II
I
from Sadlers \Vells.
I
I
Reg.. B.B.C. Military Band,
I
I
~:B. B. C. Dance Orchestra. '\!B.B.C I
I
Orchestra (E) conducted by II
I
]oseph Lewis.
I

Abroad.
'I' Brussels No. 1, 8, Orchestral ConI

'
'
'
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

'
'I
I'
''
'I
'

cert from the Universal Exhibition

TUESDAY, JUNE 18th.
Nat .. Test Match commentaries.
~-, .. Peter Porcupine" (Life of
Wm. Cobbett). 8.45, '"The Red
Sarafan."
Reg., 7.20," The Geisha." '\!Canterbury Festival of Music and Drama.
Abroad.

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

'II
:

!
:

i

:
J

:

Kalundbor!'!, 10.20, Concert by the :
Radio Orchestra.
:
I

'I

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 19th.
Nat., 7.15, Canterbury Festival. 10,
Richard T auher' s Hour.
Reg., .. Variety," with Sandy
Powell, Ronald Gourley, Gaby
Vallee. ~.Gershom Parkington
Quintet.

I

Abroad.

I
I

Brussels I, 8, Concert by the
Symphony Orchestra. Yvonne
Bartholeyns (pianoforte).
THURSDAY, JUNE 20th.
Nat., 8, '"The Geisha." 'T' The
Mystery of the Seven Cafes "1st instalment. '\'Boyd Nee!
String Orchestra.
Reg., B.B.C. Military Band.
,! .. Soft Lights and Sweet Music "
(last presentation). '~]Recital by
Edna Thomas (soprano) and Harriet Cohen (pianoforte). '\!Scarborough Spa Orchestra.

Abroad.
Bcrli n, 8.1 0, '" A moonlit night on
the Have!."

I
I

''
'

'I
I'
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

:
I
I
I
I
I

''I'
I

I'
I
I'
I

I

I

I
I
I

'I'
I

'
'
I
I

I

I
I

I
I
I

··----------------------------------!
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Halcyon AC7
A Four .. valve Superheterodyne with
Some Interesting Departures from
Standard Practice
FEATURES.--Type.-Table mQdel superheterodyne for AC mains. Circuit.Oclod£ frequency changer-var.-mu pentode IF amplifier--double-diode-triode second
detector- pentode output vall•e. Full-wave redifier. Controls.--(!) Tuning.
(2) ·Volume and on-off switch. (3) Tnne. (4) Waveranife. Price.-U guineas.
Makers.-Halcyon Radio Ltd., Sterling Works, Dagenham, Essex.

A

NEW Halcyon receiver i-s· always
a source of interest to students •lf
design, as the makers generally
manage to incorporate some
feature, or features, which lift the receiver
from the rut of current convention. In
this respect the AC7 ·is no e~Geption, and
although most of the points of interest are
to be found in the arrangement of the circuit, the cabinet design, the controls and
the tuning indicator all have their points.
The foundation of the circuit is the'
customary four~valve superheterodyne
arrangement of a frequency-changer fol!owed by an IF amplifier, double-diodctriode second detector and pentode output valve. An inductively coupled bandpass filter precedes the frequency-changer,
which is of the octode type. The IF am-

plifier functions at a frequency
of -no kc / s, and there are four
tuned circuits in the transformers
associated with the_ input and output circuits. It is interesting to note that the neon
t~Iung. indicator is not operated fro~ the
anode circuit but from the screen ctrcmt,
\Vherc the effect of damping is negligible.

Tone Compensated Volume Control
In the double-diode-triode second detector valve both the A VC and signal diodes
are fed from the se-condary of the output
IF transformer. The rectified signal is
passed to the grid of the amplifying portion of this valve through the usual resistance-capacity network. The volume control is also incorporated at this point and
is compensated so that the bass response is
increased as volume is reduced and the
usual thinness of tone associated with low
volume levels is thereby avoided. The
variable tone control takes the form of Cl
simple shunt condenser.

The AVC bias, derived from the secowJ
diode, is fed to the frequency-changer and
IF valves through separate circuits. There
is no delay on the frequency-changcr bias,
but the IF amplifier carries a delay voltage which ,is variable and depends upon
the strength of the incoming signal. In
effect, the delay voltage is the difference
between the cathode potentials of the IF
and second detector valves. With this
arrangement there is no discontinuity between the amplification afforded to weak
and strong signals, and better control
should be experienced on stations of intermediate strength.
The triode portion of the second detector stage is resistance-capacity coupled Je
the high-amplification pentode ·output
valve, and some degree of tone correction
is applied at this point by coupling the
cathode of the second detector to a point
on the output valve bias resistance
through a condenser of large capacity.
The effect of this arrangement is considerably to improw the LF response.

The tuning indicatoc is connected in the screen circuit of the IF amplifier. Other interesting features of the circuit include variable AVC
delay voltage and compensated low-frequency response.
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Halcyon AC7A hum-bucking coil is included in
series with the secondary winding of the
loud speaker speech coil. Sockets arc
connected in parallel with the secondary
winding for the attachment of a low-impedance external loud speaker and a link
is arranged to disconnect the internal loud
speaker if desired .
. The mains voltage adjustment is accessible and the connecting link incorporates
a fuse. There is also a mains aerial connection deriving its pick-up through
capacity from the mains leads.
Judging from the results, the special
AVC circuit adopted appears to bL·
thoroughly justified as far as weak station"
are concerned, for the majority of the
border-line stations which, in an average
four-valve superheterodyne, hardly giY<~
results which can be claimed to be of goorl
programme value, are received by this set
with unusual steadiness of volume and
freedom from background noise. As far
as the reception of strong signals was concerned the London National transmitter
was kept well in control when being received in Central London, but in the particular receiver tested there was som•·
evidence of overloading prior to the second
detector in the reception of the stronger
London Regional station. No doubt thi,.;
is a matter of some minor adjustment m
the circuit values.

Good Selectivity
The selectivity is remarkably good, particuhuly on long waves, the reception d
the Deutschlandsender being very m UL! 1
above the average. There was yery little
side-band interference from Droitwich,
and the use of the tone control "as not
required in order to effect an impron· ·
ment in the programme value of thL· German "tation. On the medium waveband
the selectivity is sensibly uniform throughout the range, and both on the National
and Regional transmitters not more than
rt channels were lost on either side of tlw
normal settings.
The high selectivity does not appc·ar to
haYe seriously affected the high-not.·
response, though there is, perhaps, lt·ss on
long than on medium waves. The reprccluction is notable for its round and full
quality in the medium and lower registers.
the quality in the bass being quite different
from that usually associated with cabincr
or loud speaker resonance.
Due, no doubt, to the fact that both the
AVC and signal diodes are fed from tl1c
same point in the IF circuit, there is some
accentuation of sidebands as the rccein·r
is tuned through a station, but with th,~
neon tuning indicator no difficulty should
be experienced in avoiding distortion from
this cause. There was one prominent
second-channel whistle between North
Regional and Cologne, and one or t\\·o
self-generated heterodyne notes could lw
detected on the long waveband, though
they were not of sufficient strength to call
for criticism. Some mains hum could he

r----~~~~-~~;-;~~~~:-:--PvE--TP~s-- ---:
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detected within a radius of two\ or three
feet of the loud speaker, but only when
the set was otherwise silent.
The loud speaker fret is recessed in the
front of the cabinet, and the lower part
of the frame is occupied by the tuning scale,
\Yhich is inclined upwards at a convenient

meter.
Incidentally, the tone control
works in the opposite direction to that
usually adopted, the maximum high-note
response being obtained with the control
turned fully in an anti-clockwise direction.
The neon tuning indicator is mounted
·at the left-hand edge of the tuning scale

RECTIFIER
VALVE
IW3

OUTPUT
VALVE
PEN.4 VA

2nd DETECTOR VALVE
M HD4

Removal of the chassis for testing and adjustment is unnecessary as access to the underside is obtainable after removing a panel in the base of the cabinet.

angle. No lc,;s than eighty-seYen station
,.:ettin[';s are indicated, and, in addition to
bt"ing quite up to date, the scale destT\"l'S
~pc·cial commendation for its unusual
accuracy to calibration.
An il"moYation i,; to be found in th(~
tuning and n>lnme controls, which an·
gi \Tl1 positions of equal importance on
the front panel and are both of large dia-

and is graduated by a series of black
stripes, which provide a convenient scale
for judging the position of exact tuning.
The chassis is finished in the characteristic Halcyon blue, ancl access to all the
components and wiring is obtainable by
remoYing a panel from the base of Hie
cabinet and without the necessity of dismantling the chassis from the cabinet.

Fluore~cent
iluoresccnt materials
T HOSE
proLluce the most brilliant

\rhich
effect
under the action of the electronic bombardment inside a cathode-ray tube ar-~
handicapped by the fact that" the colom
they produce is too green to please the
eye. Other fluorescent substances are
l~nown to produce different tints, and, by
using a suitable combination, it is possible to achieve an effect approximating to
natural black and white.
Cadmium tungstate, for instance, produces a light'blue fluorescence under com-

Screetis

parativcly low anode voltages, whilst zin,:
phosphate gives a reddish colour. A mixture of the two, in the proportion of three
to one by weight, has, however, been
found to give a substantially white
response for operating voltages between
6oo and z,ooo.
The screen is prepared by first coating
the carrier surface with a solution t)f
sodium silicate and then dry-spraying it
with the :fluorescent mixture. The sensitivity of the screen is stated to be fully up
to standard.

6oo
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New Apparatus
Reviewed
Recent Products
of the

The grid coils are in every case spacewound and one of the other coils is interwound with it. The latter is the primary,
or aerial, winding, as the case may be. VVith
SEMPER IDEM RESISTANCES
some circuit arrangements, and also with
HESE resistances are of the composition
ct'rtain valves, the interleaved winding
type and are made in a wide range ot
served
best for reaction and the looser
sizes rated for continuous loading from a
coupled winding employed as the aerial coil,
half-watt to 20 watts.
Certain of the 3but with a small condense~ in series.
watt modt·ls are available as low as one
The three coils are clcarlv marked with
ohm, this series extending from one to
the waverange each cm·ers- for identificaIo,ooo ohms, whilst there are one- and twotion, thus 13-26, 24-52 and 46-96 indicates
watt type ranging from 10 ohms upwards;
the band each covers. Actually, in a cirthe half-watt models start at Ioo ohms and
cuit where the stray capacities ·an· reasonextend to 5 megohms.
ably low the tuning range of the coils using
In the lower wattage models the resistance
a o.oo<n6 mfd. condens(·r was 10.2 to 22.4
material is moulded in the form of a rod
metres, 21.1 to 45.6 metres and 34.2 to 84
with metal end-caps fitted either with wiremetres respectively.
ends, with screw terminals, or with chamTheir performance in a simple one-valve
fered ends for inst>rting in clips as required.
receiver was particularly good and the coils
The heavy-duty type have the resistance
are obviously very efficient. A good feature
material deposited on heat-resisting tubes,
in the design of the coil
former is the large millededge ring at the top; this
provides a secure grip for the
coil when removing it and
replacing it by another.
The two shorter-range coils
cost 4s. od. each and the
46-96 metre coil ss. A sixpin bast' of skeleton construction and mounted on
piliars
to
avoid
undue
capacity to a metal chassis
costs zs.
The makers are
British Television Supplies,
Ltd., Bush House, London,
W.C.z.
Selection of Conradty Semper Idem Resistances.

Manufacturers

T

-

contact being made by metal clips which
serve also for mounting the resistor on an
insulated base.
Tests have been made with several specimen resistances, each carried its maximum
load current without a trace of overheating
or giving any indicatiori that the resistance
was being stressed in the least.
Their
measured resistances were very close indeed
to the marked values; the resistance does
not change appreciably under full load, and
they are noiseless in use.
Semper Iden1 resistances are obtainable
from Conradty Products, Ltd., ror, Wardour Street, London, W. r, and prices range
from 4id. each for 1;-watt to 4s. each for
the zo-watt size.
One-watt models cost
sid.' two-watt ?d.' and three-watt rod.

B.T.S. SHORT-WAVE COILS
HE particular set of B.T.S. short-wave
coils sent to us for review are wound
on ribbed formers Itin. in diamt'ter and
3in. long fitted with a six-pin base.
Each former carries three separate windings which can bt· employed as aerial, grid and reaction
coils, or as primary, secondary
and reaction, according to the posi·
tion of the coil in the circuit.

T

B.T.S. six-pin plug-in short-wave
coils and base.

The P41 model is a plain clip-on connector
to which the wire can be either soldered or
clamped, and "the price is 2d. for three.· A
similar model, but fitted with an insulated
outer sleeve, costs rd. each and is listed
as the P43, whilst a clip-on connector having a small terminal is available at 3d. and
is known as the P66 adaptor.
There are two styles of screened top connectors, one, the P64, is of such depth as to
completely enclose the top plug, whilst the
P65 is shallower and will not contact with
the metallising on the average valve, it
being intended for use where the metallising of the valve is not directlv earthed.
Either model costs 6d. each.
-

Bulgin range of valve top connectors including
plain, insulated and screened models, also an
adaptor boss.
Specimens of all these connectors have
Leen fitted to several different makes of
valves, and in all cases thev make a sound
and st>cun· connection. A JlOint of interest
:egarding the enclosed model is that a lug
rs pronded on the screened cap for anchormg the metal braiding of tht• lead.
\Vherc it is n·quirecl to convert the screwtop valve terminal to a boss so that a plugon connector may be used there is a small
adaptor in this series that replaces the terminal; this costs zd.
The makers are A. F. Bulgin and Co.,
Ltd., Abbey Road, Barking, Essex.

FORREST DUAL-WAVE REPRESSOR

J N our
review of this unit in The Wireless
World of May wth last, it should have
been stated that the unit is designed especially for Midland conditions, being intended
for use where break-through is experienced
from Droitwich and the Midland Regional
stations.

NEW BULGIN VALVE CONNECTORS
new items have been added
S EVERAL
recPntly to the· Bulgin range of

COill-

ponents, among which is a series of connectors and adaptors for valves having a metal
boss on the top of the bulb in place of the
terminal fitted hitherto.

The Radio Industry
lllXU:\' & CU., of Electradix
HousP. 2 rH. ! ·ppt·r Thanws Stred London. E.C.-j. tPli us that thPv ar~ m;w
abk . to supph- from stock public-addrpss
amp!tliers with ratings from 2~ to 10 watts,
both. UlllVt'rsal and AC nwdPls. Sonw of the
amph/iprs an· dt"scrilwd in a lt"aflt:t just issued.
In most cases tlwsp amplitiPrs an· fittPd with
the m·w Pit"zo-Lesdix cn·stal microphone.
TESLJE

L

_l'yril ~·:rt'nch. ol 2'!. l!igh Str,.d, Hampton
\'hck. ~'-mgston-on-Tharw·s, who, as recPntly
statt·cl_ w. tlws.· columns. has lwt·n appofnted
solt· <hstnhutor !or ('p]pstion spt'ak<-rs to the
wholPsale and retail i rade, has just issued
]paftds dt"scribing th<· various CPIPstion
moc!Pls, including -the high-nott· t w<-ctr·r.
ITiggs l\lotors. Ltd., \Yitton. Birmingham,
has SPnt us a copv oJ a wf'll-bound pockPt-book
containing much w.;t'ful information on the
snbjt•ct ol t"kct ric motors in gennal.
Tamwv public ad<lrPss equipment will be
uspd at thP forthcoming inspection b1' li.M. the
1\ing of the Hoval Air Force at Mildt>nhall
a ne( also at tlw "Fh· Past" at Duxford. Th~
equipment will Jw tisf"d both for giving orders
to pdots and to kPt·p spectators informed as to
what is going forward.
McMichael portables were installed on both
the up and down " Flving Scotsman" trains
for reception of the ller!Jy broadcast.

f5oi
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XXIV~-The

Outlines of Set Design

HE~present

T already covered by

instalment is, in tjfert, a summary of the ground
the series ; its presentation is in the very
useful and practical form of a discussion of the problems confronting
the designer of a typical" straight " reaiver.
E haYe covered, fairly fully,
all the essential points necessary for the full comprehension
of every part of an ordinary
receiver not of superheterodyne type, but
the references arc scattered about over
the twenty-three preceding parts. Before
going on to consider the peculiar properties of the superheterodyne, it is proposed
to devote this one part to the practical
discussion of the design of a typical
simple set, with the idea of making a kind
of summary of the ground already
covered. Whenever reference, direct or
indirect, is made to an earlier section :Jf
this series, the number of the part concerned appears in brackets. ·
We will suppose that we have been
asked to design a set which will have an

W

TO LF

VALVE

Fig. 128.-Since the diode does not amplify,
this type of detector cannot be used to
produce reaction.

average sensitivity of about one millivolt.
By this is meant that if a carrier-voltage
of this magnitude, modulated to a depth
of 30 per cent. (I4) is applied to the aerial
terminal, the overall magnification of the
set will be such that the "standard output'' of 50 milliwatts of modulationfrequency power will be delivered to the
loudspeaker. The selectivity of the set is
to be that associated with three tuned circuits-since their L Jr ratio is bound to
vary widely over the wave-range covered
(20) no numerical specification of selectivity is practicable. The \Yhole is to be
driven by batteries, and, for the sake of
economy in upkeep, is to consume a maximum of 10 milliamps. in the anode cir-

in total anode current already imposed.
This latter limitation immediately suggests the choice of a quiescent output
stage (QPP or Class "B "), but also implies that a small-size HT battery is likely
to be used. Now small batteries generally fail, except when new, to hand ont
the large instantaneous currents (23) demanded by quiescent output stages, and,
by so failing, introduce very evident distortion.
We will therefore play for
safety and choose as output valve a pentode, on the grounds that it makes more
noise per milliamp. than does a triode (23).

Four Milliamps Left.
A battery pentode, if of the high-impedance type, takes about 5 mA. at 120 V.,
in return for which it will deliver some
250 to 300 mW. before overloading.
This, though small, is an acceptable output for a set of the type contemplated.
Allowing another milliamp. for the screen
of the pentode, 6 of our available
10 mA. are already accounted for.
With only three tuned circuits in the
set it is quite certain that occasions will
arise when the selectivity will not be
adequate for separating the station required from others on neighbouring frequencies. In order that selectivity can
be enhanced when desired, reaction will
have to be available to the user (17: zo).
The use of fairly flatly tuned circuits with
adjustable reaction as an auxiliary will enable the inevitable selectivity-quality compromise (17: 20) to be readjusted by the

HT+

11

+------ll:rt

LF

VALVE

.,

CUJ,S.

The first points to be settled are the
type of output stage to be used, the kind
of detector we shall choose, and whether
the three tuned circuits shall be associated
with one or with two high-frequency amplifying valves. These points are interrelated, and inYolve also the limitation

user as he tunes from station to station.
For providing reaction the diode detector ( q) is obviously useless. It is less
evident that the anode-bend detector ;s
not good from this point of view, but it
is found in practice that owing to the
very small anode current drawn by this
type of detector (15) there is not enough
power available in the anode circuit for
satisfactory reaction to be available. \Ye
shall therefore choose a grid detector (15).
Either a screened pentode or a triode
may be successfully used for this purpose, the former giving much the higher
amplification. To set against this advan- ·

Fig. 129.~~Biased to point A on the curve,
an anode-b~nd det~ctor takes so little anode
current that reaction is difficult to obtain.

Fig. 130.~~-With a standing current of I mA.
or so, a grid detector readily provides
reaction~-contro~lable, in the circuit shown,
by adjustment of C.

tage it has so high an AC resistance (about
0.5 l\In) that the use of a transformer t0
couple it to the output pentode is out uf
the question if we have any respect at all
for our low notes (22). Shunting the
transformer by a resistance would limit
the high-note gain to that available for
low notes, but in so doing the gain would
be reduced to about that of a simple
If we try to use resistance
triode.
coupling the voltage at the anode will be
found to be seriously restricted by the:
voltage-drop in the resistance, and detec·~
tor ow:rload (15) will set an uncomfortably
low limit to the available output, especially at low modulation depths. To proYide our output pentode with the signal
(approx. 3 V. peak) that it needs to develop full output, and at the same time
to make reaction behave satisfactorily, it
will be safest to choose a triode detector
followed by a transformer of step-up ratio
not less than three to one.
True we shall now have serious input
damping (r6), which we could haYc
avoided by choosing a screened valve,
but reaction will take care of this (17).
Unless a little reaction is used this input
damping will make tuning rather flat, and
sensitivity perhaps a shade disappointing
But by attention ~o tuned-circuit design
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For so low an input as this implies,
this effect can be considerably reduced, as detector efficiency will be very low (IS),
we shall shortly see.
and, over-emphasising this inefficiency so
To avoid all risk of overloading even on as to be on the safe side, we might reckon
low modulation we shall hardly be safe that 200 m V. of carrier-voltage, modulated
if we allow the detector less than about at 30 per cent., will be needed to produc~
I to I} mA. of anode
current-which, with
HT+
the 6 mA. of the output valn·s, leaves us
2~ to 3 mA. for thr
HF side of the set.
This is about the current
of a
single
screened valve, but by
biasing back we coulcl
keep the total current
of two valves within
this limit, and still
have more gain than
one valve could yield.
What gain do we
need? To find this
we must work back
Fig. 131.-Approximate evaluation of voltages on pentode and
from the output valve,
detector for so mW. output.
as in Fig. IJI.
The pentode gives 250 mW. for a 3-V. a rectified signal of this magnitude.
peak signal ; 50 m W., therefore, for a
This tells us that for a sensitivity of one
signal of 3/ 5 = 1.35 V. peak acr?ss the millivolt we must have a high-frequency
secondary of T. Across the pnmary, gain of about 200 times between aerial
assuming a 3 : I ratio, we shall require terminal and detector grid. The gain
given by one valve, ignoring detector0.45 V. If the detector valve has Ro =
20 ,ooo U, ,u = 24, under operating condi- damping, will be about 6o times (I9; but
tions, we can reckon on a low-frequency those figures referred to a mains valve)
gain of getting on for 20 times from grid from grid of HF valve to grid of detector,
to anode, so that we shall require a recti- so that we shall need some 3 to 4 mV. at
fied signal, inside the grid condenser, of the first valve's grid. Across the second
of two coupled circuits the voltage is
about 0.022 V. or 22 mV.

v

usually about four to eight times that
actually applied to the aerial terminal,
owing to the step-up effect of the tuned
circuits (8); we see, therefore, that I m V.
on the aerial terminal will comfortably
give us the required 50 mW. output with
only a single HF valve, provided that, as
assumed, reaction is used to an extent
just sufficient to offset detector clamping.
We shall ccrtainlv not need a second HF
valve; in fact, i( we were to use one, the
sensitivity of the set wonld be too high
for its selectivity. By this is meant that
the additional stations brought in by the
extra sensitivity, being necessarily thos'."
which give only weak signals at the aerial,
would all be liable to serious interferencr~
from stronger ones. Unless it were added
simply with a view of making up for the
deficiencies of a tiny aerial, the extra sensitivity would therefore be of no value in
practice.
Our set, then, will be arranged thus:
two tuned circuits, HF valve, tuned circuit with reaction, grid detector, transformer, output pentode. Such a bald
skeleton description as this does not prescribe an exact circuit; a dozen designers
would produce a dozen circuits all differing from one another in minor ways. One
of the many possible variations on the
theme is shown in Fig. I32, where the
complete receiver, including wave-band
switching, is shown.
Careful inspection of this rather elaborate diagram will show that it really consists
of an assembly of separate circuits, each
of which, regarded individually, is by now
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Fig. 132.-Complete 6rcuit of three-valve set to conform with specification laid down at the beginning of this part.
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Foundations of Wirelessperfectly familiar. With but one or hYo
unimportant exceptions, e\·ery separat_c
circuit has been discussed somewhere or
other in this series. Dissection of the
diagram is best performed by tracing grid,
anode and screen circuits right through,
starting at the electrode in question all<l
continuing, through HT or bias battery,
until the cathode of the valYe is reached.
Obscrye that sometimes the same components can be common to two circuits-for example, the tuned circuit C5L7L8C6
is included both in the anode circuit of
Vr and in the grid circuit of V 2.
Some small points in the circuit may be
puzzling at first sight, cYen tho~1gh their
meaning could be seen by argumg from
basic principles. The coupling of aerial
to first tuned circuit is done by the combination of the primary winding Lo awl
the condenser Co, of capacity about 20
1, 1,_F. The two together, if_ suitably dimensioned, can be made to g1ve more or less
constant step-up at all wavelengths on the
lower (medium-wave) band.
On long
waves Sr, Sz and S3 are open so that the
tuning inductances in use are L~ + Lz,
L3 +lA, and L7 + L8. One sect10n uf
each composite coil is shorted out for
medium-waYe reception.
Energy is transferred from th_e first
tuned circuit to the second by makmg the
coil L5 + L6 (on medium waves, L5 only)
common to both circuits (compare Ig),
"o that the Yoltage deyeloped across it
hy the current in the first circuit acts ~s
driYinu Yoltage for the second.
L5 w1ll
need t~ be about 3 ,uH., while Ls and L6
together will be about 30 fJ.H. The_ cm~
denser C3 is inserted to close the Clrcmt
for HF currents while allowing a Yariable
Lias, taken from the potentiometer R3
C{)!lllt'Cted across the bias battery B3, to
he applied to the grid of the nriable-mu
~crecned pentode V I to control its ampliJ1cation (zi).
The tuning condenser Cs goes from
anode to earth instead of directly across
its coil L7L8 in view of the fact that Cr,
Cz, and C5 will normally be in the form
of a three-gang condenser, with rotors on
a common spindle. The tuned circuit is
completed through the non-inductive condenser C6, which, in order to maintain
the ganging of the set, should have the
same capacity as C3. Each may be
o. 25 1,F. or oyer; much less would begin
to reduce the tuning-range appreciably.
Since HF currents flow in the anode
circuit of the detector, which is completed
through the HT battery Bz, any HF
voltage den-loped across this \Yill be con\Tyed to the anode of V r, and so to the
grid of Vz. The resistance RI, of some
5,ooo U, serves as protection against
instability from this cause.
Damping imposed by the detector on
the tuned circuit is decreased, if only for
medium waves, by connecting the detector
grid to a tap on L7. If the tap is at the
centre of the coil, damping will be reduced
to one-quarter (10). The reaction-coil Lg
is coupled to both L7 and L8, and the
current through it is controlled by the
variable condenser C7. The inductance

of the reaction coil must be such that C7
does not tune it to any wavelength \Yithin
the tuning range of the receiver, or
reaction control will be difficult. The
increase in sensitivity and selectivity ( 17)
produced by applying reaction will also
be felt in the circuit L3L4C2, owing to a
certain amount of energy feeding back
through the screened valve and by way
of stray couplings.
As shown, the circuit does not include
a high-frequency choke in the anode circuit of the detector, the primary of the
LF transformer TI sen·ing as substitute.
This attempted economy may lead to
difficulty in obtaining proper reaction
effects. Alternatively, by allowing HF
currents to stray into the output yalve,
and then back, via loud speaker leads, to
the aerial side of the set, it may lead to
hooting and grunting noises when receiving a signal, especially when much
reaction is being used. In such cases an
HF choke must be inserted at X, making
sure that the anode by-pass condenser of
the detector (I6) is still directly connected to the anode.
As shown, the set requires three positive

connections to the HT battery. This
enables the technically-minded user to
adjust the voltages at detector anode and
pentode screen either for maximum sensitivity or for economy of current. In a
commercially-built set, to be handled by
non-technical users, it would be better to
provide a resistance of fixed value in each
of the movable leads, and to take them
all to maximum HT voltage.
It is hoped that this part has giYen the
n:ackr a glimpse of the way in which all
the various matters discussed in earlier
parts have to be brought together when
considering the design of a set, and of
the process by which a concrete design
emerges from a brief specification of
intended performance. Any reader who
may be taking this series really seriously
may like to complete the design here only
begun ; by a sufficiently close study of
earlier parts he could find a suitable Yalue
for en·ry component in the set, after
which, adding some data from a Yalve
catalogue, he could work out, at least
approximately, the overall sensitivity,
selectivity, and fidelity of the receiver at
a number of different wavelengths.

New Short-wave Development
Reducing Background Noise

J\ N interesting
f i American

account is given in
reports,
commented
upon here in the lay Press a few
days ago, of test transmissions on a
wavelength of 6 metres by Major Armstrong, the well-known radio enginee~·
and inventor. The tests, which apparently caused some bewilderment in New
York radio circles, were carried out on a
frequency-modulated wave, and therefore
could not be satisfactorily received on the
standard type of short-wave receiwr.
l\Iajor Armstrong's object is to enlar~c
the normal service-area covered by a
6-metre carrier. This he does by makin~
it possible to increase the effective HF
amplification which can be applied to the
signal at the receiving end.
On the normal wavelengths used for
broadcasting a limit is set to intensive
amplification by the growing backgrouml
of static, but down in the region of
50 megacycles-where the static content
of the ether is comparatively slight-:-~l
second difficulty arises. This is the socalled Schottky effect, which is due to
iJTegular electron emission inside the amplifiers.
Electrons are not liberated
from a heated wire in a perfectly uniform
stream, but in a succession of overlapping
spurts or gushes, which naturally give
rise to slight Yariations in the output
current.
Normally such fluctuations are not
heard in the headphones, but as amplification is intensified a "hiss" develop:-',
and finally grows into a sustained roar
which effectiwly swamps the signaL
:VIajor Armstrong attacks the problem
fir~t at the transmitting end, where l1~:
replaces the usual amplitude-modulation

by a system of frequency-modulation.
Having once produced a frequencymodulated sub-carrier, he increases the
spread of the resulting sidebands by a process of repeated frequency-multiplication,
until they cover a much wider area than
the normal I o kc / s used in ordinary
broadcasting. Although such a system
is, of course, unthinkable in the more
congested parts of the ether, it is, at all
event,; for the time being, practicable in
the fairly uncrowded region below IO
metres.
" Valve noise," being of the nature of
an amplitude variation, is limited to the
usual IO kc is band on each side of the
carrier, whi~h is relatively insignificant,
by contrast with the frequency-spread d
the transmitted signal.
For reception Major Armstrong uses a
circuit of the superhet type with a seconddetector stage consisting of two valves
fed in parallel from the IF amplifiers.
The input circuit of one detector has a
reactance characteristic which varies from
z~:ro at, say, 50 kcjs below the IF frequcncy to a positive value for higher
frequencies ; \Yhilst the input reactance of
the second detector varies from zero to a
point, say, 50 kc/s above the IF frequency to a negatiYe value for lower
frequencies.
The two detectors are arranged so that
their response to the frequency-modulated
~ir,;nal is cumulative, though they act ia
opposition on the relatively-narrow banc!
of amplitude " interference " due to valve
noise. The latter is therefore substantiallv
balanced out, and the receiver operate'
with much higher HF gain than is normally practical>le.
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

Interference on SW
IT is with interest that I observe in a
recent Editorial reference to Morse interfen,nce on the short-wave broadcasts.
I personally have had to endure this, particularly on the 99-metre Pittsburgh transmission, which is shockingly marred by a
Continental telegraph station.
This is definitely not second channel, as
my set is a well-known make of 16-valve
superhet, the selectivity of which can be increasPd to 3 kc Is, and even then it is not
pos'liblc to eliminate this nuisance.
A friend who also has a particularly powerful and selective set is also troubled by this
same station, which appears to work from
approximately 7 p.m. to 11.30 p.m., Sundavs included.
I have even taken the trouble to write to
W8XK Pittsburgh, but they claim to have
no special knowledge of this interference
apart from the fact that its source is European.
Perhaps some clever gentleman, with possibly a direction finder, will, if he persists
long enough, be fortunate enough to trace
the culprit.
NORMAN L. PARLETT.
Oxford.
I THINK short-wave listeners at home and
abroad are indebted to Mr. H. R.
Meredith for raising this question of Morse
interference on the so-called short-wave
broadcast bands and for putting his views
so bluntly.
The five bands allotted cover a very
small fraction of the channels available
below 50 metres, and are crowded with
telephony transmissions already, some working within 5 kc / s of each other, and in many
cases sharing a wavelength at different
times.
Considering the large number of wavelengths available about these bands, I confess I cannot see why Morse transmitters
should be allowed to " squat " at will
among the broadcasts whenever they have a
mind to.
The 49-metre band is a good, or rather a
bad, example in a band of 150 kcjs; there
are nearly forty stations listed, yet reception in this narrow strip is often marred
by a hideous hash of Morse, some irregulars
and one or two perennials, who occasionally
spread over 30 kc / s or so.
The 31-metre band, which is equally
crowded, suffers also, but not to the same
extent; the 25- and 19-metre bands are
usua!ly less infested, at least in this locality.
With all the channels available outside
these strips, what is the reason for interference? Is it a case of the best apples
always being on the other side of the wall,
or is it a case of priority or plain pig-headed
obstinacy?
On many nights when broadcast reception
was bPing jammed I have found large tracts
in the commercial channels where not a
whisper was audible even with a fairly
powerful set; one would think the Morse
operators wanted a musical or verbal
obbligato to liven the routine of listening
mechanically to code.
It may only be a matter of irritation to
us; we have all Europe to fall back on for
alternative programmes ; but for Empire
and overseas listeners it is serious.

The various national short-wave broadcast transmitters cannot be classed as being
of local interest ; they are of world-wide importance, whether they are keeping touch
with their nationals abroad or exchanging
views between the peoples of the earth;
surely these channels should be kept as clear
of interference as the ordinary medium-wave
broadcasts and not be at the mercy of any
garrulous commercial Morse station sending
either news or private messages. As someone wrote recently, there seems to be a
policy of hush-hush regarding these dot-anddash interlopers. Can anyone explain why?
Edinburgh.
G. R. GOUDIE.

QA Receiver and Amplifier
I SHOULD be vE:ry pleased if you could
put me in touch with any reader who has
built, and is prepared to demonstrate, the
push-pull quality amplifier in conjunction
with either the QA set or single-span receiver
in the area of Brighton, Worthing or Littlehampton.
The conditions here are notoriously bad,
and before building such a receiver I should
like to be quite sure of the performance I
may expect here.
Worthing.
ARTHUR D. HILL.

Empire Broadcasting Through Other
Ears
HAVE a new all-wave receiver-RCA
Model 262-and got fine reception of the
Jubilee celebrations. Early in the morning,
when the networks had taken all they intended to take of St. Paul's Cathedral part
of the show, I switched over to a short-wave
and got the rest of it direct.
During the
afternoon, when the evening (London) show
was on which terminated in the King's
speech, I was at business.
Got it in the
evening, however, by recording from one of
the Daventry transmitters.
By the way,
why do the B.B,C.'s recordings of special
events have to be so rotten?
They could
easily be improved in quality.
B.B.C.
special-event announcers might be a little
more adequate in their descriptions, too.
Some weeks ago I tuned in late on the
launch of a new P. and O, liner at Barrow.
I gathered that "His Royal Highness and
the Duchess" were somewhere in evidence,
but just who they were and what they did
remains a mystery, as also the name of the
liner, which was mentioned just once and
lost under a momentary fade.
The commentator jabbered away for a time and then
said, "I will now interrupt this commentary
until after the launch." Silence for about
f1ve minutes, punctuated by many violent
"hits" (somebody striking the mike),
distant band music, distant crowd noise, and
roarings which might have been short-wave
roar or the act nal launch. A female voice
came in for a second and apparently
christened the ship, but the engineers were
too late on the gain control, and what she
said was lost. Now, my contention is that
the commentator should have given us a
complete word-picture of the entire launch,
explaining what was happening every
second.
He should have introduced the
lady who christened the ship-even if she
was the Queen-and then taken over the

mike again as soon as she got through. A
point to remember is that although thr'
British audience may know it all, the
Dominion audience, and especially the
foreign audience, may not. And if the show
is going out on short-wave, the world is
listening and, willy-nilly, it's British propaganda, and might as well be sent out as a
slap-bang-up job which will do credit to the
country instead of producing annoyance and
derision at the provincial methods. Similarly, piano recitals of involved classical but
dull stuff, vocal recitals of equally dull stuff,
etc., may be OK for the British audience,
if that's their taste, but I'm sure the rest of
the world doesn't appreciate it. What's it
to be-Provincial or Empire broadcasting?
-with the world listening on the side-lines
and judging Britain and the Empire accordingly. Personallv, I'd like to listen more to
the "G" string (as they call the Daventry's
here), but J can't stomach the dull programmes which fill most of the time. How
about it? Can you shake up the complacent
somnolence of Bedcrashing House?
A NEW YORK READER.

Volume Expansion
youR recent article on volume expansion bnngs to the fore what I consider
to be the most pressing need for modern
quality reproduction.
I am a keen follower of the Symphony
Concerts given by the Bournemouth Municipal Orchestra, and, having built the finest
receiving outfit of to-day-your own Singlespan Quality Amplifier Receiver-! naturally like to have records of mv favourite
pieces to play when I wish. It would be
indeed a dull person who, after hearing the
music at first hand-e.g., "Finlandia," by
Sibelius-cannot immediately notice the
lack of lustre of the electrically reproduced
music.
It is time for the B.B.C. to drop entirely
manual control of volume, and, having
adopted a standard for the automatic con~
trol, for the gramophone companies to abide
by that standard. Then can the wonderful
quality receivers of the present day be
brought almost to perfection, and actual
realism be possible in every home.
This attainment is the B. B. C.'s own responsibility, and it is to them we must look
for immediate action. And is it too much
to hope that when they decide to move they
will do so? Not promise, as they did over
the emanating of a frequency scale when
Droitwich came, and here a year, almost,
later we still sit and hope! Bournemouth.
GEO. F. DAY.

Crystal Set Range
QN sef·ing vour contributor D. Excr's subtitle,'· 300 :\Iilt•s on a Crystal Receiver,"
in your issue of 1\Iay 24th, 1935, I thought
it might be of interest to record the fact
that towards the~ end of March, 1919, I
heard Eiffel Tower's (FL) time signals on a
Marconi crystal receiver Type 26 when about
5 deg. south latitude off the coast of Brazil,
a distance of over 4,000 miles. This was
during darkness, and the wavelength 2,6oo
metres.
R. E. RICHARDS.
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High Fidelity
Importance of Variable Selectivity
h' have previously commented upon the apparent
increase in dectrical interference vYith broadcast reception which has occurred during
recent months ; thi-.; interference being
out of proportion to any increase in
the use of electrical cqnipment likely
to he re.;;pon;-;ible. In seeking the
reason we exprcssefl the view that the
increasf~ in frequency
response of
modern receivers w:1s the principal
contributory cause.
It is easy t0 appreciJ.te that the
greater the width of frequency band
to which the receiver responds the
greater is the interference which will
be let through at. the same time. To
this we must adrl the fact that a very
large proportion of the electrical interference from which our sets suffer
occurs at the higher frequencies, whilst
further obsctTation indicates that the
lower frequencies of the programme
will mask in terferencc noises to a much
greater e~tent than v~ill be the case
at the higher frequencies.
An interesting investigation of this
problem Ins recently been made public
bv the Bell Telephone Laboratories.
'(ests were carried out with a number
of observers to ascertain what degree
of noise to signal ratio could be tolerated
at various frequency band-widths.
Some of the results of these experiments arc very interesting. Amongst
other conclusions a number of observers cleciclecl that when the bandwidth \\·as reduced from Io,ooo cp/s
to :),)oo cp's they could then tolerate
an increase in noise level superimposed
upon the programme amounting to no
less than I_) decibels.
High ti.delity broadcasting is likely
tn depend for popularity very much
upon the noise to signal ratio and,

W

therefore, close proximity to the transmitter or, alternatively, very high transmitter power is required, iu order that
the field strength shall be adequate to
mask the interfETencc.
These considerations bring us all
the more forcibly to the conclusion
that a means of varying seledi\'ity is
essential to all high fidelity receiyers
which arc cxpectt"cl to serve the purpose
of distant listening as well as local
reception.
Efforts should he made, too, by the
designers of high fidelity sets to arrange
for the purchaser to be adequately
informed, not only as to the conditions
under which the set should be used but
also the reasons why an unpleasant
noise will result if wide-band reception
is indulged in when a weak station is
providing the programme. Unless
proper precautions of this nature are
taken we foresee that high fidelity
receivers may quickly get a bad name
amongst the public. Once again we
would urge the necessity for supplying
proper instructions which will remain
permanently with the set, so that the
purchaser at least can have no excuse
for lack of knowledge in operating the
variable selectivity control.

Television
Is the New Service Experimental?

I

N the Post Office statement
published in last week's issue
we find the new television service
referred to as " the proposed experimental television service." We believe
this is the first official reference to the
proposed high definition service as
"experimental." It would be interesting to know whether the use of
this word implies a more cautious
attitude on the part of the Advisory
Committee than the former Television
Committee adopted, or whether it is
merely accidental.
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LOADED TRANSFORMERS
The Design of Transformers Working Between Resistances
By W. T. COCKING
RANSFORNIER design is a matter of importance in any apparatus required for high-quality
T
reproduction, and the zmportant factors are discussed in detail in this article. The components
dealt with are all types which are intended to operate with a secondary load, and include output, driver,
and microphone transformers.
EARLY every wireless receiver
incorporates a transformer of
some kind for coupling purposes,
and the types used fall into two
general categories-loaded and unloaded.
The loaded transformer is one which
works between two impedances of finite
value, and practical examples are the output transformer, the Class " B" driver
transformer, and some microphone transformers. The unloaded transformer, on
the other hand, has no load on its secondary, although its primary is usuall.r: connected to a source of power ha vmg a
definite impedance. The usual intervalw
transformer is of this type, for the input
impedance of the valve which follows_ it
is generally considered to be nearly mfinite ; some microphone transformers also
fall into this class.
The two types of transformers exhibit
rnarkedlv different characteristics, and the
factors i'nfluencing their design are by no
means all the same. In this article only
loaded transformers will be considered,
and it will be shown that it is by no means
difficult to design a component with the
characteristics required for any particular
purpose.
.
In its most general form the purpose of
the tramJormer is to transfer power from
one circuit to another of different or
similar impedance
with as little loss as
possible. Referring
R o l R2
to Fig. I, in which
E represents an
E"alternator haYing
an internal resistance RI, we require
Fig. I.-In a simple
as much power as
circuit with an alterin
the
possible
nator E having an
internal resistance
working load which
RI maximum power
is represented by
is secured in the load
Rz. It is easy to
Rzwhen it equals RI.
show mathematically that the power in Rz is a maximum
when it equals the power lost in RI, and
this occurs when RI and Rz are equal
in value.
The two resistances need not be directlv
coupled as in Fig. I, but may be coupled
bv a transformer as in Fig. 2 (a). The
c~nditions are then exactly the same if
the transformer be ideal ; and if the
transformer be of unity turns ratio, the
maximum power will still be found in Rz
when this resistance has the same value
as Rr. \Ve need not, however, vary Rz

N

of the primary and the transformer has
a step-up ratio.
Referring again to Fig. 2 (b), it can be
seen that Rp is the load into which the
generator of internal resistance Rr works,
and maximum power is obtained when
RI= Rp. The transformer ratio required
to give the desired yalue of Rp when the
secondary is loaded by R2 is gin,n by
n= v/Rp/Rz, and for the particular case
when Rp=Rr this becomes n= v/Rr Rz,
the usual formula.
The difference is
brought about by
the fact that m
most wireless cir··
cuits Rp is se vera I
times greater than
Rr. In the case of
an output transinformer,
for
stance, RI is the
(a)
(b)
AC resistance uf
the output valve,
Fig. 2.-Where RI and Rz are equal the insertion of a I-I ratio transformer (a) between them does not affect the results save for the losses
and Rp is the load
in the component, and th~ equivalent circuit is that of (b) as explained
impedance required
in the text.
by
this
Yal vc.
put loads, RI and R2 respectively, but, Although maximum pm\-er is still secured
while this is not incorrect, it is sometimes when Rr and Rp are equal, this is only
confusing when, as in many wireless cases, the case if we disregard distortion. For a
the transformer is not used to match the given degree of amplitude distortion in
input and output impedances for the opti- the output valve, there i,; one particular
mum power condition. It is usually more value of Rp for which the power in Rp is
convenient, therefore, to base the design a maximum and for triocle valves this
on the secondary load and on the effective val ut: of R p is usually sewral times RI,
impedance presented by the transformer whereas for pentodes it is considerably
when its secondary is loaded. This will less than Rr.
be clear from Fig. 2 (b), in which the
If we could obtain an ideal transformer
secondary load Rz has been transferred the only calculation involwd would be the
to the primary by
multiplying
its
+HT
value by the square
of the ratio of
primary to secondary turns. If we
call this resistance
Rp its nlue is
given by Rp=n'Rz
where n is the turns
ratio. Throughout
this article the turns
ratio will always be
(a)
~b)
referred to as the
primary divided by
Fig. 3.-The connections of an output transformer are shown at (a) and
the s e c o n d a r V
a driver transformer at (b).
turns, thus a rati~1
of IO-I means that the primary contains turns ratio, which can be obtained from
ten times the turns of the secondary and a knowledge of the circuit impedance. In
the transformer is of the step-down type. the case of an output transformer, Fig.
A ratio of o.I-I (often written I-Io) means 3 (a), the secondary load Rz is the average
that the secondary has ten times the turns speech-coil impedance of the loud speaker,

in order to secure the optimum condition,
for we can obtain the required result by
altering the turns ratio of the transformer.
If Rz be four times as great as Rr, matching will be secured if the secondary turns
on the transformer be twice as many as
the primary, and the power in Rz will
equal that in Rr. The Yoltage drop acros,;
Rz, however, will be twice that on Rr,
and the current through it one-half.
It is customary in transformer theory
to base the design upon the input and out-
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affect the highest frequencies. The trans- ohms assigned by the valve maker that
and the value of Rp to be used in the for- former primary acts as a shunt to Rp, with serious distortion is likely to occur
mula is the load resistance required by the result that it lowers the effective value through non-linearity in the valve in the
of the load on Rr. This affects the opera- anode circuit of which the transformer is
the valve and is the figure listed in The
Wireless World Vain; Data Supplemcnt. tiou in two ways-first, there is a changr~ connected. It will be clear, therefore,
of power in the that we must choose the primary inductIf the output stag•·
secondary
circuit ance so that the load on the valw is
contains
seyeral
clue to the change maintained reasonably well rather than
valves in parallel
of load in the for the a voidance of frequency distortion,
Rp mu:-;t be divided
primary
circuit, but if we satisfy the former condition tlw
by the number of
and, secondly, the latter is automatically secured, so that we
tl;c valves, while if
reduced load may need not further consider frequency dist ,,.o vah·e" be used
lead to amplitude~ tortion at low frequencies.
jn push-pull Rp
For the highest quality of reproduction,
distortion if thl·
must be doubled.
transformer
be the load at the lowest frequency shoulJ
\\'ith Claso " B ·'
operated from a not be less than go per cent. of the optiand OPP valw,; :t
figun:~ for '' anode·
val\'c.
Since the
mum load, and thi3
transformer
priis obtained when
to-anock load rc·man· is an inducl·
the primary reactsistance " is usual! V
ancL:, the primary
q noted, and thi..;
ance at this frcreactance falls as
qncncy is twice Rp,
can be :~ub~tilutt·,l
or ,,,L ~- zRp, so that
the~ frequency is relor Rp din·ctly.
duced, and thes~
\Nith a drinT tran.;L = zRp / '''· Taking
effccb occur only
the same values as
lormer, Fig. 3 (bJ.
at lmv frequencies.
before, we find L "-Rp is the load im3I.8 H, and th.is j,,
In general, the
pedance m·cricd by
A typical small driver transformer is shown
reduction in bass
just twelve times as
the driver stagr',
with its ass)ciated valves in this illustratio01.
response clue to the
and th<· figure i~
great as the value
falling reactance of
deri n:d in the sanw
calculated on th~
\vay as for an output valve. Rz, however, the primary is IL'ss serious than the
basis of frequency
now becom:c·s the input resistance of tlw possibilit:, of amplitude distortion, and
response. With an
following ~tage, and in the Valve Data z; the a voidanec- of the latter defect dPinductance of this
Fig. 5.-The simplest
figure is quoted as "grid-to-grid input rc- mands a higlwr pnmary inductance
value, the respon:-.e
method of arranging
If we decide to
-;istance." The ratios calculated for push- than the former.
the windings leads to
will be maintained
a considerable loss of
pull tran~formers arc, of course, ah\ays permit a lo:.;s of power of 3 db.
within 3 db. for
high notes and is not
at the lowest frequency which wc
whole-primary to whole-secondary.
frequencies much
recommended.
A microphone transformer can be of req un-c this will occur at the frelower than 50 c / s.
quency for which Where a lower standard of quality will
wL = RrRpj (Rr + suffice, it will be sufficient to make the
Rp) in which L ~c
reactance and the load equal at the lowest
primary inductance frequency, and this will lead to just half
in henrys and w =c
the primary inductance given by the above
6.28
times
fre- formula, while the load on the ,·alve will
quency.
If, as be 70 per cent. of Rp.
usual, we base the
We have seen that the turns ratio and
design upon fre- the primary inductance of a loaded trans(b)
(a)
quency, we find former can readily be calculated. Over
that the inductance the middle range of frequencies the transl'1g. 4.--Two types of microphone transformer are shown here; at
required is L = former approximates to the ideal, for the
(a) the transformer is unloaded, but at (b) it is loaded by the volume
RrRp / w(Rr + Rp). primary reactance is too high to have any
·
control, and the design is straightforward.
Thus, if we can adverse effect and the leakage reactance
two types. If it be connected, as in Fie;.
tolerate a Ios" of 3 db. at 50 c j s, is too small. At high frequencies, how4 (a), it is essentially the same as an inter- awl \H' arc using a Yalve of I.OOO en'!', the leakage inductance is very imvalve transformer except in the matter of ohms AC resistance which requires a load portant. It is easy to calcuiate the maxiratio, and will not be considered here. l f of s.ooo ohms, so that Rr c· I,OOO and Rp mum inductance which can be tolerc..ted for
connected as in Fig. 4 (b), howe\'l'r, it
=s.ooo, we have L=s,ooo/6x314=
a giwn frequency, but this is, unforz.6') H.
functions in the same way as an output
NmY,
althougL
transformer, for the secondary is lo:Hit>d
+15
hy the volume control, and H.p becomes · such a primary in+10
tllc load required by the microphone, Rr ductance wiJl mer,;t
-'
"" + 5
w
being the AC resistance of the microphone the requiremellb 'h
0
"'0w
regards frequency
itself and having a value between I and
B
- 5
A
0
distortion, it will
I. 5 time.-; the DC resistance in the case .,f
N--10
carbon type.-;. In most cases we can make not satisfv us, for
I
-15
00
1,000
100
it is so small that it
' 00
Hp=Rr·.
FREQUENCY cjs
will seriouslv affect
\Vhatcvcr type of transformer we use~.
the load ii11poscd
whether it be output, driver or microFig. 6.-Curve A shows the performance to be expected with the type
phone, it will not be perfect. It will nol on the vain·. At
of winding of Fig. 5, while curve B illustrates the improvement given
transfer all frcq uencies equally, and then· 50 cycles the \'al\· •. :
by the modest degree of sectionalisation adopted in Fig. 7.
will be a general loss. The frequency
no longer works
characteristic of the transformers depend ..; into H.p alone but into this resistance in tunately, of little practical use, for it is
upon two factors--the primary inductance: parallel with the reactance of the trans- practically impossible to calculate the
and the degree of coupling between former primary. In the case just con- leakage inductance of a transformer and
primary and secondary. The coupling is sidered the total load on the valve at 50 it is quite difficult to measure it accurately.
usua 11 y of the order of 99 per cent. , but c is becomes only 805 ohms, which is so It is proportional to the primary induceven with this the leakage is sufficient to far below the optimum value of 5,000 ance, so that this winding should not be
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Loaded Transformers-

any larger than is necessary to maintain
the proper conditions at low frequencies,
but for a giYen primary inductance it
depends chiefly, if not entirely, upon the
relatiye disposition
of the primary and
secondary
windings.
The leakage inductance is really
an imaginary inductance which, if
connected in series
with the primary of
an
ideal
transformer, will gi\"e ;:o
it the same chara<>
teristic as an actual
tran'ifonner.
lis
effect exists because
both primary and
Fig. 7.-By dividing
secondary cannot
the primary into secoccupy the sam(c
tions and sandwichspace, with the reing the secondary between
them, the
suit that the whole
leakage is reduced
of the flux surand the performance
rounding the priimproved.
mary does not link
.
with the secondary. In order to obtam
low leakeage, therefore, the two wi?dings
must be coupled as tightly as posstble.
At one time the fa \"Ourite transformer
~onstruction was one which is mechanically
the simplest. The primary vvas wound
straight on a bobbin
in
one
section,
coyered
with
a
layer of insulating
material, and the
secondary wound
on outside, also in
one
section,
as
shmm in Fig. 5·
With this stvle of
construction - t h e
leakage is quite
large, and the highfrequency response
is not at all good
Fig. 8.-A push-pull
if the primary intransformer is easily
ductance be adewound by using two
quate for the low
bobbins, the different
frequencies.
The
sections on each bobbin can be interfrequency characconnected in several
teristic of an exways, as explained
ample
of this kind
in the text.
with the primary
wound inside the secondary is shown in
Fig. 6, CurYe A, and the poorness of the
performance is Yery apparent.
The leakage can be greatly reduced by
winding the coils in seYeral sections which
are interleaYed .. The simplest case of this
sort is shown in Fig. 7, where the
secondary is still wound as a single section but is interleaYecl bet\wen the two
primary sections, each of \Yhich contains
one half the total primary turns. The
next step would obYiously be to split the
secondary into two sections, and, carrying
the idea -farther, one \Yould use three sections of one winding to two of the other,
then three of each, and so on. The
greater the number of interleawd sections
used the lower is the leakage inductance,

and the higher the frequency at which the ary section will contain one-half the total
transformer is still efficient, but it is turns and the two sections will be conobvious that every additional section in- nected in series. If the correct gauge of
creases the difficulties of winding, and wire be too large for convenient handling,
hence the cq_st, and also increases the choose a gauge hav-ing an area of onespace wasted by the insulation between half, and wind the full (instead of onesections. One should not, therefore, go half) number of turns for each section.
any farther than is necessary in this direc- The two sections are then connected in
tion, and Cun·e B, Fig. 6, is a good ex- parallel instead of in series, and this is
ample of the results obtained with a likely to give slightly lower leakage than
simple form of sectionalised interleaved the series connection. It is possible to
winding, the "·hole secondary being wound employ up to No. I6 gauge wire, but it is
between two half-primary sections. The difficult to handle, and, if possible, noimprm·ement due to the correct distribu- thing heavier than No. 20 should be
tion of the windings is readily seen by a used.
In the case of push-pull transfor'mers,
comparison "·ith Curve A.
So far we ha Ye not considered the losses it is necessary to adopt a symmetrical conin the transformer; these are clue to the struction if the best results are to be
resistance of the windings and to the core. secured, and the writer has found that the
For minimum
copper losses, prim+ 15
ary and secondary
+10
should be allotted
12·3: 10 ,
"'..Jw + 5
equal
w i n cl in g
0
"'
and
the
spaces
0w
- 5
37:1 A_0
primary
gauge
/
-10
should be as large
c 1s·5 :1 B
-15
100
1,000
10,000
as the space allowable will permit.
FREQUENCY cjs
The resistance of
Fig. 10.--The response curves of a multi-ratio output transformer
the secondary windillustrate how the performance varies with the differing degrees of
ing should be I In~
sectionalisation obtained on the various ratios.
times the primary
resistance, where n is the ratio primary I
use of two bobbins is a distinct advantage.
secondarv turns. The resistance is in- Each bobbin is wound in the usual way
Yersely proportional to the area of the with sandwiched primary and secondary
wire used, and the area is proportional sections, as shown in Fig. 8, in which secto the square of the wire diameter, so that tions 2 and 5 are secondarv, but onlv onethe resistance is inversely proportional to half the total turns need~d are used for
the square of the diameter. We thus find each bobbin. The hYo sets of coils are
that the diameter of the secondary wire wound in opposite directions, so that the
should be n times that of the primary.
two outer ends of each half primary are
In practice it will not always be possible joined together and form the centre tap.
to follm\· this rule because it may lead to The whole arrangement is perfectly
inconYenient gauges. Thus, where the symmetrical and easy to \Yind, and the
ratio ·is high, the gauge of wire demanded secondary sectiorls can be connected in
by the secondary - (of a step-clown trans- series or parallel as desired. A transformer
former) may become unmanageably of this type was described some time ago
heavy, or, in the case of a step-up com- in The Wireless TV orld,' and with a
ponent, too fragile for safety. Where the primary inductance of no less than 6g H.
gauge demanded by theory is too hcaYy, the response at Io,ooo c / s falls by no
the difficulty can be got owr very easily more than 3 db., as shown bv the curve
where the seconclarv is to be wound in an of Fig. g.
even number of sections. Thus, suppose
In some cases it is ach·isablc to adopt
we adopt the construction of Fig. 7 but a method of cross-connecting the primary
transpose the \Vindings so that the sections which leads to still closer coupling. Referring to
Fig. R, instead of
+5
connecting
sections
I
I
+4
I, 3, 4 and 6 in
I
I I
+3
series in the order
1.
I
i
+2
I
named, they arc
I I
~+1
,--·t-w
connected trt the
0
"'0
I -! --- !~~
-~-j~
--:: ~
seril's 1, 4, 3, 6.
W-1
0
I
-2
This gives some~·-3
1--\Yhat tighter coupI
I
11
-4
ling between the
Jl
-5
tm:l hah·es of the
100
1,000
10,000
primary and lowers
'FREQUENCY cfs
the
chances
~f
Fig. g.~The response curve of a well-sectionalised push-pull transparasitic oscillation
former is shown here. The decibel scale is much more open than
occurring
wi th
in the case of the other curves, and the drop at xo,ooo cfs is actually
output
quiescent
quite small.
stages of the Class
secondary is m t\YO sections and the " B " and QPP type.
1
primary in one. Normally, each secondThe Wireless World, September 8th, I933·
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Loaded Trans1ormersIt will be clear from this whv multi-

ratio transformers are not as good as
single-ratio ones of equally good design.
If primary or secondary be tapped so that
the ratio can be varied, the whole winding space is not utilised to the best advantage except on the one ratio where the
whole windings are in circuit.
Consequently either the primary inductance is
too low or the leakage inductance too
high. Where the windings are sectionalised, however, it is possible to obtain a
number of ratios by connecting sections
in series or in parallel, and the performance need not then depart widely from
the optimum. A transformer of this type
was described in The Wireless World for
December rst, H)33, and the response
curvrs for several different ratios are
given in Fig. ro.
So far nothing has been said about
Class " B " and QPP output transThese do not differ from the
formers.
ordinary pnsh-pull type save that, strictly
speaking, only one-third the winding
space should be occupied by the secondary and two-thirds by the primary, for
with this system of amplification the two
half-primaries are not used together but
alternatelv.
It has 'ilow been shown how to choose
the ratio and primary inductance of any
transformer working between two finite
impedances, how to allocate the windint;
space between primary and secondary
and choose the wire gauge for minimum
copper losses, and how to sectionalise the
windings for minimum leakage inductance. Nothing has been said about winding the primary, however, and this is the

basis of the design. Thi:; has been purposelv omitted, for full information has
been· published elsewhere in The Wireless
World Abacs, which arc now available in
booklet form." These charts contain full
details for the design of iron-cored chokes
carrying DC, and a transformer primary
is nothing ·but such a choke occupying
one-half or two-thirds the total winding
space. In order to make use of the charts it
i5 necessary to kr:ow, in addition to tlw
inductance required, the DC through the
windings.
With an output transformer
this is the anode current of the last \'alw
hut with a push-pull output tra~sforrner:
including QPP and Class "B," the effective current is zero. The charts do not
cater for this condition, 2.nd, as it is rare
for the current to be exactly· zero in practice, it is wise to assume a small current
of from 5 mA to IO mA. One other consideration is the flux densitv at which the
core is worked, for if this be too great
harmonic distortion will occur in the core.
For Stallov it is inadYisable to work at a
flux density much greater than zo,ooo
lines per sq. in. It depends upon the
volume of iron in the core, the number
ot primary turns, the voltage developed
across the primary, and hence the
power handled by the transformer. The
RMS voltage across the primary is
equal to P Rp \V here P is the maximum
power output of the stage in watts. In
cases where the output is great, a large
core and many primary turns will be
needed and the inductance may then turn
out to be even higher than that needed
for the fulfilment of the circuit conditions
laid down earlier.

v
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Radio Data Charts.

DISTANT RECEPTION NOTES
A

High

Power

S

Oi\lE time ago the writer of an article
in The Wireless W urld suggested that
the wide; adoption of high power tor
broadcasting transmitters had tended
to reduce rather than increase the numbcT
of stations reccivalJle at long distances.
H<· mentioned that in the ohl davs ol
modest power outputs we had no difficulty
in receiving at full loud-speaker stn:ngth
stations rated at from 2 to 4 kilowatts, aurl
aske(\ what Continental stations of anvthing like such low power can be regularly
nTeivcd nowadays. His view is borne out
to somt· extent by conditions in India.

Remarkable Indian Reception
In that sub-continent, some 2 .ono milt·s
from north to south and rather mnn· from
cast to west, there is a nwre handful
of broadcasting stations, and the power
that thcv use is ilt pn·s<,nt minut•_· in comparison with Europe's giants. Yet a voung
relative oi mine tells me that he recl'ivP:;
the little Bombay station clearly and well
with a 3-valve set at Dera Ghazi Khan,
which is 750 miles away as the crow flies,
or rather further than Vienna, Florence and
Stockholm are from London.
\Vhen the

Anomaly

zo-kilowatt Ddhi station is completed 1
have no doubt that it will cover a 1·ery largt~
part of India, at any rate during the hours
of darkness.
Quite a number of listenl'rs sl·em to han·
the idea that Sottens is to close down
within the IH'Xt few 11'e~·ks for alterations.

I don't know how this rumour got abroad
among
long-distance
enthusiasts,
but
several of them have mentioned it to me.
What is going to happen is that SottPns
will Le "off the air" for the greater part
of the month of Septembl·r. It will then
reopen as a fully-fledged wo kilowatt
station. Why should September be chosen
instead of June or July, which used to he
regarded as the months when the smallest
amount of listening took place? I hazard
the guess that Switzerland, being a tourist
country, wanted to have plenty of broadcasting available during her busiest months.
September is one of the ~!ackest from the
tourist point ol view. QED.
Readers already know that Leipzig is
using the old low-powered transmitting
plant, which i.o kept as a stand by, during
the alterations to its aerial system.
They
probably do not know, however, that the
work of erecting the anti-fading aerial will
take the Lest part of three months to cmnplde. \V•· shall not, tlwrefore, be able to
rely upon Leipzig for programme purposes
for the rest of this queer summer. If the
work gof's <lccording to schedule Leipzig's
big transmitter should Lt· in action once
more dnring the rirst part of September.

Tribute to French P.M.G.
Before now I l<ave mentioned that the
somPwhat chaotJc state of broadcasting in
France, of whose privately-owned stations
it has been said '' O!ll' word from the authorities and they do exactly what they like,"
is due in EO small part to the rapid changes
of government th<tt have occurred in that
country. For this reason it is good to see
that .M. Man del now seems more or less
firmly in the saddle' as Minister of Posts
and Telegraphs.
He is now a Cabinet
Minister for the third time, though his
second period of office lasted for only a
matter of hours. His is a difficult task, for
once stations had established a kind of prescriptive right to wander as they listed over
the medium wave-band in tlw vears of somewhat nebulous regulations it ;vas no simple
business to bring home to them that tht·
provisions of the Lucerne Plan had to be
taken sniousl y.
I\ I. 1\Ianclel has done
splendid work. in this direction and in
furtlwr·ing thl' a nti-intC"rfercnce campaign.
\Vhatever thr· French may think of his
doings he may rest assured that he has the
heartiPsl goorl wisht·s of British listeners,
who thoroughly appreciate his noble efforts
to bring to hcl'l ,-a I ious small but annoying
stations \Yhich havl' been n·sponsible for a
diversity of lwterodl'lH"-<.
D. EXER.

ANOTHER WOMAN
ENGINEER. The
claim of Mile. Piskor,
of Warsaw, of being
Europe's only woman
broadcast engineer, has
not long gone unchallenged. H e re is
the young lady who
has
controlled
the
Bucharest musical programmes for several
years.
Electrical engineering is a popular
profession among Rumanian women.
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Italy's New Broadcasting Plans
Increased Power for Propaganda ?
By a Special CorrestJondent
ECAUSE of the pleasant climate, the people's love of outdoor life,
B
and their natural aptitude for music-making on their own account,
broadcast listening has not made the progress in Italy that it has in most
other European countries. Our correspondent, who has just travelled
through Italy, suggests this as a reason why Italian broadrasting tends to
become an instrument of the State rather than a medium of entertainment.

T

HE lure of Italy is not only the
call of the Sunny South. To
listening enthusiasts all o\·cr the
world the sweet-toned contralto
voices of the announcers, the nightingale
interval signals, and the inimitable operatic programmes ensnare the fingers at the
receiver dial.
Italy well knows that her radio voice
has a definite mission as one of the most
powerful means of proclaiming the beauty
of the country, its historv, culture, and
political ideals. Geographically, Italy is
the centre of South-western Europe, and
the Italian broadcasting stations are
eagerly listened to by Yugoslavs, Albanians, Greeks, and many others in whose
countries there are inadequate broadcasting services or none at all.
To her own nationals Italian broadcasting
is not all-important. It is just ten years old.
In 1928 the Italian licences numbered only
63,000, and now thev an' still below the
half-million mark. ()n December 31st,
1934, Italy hacl4SJ,OOO registered licences.

Signor Mussolini does not suffer
from " mike fright."

transmitters at Prato Smeraldo, a
few. miles from the city. Beam
aenals have been installed for the
regular programme sen·iccs to
North and South America and the
Far East.
These transmitters
have just been completed, and
readers will Femember that· the
new regular short-wave programmes were inaugurated on
October 28th last. ·''The wavelengths employed are: 25-4,
31. IJ, 42.9, and 49·3 metres. The
programmes for North America
are broadcast on 49·3 metres. The
25-4-mrtrc waYelength works on
an omni-directional aerial, and
the 42.9-metre wave is employed
for programmes to the Italian
colonies, also from an omnidirectional aerial.

The Two Networks

Broadcasting
House,
Rome, with the aerial
of the I kW. local transmitter.

The Italian stations are linked
up by special music circuits contained in the telephone cables, with the
exception of part of the line to Bolzano, in

Signorina Maria Corsini,
one of the best-known
Italian announcers, in a
sound-proof cabinet attached to the large
studio.

10 k\V., and a new
station will be opened
at Bologna with
kW. in the aerial; the
Rome station will also
have its power increased from
to I20 kW. Moreover, a
second medium-wave station is to be
erected in Rome with a power of 120 kW.
in the aerial.
When I was in Rome recently the station director very kindly drove me out
to see the two new 20 kW. short-wave

so

Operated by a private company Italian
broadcasting makes full use of the natural
facilities of the country. The total power
of the Italian stations is at present
190 kW. By the end of this year 2SO kW.
will have been added. The power of
Bolzano \Yill be increased from I to

so

A Naples engineer synchronising the wavelength with that of Madona. Both stations
tune to a harmonic of Vienna.
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which "wired wireless" is employed.
There are two great programme groupsone for Northern, the other for Southern
Italy. Turin is the programme centre for
the North, Rome for the South. Listmcrs
in l\Iilan, Turin, and Rome arc fortunate
enough to have both the Northern and
Southern programmes, as each of these
towns has small local transmitters, \Yhich,
in the case of Turin and l\Iilan, take the
Southern programme ; and in the c~se of
I<ome it is the Northern. Palenno Js the
exception that p:-oves the
rule. The cable connecting
Palermo to the mainland has
only just been complc:ted, but
is not yet in opcratiou. At
present
Palermo's
p r agrammes are produced independently.
The Italian broadcasting
stations recently started a
series of language lessons for
foreign listeners. The most
popular arc those conducted
for English people by a
young lady in l(ome. Rcspon~e fron1 listcnrrs is very
good indeed, and this departure has certainly been one of

wave station. Here there had
been very few changes since my
last visit, except, of course, that
Father Gianfranceschi, the engineer-in-charge, was no more.
He died a year ago, ancl I missed
the friendly smile ancl ready
hand-shake. The Vatican station
has been equipped with micro\\"a \"C telephony apparatus to pro,-idc straight-line commtmication
\vith the Pope's summer villa at
Castelgonclolfo. The opening of

A typical Radiorurale receiver-a standard
s-valve superhet. for school broadcasting;.

The Teatro de Torino has been acquired for
broadcasting in the same manner as St.
George's Hall, London.
A scene during
rehearsal.

the two 20 k\V. stations in l(orne has
placed the Vatican short-wave station
second on the list with ordinary listeners
as the two E.I.A.R stations seem to enjoy
better range.
The special broadcasts in Albanian,
Arabian, Serbo-Croate, Greek, and Bulgarian are of prime importance to the
nationals concerned, as those countries
have not got adcq uate broadcasting serYice~The special Greek, Albanian, and
also the Bulgarian programmes a IT, I was
as,;med, arranged in friendly contact with
the nation::d authorities concerned, who
grcaU.v appreciate the sen·ice made a\·ail-

INTER- COMMUNICATION
ON FIVE METRES

Micro-wave beam aerial at VR!ican City for
regular communication with the Pop~ 's
summer villa at Castelgondolfo_

the happiest ideas on the part of tho~e
who are interested Ill disseminating
Italian thought.
One day during my stay in Home 1 decided to leave the countrv and cross thr:
borders into the Vatican City. This had
been a comparatively s:mple bu~iness in
1931, but since then Vatican City has ·::ompleted its programme of building, and the
Swiss guards at the gates seem to lcok one
through and through to sec if a camtTa is
carried, or, possibly, a bomb. The doorkeeper farther on was very much mor~
friendly, and ga Ye me the req nired pass
permitting me to clamber up to the short-

able to them by the Italian broadcasting
stations.
The broadcasts in French, English, German and Hungarian are mainly tourist
propaganda and "listener's service," like
the language lessons. At the office of the
Under-Secretary of State for Propaganda
in Rome I was told that all steps were
taken to prevent unnecessary friction with
neighbouring States, and for that reason
these foreign broadcasts were limited to
matters concerning Italy and the Italian
outlook.
It would be wrong to assume that Italian
broadcasting is primarily international in
aim. I ha vc stressed this si de of it, as, to
us who live outside Italy, this is the most
important aspect, and directly affects us.
In the intf'rior Italian broadcasting is
forging steadily ahead, and it is assumed
that the number of pirates not paying
licence fees is at least as large as the r.umber of licence holders. lt~lian receiving
sets have taken the place of imported
ones. and the special "school receiver"
(five-valve superhet.), sold at the reduce,]
price of 500 liras, is a fmc example of
concerted Italian industrial action.
But radio progress in Italy is bound to
remain slow, for plenty of sun, blue skies,
a beautiful country, and in inborn talent
for executin~ music are not naturally conducin to broadcast listening.

Signorina Margherita Tasolini, an ann 1uncer
at Florence, speaks English, French and
German.

FURTIIER s:-ttisfactory t('sts of the
Hcrmes "tranoccin·rs" (portable cornLined transmitter-receivers) are reported.
Good commnnication was maintained b·ctween a network of the four stations located at
Guildford, Hasll-mere, Ewhurst, and Bognor
Regi~. the most notable kat being tlw f,xchangc of clear sign::lls betwec:n the '' tran'iceivers" at Guilcifurcl and Bognor. The distance bctwt"cn thcs(' points puts them ont oi
Yisual range, ;uHl. in addition. thc·re is int{'rvening SCf{'c.·ning by high ground.
The
radiah~d po\\'er of all the stations through.
out the tests was kept below I watt.
.
Bermes "tran3ceivers" were (]{'scribe;[
and illustrated in The Wivc/ess World ol
April rgth, 1935.
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Broadcast Programmes from
Records

r.===(a)=====;'l

Recent Developments in Disc Recording
for Immediate .Replaying
By J. C. G. GILBERT, A.M.I.R.E.
HERE are several alternative systems, each with their special
T
advantages, for making permanent records for rebroadcasting, and
for mobile vans the " sound-on-disc " method undoubtedly offers the best
solution. In this article· the author describes the latest types of cutting
heads and the materials used in the manufacture of records.

U

NDOUBTEDLY many of the
readers of this journal are aware
that the British Broadcasting
Corporation and other broadcasting authorities make considerable use
of recorded programmes.
There are three main systems in use,
namely:(r) The Blattner-Stille magnetic tape.
(2) The cinema film, using the variable area
or variable width systems.
(3) The gramophone record.

weight and consequent lack of portability,
special dynamically balanced self-starting
synchronous motors are frequently used.
Thereby a constant speed is obtained but
precision in the subsequent gears .is necessary to ensure that no mechanical fluctuations reach the turntable. Usually this
is accomplished by using compound
mechanical filters and mounting the
motor on '' Sorbo '' or other vibrationabsorbing material.

Recorder Details
The first two systems have been used
with considerable success but are not withIt is necessary to reduce the speed of the
out their disadvantages for some purposes,
synchronous motor to the desired turnsince it takes a considerable time to rewind table speed by gears, although belt driven
the tape or film (they are bulky), and in
By
reduction is used in some cases.
the case of the cinema film an appreciable means of a special gear box the turntable
time is taken to develop the negative and speed can be set to 33}, 6o or 8o r.p.JD.
Again, by a train of gears a lead screw is
print the positive.
During the past two years several com- driven which carries the tracking arm
panies in England have developed record- across the record. This arm gives straighting apparatus which utilises t~e disc, an_d line tracking, i.e., the amplitude of the cut
the results which can be obtamed by this is displaced go deg. as regards the direcmeans are so good, and the advantages so tion of the groove, and adjustments are
great, that the B.B.C. now r---------~~~~----------.
use this method for a considerable number of their recorded
items.
The
advantages claimed
are:(r) Very low running cost.
(2) Recording with constant
velocity up to ro,ooo cjs.
(3) Background no is e, or
scratch, is at a very low level, ;1nd
is definitely considerably less than
the standard commercial record
pressings.
(4) The record is completely processed and can be played b;:~ck
within two minutes of "cutting."
(5) Records are easily stored
and are not easily damaged.

The recording machine is '----------------------.....;..~
constructed in several ways,
An example of modern tendencies in reco;der designthe "Parmeko '' recording machine.
but the principles involved
apply to every case. It is
necessary to obtain a driving power which provided for obtaining the correct cutting
causes the turntable to revolve at a very needle angle and weight of the cutter on
accurate and constant angular velocity.
the disc. Also, means are available so that
The gravity motor is undoubtedly the best the run-out groove at the end of the record
system to adopt, but, due to its extreme can be made.

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL-----+-

Fig. r._:(a) Section through disc showing
depth and spacing of grooves. (b) Side
elevation of cutting stylus.

In some cases the recording machine i~
designed so that the first groove starts at
the inside and the tracking arm traverses to
the outer edge. By this means an approximately equal top note cut-off in the reproduction is obtained. It will be seen from
inspection of a commercial record that the
diameter of the inner recorded groove is
about four inches, and as the record is
designed to be played at 78 r.p.m. the
velocity under the needle point is approximately r6 inches per second.
In the
case of the outer groove of a 12-inch
disc the velocity is approximately 46
inches per second, and therefore the
length of the groove occupied for a note of
the same time duration is nearly three
times as long. Thus the distance between
successive peaks of constant frequency
notes is compressed three times at the
centre as compared with the outer groove,
and as the needle point is sharper at the
commencement of a playing it can more
easily cope with small wavelengths. As
the needle tracks outwards the finite size
of the needle point increases, and as the
peak separation also increases a sensibly
constant level is maintained. The average
pitch of the spiral is o.min., i.e., roo
grooves to the inch, the groove occupying
o.oo6in., and the wall separating the
grooves o.oo4in.
Hence the maximum
amplitude of the cut on consecutive
grooves cannot exceed o.oorsin. lest the
walls break down. Therefore, if we record
a note of 250 cj s with an amplitude of
o.oorsin. the corresponding amplitude at
ro,ooo c, 1 s is o.ooo0375in., as the amplitude is inversely proportionate to frequency. This figure is approximately the
,~ranular size of the special material used
in the p1anufacture of the record. Below
250 c / s special means are adopted so that
the maximum amplitude never exceeds
o.oorsin. and the reproducing system is
compensated for the loss.
The cutter head works on the electro-
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Broadcast Programmes irom Recordsmagnetic principle and is similar to a
balanced-armature loud speaker unit. It
records at approximately " constant
velocity " over the 250-ro,ooo
c / s range, and by means of
spring and rubber clamping the
notes below about 250 c s are
cut at approximately constan~
amplitude.
The armature
consists of special soft iron
having a low permeability
figure and is actuated by the
AC current passing through the
surrounding coils.
The cutting stylus or needle
is manufactured from exceedingly hard steel, and is
ground to be about o.o4in.
wide, the cutting edges having
an angle of 6o degrees. During
cutting the needle is arranged
to cut a groove between
o.oo2m. and o.o035in. in
depth, the angle of the needle
to the face of the record being
2 to 3 degrees from vertical
against the direction of travel,
thus enabling the '' swarf '' to
be thrown clear of successive
grooves.
The most important item is
the record itself. In Cermany
and France a disc of glass or
aluminium coated with gelatine
is popular. Latterly, developments in Germany have led to
the manufacture of a disc
coated with a soft synthetic
resinous compound, · which,
when cut, is hardened by
baking at a constant temperature in an oven. Both gelatine
and the resin suffer -from a common
defect, such that if the consistency
thickens and chemical mixing is not perfect, the hardening process causes unequal
minute shrinkages which create distortion.
The English developments have been in

the direction of producing aluminium discs
coated with a cellulose and/ or acetate
compound. Various manufacturers have
produced different formulre and the

surface is wiped with a chemical solution
which rapidly hardens the outer skin and
allows the operator to complete the record
ready for replaying within about two
minutes.
As this recording system can
produce results which arc comparable with direct broadcasting it is essential that the
associated apparatus should be
of the highest quality. At the
Stroud Recording Studio in
Baker Street, where a number
of the Continental programmes
are recorded, a piezo-crystal
microphone and two-valve preamplifier is used. The mixer
panel allows the operator to
mix tvvo incoming circuits, and
the whole amplifying apparat u s is resistance-capacity
coupled, terminating with an
output stage giving an unclistorted output of 8 watts at 2
per cent. and 11.5 watts at 5
per cent. harmonic content.

Avoiding Distortion
Although the cutter head
requires an input of only three
or four watts to cut the maximum allowable amplitude it
was found desirable to have a
very large factor of safety, and
thereby exclude any suspicion

The " sound-on-disc " principle
has been adopted for the B.B.C. 's
mobile recording unit.

records have a beautifully even and
glistening black surface. 1.he '' swarf ''
which is thrmn1 off during cutting does
not powder but consist,; of a long thread
which is brushed awav to the centre of
the record. \Vhen tbZ· record is cut the

of amplitude or frequency distortion in the
amplifying equipment.
It is a well-known fact that all electromagnetic reproducers possess a number of
resonances with a major one caused by
the mechanical resonance point of the

Fig. 2.--(Right) General layout
of recording apparatus. A gear
box is included to give turntable
speeds of 33~, 6o or 8o r.p.m.

Fig. 3.--(Below) Connections of
" play-back '' apparatus. Steel
needles can be used on the
special records if the pick-up is
of the piezo-electric type.

PIEZO CRYSTAl
PICK-UP

MONITORING
LOUD SPEAKER

j
TWO OR
THREE-WAY
MIKER

COMPENSATED
AMPLIFIERS

TWO OR THREE
TURNTABLES
TO TRANSMITTER

armature. The same hold,; gootl in the
electro-magnetic recording cutter head, and
this resonance, which· occur~ usually
between 3,000-5,000 c is, is suppressed by
means of electrical damping and a filter
circuit.
The over-all frequency characteristic of
the amplifiers, cutter and record is
checked by the very simple optical method
evolved by G. Buchnan and E. Mever
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(described in E.N.T., vol. 7, page 147,
1930). It was found that the cut produced
on lateral velocity or velocity amplitude
records could be measured if a constant
sine wave input was fed into the amplifier by means of a beat frequency oscillator. If a parallel-sided ray of light falls
on the record from an oblique angle the
reflected ray shows a bright band, the
width of which is directly proportional to
the velocity amplitude. In other \\Ords, if
the over-all characteristic is flat and the
input constant the reflected beam will have
parallel sides.
The finished record can be replayed by
means of a trailing needle on ordinary
acoustic machines, and where the reproducer has a piezo-electric pick-up, due to
the light weight of the needle on the record
and the extremely light lateral damping,
one can take the advantage of using
ordinary loud steel needles.

This type of recording apparatus is finding a large number of applications as, for
instance, in broadcasting stations where it
is necess:try to record a speech or any ikm
which is to be played back later. Again,
it is used for rehearsals and, in film studios,
for checking the sound before the actual
film is taken. Also colleges of music are
taking up this apparatus, for, by means of
records, pupils can hear their mistakes and
more easily rectify them.
The B.B.C. han now fitted out a
)Tiobile recording van \Yhich will tour the
country to record interesting items for later
transmission.
Several amateur film societies have installed duplicate recording machines, and
by coupling these to the cameras either
mechanically or electrically can synchronise sound witlt the film and produce
talkies which, from a " sound " point of
view, compare very favourably with the
best commercial talkie procluctiops.

Gas-filled Amplifier Valve
New American Output Valve for Low .. voltage System
ETAILS o[ a new valve of unusual
interest which would appear to solve
the problem of obtaining a large undistorted output when only a low HT voltage is available are given in the June issue
of Q.S.T. by J. R. Nelson and James D. Le
Van. The data shows that for an HT supply
of I IO volts an outout of over 7 watts can
be obtained for lesi than 5 per cent. third
harmonic <iistortian!
The valve is fitted with an indirectly
heated cathode, the heater consuming o.6
ampere at o.3 volts, which is surrounded
by two grids and an anode. The inner grid
is termed the cathanode, for it serves the dual
purpose of anode and cathode to the two
halves of the valve. It acts as the cathode
of a conventional triode, of which the other
grid and the anode are the remaining electrodes, and it also functions with the true
cathode as the anode of a gas discharge
tube.
The valve is filled with mercury
vapour and the cathanode is maintained at
a positive potential of some IO volts. The
discharge, therefore, occurs between the true
cathode and the cathanode. The velocity of
the electrons, however, is great enough for
many to shoot through the cathanode, which
may consequently be n·garded as a cathode
emitting electrons with an initial velocity
cquivalent to about r volt. Thc control grid
and anode then function in the manner of
an ordinary triode.
Two points result from this construction.
It is readily possible to make the grid and
anode physically large and so capable of dissipating a considerable amount of heat, and
a very high mutual conductanuc with a low
AC resistance is obtainable. \Vith the RKroo valve the mutual conductance is 12.0
mA (V with IOO volts anodt: potential and
2.5 volts negative grid bias when the ionising
current to the inner grid is ISO mA., and it
rises to no less than 20 mA. IV when this
curr<•nt is increased to 250 mA. The AC
resistances for these conditions are of the
order of 4, roo ohms and 2,500 ohms.
Unlike the conventional trioclc, the control grid takes an appreciable current under
all conditions. [t is, howev<·r, small, with
. a negative grid bias, so that the input resist-

D

ancc of the valve is high, although lower
than that of an ordinary evacuated valve.
The valve is not confined to the output stage
of a receiver, for it may also be used as an
HF amplifier in transmitters and as an
oscillator, in which role it will function at as
low a wavelengt:1 as 2 metres.
For receiver us·~ the valve will undoubtedly
find its chief function in the output stages
of sets designed for operating from 100 volts
DC supplies, for the provision of an adequate output in such sets has hitherto been
a matter of extreme difficulty. There is no
doubt, however, that it would prove extremely useful in small transmitters also.

Brush "Laboratory"
Microphone
Designed and Calibrated for
Frequencies up to 20,000 cfs.

T

HE majority of high-quality microphon~.-;. giv:' an output free from. i rrcgulanhes m the bass and nnddlc
register, but the ~urve gcncrallv "!Jrr:aksup '' towards the top, calling fo~ corr<:ction
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l1y means of either mechanical or electrical
filters.
In the HothcnuclBru~h
piezo-electric
microplHmcs employing "wund- cell"
con:-;truction it has
lwcn ohsetTed that
departure from cons t a n t o u t p u talthough twgligible
for most purposescommence:; at a fretptency a p p r ox imatdy half that of
the
n·sona nt
frequency
of
cells.
Cnnsequcntly in the
lahoratorv standard
microp"honc, cksigned to he free
from errors up to
zo,ooo c Is, the cells
hav<· natural p<·riods
of 4r,ooo cjs. They
arc
only
7 / 32in.
s·qnarc, and do not
int ro<iuce
apprecia b I e
diffraction
dfccts for sound
waves in the plane o[
The Brush laboratory
t h e cells.
Their
standard piezoelectric microphone
natural freq ucncies
is mounted directly
arc tncasun:d elecon its pre-amplifier.
trically by plotting
an in1pcdance curvc>,
and four cells connec1.ul in snics-pclralld arc
used in Pach microJ.>honc.
\Vith a natural period as high as 41,ooo
c js it is reasonable to infer that the re~vonsc
up to 2.0 ,ooo c Is will be flat. The m a kl·rs,
huwcvc·r, have not been content with that
assumption, and have clcvisccl a method of
direct ~alibration. The source of sound is
a Rochelle salt crystal with a natmalpcriml
of Ioo,ooo c /s, to which a constant n>ltage
is applied at different frequencies. Good
agn·<·nH·nt has been established with other
reliable, if less direct, methods of calibration, and the microphone may be safely
assumed to be flat up to 1 5,ooo c 1s, with a
I dh. rise at zo,ooo cls.
The output is about 14 db. bdow thre
larger standard Brush cell, ancl the micro·
phone is mounted directly ou a pre-ampliJicr,
one conductor being the supporting tube
;md the other a fine bronze wire stretched
tight and mounted centrally in the tube.
Thl· group nf cells is protected by a spheriGll
gauze shidd approximately 1 ~in. in diameter.
The microphones arc bnilt and calibraterl
only to special order, and full particulars
arc obtainable from R. A. Rothcrmcl, Ltd.,
Cantnbury Hoad, London, N.\Y.IJ.

UNIVERSAL OUTPUT METER
T HE

impedance range of
the latest power out put
meter made by E. K. Cole,
Ltd., is adjustable from z
to 2o,ooo
ohms in 4"

logaritl,mic
steps.
Frequency errors do not r·xcced
2} ptT cent. up to 12,ooo
c;'s and the voltage rang~~
of the instrument is from
o.3 to 200 volts.
This is
<·quivaknt to a power rang;;
of 5 micro-watts to 2 watts,
but for short periods powers
np to 5 watts may !JC: absorbed.
The pric.e of the
new instrument is ,{2o.

2lSf,

"Ekco " Type TF235 output meter.
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Current Topic s
" Hush-Hush " Regional
Scheme
DISCONTENT in France over
the delay in launching the
Regional Scheme is becoming
more
pronounced.
Several
French radio journals publish
the dates on which it was
officially announced that certain
stations
would
open,
namely, Lyons and Toulouse,
November, 1934; Lille and Paris
P.T.T., January, 1935; and
Marseilles,
February,
I935·
These stations are still silent.

Germany's Radio Trial
QFFICIALS of the former
German broadcasting organisation are appealing to the
German Supreme Court against
sentences passed upon them last
week after a trial which began
in the autumn of 1934.
Dr.
Hans Bredow was sentenced to
six months' imprisonment awi
a fine of 5,ooo marks for offences
against German company law,
and Dr. Kurt Magnu~. for the
same offences, was sentenced to
five months' imprisonment and
a fine of 4,ooo marks.

Events of the
Week zn
Brief Review

Colour Television

Trolley Bus Interference

ACCORDING to the Brussels
correspondent of The Times,
M. Leon Damas, of Charleroi,
has invented a television system
by which sound and image are
transmitted simultaneously on
the same wave, the natural
colours of the televised object
being clearly reproduced.

£LECTRICAL interference was
keenly
debated at the
Annual Conference of the Tramways,
Light
Railways
and
Tnnsport Association in Llandudno last week. The author
of a paper on the equipment of
trolley bus routes (a member of
the staff of the English Electric
Co.) mentioned the difficulty of
fttting effective choke coils on
the trolley bus collector gear.
An effective method had, he
said, been tested which involved
the use of condensers, with
earthed centre points, across the

For Goose-hunters Only
FROM our vVashington correspondent:"Goose-hunting is duck-soup
for one ingenious Nimrod, wh·:J
has contrived a way of using
electrical
transcriptions
ahd
loud speakers as decoys.
"Tobe Deutschmann, radio
manufacturer of Canton, Mass.,
has made himself the envy of
most goose-hunters by recording the conversation of two live
geese,
each
record
playing
fifteen minutes of that kind of
chatter. Around the gunning
stand of his Cape Cod retreat
he has mounted four loud
speakers, with control dials running to the turntables. As a
flock of geese approach, the
speakers are given the juice, and

A

5-Metre Field Day

SERIES of field days for
testing s·metre receivers,
types of transmitting aerials and
their directional properties, is
being organised by the Golders
Green
and
Hendon
Radio
Society, and the first will be held
on Sunday next, June 23rd.
The transmitters co-operating are
sRD, zJU, 5BO, zGG, 6SI aml
sCD.
Amateurs interested are invited
to join the party at 9·45 a.m.,
at the top of Brocldey Hill,
Elstrce.

Broadcast Brevities
By Our Special Cm-respondent
Bountiful and Free
IT is so rare, in this world, to
obtain something for nothin~.
that many listeners, I feel sure,
'smell a· rat" in the offer of
free seats for the B. B.C. variety
broadcasts. I can assure evcryOIFJ interested that there is no

Woman Stops Man-made
Static
l\Ille. Piskor, of
A LTHOUGH
\Varsaw, and the lady engineer at Bucharest, whose
portrait appears in this issue,
mav be the only women en~int'ers n·gularly employed at
broadcasting stations, Norway
Ins a woman static hunter in
:\ille. Agm·s Moe, who is in
charge of the Post OtflCe campaign at Kragero against cl.ectrical interference.
Accordmg
to our Scandinavian correspon<lent, l\1lle. Moe has traced
and silenced 122 cases of manmade static.

5-metre Opportunities
VERY Fridav afternoon, be·
tween 3 and 5 p.rn.' 5-metre
transmissions are made from the
Portsmouth Municipal Colleg~"
tower with the call sign G6PU.
Rl:ports will be welcomed by Mr.
t\lbert Parsons at the College.
From station GziN, Southport,
special 5-metre tests will. be carried out on June 3oth w1thout a
break from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
when attempts will be made to
w::>rk otlwr ultra·short wave
stations. Transmissions will be
[rom a hilltop eight miles from
Southport. Reports will be wel·
comrd bY .\lr. W. Johnson, Har.
mony rluuse, I16, Cambridge
Roa~l.
Tests on 5 metres are con·
ducted on Sundays from 10 a. m.
onwarrls by Mr. T. H. Stn~eter,
G5CM, The Schoolhouse, Alfolu,
Surrey. Reports are welcomed.

line at intervals of a furlong.
Several speakers in the ensuing
discussion reported better results in bus operation, with less
interference, from the use of
cast-iron sliding collector shoes
in place of trolley pole wheels.

Broadcasting House, Portland
Place' London, vV. I' and envelopc's
should
be
marked
"Audience" in the top lefthand corner.

Empire Service Surprise

THE

B.B.C. Empire service
has taken an amazing
leap towards popularity in the
last four months, to judge from
the number of letten received
from listeners in all parts of the
world.
No doubt the Jubilee
broadcasts are partly respon·
sible.
:\lr. J. B. Clark, Empire Progr<J.mme Director, says that in
1933 his department received
11,250 letters.
In 1934 the
figure increased to 13,500; yet.
the first four months of 1935
brought in 13,574-slightly more
than the total for the whole cf
the previous year.

Recordings on Cable Ships

E

RADIO ON THE "NORMANDIE." France's record-breaking liner
carries three separate radio installations working on long, medium
and short wavebands respectively, the maximum transmitting power
being 2.5 kilowatts.
As our picture shows, the radio room is
exceptionally large.

the babble ot a thousand geese
is simulated. Closer and closer
come the visiting geese, and c•fl
go the guns.
" Until the geese get ac
quaintcd with the ramificatiorcs
of radio, this decoy system
should be the real ' l\1cCoy.' ''

I.E.E. Wireless Section

1\fR. R. A.

WATSON WATT,
B.Sc. (Eng.), has been
electPd Chairman of the Wireless SPction of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers for the year
1935-1936.

catch in it; this offer of free
seats is no plot to get together
a submissive crowd to be drilled
into applauding or booing at
appropriate moments. No one
is en·n invited to contribute to
the current "\Veek's Good
Causl'," though why not, I fail
to understand.

Applications Welcomed
1-here are still some vacancies
for the variety broadcasts in St.
George's H<1ll . and applications
are welcomed. They should be
addressed
to
the
B.B.C.,

CABLE laying 1s a rare process nowadays, as most ot
the work has already been done.
Th"' main function of the cable
f\<';et is repair work.
Laurence Gilliam's "Cable
Ship " programme, to be broadcast on July 1oth, largely concerns the cable ship " l\Iirror,"
which is one of the biggest of a
fleet owned by a large British
cable company. It will depict <.J
panorama o£ cable routes, in·
eluding the clespa tch of a mes·
sage to London which is interrupter!. Listeners will hear how
i.he fault is traced and go with.
the ship tu the scene of the interruption, thus getting an outline
of thr delicate navigation needed
to lcca te the exact spot. The
whole operation will be illustrated in detail by actual record-:
ings made in the ship.

6r6
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UNBIASED
Misinterpreted
OME little perturbation has arisen in
the minds of sewral good folk by my
report of a station sending out a programme of a type which '' would bring
a blush of shame ewn to the hardent·d
cheeks of a boule\ ardicr of :\Iontmartre
or Manchester." As one correspondent
puts it, " The programme you heard must
indeed be beyond the pale if it \Yould
shock the susceptibilities of the type of
person you rnention."
I fear that readers haw· quite misinterpreted my meaning, am! I can assure
anxious mothers that thev need not forbid
the children to listen -to foreign programmes; in any case, such a Ycto \\·ot!ld
naturally serve merely to strmgthen their
resolution to do so. One good lady in a
somewhat lengthy epistle paints a lurid
picture of what teleYision programmes are
likely to consist of if even ordinary broadcasting can thus offencl good ta~tc, and
she tells me that she has clefinitdv forbidden her nephew to pure has•,: the- highdefinition television recei,·er for \1 bich he
has been saving up his pennies. I can
assure her quite definitely, howcnT, that
such programmes as she describes arc
never broadcast, and in any case IW highdefinition television is, as yet, racliatecl
from Paris.

S

M.A. (Oxon), D.L. TV. (Ass.)
DID not inten~ my recent brief resume
of my academic career to be taken as
a hint to universities ancl other scab of
learning to bestow upon me honorary
degrees. It is quite eYiclent, hmYe\·er,
that my intentions haYe been thus
wrongly interpreted, for I haw h'Cn considerably embarrassed hy tde;.;rams, ex-

I

Me in my full
regalia.

press letters and other mgcnt communica~ions from the various agents \\ hich
foreign institutes and other seats of learning maintain in this country on the look
out for business.
Not only have I been tronblecl by these
communications offering me '' their best
terms," but in some cases I have received
parcels from the agents containing cap

By
FREE GRID
and go\'.11, and full academicals sent
C 0. D. The hoods, with their pretty
colours, certainly look very tempting, and
1\Irs. Free Grid has spent a long week-end
trying them on herself and endeavouring
to choose a hood to match my complexion.
After much \"acillation I have at last
decided to accept a doctorate of long
\\"aYes conferred on me by the university
of Asskosh, Pa., and in the accompanying
sketch you see me in my full regalia. This
degree must not be confused with the
D.S.W. (Doctor of Short Wa,·es) referr~d
to in the "Current Topics " section of
this journal for May 31st, as having been
mooted by the International DX'ers
Alliance.
I suppose that sooner or later I shall
haw to rnake the long journey across the
Atlantic in order to visit the Senate Hou~e
of the uniwrsity and have the degree
officially conferred on me by the chancellor. I shall be glad if, in future, readers
\rill remember that, when writing to me,
politeness demands that they 'add the
letters D.L.W. after my name, and, of
course, address me as doctor.

A Flagrant Case
or maybe it was
SHAKESPEARE,
Homer, once put it on record that in
his opinion there \Yas nothing half so
sweet in life as love's young dream. I
would prefer not to express an opinion on
the matter myself, but, judging by the
number of " estates" which are springing
up e\ erywherc and disfiguring the countryside, it is quite evident that the average
jcrry builder is in full agreement with the
remark.
1\Iany and ingenious are the \\·i!es by
which these gentry induce. intending
Bencdicts to put clown the necessary halfcrml·n deposit and sign away the greater
part of their income for the rest of their
!ivcs, but up to the present their conduct
has at least been honest, legally if not
morally. I regret to observe, howevcT,
that certain of them have now adopted
tactics which bring them into direct conflict with the law, and I trust that the
competent authority will take the necessary action. The circumstances are as
follmrs.
As many people know, when young folk
arc at a romantic age, before the hard
facts of lite in the form of the monstrous
charges of our educational establishments
have brought them to earth with a healthy
thud, their one desire is to dwell and
bring up their families in sylvan surround-

ings amid the sound of the birds. Certain
estate bnilclcrs have, for a long time,
been catering for this sort of thing, and
h;n·e been inserting in their advertisements
the statement that one of the principal
attractions of their hideous bungaloid excrescences is that the songs of thrushes and
ni12,htingales are on tap day and night.
I had, of course, regarded such stakment,; as merely the usual builder's lie,
and I \Yas therefore pleasantly surprised
on Yisiting a certain estate in the company of a prospective son-in-law to find
the air !1llecl with the melody of the mavis,
\vhich seemed to emanate from every tree
in the neighbourhood. I was consiclerahly astonishea, however, to find that the
same song \Yas coming from the various
branches of all the trees. I was still more
astonished to find that a stone flung into
the foliage failed to frighten the songster;;.
Mistaken for a
blackbird.

Jkcnming suspicious I shinned up a
neighbouring tree and, carefully climbing
out on to one of the branches, I found
a tiny loud speaker, while others could
be st·cn r,n neighbouring branches. As
I dc:-;cendecl I was struck by a missle
from a catapult fired by a small boy
below \rho hac! evidently mistaken me for
a blackbird.
Poking about at the base of the treL',
I \-cry soon came across an ultra-shwt
wave receiver coupled up to the loud
speaker in the branches.
Other trees
were similarly equipped.
Naturally, I suspected that the transmiltl'r \Yas in the builder's office, ancl so
indeed it \\as, but instead of the gramophon~· turntable which I had expected to
see I found a small boy chivvying half
a dozen wretched thrushes in a cage, from
the top of 11·hich was suspended a microphone. He \Yas, he explained, paid sixpence an hour to keep the thrushes stirred
into activity. As i~ was Saturday afternoon I \Yas unable to get into touch with
his rascally superiors, but I had the satisfaction of releasing the thrushes and broadca,:ting, via the microphone and loud
speakers, a suitable commentary on the
whole affair.
Such a state of affairs is s0 obviously a
flagrant violation of the laws of this
country regarding cruelty to animals that
I think that at last these gentry have over:?tf:pj)':'l the ma~k, and I invite the :·ario.us
animal protectwn societies t6 take tlw ·
necessary action.
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Aperiodic Aerial Transformers
A New Design : Stalloy Iron Cores in
HF Circuits

ALT~NATIVE

TAPS FOR AERIAL

By R. I. KINROSS
ELL-KNOWN methods for increasing the frequency range
of low-frequency apparatus
often find a similar application
at radio frequencies. An example of this
appears in the design of an aerial transformer for use with a receiver such as the
recently described "Single Span," in
which ·no accurate signal pre-selection is
required. What is required, however, is
as large a step-up as possible over a band
of frequencies extending from ISO to I,soo
kc 1s, and as sharp a cut-off as possible
outside this band.
The impedance of an aerial is seldom
less than 3,000 ohms at ISO kcls. For
reasonably high efficiency on long waves
the primary of the transformer should
therefore have an impedance of about
30,000 ohms, which is equivalent to an
inductance of 2S millihenrys. For a stepup ratio of 2: r the secondary, assuming
unity coupling coefficient, would then
have to be roo millihenrys. In practice
it is found impossible to wind such a coil
without either: (r) introducing so much
self-capacity as to ruin the performance
towards I, soo kc Is ; (2) obtaining a very
low coupling coefficient in order to avoid
introducing this self -capacity.
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1/64"THICK

Construction of an untuned aerial transformer, with an iron core of "LF " material.

measurements on this transformer was
27 fJ-p.F. This includes stray capacities
due to wiring, and is more than need occur
when the transformer is actually incorporated in a carefully designed receiver.
Even so, care should be taken to keep the
stray capacities across the secondary down
to as low a figure as possible, since any
reduction below 27 f<pF will have th.:
effect of shifting the medium-wave hump
over to the right of the figure, and so
increase the gain at 200 metres. No fears
need be entertained ·of obtaining too low
a capacity, since the self-capacity of the
actual winding, together with the signalgrid I earth capacity of the first valve and
reflected aerial capacity, will always
ensure an adequate minimum.
It is most important that this coil should
not be doped in any way. Humidity tests
have been carried out without producing
any change, but the application cif elope
reduces the gain at 200 metres by about
IS db.

Practical Details

c
z

00!

c
z

The alternative is to aim at reasonable
efficiency in the middle of the band as a
straightforward transformer, and arrange
for a resonance at each end of the range
to be covered. The primary of the transformer tuned by the aerial capacity will
provide a resonance towards ISO kc Is,
while the leakage inductance, together
with the self and external stray capacities,
will boost up signals towards r,soo kcls.
A core of high effective permeability
should be used, and Stalloy stampings, as
employed in LF circuits, have been found
suitable. The introduction of such a core
has the effect of increasing the primary
and secondary inductance values and
coupling coefficient, but hardly affects the
leakage inductance, thus enabling a bigger
band width to be covered between the two
points of resonance. The reason the leakage inductance value is scarcely affected
by the introduction of the stalloy core is
due to the fact that, though the common
flux tends to be increased by deflecting
some of the original leakage flux through
the core, the presence of the latter also
encourages an increase in flux round each
separate winding, and the two effects are
found to cancel out approximately.
Thus the introduction of the iron core
will reduce the frequency of the primary
resonance and leave the resonance at the
high-frequency end of the band unchanged.

0
0

"'·

FREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLES

Characteristics of the transformer described
in the text when used with two different
aerials.

In practice these results may very easily
be achieved in the form of an auto-transformer consisting of a '' scrambled '' winding of 6oo turns of 4I SWG silk- and
enamel-covered copper wire wound on a
tin. diameter former between cheeks tin.
apart. The aerial should be tapped in
somewhere between quarter- and half-way
from the inner end of the winding, the
bigger the aerial, of course, the lower th'~
tap which should be used.
Ordinary
Stalloy laminations ,/,in. thick, and cut
to a size rtin. long and tin. wide, should
be used. Stalloy is in this case better than
special core materials recommended for
radio-frequency >vork, because it has a
higher effective permeability at ISO kc Is,
and the losses which it introduces are
actually beneficial in this case in preventing sharp peaks at the resonant points
which, should one fall at a wavelength
close to that of a local transmitter, would
very probably introduce cross-modulation.
It will be noticed that the input capacity
of the valve voltmeter used for taking

THE RADIO INDUSTRY

PYEscn·enPd
RADIO, LTD., tell us that the low-loss
cable with ceramic insulation as
employed in thP latest Pye sds has been made
available to tlw g(•neral public. Tt may be
obtained from P.ve service agents at a cost of
7d. per ft .

La vino (London), Ltd., of 43, Fen church
StrPet, London, E.C.J, hav<· now produc<:>d a
comprehPnsiv<, catalogue of machinery usPd
in th,.. manufacture of drv batteries.
The
firm also Sj>PCialis<· in !h(· supply of materials
for thP dry-battery industry .

A new !older dealing with the Goltone Statoformer System is now available from Ward &
Goldstorlt', Lie!., Frederick Road, Manchester,
W.G.

A new list icsued bv Durne-Jones and Co.,
Ltd .. of 2<)(>, Bornuf!;il High Street, London.
S.E:r, dc"scrilws in ddail the various types
of Magnum multi-contact switches manufaCtured by this firm.
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Listeners' Guide for the
CREAM OF THE
REVUES

A SPORTING WEEK

SPORTI:>G l:\'P!lts are \Yell to
the fore in the broadcasts for
the next seven days. Wimbledon tennis naturalh· take,; the
first place, and it is- good mws
that those very experienced
commentators, CoL K
H.
Brand and Captain H. B. T.
Wakelam, will be sharing the
task of translating sight into
sound.
The Petersen v. N cusd tight
promises almost as much excitement for listeners as for
those in the ring seats.
1 HE HIGH JUMP

No event in the International
Horse Show at Olympia is
more spectacular than the competition for the King Georgc V
Gold Cup. The finest military
riders and jumpers in the \mrlcl
take part. On Monday afternoon ·next on the National
wavelengths Major H. F.
Faudel-Phillips, one of the
greatest authorities on horsemanship, will give a running
commentary which can hardly
fail to be genuinely exciting.
DO WE CARE?

"THAT the B.B.C. Cares
Nothing for its Listeners" is
the irreverent title of an impromptu debate to take place
in the Regional studio on l\J onday. It is rumoured that a
counter debate will be started
on the subject: "That Its Lis~
teners Care Nothing for the
B.B.C."
AN H. G. WELLS STORY

THE almost complete absence of dialogue in H. G.
_Wells' short story, "The Coun-

" DEUCE 1 " Throughout next week running commentarie·; will
be given by Col. Brand and Capt. Wakelam on the AII-England Lawn
Tennis Club Championship meeting. Regular programmes wiil be
broken into daily at approximately 2.50, 3.30, 4.30 and 6 p.m.

trv of the Blind," made the
w;>rk of radio adaptation difficult whm E. King Bull undertook it for the broadcast in J anuary, 1933.
That he surmounted the difficulty is shown
h)· the fact that the 'script was
approved by the author him~:·lf.
'' The Country of the.
Blind " will be heard again in
the National programme on
J unc 25th and in the Regional
r>n June 27th.
The story deals \Yith a lonely
a ncl undiscon·red \'allev inhabited hy a sightless race, ancl
the- strange adventures which
befall a man from the outside
world who stravs into this mvsterious country".
"

CROONING

LovERS of crooning han· a
treat in store on \Vedm·sclay
next when Grcta Kelkr, one of
the first crooners in America
and one of the earliest broaucastc·rs from Savoy Hill, \vill
give a fifteen-minutes e-ntertainmerit in the H.egional programme.

MONTHLY

\\.ED)IESDAY's "R.eview C>[
J.\cvues, '' presided over hv
Nelson Keys, will skim th·,~
cream from the monthlv !THE'.'
\\hi eh ha\·e been gi,-(,n sine.:
January last (National). Thi-;
1nay explain \\·hy the R.B.C.
re~olutely refused to give rqwat
performances of these cl en' r
L~ntertainmcnts, nearlv all nf
which deserved a secc;nd hcarmg.
In addition to N dson
1\:cy,; the cast will include
Patrick Waddington, Betty
Da,·is, .Joan Carr, Hermior:c~
Gingold, C. Denier Warrrn awl
the Radio Three. The B.B.C.
Variety Orchestra will be condiicted by Mark Lubbock.
PETERSEN v. NEUSEL

LIONEL SECCOli!BE is again
commentator in the broadc:.\~t
of the Intemational Heavy\\·cight Boxing contest between
Jack Petersen and \Valter Ncnsd in the Regional progralllllh~

HOLLYWOOD IN B.B.C.
VARIETY

THE deep bass voicl' of Nuah
Beery, the Hollywood film star,
will be heard in the third J ubilee "Music Hall" on Thursday
next, .June 27th. The n·mainder of the bill is filled bv wdlknown stars of the musiZ. haik
There are the :\lil!~
Brothns,
famoth
for their close harmony
numbers;
Will Fvfe, the irrcp r e s s. i b l e Scot ;
Leslie Sarolly and
LesliP Holmc"·,; and
the celebrated Billv
Bennett, wbo \\iil
appear bdore the
microphone as
'' Almost a GentlPman.''

MAGNA CARTA SUNDAY will be observed
by a special service to
be broadcast in the
Regional programme
from Egham Parish
Church on June 23rd.
The Rev. A. C. Tranter,
vicar, is here seen
decorating the church
with escutcheons of the
trustee baro-ns.

11_;,· rn:rr't'S.\': •. F;"/Ju

'

n·,·~k'.\'."

NOAH BEERY, the Hollywood
star, who makes his first British
broadcast in '' Music Hall '' on
Thursday next in the National
programme.

on T uescla y next. This \Yil! be
a rvftlrrl match, Neusd beinn·
the ''inner of the pr-evim~
cnnkst, when Pctersen retired
\\·ith a damaged eye.
SALVATION ARMY BROADCAST

To-NIGHT (Friday) at 8.30
Colonel Matv Booth, leader of
the Danish- section of the
Salvation Army, will be speaking in English at the Army"s
annual Convention in Copenhagen. The ceremony will be
relayed by Copenhagen and
Kalundborg.

\
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Veek

A ROYAL BROADCAST

H.!VI.

Kl~<;

GusTAF oF
~\\'EDEK is to broadcast from
:\Iotab to-clay at 2-40 p.m.
dming the cdcbrations in connection with the 350 years'
<il1niversary of the S\\Tdi:',h
harbour city of H:i.rni.isand.
King Gustaf, in spite of his
age, is a notable sportsman,
especially at tennis, and in intC'rnational tournaments he
u:-;uallv appears incognito as
"l\lr.. G."

is being
celebrated throughout Nor\\' a y
to - morrow
nigh t
DAY

I

TEUTONIC HILARITY

fare
stations

\\'FEK-Fl\IJ

Ccrnl<lll

from tlw
is nearly

l

J

LESSER-KNOWN OPERAS

THE European stations seem
to han: concentrated on lessnknown operas in their prugrJmmes for the next seven
days.
To-night (Friday·) at
().}0 Sottens gives excerpts
from " Tell," an opera by
Don:t, and to-morrow at 8.50
Rome offers Sepilli' s operetta
in three <J.cts, " La nave
rossa." On Monday, follm\mg
the
performance
uf
Mozart's
one - act
opera
cmmque, "D('l· Schauspiddin·ktor" at 8.30, Strasbourg
\Yill give '' Les trois boss us,''
a one-act farce with music by

/I
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:lO.LJNE TELEVISION

I

:
I

Baird Process Transmissions.

l Vision 261.1 m. ; Sound 296.6m.

I

I

l

I

I

I

I

\

l

!'viONDAY. JUNE 24th.
11.15-12.0 p.m.

!
J

l Billy Kershaw (the Personality l
Dancer); Dorothe, and Jack l
l
\

(variety dancers);

:
:

(entertainer); Monti Ryan (s::mgs :
and dances); Sydney .Jerome's :

Eric Barker \

:

Quintet.

\

I
I

\

l

I
I

WEDNESDAY. JUNE 26th

11.0-11.45

! '' Hun2arian
l
:
\
:
I

p.m.

Goulasch" :-Har. .
riet .Bcnnett and John Hendrik
(song~) ; Ceorgie Harr;s (come...
dian) and Dcrra de Noroda, with
Sydney Jerome's Orchestra.

C A R I L L 0 N. An unusual
glimpse of the tower of St.
Coleman 's Cathedral, Queenstown, from which the chimes
are frequently
relayed by
Athlone.

:\Il'SICAL detective plays are
extrerneh· rare, but the Munic!1
station i~ not deterred by thi,.;
fact, for the first performance~
of such <1. play, ''Take Care of
J\iacDown," is to be broadcast
at 8-45 p.m. on Wednesday
next.
NATIONAL
music
again
figures in a munber of broadcasts. To-night (Friday) at 7
Leipzig offers a concert of
Egerland Folk Music, and :1t
8 o'clock Stockholm gives
Swedish music by Folke Jonsson (songs) and Ingricl Kjellstrom (piano).
Stuttgart, :1t
10.30, also gives a folk song
programme.
To-morrow (Saturday) at
8. ro Luxembourg gives French
music by the Station Orchestn
with Szigeti as solo violinist.
SUGGIA AT LUXEMBOURG

l
1
\
:

Sn;c;IA, the famous 'celli:::t,
will be heard in to-night's concert from Luxembourg lwtween 9 and 9:50.
.

I

Brussels No. 1. Concert bv the
Don Cossacks Choir.

SUNDAY, JUNE 23rd.
Nat., Walford Hyden's Magyar
~B.B.C.
Military
Orchestra.
9," Justice" (Galsworthy)
:I Band.
by Leon M. Lion's Festival CornI
I
pany.
I
I
Reg., B.B.C. Orchestra (F) conI
I
ducted by Julian Clifford.
:I •·Bournemouth
Municipal OrchI
I
estra conducte:l by Richard
I
Austin.
I'

'I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I

Abroad.

I
I
I
I

Berlin, 8.50, Opera: " Djamileh "
(Bizet).

I

I
I
I
I
I

:
I
I
I
I

:

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

THE At:DITOR.

MONDAY, JUNE 24th.
Nat., Wimbledon Tennis Commentaries from 2.50 onwards. ~Will
C. Pepper's "White Coons."
• The Lyra Quartet.
Reg., 8, Impromptu debate: "That
the B.B.C. Cares Nothing for
its Listeners." 'iB.B.C. Orchestra (F) conducted by Adrian
Boult.

Abroad.

' Munich, 8. 10, Musical Comedy:
I

I

I
I
I

"Love, War and Paprica," by
Robert Tants.

I
I

I
I
I
I

TUESDAY, JUNE 25th.
Nat., 8, " The Country of the
:I Blind" (H. G. Wells). ,;"Freedom " by the Lord Bishop of
I
I
I
Durham. ~Eric Cundell Chamber
I
I
Orchestra.
I
I
Reg., B.B.C. Military Band.
I
I
-;" White Coons." 9.30, Peters en
'I
: 1'. Neusel at Wembley Stadium.
I
I

I

MUSIC OF THE NATIONS

l

.!..----------------------------------1

1

Abroad.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

\

i

i
:

SATURDAY, JUNE 22nd.
Nat., Fred Hartley and His Novelty
I'
Quintet. ~"Music Hall."
I
I
~;B.B.C. Orchestra (F).
I
I
I
Reg., Ballet Music by B.B.C.
'I'
Chorus. '~]"The Nightingale."

CRIME DETECTION TO MUSIC

:

!

:
:

I

lon•rs will not mJss
" The Art of Fugue" which is
to be relayed by Leipzig from
St. Thomas Church at 8. ro on
Monday.

alway,.; of the "jolly " type
A case in point will be "All
Aboard," Leipzig ·s variety
programme from 8. IO to ro
o'clock to-morrow evenin~;
(Saturday) in connection witll
the H)35 \\'in·lcss Announcers'

:
:
:

I

BACH

(Saturday). From 10.15 to
o'clock Oslo will broadca~t
a running commentary and
sound picture on the festivities
on the Kongsten plain near
Fredriksstad, where a pageant
is performed by young lacls
and lasses in native dress.

i

J

:
:

" THE ART OF FUGUE "

II

FRlDAY, JUNE 21st.

: Nat.. 8.30, B.B.C. Orchestra con:
ducted by Eugene Goossens.
10.15, " The Nightingale," from
:
:
a story by Hans Andersen.
Rcg., 8, .. The I\1ikado." Act I,
:
from Sadler's Wells. 9.15, Leslie
:
Bridgewater Quintet.
: .4brvad.
] Poste Parisien, 8.20, Operetta :
i " Dix-neuf ans " (Bastial) by
l
Station Orchestra and soloists.
I

Competition,
relayed
from
Halk.
A little later Bnlin
(Funkstunc!c) will be broadcasting a week -elld variety
concert from 10.30 p.m. to
I a.m. with the Hans Bnnd
Orchestra and J\Iaria Roland'~
Instrumental Trio.

HUSBAND AND WIFE ANNOUNCERS. Signor and Signorina
Scaturchio, who both officiate at Radio Bari. Signorina Scaturchio
was formerly announcer at Naples and was known as Ros3. di Napoli.

I
1

i HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK 1

:\Iissa, performccl by the StJ.tion Choir and Orchestra.
On Tucsdav Paris P.T.T. ami
all French· State stations, cxCt'jlt Radio-Paris am! Ei!Icl
Tm\-er, \\ill broadcast at 8.3u
p.m. "L'ctniit·," an opera
houffe in three acts
by
Chabrivr. The National Ot~
clltstr:t \Yi!l lw conducted by
I ngelbrec ht.
The \\l'!l-kno\\n opna by
BcTlioz, ·' Bcnnnuto Cellini, ·'
conws from Radio-Paris on
Thnrsda~· at .'\.30.

MIDSUMMER REVELS
l\1IDsP:IDtER

r---------------------------------~

Outstanding Broadcasts
at Home and Abroad

:
I'

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Abroad.

Kalundbo.-g, 8.30, Students' Choirs.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26th.
Nat., B.B.C. Orchestra (F) conducted by Darius Midha<1d. 10,
Nelson , Keys in " Review of

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Revues.

Rq., Creta Kcller.
~i" ]ohann
St.-auss at Covent Garden "B. B. C. Theatre Orchestra feature.

I
I
I
I

Abroad.

I
I
I
I
I

Radio- Paris, 8, Gala Evening at the
Comedie F rant;aise.
I
I
Strasbomg, 8.45, Symphony Con:' cert in the Onmgerie.
iI
THURSDAY, JUNE 27th.
I
I
I
~Leslie
Nat., " Musi: Hall."
I
I
Bridgewatcr Quintet. ~Henry
I
I
Hall and B.B.C. Dance Orchestra.
I
I
I
Reg., 8, "The Country of the
I
I
Blind" (H. G. Wells). ",'Boyd
I
: Neel String Orchestro.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Alnoad.

Paris P.T.T., 8.30, Operetta: " La
chanson de Paris," with the
Nat;oml Choirs and Orchestra.

L----------------------~----------~
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New Apparatus
Reviewed
T

II

JI

!

Recent Products

!

I

of the

!

Manufacturers

!

I
I

465 KC/S IF TRANSFORMERS

HE trend in superheterodyne design is
towards the use of higher intermediate
frequenci<'s and 465 Ice fs is now a popular
choice. particubrly in all-wave; receivers.
The Hammarlund tran~formers are designed
for operation at this fn·quency and are avail;! bk in two typcs.
The first of these is the
type ATT -465, and is f1tted in a screening
can 5in. l1igh and 2in. in diameter. It is
provided with air-dielectric trimming conc!en~ers, the adjusting screw<; of which ar·3
alu·ssiblc ~~t opposite ends of the can.
Litz-wound air-core coils are used and the
coupling is adjusted to give a single-peak
resonance curve.
Tested with a VMP4
\'<tlve and a valve voltmeter connected to
the secondary, a stage gain of 260 times was
obtained and the st'lectivity showed a drop
of some 9 times at ro kc Is ofi resonance.
The transformer is fitted with leading-out
wires arranged in such positions as to permit
'Trv short leads to the valves, a very necessary precaution when such a high gain is
obtained.
The second model, VT-465, is considerably the more interesting smce it is of the
variable selectivity type. The can is 5·quare
with 2in. sides and stands sin. high. Air(Jielcctric trimmers of small dimensions are
fittt>d at each end of the can, and their adjusting screws are accessible through the
sides of the screen. Thn·e-bank litz-wound
air-core coils are used, and while the position of one is fixed, the othtT can be slid
lengthwise by means of a rod projectin;;
through the base of the can. An adjustable stop is fitted to limit the movement tc
the degree necessary for any individual case,
;tml mechanism is available for linking any
number oi transformers togethn for operation from a single panel control.
Tested as before with a VMP4 valve, the
family of curves shown opposite was Gb1ained for different settings of the selectivity

Hammarlund
IF
transformers, with
the can removed
f r o m the fixedcoupling model.

I
I
I

control. With the loosest coupling provided,
a gain of 178 times was found and at IO kc Is
off tune the response fell by rather more
100
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KILOCYCLES OFF RESONANCE

Resonance curves of the Hammarlund
VT -46 5 transformer.

than 10 times. With optimum coupling the
selectivitv It'll somewhat, being only 4.2
times do~n for a mistuning of ro kc Is, but
the amplification increased to' no less than
420 times. With still tighter coupling, the
gain at resonance naturally fell, and doublehumped resonance curves v:ere ob~mcd.
The maximum peak separatiOn obtamable
\vas 25 kc 1s, which is more than necessary
for most requirements.
The point most
noticeable, however,
was the unusual
symmetry of the curves, showing that the
coupling is almost entirely due to the mutual
inductance.
The makers su,:gest that the transformers
be used in threes, two
being controlled for variable selectivity and the
third operated with fixed
coupling. In this way excessively pronounced peaks
in the low selectivity position can be avoided and a
much better approach to
a resonance curve with a
fiat top obtained than if
the selectivity of all three
is varied.
The ATT-465 model is
priced at 25s. and tht'
VT-4G5
at
JOS.,
anrl
both tvpes are obtainable in this country from
R. A. Rothermel, Ltd., pf
Rothennel House, Canterbury
Road,
London,

N.W.6.

!_-

I
I

I
I
1
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RELIANCE

POTENTIOMETERS

R

ELIANCE pott·ntiometers and variable
resistances arc made in a very wide
range of values and with wire-wound or with
composition rt'sistance cl(~ments. The latter
are quite suitable as volume controls in LF
circuits since they are not usually required
to carrv a DC current, and in this style
they a;e available from so,ooo ohms to .5
megohms. Th" price is 4s. <Jd. each.
This stvle will carrv small amounts of
DC and g{\-e reliable opoeration as tests have
proved.
Specimens tested have been found to be
particularly smooth and quit~ noiseless in
action, whilst the nwasured values are well
within the usual tolerance for this type of
component. Where the resistance has to
pass DC in addition to LF currents, it is
often preferable to employ a wire-wound
component, and in the Reliance series these
are made from 500 ohms to .')o,ooo ohms
as stocJ, sizes, though resistances as low as
0.5 ohm can be obtained to order, as well
as higher values. There is a heavy-duty
version of the wire-wound type which Is
assembled in a bakelite cas(' .2!in
in
diameter and these are rated at 15 to 20
watts dissipation. Resistances. or potentiometers up to soo,ooo ohms are obtainable
in this pattern and prices range from gs. to
rss. gel. each.
The standard pattern are of about 3-watts
rating and cost 4s. 6d. each, whilst the composition type are priced at 4s. gel. each,
both prices including a knob.
A mains
switch can be fitted for 2s. Pxtra.
Reliance compositiontype volume control
and wire-wound fixed
resistances.

The makers are prepared to supply these
resistances plain or with graded tracks and
in ganged units, as resistances ganged with
condensers and also including a mains switch
if desired.
Any combination will be
assembled in this manner to order.
A range of wire-wound fixed resistances is
included- also in their products; these can
be supplied from one ohm or smaller upwards and thcv cost 1s. each.
The makers- are the Reliance Manufacturing Co. (Southwark), Ltd., \Vcstbury Road,
London, E.17.
l\fegacite.~A new low-loss uielectric m<:~terial
dPscrilll'd as i\IPgacit.c has lwen procluceu by

th(' British Tele-vision Supplies, Ltd., Bush
House, London, \\'.C:.z, and it is announced
that this will IJe used cxclusivclv in their new
season's short and ultra-short· wave components.
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Receivers for Television----------------------------------Circuit Diagrams

By" CATHODE HAY"
(rHERE is only one way to receive
the promised television broadcasts and that is on an ultrashort wave receiver.
This
means that a great many experimenters
will find themselves on unfamiliar ground.
There is no fundamental difference in
principle as compared with ordinal y
broadcast wavelength rPception, but practical policy has to suffer considcrab]c
modification.

cntain of them arc brought to the same
electrical condition. Thus in Fig. r (a),
(b), and (c) are all the same ;:md it is J.
matter of taste \Yhich one selects. It mav
somejnws be mon:' than a matter merely
of taste, as, for example, when in the lc<s
\Yirelcssly :sophisticated 'twenties a wellknown aPthority converted standard
receiver circuits into original ones by the
labour-~avinr; device of dra\Ying them in
unfallliliar ~equcnces (e.g., Fig. r (c)).

.,.
(a)

Fig.

(b)

(c)

I.
Three methods of wiring the same fundamental circuit ; on broadcast wavelengths each will give the same performance provided leads are not unduly long.

ThE: difficulty is not so much what on·~
docsn 't know as what one does know.
Anvbocly who understands anything about
ma-king· receivers for medium and long
wa vcs knows that for tuning and ot]w,purposes it is necessary to 11ave ccrLtin
measured doses of inductance and capacity at certain detinit<, plaet's in thl: circuital network of connection~; thc;t thcv
are denoted by the symbols ...1CGOON'- an~!
-tl-- in circuit diagrams; and that in
the receiver itselt they take the form nf
coils and condensers which arc sole! a-;
having so many microhenries of inductance or micro farads of capacity.
The wiring is simply a means of _joinin~
up these components so as to ensure tlnl

Fig. 2. -The circuit of Fig. I (b) as it might
appear at the ultra short wavelengths, the
wiring being responsible for extra induct-Afic~S LI 1 L~ 1 L3, L4 i!!lQ !-5·

Ill 11irin1,; up the actual rccci\'cr mo;t
people are a\\ arc that the length and layout of the connections are not without inJ1ul'nc:c on the results obtained.
Th!;
appnJYcd policy 1s to keep them as short
ancl direct as possible, particularly in the
r<;cllo-irequcncy quarter. Provided this is
Jl'a,;onably obscrYCcl it is justifiable t•>
a,;sumc• that the inductances in the sd are
indicrtcd by the curly symbols in the clia;.:ram, and not elsewhere.

Do Not Tell
The Whole Story
;::paced 2 inches apart, more than all of
this <1llmYancc \FJL1lcl have been used up
before starting to include a coil.
Everv inch of lead represents a considerable proportion of the total tuning inductance. With c;:rre it is possible to bring
the tuning components and valve pins
1·ery close together so that the inductances Lr, Lz, L3 arc negligible. It is no
good '' earthing '' :ocnral items at different points on .1 metal chassis or on a
''bus-bar'' running around the set.
L4 is not ~o easy. It is hardly practicable to get all the components within
an inch of a wet patch of ground for
various reason;;. \\'hen one has clone :Ill
that can be done they are likely to be
several feet from the moist subsoil; and
the set is therefore separated from true
earth by an inductance L4 that is comparable with the \\'hole tuning inductance.
Then L5 is nCJt j n:ot the same sort ,,f
thing as Lr and Lz.
When you buy ~t
condenser you probably expect il to
behaYe as a c1pacity; mainly, at all
c\·cms. Ilnt at () m<:lrc:; all condensers
abo1·e 0.0005 ;·F. ~tre predominantly in-

Inductance of \Viring
Ol!l' would take it, for cxamplL·, tlnt
illc c~lthodc· of the Yal\'c in Fig. r (b) \\as
tartlwd.
\Vhen working at ultra-,;lwrt
\\aYdcngths it is not advisable to be ,,o
confident about this. It \\·oulcl be mncl1
more true to life if this iittle circuit \\'e!c
1 t'Clrawn as in Fig. 2. And when the setbuilder Drotests that he doesn't want all
thc~c inductances, the answer of expcri('llCC' is that he \\'ill have to put up with
some of them. Let me explain.
The' capacity in an ordinary tuning circnit i:-; usually about 6o ppF before anything is clone to increase it by turning the
\ ariable condenser round from zero. Jn
a receiver tuning to, say, 6 metres, one
\Youlcl cut this clown as much as possible
by using a low-capacity valve-h8ldcr,
\n·ll-spaced wiring, and a miniature tuning condenser; but it \Yould probably still
be at least 20 fl,u.F. Call it 25 to allow 1.
little margin for tuning. This necessit;:rtes a tuning inductance of 0-4 fl H. If
you \\·ere to indulge in ro-inch leads

The stray capacity due to a crocodile clip
attached to the aerial wire and clipped to the
insulating material of a tuning condenser, was
employed as a means of coupling in this
five-metre circuit.

c1uctances even if they are plainly marked
''Non-inductive.''
By-pas:; condensers are sprink1ecl freely
in most receivers to prm·idc short-circuits
for radio-frequency currents between
points which cannot be directly joined for
fear of short-circuiting DC voltages; such
points, for example. as the screens of HF
pentodes. Fairly large condensers, o.r
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Receivers for Televisionfi.F. upwards, are generally used for this
purpose, so as to make the short-circuiting dfcct as complete as possible. At a
wanlength of 6 metres not only do such
condensers show no advantage over thos·~
of smaller capacity ; they are actually
much inferior to one of o.ooo4-o.ooo5 ,u.F.,
which is an optimum.
These disguised inductances, of which
I have given the foregoing examples, impede the free passage of ultra-short wave
currents where they are wanted.
One
must also be on the look out for paths
where they are not wanted. Every part
of the circuit behaves as one plate of a
condr~nser towards every other part. Unless the parts are very close together over
a wide area the capacity thus formed can
often be left out of account. Not so with
the ultra-shorts. The stray capacities arc
so important that the currents are prone to
go almost anywhere except where they
are required.
W c ha ye seen how the whole set is
"up in the air" relative to earth. It acts
as one plate of a condenser, the ground

being the other. If you, the operator,
are moving about in the "field" between, you are varying the capacity
irregularly and upsetting the tuning.
Current can stray across from objects
such as batteries or loud speaker instead of confining itself to the proper
tuning circuits. This leads to all sorts of
irrelevant results, such as improvement i)f
signals when you put your hand on the
loud speaker.
The way to deal with this is to put
chokes in all the connections leading away
from the HF circuits. Here again. it is a
mistake to use a big choke to gain a big
effect.
A small dose of medicine may
cure when a large dose would fail. A
suitable choke for 6 metres and thereabouts is made by winding 45 turns of
22 DSC wire on a half-inch tube.
This
is so low in DC resistance that it can be
used in filament circuits-a very essential
precaution in battery sets. A choke of
larger inductance chokes less.
It is all rather paradoxical at first but
one gets used to it and soon acquires the
right outlook for serious short-wave work.

Random Radiations
By .. DIALLIST"
The Aerial Question
HERE seems to be a growing demand for
radiograms ancl receiving sets that will
put up a good performance without .the
need for an outdoor aerial. The case agamst
the outdoor wire is threefold: it doesn't add
to the beauty of house or garden ; some
people are nervous about its possibilities as
a "lightning attractor" when thunderstorms are about; the set which needs it
cannot be operated in any room of the house
at will. The first two of these charges are
easily answered. There is no need for the
aerial to be unsightly, and, though it is difficult to convince some people of the fact, it
is no more dangerous in thunderstorms than
a telephone wire or a wire clothes-line.

T

Portability

......

The last count in the indictment is not so
simple. With a " fixed '' set ability to re·
ceive programmes in any room is best encompassed by means of wiring them for extension loud speakers. This kind of set cannot be used here. there, and everywhere

as the portable can, unless a makeshift
aerial and eartl1 arc rigged up. The real
wireless enthusiast will certainly stick to his
outdoor aerial, for performance is what
chiefly counts with him; but the man (and
the woman) in the street is often prepared
to sacrifice something in the way of per·
formancc to get rid of the outdoor wire.

The Old Lady Shows Her Metals
Speaking of portable sets reminds me of
the story-a perfectly true one, by the way
-of th" old lady who asserted that she
always opened her windows when it was
warm enough to do so because she heard
broadcast programmes so much better than
when they were shut.
Expert sons ancl
grandsons indulgc'd in polite smiles and told
her all about the way in which wireles':'
waves passed through walls more easily
than a red-hot knife through butter. But
the old lacly_just smiled back. That might
be so, she sa1d; but for all that her portable
set gave a much better account of itself
when treated to fresh air. Intrigued, the
sons and grandsons
came to see and hear
for themselves. The
old lady was delighted to demonstrate. The set reposed upon a table
NEARLY HALF-AMILLION VOLTS.T h is Westinghouse
metal rectifier equipment, w h i c h has
just been installed,
provides a pressure
of 400,ooo volts and
is used for X-ray
purposes.

not far from a big window.
With this
closed the voice of broadcasting was still
and small; but the moment that the window was flung wide the volume increased to
something quite satisfactory.
The old lady's flat was one of a block
made of reinforced concrete. Full of metal,
the walls acted as pretty effective screens.
And what of the window? That was of the
casement type with lead frames and tiny
panes. I don't know whether the latter
were of lead-glass. but the frames them·
selves seemed to do a good deal of screening.
Lest you feel disinclined to believe this tale,
may I add that I have come across more
than one home in which a portable worked
very poorly.

..

.. ..

The Empire Services

IT was a splendid idea to start those church
services for the Empire which are now
held in St. Paul's Cathedral on the second
Sunday of each month. That they are appreciated by people in this country who
have relatives and friends abroad was shown
by the big congregation that assembled for
the first of them, despite the fact that the
time at which they must be held is not a
very convenient one for most people. For
Empire broadcasting purposes the most suitable hour for the services is 2.15 p.m., which
IS a rather awkward hour for most of us on
Sunday. I am sure that this ne\v plan will
be very popular with Britons throughout the
Dominions and Colonies. The service itself
forms the most intimate of ties with the
Homeland, and even those who are not
churchgoers cannot fail to enjoy the beauty
of the music at St. Paul's.

Empire Links

......

\Vireless broadcasting has already become
a.most potent factor in linking up the Emp!re, and its influence will become still
greater. when the new and more powerful
transnntters are in operation at Daventry.
The ouly fiv in the ointment is the lack of
reliability
short-wave services at the
present time. Try as they may, engineers
can never be sure that the programmes sent
out will be well received all over the zones
for which they are intended. But there can't
be much doubt that this is a matter which
will right itself in the course of time as im.
pro~e1_11ents are made in transmitting and
receivmg gear and as our knowledge of the
queer little wavs of the short waves increases. Don't forget that it is not so ,Jery
long ago that there was hardly a mediumwave Continental station that one could be
absolutely certain of receiving on a particular evenmg. Nowadays, if there is a programme that we specially want to hear we
just tune to the right wavelength and therl'
it is.

of

......

Why Such Secrecy ?

LONG before the Television Committee
made its pronouncernen t evervbod y
knew that the betting on the selection"of the
Alexandra Palace for London's high definition television station was at !Past 10 to I
on. That .being C'O, what was the purpose of
endeavounng to ke<·p the whole business so
dark? . Th: P.--lexanclra Palace has really
everythmg 1n Its favour. lt. 1s easy to obtain a height of over 6ooft. fur the transmit.
ting aerial, and the position is such that the
station should cover effectively the whole
of Greater London and a great deal of the
thickly populated counties of i\1iddlesex and
Essex, Hertfordshire and Buckinghamshire.
One hopes that work upon the new plant
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will begin soon, but it hardly seems possible
that the scn·ice can be started now much
IJdore the end of the year.

.. .. ..

The Rival Systems
So far I have not seen a demonstration of
the E.:\I.L :-ystcm of television, but I have
witnessed several using the Baird method,
all<l han~ hc'e!J very much impressrd with
both the good quality and th~ absl'ncc of that
Hicker which is so apt to cause eye-strain.
1t will be exceedingly interesting to compare the results obtained by the two systems
whrn the opportunity for doing so arrives.
The E.:\I.I. method of interlaced scanning
seems wonderfullv ingenious, and I am told
that it produces an image that is perfectly
flicker-free. Th~ Television Committee is
satisf1ed that rccci\·ing sets can be readily
adapted for either kind of working, an<l
makr.•rs \Yill no doubt sec to it that the adjustments required can be carried out with
a minimum of trouble.

......

News on the Short Waves
VE vou I wondrr, discovered how
FIA•·xtra~rdi;J<nilv
reliable is 'VSXK ou the

~hort waves just "now? This station relays
the Pittsburg programmes and operates on
l'J-72 metres from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. by our
time.
The eveniug news bulletins come
through at l i o'clock, and, except whrn
atmospherics arc twublesome, you can tuue
them 111 night afte~ night with rrmarkablc
rertaintv. Another station which is returning to tht fmm it showed some years ago is
\\' 2XAF, which orerates on 31.48 metres
and transmits the '-:chcnectady programmes
fi,Hn IT.JO p.m. until 5 a.m.
Before 11.30
the progranmres coille from 'V 2XAD, whose
wavdeugth is I<).jG metres. Schencctady

nothing whatever to prevent one from doing
this unless there is a special prohibiting
clause in the agreement with the authority
supplying the current. After all, it is only
logical that the wireless receiving set should
be run from power circuits. Its purpose i,;
not to supply light but to magnify electromagnetic impulses and to convert them
into sound waves by means of the loU<lSJWa kcr, "·hich is a power-operated device.
lt is, however, really worth while to run
the set ot1 power mains only if it is a largish
affair requiring a considerable number of
watts. The ordinary ~et is no more expen~ivc to run than a single small electric lamp,
;md the addition that its running costs
make to the lighting bill, particularly to
tho:-;e who have a flat rate contract is too
~mall to be worth worrying about. '

.. .. ..

The Expanding B.B.C.
LIKE this universe of ours, the B.B.C.
is ever in a state of expansion. London's Broadcasting House when it was built
was bciieved to be big enough for all rcquircnwnts, but it was soon found that it
was far from being so. The B.B.C. now has
several outside studios and its own musichall, whilst for office work it has been
m-cl'ssary to acquire houses in Portland
PLlce. In Glasgow the Corporation has just
purchased Queen l\Iargaret College for the
purpo:-;e of c;tudio developments.
The B.B.C. 's activities are now so gigantic that it is no wonder that larger and
larger premises are needed. Perhaps one
dav London and other big towns will, as
~l·w York, have their Radio Cities.

......

How Many Hours ?

QFTEN I have wondered how many hours
a day the average listener (if there is

such a person) uses his rece1vmg set. Of
one thing I am pretty sure, and that is that
the time during whirh the receiving set is
in daily operation is steadily increasing .
\Ve used to make our calculations on a basis
of three hours a day. Valve manufacturers.
for instance, design filaments or heaters fur
a life of a thousand hours, whic'l ntcans
roughly a year's working at this rate.
Agam, running costs, whether of battery or
1nains-driven sets, were calculated from the
;;amc f1gure. To-day I should say that it
was much below the actual mark, though
what is the average number of hours I am
not prepared to say with any kind of definiteness. Anyhow, I should put down the
a n·rage at nothing less than four hours,
and 1 have a fet>ling that it nms to something mon-, than this. Readers' experiences
will be welcome .

.. .. ..

Overdoing It ?

This suggests the question: " Do we now
make too much use of our wireless sets? "
What I am driving at is this.
'Vireless
;o·hould be something of a luxury, to be en,ioyed at those times when one is thoroughly
In the mood for entertainment.
I find
amongst my friends that the switching on
of the Wireless set is in many cases beroming
almust an automatic act when they enter
the room where it is installed. No matter
what is _coming through, the loud speaker
1s 111 actwn so long as they are within earshot of it. And it is usually people whe>
treat their wireless sets in this way that
complain most bitterly about the poorness
of the programmes. Can you wonder when
tl1<~ B.B.C. cater for so many tastes?
The most attractive things in the world
become dull. flat and commonplace if they
are always with us.

AMATEUR DIRECTION FINDING
MORE than sixty amall'urs representina radio societies of Southall
Northwood, llelsizc-, Southgate a1~d Pye Radio took part it;
the ~-<·cc·nt f;mrteenth annual open DF competition organised by
t <.o\ders Green and llendt•n Radio Society. A mobile transmitter,
5CD, wurklllg on 1'.j I1ll'1res (seen in_the left-hand picture) operated
trom \'annus pomts 1n an an"a of tl11rty square miles and a number
uf n'cctvmg groups compiled logs during the clav. All the receivers
were amakur built, and a high degree of accuracv was obtained.
!~irst ~ll;d se-cond places \H·re_ taken by the Southall Radio Society.
I he Dl· recPJvers are shown 111 the lower picture.

h:·

JWIYS bulletin is a( li.JO. At that time
thew an· still, of course, many hours of daylight ldt in the t:nilcd :-itat<,-s, Jor the lwi1r
n\·<T thnc is but 6.jO in the c\Tning.
The;·r: is cYny sign that short-wa vc rcc"ption is numing true to its ('Xpcdcd form
ami showing a distinct imprm'<'nH·nt· as we
approach the sunspot maximum pniod,
which is elm· in HJJ8·I<)j<J .

... ..

..

Mains Sets and Power Circuits
QUITE a few enquiries reach me from
.....- r('oplc who 1\'illlt to know whether tlll'y
<trc contran·ning regulations if they ruti
m;1in~ recei,·ing apparatus from power circuits.
To the lwst of my belief there is
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Foundations of
Wireless
Part XXV.-The Superheterodyne and Its
Frequency.. changer

T

illS Pm't explains clearly why the superheterodyne has
attained its present pre-eminence. The two distinct kinds
of selectivity afforded by the typical super het. are discussed, and
the frequency-changing mechanism is dealt with at length.
ESIDES the straightforward type of
receiver that was discussed in Part
XXIV, there is a second, the
supersonic heterodyne receiver,
which is based on an entirely different
approach to the problems of set design.
In the usual " straight" set pre-detector amplification is carried out at the
frequency of the received signal. This implies, as we have seen, that all the tuned
circuits in the set must be retuned every
time it is desired to pass from one station
to another. Any attempt to achieve high
selectivity in a set of this kind is made
difficult and expensive by the fact that it
requires a large number of simultaneously
tuned circuits. On account of the small
but inevitable errors in the matching of
the various tuning condensers, it is found
almost impossible to control the tuning
of all these circuits by a single knob with
sufficient accuracy to allow them to develop the high selectivity of which
theoretically they may be capable.
If ten tuned circuits were proposed, a
ten-section variable condenser would be
needed to tune them, and all sections
would have to have identical capacities at
any setting of the tuning dial. At I,ooo
kc Is an error of one per cent. in the capacity of any section would result in a detuning of one-half of one per cent., which
is 5 kc Is. If the error were in one direction
in some of the sections, and in the reverse
direction in others, some circuits would
be tuned IO kc/s away from others. This
would reduce the effectiYC selectivity of
the set far below the figure calculated from
the characteristics of the individual tuned
circuits, assumed to be all correctly tuned.
The alternative of ten separate tuning controls is quite impracticable; even thtee
tuning knobs make a set too difficult for
any but an expert to handle with confidence.
When high selectivity in conjunction
with simplicity of control is required, the
supersonic heterodyne receiver (conveniently known as the '' superhet. '') is the
only possible type of set. In Fig. 133 is
given a schematic diagram of a superhet,
in which the various parts of the set are
shown as labelled boxes. Of their contents we shall speak later.
The signal received from the aerial is
first put through a stage of pre-selection, containing tuned circuits enough to
ensure that signals of wavelengths far removed from that of the station required
shall not pass farther into the set. This

B

"box" may or may not contain a stage
or two of ordinary high-frequency amplification of the type with which we are
now familiar.
The next stage, the frequency-changer,
operates upon the signal in such a way as
to produce a carrier of a new frequency,
this new carrier still carrying the modulation of the original carrier. In most cases
the new carrier has a frequency lower than
that of the original signal, though it is
always supersonic, or higher than any frequency within the audible range. It is,
in consequence, usually referred to as the
intermediate frequency (or IF), and this
name is still retained even when, as in
"Single-Span" receivers, the new frequency is higher than that of the original
signal.

Selectivity in the IF Stage
To perform its conversion, the frequency-changer has to be tuned, and it
requires retuning for each new value of
received signal. If it is so tuned that a
I ,ooo kc Is signal has its frequency
changed to IIO kc Is, signals at 991 and
I,009 kc/s, if simultaneously present at
the frequency-changer, will be converted
to IOI and II9 kc is respectively. It follows that if the IF amplifier is accurately

By A. L. M. SOWERBY, M.Sc.
circuits as are needed to provide the selectivity we require; they have only to be
tuned once, when the set is first made.
Nor is this the only advantage of operating on a fixed frequency; by careful and
finicky adjustment we can shape the overall resonance-curve to give us any desired
compromise between selectivity and sideband response with the comforting knowledge that this compromise will h.old unchanged for every station received. Further, its constancy permits of judicious
faking of the LF amplifier to strengthen
high notes if we find that we cannot get the
selectivity we desire without undue cutting of side-bands in the IF tuned circuits.
Although the highest usable adjacentchannel selectivity can be provided in the
IF amplifier, tuning is still required in
the pre-selector stage. This is so because
the characteristics of the frequencychanger are such that stations on certain
wavelengths widely removed from that of
the station required can set up in it a
carrier of the intermediate frequency, so
causing interference with the station to
which the set is intended to be tuned. It
is the duty of the pre-selector to eliminate
these outlying frequencies before they can
reach the frequency-changer, leaving the
task of providing adjacent-channel selectivity to the IF amplifier.
In Part XVII we saw that a modulated
carrier current was equivalent to three

a:
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Fig.

133.~Schematic diagram of supersonic heterodyne receiver (" superhet ") showing the
functions of the various parts and the changes in the signal in passing through it.

and selectively tuned to IIO kc / s, these
two stations will not pass through it, and
hence will not reach detector, LF amplifier, or loud speaker.
Adjacent-channel selectivity, or selectivity aimed at removing stations on frequencies closely bordering on that of the
desired station, can therefore be provided
entirely by design of the IF amplifier without reference to any other part of the set.
Since the IF amplifier is tuned to the
one fixed frequency, it becomes practicable to include in it just as many tuned

currents existing simultaneously. Calling
the carrier-frequency fc and the modulalation-frequcncy fm, we saw that these
three frequencies were (fc- fm), fc, and
(fc + fm). That is to say, the combined
current contains frequencies equal to the
sum and difference of the two frequencies
from which it was built up.
In Part XI we discussed the actual formation of the combined current, and saw
that the two original frequencies remained
obstinately separate if the attempt to combine them consisted of nothing more than
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makiug them flow at the same time
through the same circuit. They would
only combine to make a composite cnrrrnt
if the magnitude of one were made to depend on the magnitude of the other, as

that continuous oscillation results (Parts
XVII and XVIII). The resistance Ri
scn·cs in lien of an HF choke to deflect
the high-frequency anode current through
the reaction-coil L3, besides being usdul
in limiting the average anode current ot
HT+

c:

R2

06 If

1f ~~

L5

R4

,.

L4

07~~

..

(fo-fs)

By-Products of Frequency-changing

HT-

Fig. 134.- Circuit of simple two-valve frequency-chanr;er. The signal, frequency fs, is applied
to the grid of VI, and the oscillator V2 is tuned to {o. Currents at the intermediate frequency \fo-{s) appear in the anode circuit.

\Yould be the case, for example, if a Yoltage dcriYed from one of them were applied
to the grid of a variahle-nm n.lve, the
bias of which was being rapidly swung to
and fro by a voltage derived from the
other.

l\'Iccluinism of the Frequency-changer
Taken together, these two facts give thr
clue to the mechanism of the freqncncychangcr. The al'rial delin:rs a signal ~t.
let 11s ;;ay, I,ooo kcjs. \Ve wish to manufacture from it a new carrier for delin:ry
to an intermediate-frequency amplifier
tuned to rro kc/s. To do this we shall f1r~t
of all have to provide a high-frequency
current at either I, no or Sgo kc / s, and
then we shall have to provide a circuit in
which the two arc really combined, and
not just allowed to exist independently
From this we shall get, not only the
original frequencies supplied, but also new
frequencies of (I,ooo + r,Iro) or (r,ooo-1·
8go) and (I,IIO-I,ooo) or (r,ooo-Sgo)
kc / s. Either of the last two is the uo
kc,'s required.
\Vc shall need, therefore, an oscillator
to provide the auxiliary HF current and a
distorting amplifier with which to combine the oscillation with the receiYed
~ignal.
It is more polite to call the latter
a detector; being the first of two in the
set (see Fig. I33) it is generally known as
the first detector. The term 111odulator
is also used.
Two separate \'alvcsnsnallv a trioclc and a screened valve-mav be used as oscillator and first detector,- though modern practice inclines to
the use of a single complex vaiYc, specially designed to fulfil the dual role.
Fig. 134 shows a suitable circuit for a
t\vo-valvc frequency-changcr. Vz is the
oscillator which, in essence, is an arrangement in which reaction is pressed so far

about IO to 15 V. peak in a circuit of this
kind ; suitable choice of tapping point on
L3 cnsti{es a correct voltage. Like the
oscillator, VI will bias itself hack until
the applied oscillation just, and only just,
runs the grid into grid current. Assuming
a 10-volt peak oscillation ;:.t this point,
the bias ot Vr is being swung, at the frequency of the oscillation, from zero to
- 20 and back again
Since bias controls
arnplificatio'l, we are now in possession of
a system in which the amplification of the
applied signal fs is being varied over a
wide range at the frequency fa.

In addition to amplified currents at each
of the t\YO original frequencies, fo and fs,
the anode circuit of the valve will therefnrr contain combination frequencies
L·qual to the sum and difference of these
two. By suitable choice of tuned circuits
at the anode of VI, we can pick out any
of these, as desired, for further amplification
Either the original frequency fs,
or any combination frequency of which it
is one component, will carry the modulation it has brought to the aerial, and so.
after being passed through the IF amplifier, will yield the required musical programme at the second detector. Of tlw
various possible eo m bina tion freq urncies,
that chosen, and to which L4C6 is tuned,
is almost always (fo- fs).
A second type of frequency-changer is
that using a pentagrid vah-e
(Fig. I35a) as combined oscillator and modulator. As its
name implies, the valve has
five grids, the uses of which arc
shown on the diagram. G r
and Gz form the grid and

the vztlve. Further help in this direction
is supplied by grid rectification of the
oscillation, which biases V 2 negatively
. (Part XIV). The frequency of the oscillation is that to which the tunable circuit
LzC.t is adjusted;
for convenience of
reference we will
call this, the oscillator frequency, fo.
The signal, of
frequency fs, is col!cctrd from t h c
aerial
or
other
source by the tuned
HT+
circuit LrCI, and
applied to the grid
(a)
06 ;t
of V I, the screened
R2
pentode used as
first detector. The
(fo-fs)
grid-condenser Cz
is not includccl for
purposes of signalrectification, 1 hut
to enable the valve
to set itself, by
grid-current, at its
L3
cor r cc t working
point. The cathode
of VI is taken to a
tapping on the re(b)
action
coil
L3,
thereby including
that part of L3 that
Fig. IJS--- Functions of the electrodes in a pentagrid or heptode
lies between tap
frequency-changer, and, in diagram (b) the valve in use. The circuit
and earth in the
is practically identical with that of Fig. 134, as comparison of
correspQ..11dingly lettered components will show.
l.:rid circuit of the
~;alve. (Remember
that the grid circuit includes cyerything anode of a triode oscillator, the circuit of
which, as Fig. I35b shows, in no way
between grid and cathode.)
The amplitude of the oscillation thus
differs from that of Vz in Fig. I34· G4
and Gs serve as control grid and screen
applied to the grid of VI will require to be
of a screened tetrode performing the func1 The reader is left to think out for himst'lf the
tions of Vr in Fig. I34· The additional
c:--aet J·easons why ordinary gri<l-dctedion \l'ill not
grid G3, connected within tbt' vaiYe to
work in a frequency-changer.

~
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serves to screen the modulator grid
from the oscillator, and so prevents G4
from biasing itself back as does V1 in the
two-valve circuit. This valve, therefore,
remains responsive to control of amplification by variation of bias; G4 is therefore given variable-mu characteristics, and
the controlling bias is fed to it through
the resistance RI.
lo
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plied to the grid of the modulator, we have
again a system in which the amplification
of the original signal is varied at oscillator
frequency.
As before, this leads to the production
of combination frequencies in the anode
circuit. Of these, that desired is picked
out by the tuned circuit L4C6, and passed,
through a second tuned circuit L5C7, to
the intermediate amplifier.

!

I
1/

'J\1
1/.V

bias of - 2 V., the characteristics of the
valve will be swung back and forth
through the values shown by the line AB.
Since the slope of the curves varies from
practically zero at B to about 4 mA. per
volt at A, we have drastic variations of
modulator slope at the frequency fo of
the local oscillations generated by the
Since the
triode portion of the valw.
incoming signal, at frequency fs, is ap-

=~

<;

·~

I
I

I

"Eg

Fig. 136. --Pentagrid characteristics, showing how voltage on GI controls slope of
modulator.
An oscillation of some 8 "!·
peak, swinging GI from o to -16 V. wtll
simultaneously swing the slope from zero
to about 4 mAjV.

The almost exact identity of the two
frequency-changing circuits is emphasised
by the fact that exactly the same c~mpo
nents are used in both ; for convemence,
they have been identical! y lettered in the
two diagrams.
The sole real difference between the two
lies in the method of arranging that the
oscillation shall vary the amplification o(
the screened valve that deals with the
signal. In Fig. 134 we injected the os~il
lation into the grid circuit of V1, makmg
it therefore vary the grid-bias of this
valve. In Fig. 135 the mixing takes place
within the valve itself.
Every electron that reaches the modulator (made up of G4, Gs. and the anode)
has to pass through the oscillator (G1 and
G2) oH its way; it is therefore evident that
when the latter oscillates the total current,
and hence the slope, of the modulator will
rise and fall in time with the oscillation.
The wav in which the modulator slope is
controlled by the voltage on Gr is shown
in Fig. 136, where is reproduced a set of
pentagrid curves.
These curves are ordinary la - Eg
curves for the modulator section of the
valve; each of them is taken with a different fixed bias on the oscillator grid. As
the inclination of the successive curves
shows, the slope of the modulator is low
when the oscillator grid is strongly negative, and high when its potential is zero
or slightly negative. When oscillations
are present on Gr, this grid will bias itself
back until only the extreme positive peaks
cause grid curi·ent to flow; the total excursion of the grid will therefore be from approximately zero to double the peak voltage of the oscillation. With an oscillation
of 12 V. peak and a fixed modulator grid

Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

Improving the Gramophone Record

AN

improvement to records that would
affect the vast majority of gramophone users is that there should be a
standard size finishing spiral groove to all
records, no matter what their size.
At the present moment it is impossible
to adjust an automatic stop, and very few
gramophones are without them these days,
so that every record, be it Sin. or 12in.,
will stop at the end correctly.
One is
usually faced with the unhappy centre
course of adjusting for win. records, so
that all 12in. records will not stop themselves, and only half of an Sin. record can
be played.
This could be easily corrected by the
record manufacturers adopting a standard
size for the finishing spiral groove.
This, I consider, to be far more necessary
and important an improvement than that
suggested by your correspondent, Mr. Mackechnie, but should both bt• adopted it
would be a far happif'r state of affairs for
all gramophone users.
GEO. F. DAY.
London.

A High Quality American Receiver
pERHAPS the following points in design
in the American '' Ho ward-Grand '' receiver which I have been trying out recently
may interest you and your readers.
The LF amplifier is the most interesting
section. and I would like to deal briefly with

it herewith. It makes practical use of a
suggestion made about two years ago by
Mr. Stuart Ballantine in an address before
the LR.E. whereby the LF amplifier be
split in two sections, one covering the
range of frequencies below r,ooo c/s, and
the other covering the frequencies above
I,ooo c/s. Each section fed its own particular speaker, which can b<' suitably
desrgnated the "treblt· speaker" and "bass
speaker" respectively.
From a purely technical standpoint such
a system has advantages. First, it permits
adPquate power outputs without highfreqw·ncy distortion due to overload when
both a high-frequency and low-frequency
note are amplified together, and, secondly,
It Phmmates thP necessity of filtering the
'' trehle '' and '' bass '' speakers to prevent
overload and distortion in these units.
Thirdly, the use of two amplifif·rs permits
the simpler equalisation of both treble and
bass frequencies, as well as simple circuits,
for the adjustment of balance between
treble and bass response.
The "Howard-Grand" rg-valve receiver
uses a double-channel amplifier, rather than
two entirely separate amplifiers, and combines the two channels in the second LF
stage.
ThP signals are divided in the first LF
stage by the filter arrangement shown
herewith. ThE' bass frequencies are amplified the most, since it is in this range greater
equalisation is required. The treble fre-
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The divided channel amplifier system of the Howard-Grand receiver.
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quencies etre amplif1ed by a - 76 valv:o,
which is a triode, and the bass frequencies
by a -6CG, \\ hich is a. HF pentode. The
outputs from these two valves are mixed
in the volume control circuit which feeds
the grid of the second LF stage.
My general impression of the receiver is
that the quality of reproduction is much
better than any other commercial receiver
I have heard, yet I greatly doubt if it equals
The Wi1•eless World Quality Amplifier in
absolute fidelity. The output of approximately 20 watts from the " Howard-Grand "
is certainly inspiring on such music as i.hc
Toccata and Fugue in D Minor of Bach. It
will be interesting to compare results between this receiver and the Q.A. Io-watt
version when I get the low-note horn
''peak er ':' developed by the Bell Company,
with
Bostwick's
high-note
reprodm;er
coupled to the latter.
R. E. BLAKEY,
Chief Engineer, Radio Research Dtcpt.,
Everett, Edgcumbe and Co., Ltd.
London, N.\X/.9.

attains full output for I.jv. peak input.
The two pentodes which arc Cossor
MP /PENS are stated by Wireless World
valve data sheet to give· 3·S watts umlistorted AC per valve ; this provides a good
6 watts overall output as against 4 watts
for the PX4s.
Moreover, a somewhat
greater output can be obtained with a slight
deterioration in quality.
To obtain this
the anode dissipation is only 16 watts as
against 24 for the PX4s. In order that this
gain in efficiency shall not be set off by a
perceptible increase in distortion, the valves
have an anode load imposed upon them at
which value the 3rd harmonic distortion
falls to zero, the znd harmonic being canctlled out by the push-pull connection.
I
find that although a Rothermel
"Twt,eter" is used in conjunction with a
large energised Baker-Selhurst moving coil,
nu tone correction is necessary to flatten the
response curve at high frequencies at anv
rate as judged aurally. The rising characte;istic of the pentode at high frequencies
compensates wonderfully for side-bands

necessarily attenuated in tuning. It is a
revelation to hear the striking of a cymbal
or the true "ting" of a triangle. In addition the remainder of the audible scale is
unusually well maintained, the whole comparing very favourably with the supe;·b
quality of the original amplifier.
Before closing I must say that I quite
agree that the triodes do theoretically give
superior quality, but that it would certainly
take a highly trained ear to detect the
difference in this respect even when the two
types of output are tested together.
Finally, the output given provides an
excellent intermediate stage for those who
require a larger output than that available
from PX4s, but do not wish to go to the
expense of PX25s, which dissipate so watts
in their anode circuit.
May I congra tu late and thank The 'Wireless World for producing such an excellent
piece of apparatus as the Quality Amplifier,
and, moreover, for providing a journal
which can be relied on in every way.
Walsall.
A. A. COTTERELL.

Mysterious Roof
JN your issue of May 24th, in the '' Current
Topics " section, I read about the mysterious roof of a lone spot in the town of
Hobol, Denmark, from which the Oslo programme appears to emanate. Since reading
this I chan<:;ed to read tllrou;.;h an American
magazine, Popular ScicFce, which comments
on the apparent behaviour of metallic objects round the broadcasting station 'NLW
in Ohio. Its power of soo kilowatts has
obviously something to do with it, but, according to the magazine, every metal object
fer more than a mile around becomes charged
with electricity, and the base of the broadca5ting tower is a high! y dangerous location.
Around the tower there are brick walls and
a few iron gates; if a person holds any
metallic object near the gate, he draws off
an arc, which vibrates the air in exact time
with the modulation of the radio programme being broadcast. Even in houses
some distance from the tower fluctuating
currents induced in metal objects are powerful enough to vibrate tin roofs· or create
'' singing arcs '' between drain spouts and
earth. Some resourceful residents around
the tower have tapped some of the energy
and are able to get enough free power by
this means to light their homes and t:ven to
run small appliances. This may be the explanation of the mysterious Danish rocJf, but
as for the selectivity it seems to suggest the
lack of a band-pass fllter on the roof.
Exeter.
B. A. E. FITZ-GERALD.

The Push-pull Quality Amplifier
with Pentodes
ALTHOUGH real quality enthusiasts are
apt instinctively to turn up thE·ir noses
at the mention of the LF pentode, I should
like to say a few words with regard to the
results obtained when these much despi:ot:d
valves are used in the output stage ot a
modified version of The Wireless World
Push-Pull Quality Amplifier.
The circuit used is identical with that of
the original amplifier, but of course the
values of certain components are necessarily
altered. As each valve requires only half
the grid swing of a PX4, namely, ISV. peak,
low gain LF valves are used together with
as low gain anode resistances as are consistent with the smallest possible amount
of amplitude distortion.
The amplifier

* See Dr. McLachlan's ''Elements of Loud.
speaker Practice."

Sound Sales 30-watt
Amplifier

Inexpensive
P A Equipment

T

HE growing use of public address
equipment has recently stimulated
research into methods of obtaining a
large output from an amplifier with a minimum of cost, while still maintaining a high
f"tandard of reproduction. One of the most
<ouccc,sful of these systems was recently
described in The Wireless TVorld 1 and is
colloquially known as the "low-loading"
output circuit. Two valves of very low intunal resistance are employed in push-pull
m the output stage, and are operated under
snch conditions that while the system. can
be described neither as Class B nor QPP, the
anode current fluctuates with the signal in
a >'imilar manner. Using this system, an
output of no less than 30 watts can be
obtained from a pair of PXzsA valves.
This arrangement is employed in 1.he output stage of the new 30-watt amplifier pro·
duced by Sound Sales, of Tremlett Grove
\Vorks, Junction Road, Highgate, London,
~.I<). An ML4 valve is used in the preced·
ing stage and is coupled to the output stage
by means of a choke-fed push-pull tran.oformer. The first stage is fitted with an HF
pentode and is resistance coupled.
The
mains equipment is of most generous design
and a full-wave mercury-vapour rectifying
valve is used. A separate metal rectifier is
1

The lV ireless World, March 15th, 1935.

employed for the grid bias
source, since it is out of the
question to employ automatic
bias when the anode current
of the valves fluctuates.
The ;unplifier is assembled
with the mains equipment on
a single chassis, and an input
volume control is fitted ;n
such a position that it can be
conveniently operated hy
means of an extension shaft
from a horizontally placed
gramophone
motor
board
fitted above the amplifier.
The output transformer is
not fitted to the chassis, but is supplied as
a separate component wound to suit any
loud speaker. The amplifier is priced <lt
£zs complete with valves and output transformer and a radio feeder-unit is available
at £6.
On test, the amplifier gave a very good
performance, and the curve shows that <'t
so c / s the response falls by only 2.4 db.
and at w,ooo c /s by only o.8 db. This
curve includes the losses in the output transformer. The input required to obtain ::m
output of 30 watts is of the order of o.oos
volt, so that it can be fully loaded from any
pick-up of normal design.· The hum-level {s
below audibility, and the equipment can
confidently be recommended for any case
where an output of 30 watts or less is needed.
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The response curve, showing the very
slight fall at each end.
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·Readers' .Problems

.r·····················..

:THESE columns are reserved for the publication
of mal!er of general interest arising out of
problems submitted by our readers.
l?,eaders requiring an individual reply to their
technical questions by post are referred to " The
Wireless World" Information Bureau, of whicll
brief particulars, with tire fee charged, a;e to be
E
found al the foot of this page.
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Leakage Through Suppressors

S

Diesel Engine Interference ?

A QUERIST asks us to say whether

ther~

· is any possibility that interference witlt
reception can be caused by a Diesel engine
for which h·c is responsible.
Interference from ordinary internal-cam·
bustion engines originates in the electrical
ignition system, which is absent in the Dic:-:d
engine, anct accordingly it seems that a compression ignition of any type sb:mlcl bt·
totally incapable of causing electrical intt'rfcrence.
Mechanical interference through
vibration is, of course, another matter, as ~s
the possibility that auxili;:~ry electrical apparatus drin:n by the engine is causing
trouble.

EVERAL correspondr·nts h:J.V<c recently
written to us on the subject of .the le;:~k
age that takes plaCl> through interference
suppn·ssors comprising condensers of standard value when connected to AC mains.
From a consideration of Fig. r (a) it will be
f'airlv clear that, as one of the mains is
Microphone Sensitivity
earthed at the power station, full mains
voltage is applied between one of the conALMOST all th~ better types of microphone need rather more magnification
densers and earth. Although the leakage
current is largely wattless, it is a source of
than is normally provided by th(· "gramoembarrassment to power station engin<'ers,
phone" section of the average receiver or
and
so
should
be
avoided.
One of the ways of
avoiding
appreciabl"
METER,
TO
INCOMINIG
leakage is to use conMAIN SWITCH,
HOUSE
MAINS
WIRING
ETC.
densers much smalln
than
t h c
standard
Yalue of 2 mfds. ; a
(a)
c;:~pacity of o.oi mfrl.
is
generally
recomLIVE MAIN
mended, and in most
cases is effective.
METER,
TO
INCOMINIO
Another method of
MAIN SWITCH,
HOUSI'
MAINS
=~
WIRING
ETC.
rf'ducing
leakage to
negligible
proportion'
EARTHED
is to connect the con••
MAIN
(b)
ventional typP of suppressor in the manner
.,...
shown in diagram (h)
This arrangement appears to
have
the
Two methods of connecting an interference suppressor. Diag-ram (b)
·
l10 th 0 f
represents an arrangement especially applicable to AC mains, as it
offlcial blessmg
reduces the leakage that occurs with method (a) and is considered
the Post Office and of
equally effer:tive.
the supply companies.
radio-gramophone.
It therefore follows that,
It was discussed recent! v in a paper re-ad
although the pick-up terminals present
under the auspices of th-e Pest Of1ice by ·1
themselves temptingly as convenient point'i
G.P .0. engineer. Although at first sight it
of attachment for a microphone, suflicient
mav appear that a leakage to earth due to
outpnt will seldom be obtained (·xcept wh(·n
the. full mains voltage might take place
one of the more sensitive-but less faithful
between thr: two condensc·rs in series,
-specimens of the ordinary carbon type are
actuil lly the only leakage occurring through
employed.
the lmvcr earthed condenser is that due to
In n'ply to several readcrs who have
the voltage drop along the " dead " main.
writt<n for information on the subjcct woe
can only su;;gest that if they are unwillint;
Easy-but Wrong
1o add amplification to their rTceivcrs tlwy
OUERIST who has apparently Sl'Cshould satisfy themselves \\'ith poorPr quality
A c·t~mlwd to ttw tt·mptation to COil1H et .t
and take care to choose a microphone gi\·ing
millianuneter rlirectly bt-twcen the anode
sufficient output for the amount of ampliterminal of an SG vain, and tiv' flc~<i!Jl·:
fication included in their sets. High qtDlity
lead normally con11ected to this point,
and high output do not usually go together.
has paid 1ht·- u~ua! P('ilalty. Presumably
Peculiarities of the Ear
the addition ol the meter and its conrH cting
]('ads h~s caused spurious coupling to oth:·r
user of cl sup~riletcroclynr: which i~
giving an entirely satisfactory pcrform~ircuil s, with thf' 'l'esult that the n·c'c'iver :,
il'K<' is, nevecthdess, puzzled to know why
now unstable.
maximum indiotirH: of the tuning indicator
Our corn·spondent is concerned to fwrJ
doC's not SI'Cll1 to correspond precisely with
th;~t the rl'acling of anoc!e cnrrl'nt is higher
maximum signal strcn;sth as judged by ear.
than it should be. It should be poiutccl out.
however, that a measurement made \\·hi](' a
This eJicct is bv no mc;tns uncommon, but
it appears to dep~nd, to some t·xtent, on the
valve i-; in an oscillating concli!ion is quitr:
pt·culiariti<·s of the <'ar of the user as to
unrt'liahlc, and c:o he nec·d take nn colicc of
whether tlw discrPp;:~ncv is clrarly pcrit. In this case there app<·ars to be no
alternative to c](·lving into the vitals of 11w
ccptiblt'. Our hr'aring is often more st'nsitiYc to notP:' in thn middle register, and
set and findiug the most convenient point of
connection for the meter at the low-potc:ntial
the.-;e no1 t'' arc generally accPntua 1eel somt··
end of the anode circuit of the valve COJlwhat by slightly detuning the receiver.
cernecl
From this a useful lesson can be learned; a

_I_
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set should be tuned to give maximum bass
response rather than maximum apparent
loudness

Choice of a Voltmeter
WHE!\' choosing a measuring instrument
for a specific purpose it is usual to
;,tipulate that the quantity
(voltage,
current, de.) to be iudicated will correspond rm;ghly to hall-scale deflection, or,
in some cases, to a considnably higher
proportiou of the scale. In the interests
of accuracy, for example, a o to Io-volt
\'Oltmeter would be highly unsuitable for
permanent connection in a rircnit where
the pressure was never likely to exceed
I volt.
This is especially true of the scale
of moving·iron instruments which is always
congested at the lower end.
However, circumstances alter cases, and
a rcadl:'r who proposes lo install permanently
a che-ap moving-iron ,·oltmctl'r for reading
tl](' LT voltage of his portable set (which
is fed entitely from dry batteries) has a
good excuse for ignoring the " half-scale "
rull'. HP has found that the drain imposed
on the LT battery by a o to 3-volt instrunwnt (which would otherwise be suitable)
is unduly high, and so proposes to install
a o to 3-\·olt meter which will consume much
less current.
In this case where extreme accuracy is
not required, such a course is perrnissfble.
Generally spe;:~king, moving-irca instruments give fairlv clear indications of read·
ings ;:~bove one-fifth of full-scale deflection.
and so a reading of 2 volts, which will be
required in this case, could be made fairly
easily on an 8-vol t scale.

WE

Bias for Push-pull Valves

arc askPci to say whether it is possible to obtain dilferent values of grid
bias (automatically, of course) for each of a
pair of directly heated output valves which
are fed with LT curP~nt from the same
secondary winding of the power transformer.
It will only be possible to do this when
bias is derived from a common resistance in
the negative IIT lead: different- v;:~lues of
bi;:~s for each v;:~lvc can then be obtainc:d by
returning the grid circuits to suitably placed
tappings on the resistance.
It should be pointed out, however, that
even so the t)ias ol one valve is hound to be
afiectcd to some cxtr·nt by the anode current of the other, and that it would prob;1blv
he lwHcr to ft'ed ee1ch filament from au in.
depcmknt transfonm-r wllloing.
• • DDDii:IDIIDDD•••••c:l:liiDDDDDDDDDc:t•~:~aD.DDDGIDDDIIioDDDDDGtiDDD
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INFORl\L\ TION BUREAU
service ic; in!endf'd primarily /or rcade"
T HEtnt:eting
with
iu connection
diHrculttes

receivers described in The Wirel~ss
World, or tho,.c et commercial design "·Iiich
Jrom time to i llllC' are reviC\\Td in the pages ot
Tlte lf'irrle.1s World. Evcrv endeavour will Le
made to deal 11·ith qucdes on all wirele~s
muliers, provided th:~t tht'V arc of such a
n~ture that they c::1n be dealt with satisfactorily in a :cttcr
Communic<Iiions should he by letter to Th~
Wireless World Information Uun:au, Dorset
Hou"·· Stamford Strl'et, London, S.E. r, and
'must be accompanied by a remittance of ss. to
covf'r tlw cost ot the scn·ice.
Pr·1sonal intcrvie11s arc not given by the
technical stafi, nor can tPchnical enquiries be
dealt with by telephone.
1\'ith
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H. ERE can be .no doubt that if
we divide broadcast programmes into two parts,
educational and entertair1ment;
it is the educational side which presents
the more formidable task to the
compilers.
If a vote of the majority of listeners
were a deciding factor, as in America,
where sponsored programmes thrive,
educational matter \Yould probably
largely disappear from our programmes.
hut fortunatelv, in this country, broadcasting is esta.hlish~d on a basis where
the · programme compilers arc not
dictated to by purveyors of pickled
onions or lipstick, and so the tastes
of minorities can be catered for as well
as the masses.
. But we think perhaps the B.B.C.,
in arranging educational matter for
programmes, is still too much influenced by the desire to appeal to the
majority. In educational talks such
a policy cramps the style of the compilers from the outset. Public taste
in talks differs so much more widely
than is the case in music that it is
quite impossible to make any attempt
to include talks of real value in the
programmes if at the same time the
H. B. C. is obsessed with -the desire to he
as popular in educational matter as in
the avnage musical programmes. The
immediate effect of any such influence
is that the talks C<ll;not deal more
than supcrf1cially with their subject and
arc consequently forecloomed
to
" scrappiness " in character. It would
he Jwtter to have ten talks, each of
rc~d interest to a tenth of the listeners,
rather than that all should be of
doubtful interest to the majority.
\Vhatever action the D.B.C. takes,
there will always be a constant demand
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COMMENT
for entertainment, so that it would
seem that talks and educational broadcasts must, as far as possible, be
arranged as alternatives to entertainment. Too often talks are of such
short duration that the speaker has no
chance to develop his subject fully, or
again, connected talks may be arranged
in a series in which very few listeners
will be able to participate throughout,
with .the result that they will probably
prefer not to listen at all, rather than
hear only one or two instalments.
We b~lieve that a partial solution of
the difficulty might be arri\'ecl at if the
B.B.C. could devote the time of one
station, such as the long-wave Droitwich, mainly to educational matter and
pursue a policy of giving more solid
material on specialised subjects, even if
the talks were extended in length, and
making every endeavour to forget for
once what must at present be the
constant urge to be popular.

Television
A Grievance

A

T the annual meeting of the

Baird Television Company
held recently, the Chairman,
after an interesting speech on the
Company's activities and the development of television in general, referred
to " the injustice that has been meted
out to this Company."
It is deplorable that an enthusiastic
staff should be working under the
shaclmv of a grievance against the
authorities ancl still more is it to be regretted that the Television Committees,
if tlwy have been aware of the position,
should not have taken steps to investigate it.· Grievances should be
aired not harboured, and we extend to
the Baird Company an invitation to
state their grievances in the columns of
1'/ze Wireless World in order that they
may receive the consideration of all
sections of the radio trade and public.
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Keep Your
Wireless to
Yourself
By E. C. WADLOW, l'h.D., B.Sc.

Reducing Sound Transmission from House to House
T is well known that the average radio set so that the loudness of the sound dc- tion is defined as the ratio of the sound
riwd from the speaker, which may be intensity on the same side of the partition
set or radio-gramophone, if operated
at anywhere near full ,·olume, has only a few feet away from him, is similar as th~ source of sound, to the intensity on
sufficient sound energy output to to that \\'hich he prefers \\'hen listening to the opposite side. For a partition such as
ea use considerable annoyance to those a similar periormaace at first hand. But a wali between adjacent rooms, it is deliving in houses adjoining that of the people ha \'e preferences with their radio pendent also on the frcq ucnn· of the
owner of the offending instrument. For just as they have when listening to a band sound, being generally les,; for low than
instance, a set having a maximum undis- performance in a park. Some will like to for high frequencies. The a\ eragc Yalue
torted valve output of 2 watts, "·ith a be right up by the bandstand, while others given by Sabine' for a single \\·all, ou·r
loud speaker efi1ciency of 5 per cent., is will remain two or three hundred yards a frequency range of from 1 21' to 4,01}t>
c is, is 400, while for a double \\·all, with
capable of producing sounds about five a\vay.
times as loud as normal speech, and about
A radio set used by the latter type of a 2in. air space and no structural contwice as loud as loud shouting.
person will probably gin· little annoyance nection between the two, it· is 32,000.
In the majority of cases, walls which to neighbours, while that belonging to the Bridging the space with an.\· material
are only just adequate to preserve privacy lover of loud music will probably soon reduc('S the sound reduction factor, and if
this bridging takes the form
of speech are still used between
adjacent houses, and they are inusually adopted in ordinary
ERE is a "League of Nations" type of article
cavity walls, the sound reduction
capable of preventing transmiswhich will appeal to a large number of readers who
factor is likely to be no great('r
sion of these louder sounds from
wish to" do the right thin,[{ b_v their neighbours." Simple
than for a single solid wall of the
one house to those adjoining.
methods of abating the noise nuisance, particu.larZv in
The nuisance is lessened, howsame weight per square foot of
semi-detached houses, are described, and the possibilities
9-urface area.
Walls built of
ever, if some simple points are
of co-operative action between neighbours, to the mutual
hollow blocks of concrete, or of
observed by each party, and it is
benefit of bQth, are discussed.
similar material, are likelv to
proposed to touch on these briefly
suffer from the same defect. · For
in this article.
Unless his neighbours wish to share his become a nuisance. \Vhat, then, can be 3-in. solid gypsum tiles, P. E. Sabinc
entertainment, 3. person who lives in a done to allow a person to enjoy loud re- found the sound reduction factor to be 88
house which is attached to others should production while affecting the comfort of at 128 c / s, r6o at 5r2 c · s, and 3.400 at
endeavour, normally, to operate his set those next door as little as .possible?
2,048 c /S, compared with the \'alues of 79,
The prevention or reduction of sound 120, and I,ooo, respectin~ly, at the correno louder than is really necessary. This
degree of loudness, is of course, arbitrary. transmission from house to house is a sponding frequencies for 3-in. hollow
The loudness of ordinary speech might problem which should really be con- gypsum tiles.
be suggested as a basic standard for loud- sidered \Yhen the houses are being
It has been found by in\'estigators that
ness of reproduced speech. Most people, planned, for it is difficult and costly to the logarithm of the sound rPduction
however, seem to prefer the loudness of carry out rnaj or changes \\'hen once they factor is roughly proportional to the
reproduced speech to be well above this are built. In the majority of blocks of weight of the partition per square foot of
suggested standard.
This js probably modern houses, and in semi-detached its surface area, and that unless two combecause the intelligibility of reproduced houses, nothing· \\·hatever is done to meet pletely separate walls can be built, the
speech is not so good as direct speech for the situation \\hi eh has arisen out of the most effective \\'a~· of reducing sound
transmission is g<·nerally to increase the
the same loudness, and is generally im- popularity of radio and gramophone.
weight of the wall per square foot.
proved by an increase in loudness.
However, a similar standard to the
The coyering of the wall also has an
Effectiveness of Partitions
influence, and the sound reduction factor
above can hardly be applied \\ith music.
Slat\'lllt'nb tn tlH· effect that the build· can be multiplied senral times at certain
\Ve cannot, e\·en if we \\'ish, obtain the
same sound energy output from our ings axe '' <l" nearly sound proof as is frequencies by using a greater thickness of
4-valve set as is obtainable from a brgc practicahl1'.'' and so forth, appeaf. occa- plaster. Plaster only, on expanded metal,
orchestra.
And even if we could, the sionallv in sa k or letting adYertisements can be almost as dfective as the double
loudness in the living room of an ordinary of lwt{,;rs and llats. Such statements can \\'alls at certain frequencies."
The ideal state, ob\ioush·, is to haw all
semi-detached house would bf~ quite un- mean nry little, and in the ch('ap type of
bearable. The same diffi.cnlty· is present house being built in gr('at numbers at the
1 P. E. 1-lahinP, Phys. HeL, :!i, 116, 1'126.
with most entertainments of a musical present time an~· " ,.cound proofing " treat2 " Acoustics of Buildings," by Kaye an•! Dad~,
ment is not likeh· to be verv f~ffective.
nature.
The sound reduction factor for a parti- p. 194.
In practice, a person will operate his
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Keep Your Wireless to Yourselfhouses detached, but this is far from realisation, and is likely to remain so. It is
therefore of more interest to a householder
troubled by his neighbour's radio to know
what can be done, after the houses arc
built, to reach a state of affairs acceptable
to both parties.
A typical case will therefore be considered in more detail. Suppose Fig. I to
represent the ground floor plan of a pair
of semi-detached houses, and that the loud
speaker is working in room A of the righthand house.

in room C, and that the relative loudness
in the two rooms has been gauged approximately by ear. If the speaker in room A
is then switched off, and another one is
operated in room C so that to a listener
in this room it sounds approximately as
loud as the speaker in room A did preYiously, it will be found, with the doors (u)
and (v) shut, to be less audible in room D
than the speaker working normally in
room A was in the first place. By opening
and closing doors (1t) and (v) an idea c•f
the 1 comparative souud transmission
through these and through the 4tin. wall
betm::en rooms C and D can also be
Parallel Sound Paths
formed.
Another method of gauging the importIt is obvious that the speaker will be
more easily heard in the left-hand house ance of the walls-path (I) above-in
from room C than from room D. A per- tran~mitting sound (though it savours of
son living in this house and desiring quiet- eansdropping) is as follows. If the ear
ness would therefore select room D as llw is pressed against the walls of room D in
living room. This is the simplest way of the corner nearest to room A where the
lessening any nuisance from the speakt>r speaker is operating, the sound heard will
in room A. If operating loudly, however, probably be louder and more distinct than
it may still be heard very clearly in room it is in the centre of room C. Both these
D. The sound reaches room D by scyeral experiments illustrate how effectively
parallel paths. Neglecting for the moinent sounds can be transmitted along the walls.
The actual trammission of sound
any sound transmitted through floors, ceilings, windows, and outside walls, it \Yill through a partition may be either by
be seen on refernng to Fig. I that the vibration of the partition as a whole-the
three likely paths for sound waves pas:::ing partition acting as a large diaphragm-or
by true acoustical refraction, analogous to
from room A to room D are
the transmission of light through a slab
(I) Via the walls only and then to the air
However, most rigid surfaces
of glass.
of room D.
are better reflectors of sound than the be:;t
(2) To the air of room C ,·ia the 9oin. wall
and then via the doors (u) and (v), and th~
mirror is for light, so that, in general,
air spaces round them, to room D. Also via
diaphragm action is the more important.
doors (x) and (y), and the air spaces round
In a house the transmission is not altothem, to the air of room B. and thence via
gether simple. Sound transmission bethe 9dn. wall to the air of room D.
tween adjacent rooms of the
house shown in Fig. r can
readily be pictured. But in
passing from room A to room
--------.....-:---D the vibrations pass along
the walls and are also capable
of setting them vibrating
transYersely.
F
The transverse vibration
characteristics of a wall or
ceiling are determined by the
mass, stiffness, and damping,
and follow the well-known
laws for maintained forced
vibrations. In the case of a
wall or ceiling, the natural,
or resonant, frequency is
lairly low, and hence, for a
cons.tant exciting force of any
musical frequency, the mass
of the partition is the impottant factor in determining the
amplitude of its vibration. Of
course, most additions such
as chimneys and fireplaces
Fig. 1 .-Ground floor plan of a typical pair of semi-detached
add to the stiffness of a wall
houses, illustrating the positioning of loud speakers and the
as 'vell as to its mass. The
possibilities of unwanted sound transmission.
one can rarely be altered
(3) To the air of room C via the 9-in. wall,
"ithout changing the other. The dampand to the air of room n Yia the 4 Hn. wall.
ing coefficient for a composite structure
Thence via the appropriate wall t.o the air
such as a brick wall is also very considerol room D.
These paths are arranged above in th·-' able, and in consequence the natural frep:·obable order of their importance. Thi.' quency of the wall is not clearly defined.
On account of their own vibration charon be demomtratcd rout:hly ia the follm\"in.; \Yays. Suppose '' loc~rl :>IH:'akcr oprrat- acteri3tics, walls and ceilings do not transin; in room A is autlibk in room D and mit all frequencies equally well. Gener-

ally they are more opaque to high frequency sound vibrations than to low ones,
and the sound reduction factor thus falls
as the frequency is lowered. However,
the tuning is not sharp at the natural frequency, as the damping is considerable,
but in spite ot this. music heard through
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Fig.

2.

-Experiment illustrating the transmission of sound by reflection.

a solid partition is considerably distorted.
One can oftt."n' feel the forced vibratiops
of wooden panels and floors when these
are excited by a suitable agent such as a:
powerful loud speaker er an organ. Vibrations at the resonant frequency excited by
direct contact with the exciting source are
often so pronounced that they can travel
a considerable distance before their energY,
is dissipated.
In a house they may be
minimised by standing the radio set and
speaker on a piece of resilient material
such as soft rubber.
The rubber feet
fitted to speaker cabinets are usually much
too hard to prevent sound transmission by
direct excitation.
·

Sound-absorbent Materials
When the walls oi a house have been
built it is generally impossible to make any
considerable structural changes. A drastic
one would be to increase the thickness d
plaster, but the improvement would hardly
be worth the trouble and expense. Aver~·
slight improvement may be obtained
simply by papering the walls, if these are
not already papered. Panelling certain
'mlls with sound-absorbent materials
would also be helpful, but a more acceptable way would probably be to cover the
wall with a well-stocked bookcase.
Changes of the above nature should preferably be made to both rooms-that containing the speaker and that occupied by
the person desiring quietness.
Notice:!ble improvements are to be obtained, howeYer, simply by choosing the
most suitable position for the speaker in
room A. For a constant frequency, the
amplitude of vibration of the walls will be
proportional to the sound energy which
fall,; on them. The worst case, to a listener
in room D, will occur when the speaker.
without a back to its cabinet, is placed
in the corner of room A nearest to room
D-position I, Fig. r. If the speaker is
moved over to the other side of the room
A-to position 2-the sound waves are
allowed to spread, and a considerable proportion of the total energy may fall prim-
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arily on parts of the floor, walls and ceiling where it is much less harmful in causing noise in room D.
When the loud speaker is placed in room
A in position 2, Fig. I, the furnishings
of the room can also be made to play a
useful part.

Absorption by Furnishings

a house adjoining seems greater than that
to the corresponding room on the ground
floor in spite of the greaternumberof partions between the source of sound and the
listener. This increase may be due partly
to floor and ceiling resonance at frequencies being reproduced by the speaker,
and partly to the lower general noise ]eye]
prevailing in the upstairs rooms.
The foregoing remarks refer entirely to
sounds transmitted through the structure
of a house from one room to another.
Such sounds are most troublesome in the
winter-time, when windows will generally
be closed, and it is more quiet indoors. In
summer other equally annoying effects are
frequent! y encountered. These occur when
sound waves escaping through open windows undergo reflection, and can then be
heard in places where, with the windows
shut, they would be quite inaudible.
Sound waYes of high frequency follow
the same laws as light, but as the frequency is lowered, and the wave length
becomes comparable with the linear
dimensions of the reflecting object, the
simple geometric laws cease to apply.
Thus, in the school experiment illustrated
by Fig. 2 a ticking watch gives a good reflection with quite a small reflecting board.
The frequency of the sound is of much less
importance when the reflection is from a
large object, as, for instance, in the case
of echoes from the side of a cliff.

If a loud speaker is operating in an unfurnished room, the sound intensity
throughout the room will be practically
uniform owing to the repeated reflection
of the sound waves from the hard unThe
covered walls, ceiling an'd floor.
sound from the loud speaker itself is,
however, sharply directional at 4,096 c(s
and higher frequencies. The directional
characteristics decrease as the frequency is
lowered, and below 256 c / s the sound
may be regarded as non-directional. If
the speaker is in a furnished room, having a carpet on the floor, curtains in the
windows, a door curtain, pictures on the
walls, and several easy chairs or a settee,
a high percentage of the sound energy
falling on these objects will be absorbed.
One consequence is that although the
speaker has the same sound energy output
as before, it will not sound nearly as loud
in most parts of the room. The reflected
sound waYes which existed previously in
the unfurnished room are
now greatly diminished in
intensity. The amount of
,/
I
'.
sound energy actually falling
on the walls where it can
readily be transmitte'd to
room D is now considerably
reduced. vVhen the room is
E
furnished, the loudness of the
speaker can usually be heard
to decrease as the listener
recedes from it, and the
directional effect is more pronounced.
In consequence,
the listener will have to sit a
little closer to the speaker,
and preferably in the direct
beam of the sound waves.
This, howeYer, need inYolve
no hardship. A loud speaker
placed in position 2, Fig. I,
is convenient for a listener
sPated bv the fireside. The
speaker Itself is as far away
as possible from room D, the
Fig. 3.-Suggested design of a pair of semi-detached
houses to minimise the noise nuisance.
main beam of sound is
directed away from the corner
Fig. r also illustraks some of the reflecnearest roorl'I D, while a portion of the
sound energy directed towards this corner tion effects which are obtained with a
is absorbed bv the furnishings, and thus typical semi-detached house. Suppose
now that the speaker is placed in room B.
cannot excite 'tbc \\"all.
~
Floors :1nd ceilings play :t more im- position 3, "·here the sound beam falls on
portant part when sound transmission the open windmY (p). This is a suffibetween rooms on different levels is con- ciently good retlector 1o direct an appresirlered. Their vibration characteristics ciable volume of sound in the direction
are similar to those of walls, lmt being indicated, and this, in turn, is reflected
lighter in weight and construc1 ion, ihry into room D l>y the other open window
rnarkrd (q). This sound reinforces that
transmit sounds more rcadih·.
It frequently happens til.at the sound which is transmittPd thrniigh thP walls
transmission from a ground·lloor room of between rooms B and n, giYing an una house to a bedroom on the first floor of necessarily high sound-intensity level in

room D. If the other windows (r) and
(s) had been opened instead, as shown
dotte'd, or if windows (p) and (q) opened
in the opposite direction, the retlected
sound entering the room D would be
practically nil.
Another example is also shown m
When the speaker is in the
Fig. 1.
kitchen E, position 4- the sound transmitted through the structure of the houses,
with all the doors shut, to the other kitchen
opened as shown, the sound entering the
room F may be considerable. The illustration also shows how sound may be
the
reflected from room E to room
dotted lines indicating the main path of
the sound waves.

c:

A voiding Direct Reflection
A partial remedy is obvious in most
cases of this kind. The windows in semidetached houses should be arranged so
that the outsides open back to back as in
the case of windows (r) and (s) of Fig. 1.
When more than two houses are joined
together this scheme cannot be carried out
completely, and some pairs of windows
must face the wrong way.
The position may be summarised by
stating that semi-detached houses should
be designed in such a way that at least one
room is separated from the adjoining
house by a hall, passage or similar
obstacle to sound transmission. Such a
house is illustrated by a ground plan yiew
in Fig. 3·
If there is no alternative to the type of
house shown in Fig. I, the following points
may usefully be observed by (a) the person desiring quietness, and (b) the owner
of the loud speaker.
(a) For a person desiring quietness :

Do not aggravate the fellow next door, or
retaliate, but secure his co-operation.
Live in the room diagonally opposite that
i1z which the speaker is used.
Cover, or partially cover, the walls nearest
room A, Fig. r, with wallpaper, bookcases,
or auy other sound-absorbent material to
reduce sound radiation from these walls as
much as possible.
Consider the provision of masking sounds
to which one has become so accustomed
through loJlg familiarity that they pass unnoticed.
f{N<P doors closed zvheFe possible, to
reduce the number aud etfectiueuess of the
zmrious sound transmission paths.
Use the windows ,,,l!ich az·oid reflection
<Beets.
(b) For the owner of the loud speaker:
Do not operate the mdiu or gra111oplzoue
louder than is really necessary.
Give a thought to its position rdative to
the living room, study or bedr00111 of those
next door.
Ensure that the room coutaius a l'('aSOIIable amount of sound-absor/Jiltg fumiturc,
particularly on or near the p(!rfitimz a·alls.
Stand the speaker on fairh s(jft r11bl!cr
feet to prevent direct exritatiozz <'f tlze floor.
/{('ep doors closed '<lzen and where
possible to reduce the g~urrul smnui level
!lzrol!r;lwut the house.
f.i;Jc a thought to possible sound-;-cf/l'ction effects when windows are opeu.
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The Insufficiency of Meters
Accuracy Must be

Demanded but Not Intelligence
By" CATHODE RAY"

RIDE of possession is seldom more
convincingly displayed than by the
new owner·of a high-quality meter.
If it bears the name of a famous
maker, and perhaps even a certificate of
accuracy, he becomes almost offensively
dogmatic about the results of his tests.
But although it might be unsafe to say so
to hi,; face, the accuracy Df the instrument
is no guarantee that Ius statements based
on it are correct. His faith may mislead
him \'cry badly.
Not long ago the manufacturers of a particular type of meter brought a libel action
against those who had stated in print that
in certain circumstances its indications
\wre not accurate. The Court's decision
was that such statements did not reflect
adYersely on the honesty of the manufacturers, or even on the quality of the instrument.
It may happen that an inferior voltmeter
gin!s truer readings on an HT battery
than a good meter. It is perfectly possible
for thr~e accurate and reliable meters to
be connected simultaneously to read the
same thing and yet to give quite different
readings. Although an accumulator needs
a higher. voltage than its own to charge it,
yet it is possible to charge it from a supply
which an expensive voltmeter shows to be
lower.
It is not my intention to damage the
t radc in high-class electrical instruments,
or to discourage the use of meters by uttering confusing paradoxes. I merely wish
to call attention to two requirements over
and above that of meter accuracy.

P

working current. Suppose, now, that the
dealer uses such a voltmeter, possessing
the very highest credentials, to test a shopsoiled battery in the presence of the customer. As it imposes a negligible load on
the battery the reading may appear perfectly satisfactory; but when in actual use
the battery voltage would drop. In the
absence of a w9rking test it would be
better to apply an inferior meter taking a
current that approximates to the working
current.

AC, DC and Unidirectional
Currents
These precautions are even more essential when measuring the voltages of power
units and other appliances whDse voltage
depends more steeply on the current being
drawn. And in some circuitS--notably the
grid circuits of valves-the voltmeter may
demand more power than is available and
reduce the pressure almost to zero. It is
like measuring the speed of a baby car
by attaching to it a heavy lorry containing the speedometer. The conditions of
measurement do not fairly represent the
conditions of use. Sometimes the error
can be calculated and allowed for. In
other cases a different method of measurement must be adopted.
The second precaution-it really comes
first in time-is to make sure that the meter
is suitable for the job. It was no use for
the l\Iarch Hare to protest that it was the
best butter that was used to lubricate the

Correct Loading
The first is to make sure that the instrument is measuring what it is desired to
kno\V. Take an HT battery for example.
The voltage reading is a va.luablc guide to
"hat the Insurance companies call the expectation of life. If the battery is nominally 100 volts and the makers have not
adopted the shady trick of putting in an
extra cell or two to lead one off the scent,
a reading of roo or slightly over should
justify a feeling of con_fid~nce. A read!ng
of 70 would normally md1cate end of hfe.
\Vhat one wants to know is the Yoltage
niyen bv the battery when it is actually
~,·orking, i.e., when it is dcliYering the
normal- flow of current. Such a reading
is not obtained by connecting a Yoltmetcr
to it under working conditions if the voltmeter itself draws so much current that
the battery voltage falls.
The reading
itself may be perfectly correct, but it is not
what one wants to know.
The usual advice is to employ a voltmeter of such high resistance that it takes
a current negligible compared with the

An electrostatic meter is useful for measuring DC voltages where any additional load
would cause a false reading.

l\Iad Hatter's watch. It is fairly generally
known that a DC meter may not be of any
service when one wishes to measure AC.
or an ordinary AC meter when the
measurement to be made is of the output
of a radio transmitter. Such things are
obvious to all who are likely to be using
meters.

It is not quite so generally known that
bc3ides AC and DC there are some other
sorts of current that are not quite either.
You may want to charge accumulators
tram the AC supply. AC is no good as it
is because it takes out of the battery just
as much as it puts in. A rectifier is
required to suppress the negative halt
waves. The result is unidirectional and
up to a point may be regarded as DC. At
any rate, a DC ammeter or milliammeter
is the correct instrument to indicate the
charging current. You may deem it wise
to include fuses in the charging circuit;
and, basing them on the charging current
as measured, may be grieved to find that
they burn out prematurely. The trouble is
that the effective current-effective for
heating things-is different from the
average current t~at counts for charging
purposes, and must be measured by an AC
meter. The output from a rectifier is
in the form of relatively brief but intense spurts, and in these circumstances
the reading on an AC ammeter may be
as much as twice that on a DC meter.
without raising any question of inaccuracy.

Peak Volts
~nother thing you are quite likely to
do If you have built the rectifier unit yourself is to check the output voltage before
risking the battery on it. What now; does
?ne use a DC voltmeter or an AC? Trymg t~em both, for luck, you will probably
get d1fferent readings. By now that is not
very surprising; what may tend to disconcert is the discovery that both readings
are rather lower than that of the battery
to be charged. Yet it comes all right when
the battery is connected up. The explanation is that it is the peak voltage that is
m~st important.
The average may be
qmte low, because at least half the time
there arc no ' olts at all ; but the peaks
exceed the battery voltage and force the
current through.
The metal rectifier AC meters that are
now so popular for radio test purposes are
scaled to read effective (RMS) values, but
are only strictly accurate when used to
measure a pure waveform; there would
be a large error in a rectifier circuit, for
Valve voltmeters can be
instance.
designed for almost any type 0f reading
-average, RMS, or peak. It is important
to remember that some can be used when
DC is also present; others cannot. The
former usually have a grid leak and condenser.
A precision instrument is a very nice
piece of work, but its limitations should be
realised and it should not be given credit
for intelligence of its own.
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The PERMANENT MAGNET
Sheffield's Decade of Research and Progress

Ill.- MAGNETIC

MATERIALS

Industry
.~fag

N outline of the history of the development of Permanent
nets,
A
particularly for
Loud Speakers, and a description of
some of the many processes involved in their manufacture, have been given
~loving-coil

in two previous articles in the issues of April 26th and J\llarch 29th, and
in this further contribution a description in broad outl£ne is given of the
magnetic properties of the materials used for Permanent Nlagnets and
of the trend of modern design with reference to the applications of
the new Nickel-aluminium alloy.
EFORE the superiority of one represent this point. If now the magnetis- only portion which seriously interests the
magnetic material over another ing field H is decreased the flux density B magnet designer, and the working value
can be appreciated it is necessary in the core does not fall as rapidly as curve of flux density Bw and working ,-alue of
demagnetising force Hw are always found
to grasp the meaning of some of 3 (a) would lead us to expect, and,
the terms used to describe the more com- actually, what happens when the mag- at some point on
this curve. Let ns
monly measured properties. This is best netising field H is reduced to zero is seen
consider how this
done with reference to a simplified ex- in the upper portion of the curve in Fig.
'>--- --- ______ !l_r
occurs and examine
ample in which attention will be focused 3 (b). A new feature has come to light,
' '
the matter from the
on the major points. Imagine ;; 1111iform for it is now evident that there exists a
!ce~.
:max.
standpoint of our
ring of magnet steel flux density Er in the core of the magnetic
ring. We noticed
wound uniformly \Yith steel even after the magnetising force has
that when the ring
a coil of wire-Fig. I. been removed. In other words, our ring
We will suppose that has become permanently magnetised. The is complete the
working value of
we can measur<o the value of Br-an important magnetic
ftux density Bw is
strength of the uni- quantity-is called the " remanence."
Fig. 1.-S imp I e
form magnetising field However, we are interested not only in actually equal to
Fig. 4.---Simple geouniformly wound
metrical construction
the maximum flux density Er which can
the
remanence
imposed
on
!ht:
ring
of
ring.
to find (B.H.) max
value Br. However,
material
when
a- exist in the ring after it has been fully
point.
current is allmved to flow through this magnetised, but also in the resistance it in a permanent
coil and we will further suppose that we can offer to demagnetising influences, magnet citcuit it is invariably required that
can measure the total number of because on this property its permanence there should be an air gap somewhere in
depends.
Let us
the circuit in which is set up a strong
stationary closed magnetic lines of force
which are present in the ring for any par- continue our test,
magnetic field. For instance, in a loud
speaker magnet there is the annular gap
ticular set of conditions. l\Jagnf'tic lines therefore, by reof force constitute a magnetic '· tlnx '' and versing our current
in which the moving coil oscillates and
supply to the magwhich is capable of ,-ibrating the cone on
a uniform magnetic field exprc~se<l as a.
account of the axial force set up when the
" flux per unit of cross-sectional area " is netising coil and
again
simultanecurrent in the coil and the magnetic field
termed the rnagnetic " flux density 0" If'
H--+ously observing H
in the gap interact. Another example is
therefore, the ring is of known cwssthe )nagTlelic circuit of a voltmeter, or
sectional area we can express our results and H. Fig. :J (c)
the
new
ammeter, in which the current-carrying
as so much flux per unit of area, or so ~hows
cmuSt; of the curve.
coil i,; pivoted in an air-gap het\Yc(·n the
much magnetic energy per unit of ,·olumc,
The flux density
Fig. 2. ---Flux ,jencmvcd poles of the magnet S\ ~km. In
and this is, in fact, clone to arrin~ at a
s i t y : magnetising
Br has been rethe case of a simple bar magnet the airsimple basis for comparison purposes. If,
force curve for airduced gradually to
gap
is n·ally a rather ,-ague length l.>etwe.en
initially, we simply use the coil wound in
cored ring.
the cmb of lhc magnL·t. and (•xternal to it1
the shape of the rin,r.; \\·e shall find that the zero by the reversed
flux density set up in the core air ;;;pace is magnetising fidd, and at a certain value
proportional to the magnetising current. of H, equal to He, the value of B =0, or
Finding the Flux Density
If we write B for the flux dclbity set up in the ring is completely demagnetised. The
Now, in all these cases we find that the
the core space and H the lila;_:rll'tising force value of He is another important magrwtic
criterion, and is termed the "coercive working t1ux density Bw in the magnet
giving rise tn the Hux dcn~ity B, we shall
find that we have a C\1!'\'e like Fig. 2, in force." The portion of the curn· to the sted is always· less than the value of Hr,
ldt of the linf; YOY1 in Fig .. l (c) is lh,·
depending on l.k: dimc·nsions of the mJ .-.:·
which B is equal to H nnmt;rically.
Suppose, nm,·, a ring of cobalt magnet
'11,,
steel is substituted for th(' air space and
'I
!•
the experiment repeated, -,,,: shall find
11
that B is no longer rroportinn;d to H,
which is in turn proportional to current
Bj
flowing, but a curw like Fig. 3 (a) is obtained. At Yery lar~-:e vahws of H the
HH -!I
value of B increases ve1y slm,·lv as H is
(9)
(b)
(c)
increased. "'hen this ;,"tatc o( affairs is
reached the magnet ~tl·d cnre is s;1id to
11
11·
be magnetised to saturation. The end of
Fig. 3.-Fiux density : magnetising force curves for ring of magnet steel.
the curve in Fig. 3 (a) is intended to
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netic circuit, including the air-gap, and
further depending on the magnetic properties of the magnet material employed.
This occurs b'ecause the useful flux in the
gap demagnetises the magnet, and this
process goes on until there is a balance
between the magneto-motive force of the
magnet (which measures its ability to set
up a magnetic flux in a circuit) and the
demagnetising ability of the flux set up in
the working air-gap. Hence, when an
!lir-gap is introduced into a complete circuit of magnet steel the flux falls to some
such point as W on the demagnetisation
cun·e in Fig. 3 (c).
Without going into any proof of the
matter, it is found that when W occurs at
such a point that the product of B and
H is a maximum, then it can be said that
the minimum volume of magnet material
has been used to achieve the desired result.
This desirable point can be found by the
simple geometrical construction of Fig. 4·
and is called the "(B.H) max " point, and

15 per cent. cobalt steel. although the
reduction in total volume is not so marked
in the case of 35 per cent. cobalt steel.
It is not possible to go into further design
detail, as the subject becomes very in\·oh·ed, but it is hoped enough has been
said to explain the significance of the more
important magnetic criteria and in what
way they influence practical designs.
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How the Alloy is Used
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\\'e will now proceed to examine the way
in which the new alloy has been applied
successfully in the design of moYing-coil
loud speaker permanent magnets.
It would be as well to say at this point
that the nickel-aluminium alloy is a very
hard, highly brittle and crystalline
material.
It cannot be softened and
drilled, and, therefore, in general, can
only be cast in relatively simple forms.
The working faces are then ground to size.
Holes of approximately -1~rin. diameter
and above can be cast into blocks of the
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Fig. 6.-Ladder scale of " magnetic energy
content '' for permanent magnet materials.
The percentages for Tungsten and chromium
should be taken as 6 and 3 respectively.

NICKELALUMINIUM

Only a short time elapsed before three
principal types of moving-coil loud
speaker magnets emerged. They were : -

...
...a:0
...

400

a:

300

0

The Double-block Type .
The Centre-block Type.
3· The Ring Type .
I.

1t/l

2.

I

An illustration of the Double-block
Type is given in Fig. 7 (a), in which top
and bottom plate and centre-pole are
made in mild steel, and two blocks of
magnet alloy are firmly clamped between
the plates at their extremities. Bolts of
non-magnetic material, such as hard brass
or phosphor bronze, are used for fixing
purposes, and these passed either through
holes cored in the casting as shown in Fig.
7 (a), or occupied grooves cast into the side
of the casting, as seen in the inset Fig. 7
(b).
The essential
tee h n ic a I requirement of short length
and
appreciable
cross-sectional area

0

...
0

...>

35% COBALT

i

~

0

20% COBALT

200

15% COBALT
9% COBALT
8% COBALT
3% COBALT

100

,;r'1+-

8% TUNOSTEN
3% CHROMIUM

0

Fig. 5.-Ladder scale of"

reman~n~e"

and "coercive

its value is a measure of the magnetic
f nergy content of the material.
It is evident that when we know Br, He and
(B.H.) max we know a great deal about
the material and can proceed to design in
detail. These quantities are shown in a
simple \vay in Figs. 5 and 6, from which
it will be seen that the new nickelaluminium alloys are very high in energy
content and coercive force, but not so high
in remanence. This results in the magnets
designed for the new alloy having a shorter
length, a larger cross-sectional area, and
a smaller total volume relative to, say,

fore~"

for

perman~nt m:tgn~t

materials.

material, but it is highly desirable to
avoid unequal sections, sharp corners and
wall thicknesses less than {-in. to ~in.,
according to the design of the casting.
With improving technique, many of the
initial difficulties have been overcome, but
it is only by unceasing attention to detail
that all-round success can be achieved. It
has been found possible to cast s.mall
pieces of mild steel into the magnet blocks,
but as it is not proposed to deal with the
details of mechanical strength and construction, this technique will not be
elaborated.

Fig. 7.-(a) Do ubI eblock type magnet. (b)
Showing alternative
design of block.

(b)
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The Permanent Magnet Industryis seen to be satisfied by the aesign.
The Centre Block Type is seen in Fig.
8, in which a simple magnet block, surmounted by a mild steel pole tip is fixed
into a forged mild steel yoke system. This
is a good design in many ways, and is
rather more efficient than the Double-block
type for small sizes of centre block
weighing up to about one pound, but it
requires rather precise assembly. The
magnet block is shown separately and is
seen to consist of a simple solid cylinder
ground on its top and bottom faces and
having a single cored hole through its
centre. Many thousands of this type of
magnet were used last year.
For simplicity of assembly and for the
highest magnetic efficiency, by which is
implied minimum mass of magnet material
Fig. Io.-Different forms of ring type
magnet parts.

Fig. 8.-Centre-block type magnet.

for a given gap-flux performance, the
design which is now becoming popular is
the ring type. This is seen complete in
Fig. g, and some of the various shapes of
ring employed are seen in Fig. ro. Here
the advantage is that there is only one
magnet part to cast, heat-treat and grind

Fig. 9.-Circular
ring type magnet.

for each magnet, and the design is therefore economic. A pole-centring device can

ABSOLUTE
T is well known that some persons-usually, though not invariably, persons with musical ability or with a
taste for music-have a faculty
uescribed as "absolute pitch."
Such
persons can name a note struck on a piano
without seeing which note it is, or can sing
any note within their range and say which
note on the piano scale has the same pitch,
and so on. To describe this as a sense
of absolute pitch is probably misleading,
for it is more likely to be of the nature of an
unusually accurate memory for pitch.
:\Vhatever its nature, however, it suggests
an enquiry as to whether any similar
faculty exists in relation to loudnes~ i.e.,
qn enquiry into the accuracy with which
normal persons are able to recolkct and
thus reproduce a given objective intensity.

I

be fitted to give the pole increased resistance to sideways displacement under conditions of shock, such as a small fall. This
is made clear in Fig. rr, where it should
be obvious that relative movement of
the centrepole in its outer pole (the top
plate) is now prevented, even if the ring
of magnet alloy itself moved slightly
under the impulsive force of a small imFig. II.-Typical form of
p o I e - centring
device.

pact. This device is not always necessary,
especially in magnets of small mass, but
in heavy ring magnets weighing several
pounds such an arrangement is highly
desirable.
In a concluding article some further
points of interest \vill be mentioned,
and a comparison made between the
electromagnet and the permanent magnet
from the standpoint of set design.

this journal.
The experiments were
carried out in the laboratories of a wellknown
German
company
(Lorenz
Aktiengesellschaft), and were described in
the Funktechnische Monats·hefte.
The conditions of the experiment were
made to resemble those of ordinary
broadcast reception as far as possible.
A moving coil lou'd speaker was used, in
a. room of normal dimensions, but as the
modulation-intensity variations of broadcast programme material would have confused the issue, the sound-subject was a
Morse transmission of a pure tone of about
r ,ooo c j s. An observer was instructed
to adjust the intensity to a level that he
considered satisfactory for listening to.
This was taken as the '' datum le\· cl '' for
this particular observer, and the corresponding voltage across the loud speaker
was measured.
The sound was then
" faded down," and after a minute or so
he was asked to readjust it to what he
thought was the original intensity, and the
voltage was again measured. Six such resettings were made in the course of fifteen
minutes, the observer being left unaware
of the closeness of each to the original
"datum level" intensity.
The whole
process was repeated \vith each of ten
observers.
The results are summarised in the
figure. The loud speaker voltages for the
six settings made by each observer, expressed as a fraction of the voltage of his
original settirig taken as IOO, were joined
by a line. The shaded area in the diagram shows the total range of divergence
at each setting for the ten observers.
There seems to be a tendency for the
divergence to increase with time, though
not very markedly, and the whole range
of the divergence is from about 70 per
cent. to rso per cent., i.e .. about six
decibels in sound intensity. In so far as

1

LOUDNESS

~UCCESSIVE

It is a matter of some interest in connection with receiver design, for the accuracy
of the automatic volume control required
for slow fading will depend on the a hility
to detect a slow change in intensity.
There is a well-known iaw "·iU1 n·!.C:Hd
to subjective sensitivity, which states that
the smallest perceptible change in an excitation, whether of sight or sound, is,
within cPrtain limits, proportional to the
intensity of the initial excitation, but here
the element of recollection is not ~o prominent as in a gradual and fairly slow
chan,gc in intensity, and on this subject,
i.e., accuracv of recollection, there has
been hitherto comparatively little exact
investigation. A brief account of some
recent ·measurements in this field may
therefore be of interest to the readers

of

,

ADJUSTMENTS OF

LOUDNESS

Illustrating a deficiency of the human ear ;
collective errors made in a series of attempts
to adjust reproduction to a predetermined
level of Joudn ess.

it is possible to fuse these ten observers
into a single average individual, it would
seem probable that such an individual
would be nnaware-or at least uncertain
-of a ± 3 decibel variation in his loud
speaker intensity during the course of :t
quarter r>f an hour, and would accept as
stea'dy a transmission fading slmYly to
this extent.
This set of observations cannot, of
course, be regarded as covering the whole
ground--indeC'd, it might be said to raise
as many questions as it answer~ ... hut it is
an interesting beginning, and will probably prompt further exploration of this
somewhat neglected field.
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Vienna on Long Wave

The Frozen Mitt

THE Vienna programmes are
now relayed by a 3-kilowatt
transmitter on a wave of
1,255 metres on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays (8 p.m.
B.S.T.).

EFRIGERATORS :n the
showrooms of an American
firm are fitted with temporary
photo-cell equipment. When a
wandering "prospect " cuts a
ray a loud speaker emits sales
talk on the advantages of
refrigerated food.

A Big Bag
DURING May the new antistatic department set up by
the French Post Office carried
out 3,888 investigations, which
led to the discovery of 13-465
pieces of machinery creating interfert>nce with broadcast reception.

Try This One

R

After Ten Years
THE bitterest joke of the week
comes from Budapest. A
radio journal, commenting on
the festivities now in preparation
to celebrate the tenth anniversary of Hungarian broadcasting,
recalls the story of the clerk
who, with beaming face, stepped

T0 PI CS

R.S.G.B. Convention
THE. Radio _Society of Great
Bnt<~m wrll hold its t<"nth
annual Convention on Thursday,
August 22nd, until Saturday,
August 24th, coinciding with tlH;
annual Radio Exhibition.

Cathode Ray Tubes
JN the description of the Cossor
· ray tube grven Ill our 1'-SUe of
Mav I?th, page so6, the peak
voltages for full detiection should
be 1,350 and r,o8o respectively.
The error occurred in cunvertirw
from millimetres tu incht'~~
wht're Wf' gave 0.074 instead o(
0.0074-

Ensuring Vatican Range

THE

Vatican
short- wave
station is now connected by
cable to Beyrout to ensun·
dirt"ct
communication
with
Syria, Palestine, Transjordania,
and the Prrsian Gulf.

LL wireless set owners can
test tht> theories of a Danish
scientist, M. Herideck, wh0
states that flowers respond to
music, depending upon their
variety. Pinks ~nd cyclamen
gradually avert their heads
from a loud speaker, whereas
roses '' show signs of plt>asure.''

A

Forbidden
HE
Governor-General
of
T
Catalonia has forbidden ilw
stations at ·Barcelona, Lerida
and Tarragona to close their
transmissions with tht" Cat<Jlonian hymn, "Los Segadores"
-''The Harvesters ''-because
of its unpleasant political associations.

English from Japan
THE new Japanese short-wave
station at Nasaki, with a
power of 20 kilowatts, is now
working daily on 20.6 metre-;,
at:d can be heard from 2.30 to
3.30 (B.S.T.).
The transmission includes a
ten-minutes' news bulletin in
English. The call sign is JBlL

BRITAIN'S LOFTIEST "AERIAL." A distant view of Mount
Snowdon, from which 5-metre tests are to be conducted by Mr. Douglas
Waiters (GsCV) on Saturday night and Sunday morning. The summit
is 3,6oo feet above sea level.

into his employer's office with
the remark: '' To-day is the
tenth anniversary of my joining
the firm." The employer mere! y
replied:
"Heavens!
What
patience I possess."

An SO-metre Privilege
Cost of School Wireless
TO equip every elementary
and secondary school iu
this country with a wireless receiving set might cost £4oo,ooo,
said Mr. Oliver Stanley, President of the Board of Education,
in the House of Commons last
week.
Mr. Stanley said he understood about 10 per cent. of the
. total number of elt>mentary departments made use of the -wireless for educational purposes.
The figure for secondary schools
was estimated to be about 20
per cent.

FOLLOWING representations
hy the Radio S0eiety of
Great Britain, the General Post
Office has granted amateur
transmittt"rs the use of the Sometre band throughout the year
except in September. Formerly,
they were not permitted to use
the waveband (except during
week-ends between May and
September).
An important condition of this
concession is that amateurs
using the So-metre band shall
cease transmitting immediately
an Army, Navy or Air Force
station requests them to do so.

" Ultra Shorts " from
Snowdon
THE summit of Snowdon, used
for ultra-short wave tests by
G6BY and G6UH in August,
1933, will be the ~cene of another
attempt (weather permitting) to
communicate with London on
Saturday and Sunday next, June
29th and 3oth. 1\Ir. Douglas
Waiters (G5CVJ will begin transmissions at 5 p.m. on the zgth
dnd continue at intnvals until
Sunday midday. Two 5-rnetrc
transmitters using 10 and 6 watts
respectively will be used, together with receivers for picking
up signals from other amatt"urs.
Vertical di-pole aPrials will be
used.
The following schedule
will be observt•d : 5-5.10 p.m.
Transmissionomni-directional - 'phone
or
I.C.W.
5.Io-5.·w p.m. Stand-by on
receiver for other 5-metre signals.
5.20-5.30 p.m.
Transmission
-omni-directional-' phone
or
I.C.W.
5-30-5.40 p.m. Reception.
This will be continued, unless
communication rs
established
with anothPr station, until ()
p.m.,
wht"n a beam aerial
directed towards London, will
be employed.
Alternate tenminute transmission and reception
periods
will
continUt~
throughout the evt·ning. Beam
transmissions will also be mad•:
between 9 p.rn. and ru p.m.,
and perhaps between I r p.m.
and 12 p.m. On June 3oth no
definite schedule is fixed but
the transmitter will be in' regular operation (call sign G5CV)
until midday or 1 p.m.
Amateurs who can co-opt•rate
otre requested to cornmuuicate
\~ith l\Ir. Douglas Waiters, 45,
Farrfax Road, Bedford Park,
'Y-4 (Chiswick 5982, ewning;
1emple Bar 7788, daytime).

Germany's Mobile Television Unit
THE first public demonstration by the German Post
Office of a new mobile highpower transmitter for highdefinition television was staged
at Hamburg on Friday, June
2rst. The units of the transmitter are contained in fourteen
separate vans. zo-metre masts,
carrying
horizontal
di - pole
aerials, were erected on a
well-known fair ground, and reception was possible in various
parts of the town and in four
temporary public televiewing
rooms.
Press representatives assembled on the Hapag liner
" Caribia," in Hamburg Harbour, on which television rt>ceiving apparatus is fitted.
The plant is entirely self-con-

tained, being operated by two
135 h.p. eight-cylinder Diesd
engines, housed in separate cars.
Each of the transmitters also
has a transformer van, another
for smoothing, an amplifier van
and a van containing the HF
portion
of
the
transmitter
proper.
On the vision side a sixth van
contains the film-scanning apparatus (r8o lines, 25 frames).
Direct scanning is not being
used during the present tests.
This
imposing
television
column is shortly proceeding to
the summit of the Brocken
mountain where tests are to be
conducted to prove that from
this point a reliable television
service range of a roo to 120
miles will be feasible.
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Pye

.........................................

A Fine Example of
Modern Battery
Portable Design

T

HOSE who have been acquainteJ
with the radio industry since its
early days will need no reminder
of the association of the name
of Pye with portable receivers, and it
seems only fitting that this tradition
should be perpetuated by the inclusion of
a battery portable in the new season's
series of Pye receivers.
There can be: no doubt that this type of
receiver still makes a very wide appeal,
not onlv on account of the obvious advantages c~nferred by its portability, but also
because of its complete freedom from
problems of installahon. A year or tw.,
ago the pmiable seemed to be waning in
popularit-y on account of the rather poor
paformance in the matter of volume and
qnalit.Y returned for a quite considerable
expenditure in battery maintenance. The
introduction of the QPP principle in the
output stage has, howcHr, changed all
that, and ·' mains" quality· and volume
are now obtainable for le~s expenditure
of HT current than was required for the
small 5ingle triode or pentode output
!'tageo~ giving little more than 300 or 400
milli\Yatts of nndistorted output.
AHhough there is provision in this set
for the connection of an external aerial,
this should be necessary onlv in remote
corners of the British fsles, for the performance from the frame aerial alone
under normal circumstances has all the

,...,,

TP/B

Model

FEATURES.- Type .-Superheterodyne battery portable receiver with selfcontained frame aerial. Circuit.Var.-mu pentode HF amplifier-triodepentode frequency - changer - l'Ur.-mu
pentode IF amplifier-4ouble-diodc-triode
second detector - QPP outpul stage.
Controls.-(!) Tuning. (2) \VaverangJ
andon-off>witch. (.3) Volume. (4) Tone.
Price.-15 guineas. Makers.-Pye
R.adio Ltd., Cambridge.

••••••c••••e•••&••••,•••••l!• -·•••••••••a••

punch and power which one normally
associates with outdoor aerial reception.
The explanation is to be found in the fact
that the superheterod;>ne circuit includes
a signal-frequency amplifier preceding the
frequency -changer.

High -efficiency Coils
The valve used in the HF stage is a
variable-mu HF pentode, and the couplino- to the triode-pentode frequencych:naer includes high-efficiency dust-cored
b
.
f
coils. The triode and pentode sections o
the frequency-changer are coupled by a
common filament impedance.
The valve in the IF stage is similar to
that in the signal-frequency amplifier, and
four tuned circuits are included in the
coupling transformers, which are operated
at a frequency of 127 kc / s.
The second detector is a doublc-diodctriocle in which one diode is used for signal rectification and the other for supplying the A VC bias. All three of the preceding stages arc controlled, but the bias

on the IF amplifier is less than that on the
HF amplifier and frequency-changer
valves. The delay voltage is derived from
a potentiometer connected across the grid
bias section of the HT battery and a fraction of this negative bias is- also appliell
to the signal diode. The effect of this is
to provide a form of QAVC \vhich is, perhaps, better described as fixed noise suppression. In other words, the signal diode
does not function until the signal strength
of a distant station rises above the threshold bias, ·which has been adjusted to suppress what may be regarded as the average noise level.
The volume control potentiometer is
connected in the resistance-capacity
coupling to the triode amplifying portion
of the detector valve. The output from
this is taken by a specially designed LF
transformer in which a tuning capacity
connected across the secondary provides a
sharp cut-off above a limit which is determined by the setting of the condenser.
The spindle operating this colldenser
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A signal-frequency amplifier preceding the frequency-changer gives ample range with the self-contained frame aerial.
diode is biased to reduce background noise.

BLACK

;
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The signal rectifying

JUNE 28th, I935·
Pye Model TPB-:-

carries a switch arranged so that when the
control knob is pulled out an additional
condel).scr is connected in series with the
primary winding to reduce the bass
response.
The QPP output valve provides an output of 1.4 watts with less than 7 per cent.
total harmonic distortion and permanent
tone compensation is provided by a fixed
condenser and resistance across theprimary of the special moving coil loud
speaker.
Nickel-aluminium alloy magnets are employed and the diameter of
the rather shallow angled cone is gin.
The quality of reproduction in undoubtedly a distinct advance on that of the
average small superheterodyne to which
we were beginning to become inured.
There is no obvious focusing and the bass
is amazingly broad and full for a set of
this size,- whether battery- or mainsoperated.
That is not to say that the
quality leans towards over-emphasis of
the bass, for most people would say on a
first hearing that crispness and clarity
were the salient features of the reproduction. In our opinion there was just a little
too much edge to the higher frequencies
with the tone control in the "brilliant"
position. but an Ideal balance was
obtained by turning the control down by
the merest fraction. On all types of transmission, including speech, we found the
bass response to be just right and, except
for experimental purposes, the necessity
for using the bass control was not felt at
any time during the tests.

was quite equal to that on the medium
waveband, which is not always the case
when a frame aerial is employed.
Although under normal conditions of
working the volume and quality of different stations may not appear to be affected
by the position of the frame aerial, it is
as well to bear in mind that this adjust-

The tuning dial is of the horizontal type
and stations and wavelengths are marked
in white on a black backgrouncL
The
approximate band-width occupied by each
station is also indicated, a feature which
will be found especially useful on long
waves. The dial is illuminated and the
condenser spindle, which runs parallel

9• MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKER

FRAME AERIAL

BATTERY
SHELF
FLEXIBLE
CONDENSER
DRIVE

2nd
DETECTOR
VALVE
L21DD
HF
AMPLIFIER
VALVE
VP215

Silent Background
Next to the quality of reproduction the
signal-to-noise ratio of the receiver deserves special commendation.
When
searching round the dial the variouc;
stations stand out clearly from an absolutely silent background, yet the sacrifice
of threshold sensitivity does not appear to
have affected the range, at least as far
as any worthwhile station is concerned.
The AVC control is also excellent and
there is little difference in volume between
North Regional and Cologne and none at
all between London National and Radio
Normandie when received in Central
London.
Second-channel whistles are
also quite negligible.
In estimating the selectivity of a set of
this type it must be remembered that ttw
directional properties of the frame aerial.
have some bearing on the apparent result,
though this is not always obvious on
account of the levelling action of the
A VC. Accordingly, selectivity tests were
made with the frame fixed in the position
of maximum signal strength for the station
under investigation. Under these conditions, in Central London, both the London Regional and National transmitters
occupied exactly one channel on either
side of their normal settings.
On long
waves, however, the Deutschlandsender
could only be received by evoking the aid
of the directional properties of the frame.
Incidentally, the long-wave sensitivity

IF
FREQUENO CHANCER
VALVE
TP2 2
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The cabinet houses both HT and LT batteries in addition to the frame aerial and a g-inch moving
coil loud speaker. The bottom of the cabinet may be removed for the inspection of the
underside of the chassis.

ment can have an important bearing on
the current consumed from the HT battery. It is always worth while, therefore,
to take the trouble to rotate the set inb
the position of maximum signal strength
on the station received in order that the
AVC control may reduce the standing
anode current taken by the first three
valves. The makers suggest that the correct position of the frame should be found
by listening for the position of minimum
background noise, but the background is,
in anv case, so lo\\' that we found it more
easy to turn the set first to the position of
minimum signal strength and maximum
background noise and then to set the
frame at go degrees to this position. The
HT current dravvn by the QPP output
stage is proportional to the volume level
and an economy will be effected by working at the lowest convenient volume. This
will also allow for greater relative modulation peaks without distooti.on.

with the front of the cabinet, is driven
through. a flexible drive.
The speech coil leads of the internal
speaker are connected to plugs fitting into
sockets conveniently situated at the back
of the chassis. It is an easy matter, therefore, to connect an external low impedance unit either in parallel or in place of
the main speaker.
From every point of view the performance of this receiver reaches a very high
standard, and those who are not fortunate
in having supply mains available need no
longer feel that they are excluded from
the enjoyment of a type of performance at
least equal to that which mains users can
buy for rs guineas.
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UNBIASED
Stable Information
T ATELY I have been trying to get a job
L as floor sweeper in a wireless factory
but have so far failed to pass the necessary
rigid tests. My object is to find out
exactly what sort of sets the manufacturers
have got up their sleeves for the approaching exhibition.
.
In the meantime I have been spendmg
a good deal of time hanging :ound the ~m
ployees' entrance of the van~ms f_actones,
endeavouring to get the des1red mformation by means of spying, coupled ~ith a
little judicious bribery and corruptwn.
The information I have gained so far
has been very meagre. To tell the truth
I have gleaned only one piece of information, this being obtained from a seedylooking underpaid publicity expert who

the turf and the laboured breathing of hard
pressed horses. It was, I suppose, done
by means of gramophone records,
specially recorded for the occasion, and
mixed-in from the effects department.
A friend who was listening in to my set
with me and to whom I put this viewpoint was, however, highly indignant,
stating that in his opinion the B.B.C.
ought not to deceive its listeners in this
manner by fobbing them off with synthetic
horses' hoofs, but should give them the
real thing. It is a puzzle to me how some
minds work and I am sure I don't know
what he thought they ought to have done;
filled a studio with half-a-dozen horses
marking time under the orders of a sc;rgeant-major, I suppose.

Leg Rests, and All That
of things seem to be produced
A LLbysorts
our hard-working radio manu-

The price of his honour.

demanded a good deal of intoxicating
liquor as the price of his honour. Th_e information is to the effect that we are hkely
to see, in the case of some manufacturers,
a return to the old practice of supplying
the loud speaker as a separate unit from
the set.
Ever since the time, some four years
ago, when set manufacturers ~llow~d t~e
cabinet makers to dictate the1r pohcy m
this respect, my whole soul has revolted at
being expected to purchase ~ loud speaker
when I wanted only a rece1ver.
I notice, by the way, that two or three
weeks ago the Editor put in a plea for this
very thing. I can only conclude from ti~is
that he must have had a surreptitious look
at some rough notes I made in the public
house and left in the pocket of my overcoat
which I hung up to dry in his room on a
recent wet day. Obviously, of course, his
idea is to take kudos for having suggested
them, when they do actually appear at the
exhibition.

Highly Indignant
~ay

I forget it, I want to
that
BEFORE
I consider the B.B.C. 's effort at the
Derby to have been by far the best that
they have so far staged.
.
It must indeed have been a true gemus
who thought of the idea of providing a
realistic background of hoofs beating on

facturers in their untiring efforts to mitigate the hard lot of those who, for lack
of the sixpence or so necessary to secure
an evening's entertainment at the local
hothouse, are compelled to listen night
after night to the B.B.C.'s programmes.
One of the most ingenious of these devices is the comfortable leg-rest made by
one well-known firm of wireless cabinet
makers; but they now have, as competitors, a big firm of HT battery makers,
who have produced a quite different
article for this same purpose of enhancing
the comfort of listeners.
I refer to a miniature electric fan resembling in almost every detail an
ordinary electric torch and designed to be
driven from a torch battery. This device has, I am secretly informed, been produced especially to cool the fevered brows
of wireless journalists and others who, as
I have already mentioned, are compelled
for one reason or another, to listen to
everything that the B.B.C. churns out.

Compelled to listen.

There are other uses which I could suggest for the fan such as that of a pocket
autogyro or helicopter to enable exhibition visitors to make their escape from
ground floor to gallery, or vice versa,
when hard pressed by the throng. There
is a great doubt in my mind, however, as
to whether the exhibition authorities will
allow the firm to exhibit this product at

Olympia, even though it appears to have
been especially designed for radio
listeners.
A couple of years ago electric clocks
were banished from several stands on the
grounds that they were not wireless, in
spite of ftle ingenious plea that they were
intended for the purpose of enabling
listeners to tell whether it was a fault at
the power station or merely another valve
failure, or breakdown of the set, which had
caused the programme to cease abruptly.

By
FREE GRID
Most probably it was the nasty innuendo
conveyed in this raison d'etre which led
to their being banished by the R.M.A., for
it was noteworthy that the leg-rests, which
surely must be considered still less as
''wireless,'' were allowed to remain.

A Boring Business
T is well known that wireless is of the
same nature as heat and light waves, the
only difference being one of wavelength.
The tendency of late years has been
steadily in a downward direction, and the
cross-Channel telephony service usi~1g a
wavelength of seventeen or eighteen centimetres is the lowest yet achieYed in commercial work. Low as it is, this is a far
cry from heat waves, which start at something about a tenth of a millimetre, I
believe.
Nevertheless, many earnest experimenters have for long been endeavouring
to bridge the gap between the two, and at
last somebody in Canada claims to have
succeeded in producing heat waves by
means of wireless technique. He states
that he has built a small portable beam
transmitter which, while having a range
of only a few yards, does, nevertheless, represent an unparalleled achievement.
In his home town there is being held a
large exhibition with all the fatuous exhibits common to such affairs, including
statues executed in butter. Our hero has
been mingling with the crowd and amusing himself and the spectators by directing his beam against the statues, boring
holes in them, and finally destroying them
altogether, to the complete mystification
of the officials.
Unfortunately for him, in an overexcess of zeal he accidentally directed his
little beam against the back of the neck
of a burly Canadian farmer. Still more
unfortunately, the burly one, with that
astonishing luck and complete lack of logic
often associated with the technically ignorant, spotted the transmitter, and immediately connected it with his sore neck.
The sequel is now waiting the attention
of the Canadian Courts.

I
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Design of Output Chokes
The Use of Gapped Cores for Windings Carrying Both AC and DC
FULL treatment of the behaviour of the magnetic core materwl
A
of coils when carrying both AC and DC simultaneously. It
is shown that, while the prejudicial effect of the polarising DC may
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be easily overcome in intervalve transformers, special design is
necessary in the case of output chokes.
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can be connected in series with the alternator. The cells are short-circuited to
alternating current by means of condensers
as shown in Fig. 3·
The effect of the direct current magnetisation is to cause a steady magnetic
flux in the iron circuit. Its influence will
be to polarise the core, and, therefore, to
reduce the freedom with which the tiny
magnets, of which we imagine the core
to be composed, turn round during each
cycle of the current. In virtue of this
constraining force we should expect the
magnetic response, or variation in flux
density with alternating currents, to be
less than that without polarisation. Unfortunately, for practical work our belief
is justified, and the variation in flux density for a given alternating current steadily
falls with increase in the direct-current
polarisation.
To illustrate this
effect we make reference to Fig. 4· The
TO OUTER
loop ABCDEF 1s
WINDING~
that which is
;--...
obtained by a pure
alternating current of
1a r g e
magnitude,
whilst the loop HK is
obtained with a small
value of AC. In the
latter case the variation in the flux
density is ON and
(b)
the variation in magnetising force due to
the AC is OG. The
ratio of these two
Fig. I. ~-Annular core stampings, and connections for investigating
'' q u a n t i t i e s,''
magnetic condition of the core under AC magnetisation.
namely, ON jOG, is
known as the magthrough the outer winding and a sensitive netic permeability with pure AC. Now
voltmeter-with amplifying apparatus, if we imagine the large AC to be switched
necessary-is connected across the inner on and suddenly stopped at X, the value
one, it will register a reading correspond- thereafter being maintained constant by
ing to the current from the alternator a battery. Then the small AC of the same
of Fig. I (b).
value as that required to give the loop
The magnetic state of the iron can be HK is applied, the complete circuit being
represented by a hysteresis loop of the that shown in Fig. 3. The hysteresis loop
form shown in Fig. 2. The loop is a sym- is now that indicated at XY (Fig. 4). Its
metrical one, the two parts corresponding total horizontal width is identical with that
to the positive and negative half-waves of HK, i.e., LG, but the depth XM is a
of the current being identical-except, 0f good deal less than ON= GK. Since the
course, as regards relative position to the depth is a measure of the flux variation, it
vertical axis. These are shown by the follows that the response of the iron at X
thick and dotted lines respectively. To is less than it was with pure AC round
obtain the effect of superposed direct- the point 0. Since there is a steady flux
current magnetisation, a number of cell.~ in the iron, that due to the AC is rela-

HERE are a number of important
practical instances in transformer
operation where a direct current
is superposed upon the alternating components, and it is this class of
problem which we propose to treat now.
We commence by a short outline of the
methods used in the laboratory to obtain
experimental data regarding the influence
of DC superposed upon AC magnetisation. Although much data is available
concerning either of these states individually, there has been little information
published upon them collectively.
Suppose we have a number of rin:.?;
stampings of ihe type illustrated in Fig.
I (a) over which are wound (r) an inner
coil of short length, (2) an outer coil covering the whole length. If an alternating
current of sine wave form is passed

0

MAGNETISING
FORCE

H

I
I

/ I

I

,, "
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Fig. 2.--A · hysteres~s loop representing
magnetic ·condition of the closed iron core
shown in Fig. I (a).

tively an increment or a decrement. Thus
the ratio XM / YlVI is known as the increme'Jtal permeability (JLil).
The influence of the polarising force on
the incremental permeability is shown very
clerly in the curves of Fig .. 5. These
curves apply to the special alloy known
by the trade name " Radiometal," which
is used very extensively for iron-cored
apparatus incorporated in radio receivers.
The lower curve is for a low degree of
alternating current magnetisation and the
upper for eight times the value. The units
arc given as "gauss," this being the name
of the great applied mathematician, K. F.
Gauss, of Brunswick (I777-I855). Calculation of the magnetising force is effected
1.257nl
by using the formula H =
l
gauss,
where n is the number of coil turns evenlv
wound on the iron ring, I is the current iit
the coil in amperes, and l is the mean
length of the iron core. The polarising
magnetisation due
to direct current is
calculated from the
same formula.
From Fig. 5 we
see that when the
alternating current
magnetisation
is
Fig. 3.-Circuit for
investigating magnetic properties when
both AC and DC
currents are passed
through
the
windings.

rmfl"'INNER
l@J
WINDING

held constant at 0.05 gauss, the incremental permeability steadily falls from I,900
at zero polarisation to only 480 at 2.0
gauss. For a larger AC magnetisation,
namely, 0.4 gauss, the corresponding
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Design of Output Chokesvalues of the incremental permeability are
4,500 and 500, this being a ratio of 9: r.
In fact, the incremental permeability in
both cases is substantially the same for
large DC polarisation.
It follows from this experimental data
that if we designed a transformer to work
with an AC magnetisation of 0.05 gauss,
but no DC, i.e., a parallel-feed type, the
inductance with a polarising current (due
to an anode feed) would fall.
As a concrete example, suppose that
the inductance of a parallel-feed transformer with an AC magnetisation of o.os
gauss at so c/s is 8o henrys, what is its
value when the anode-feed current is
passed through the primary winding,
thereby causing a steady uni-directional
magnetisation of 1.0 gauss? From Fig. 5
we find that the incremental permeability
with zero DC is I,900, whereas with DC

YM:HAaLG
XMKBA<2KG

tension source can supply. If a resistance
of 30,000, or even Io,ooo, ohms were connected, as shown in Fig. 6 (a), the volt
drop with a power valve would be much
too large. It is essential, therefore, to
replace the resistance by something which
drops volts when the current alternates,
but does not do so
when the current
is uni - directional.
Also, the said some0
c
thing must pass
the steady anodefeed current of the
power valve. Obviously,. a low-resistance choke is called
HT
for, and this wellknown accessory i3
used in practice.
(a)
For the present we
can assume that a
Fig. 6.-Circuits for
choke of about 20
to 30 henrys will be
sufficient for average purposes (Fig. 6 (b)).
It will offer sufficient impedance over the
range 8o to s.ooo c/ s to divert the major
part of the alternating current through the
loud £peaker.
We have already seen that the influence
of polarisation due to a steady current is
to reduce the inductance. Since the choke
will have a large number of turns and the
anode feed current is large (especially if
the valve is operated on 400 volts) the inductance will fall considerably.
This
necessitates a bulky choke unless som~
way can be found to obviate the difficulty.
The way out is obtained by inserting a
short air-gap in the magnetic circuit of
the core. The reason for this is not very

Fig. 4.-Hysteresis loops for small and large
values of alternating current.

it is 940. Hence the inductance is now
8o x 940 40 henrys approximate
·
1y, wh"IC.l1
I,goo
is one-half the value for the parallel-feed
transformer arrangement.
This illustrates very forcibly the necessity for employing a parallel-feed circuit
with transformers using Radiometal.
When the higher permeability alloys
(Mumetal and the like) are used, the reduction in incremental permeability with
DC polarisation is more striking still.
Whereas, at a pinch, Stalloy and Radiometal-cored transformers can be · connected directly in the anode circuit of a
valve, it is not possible to do so with transformers having Mumetal or Permalloy
cores.
The parallel-feed circuit for inter-valve
transformers is illustrated in Fig. 6 (a).
As we have seen above, the use of the resistance R and condenser C enables a comparatively small transformer with a core
of high-permeability alloy to be used. But
we cannot treat the output transformer
from the power valve to the loud speaker
in quite the same way. Here it is imperative to get as many volts across the anodefilament space of the valve as the high-
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netic material is very permeable it offers
little reluctance, so a large flux is obtained
in the core. With magnetic materials like
iron, steel, Mumetal and Permalloy, the
flux is very large compared with wood or
other non-magnetic substances. These, in
common with air, have a permeability of

HT

•

(b)

resistance-fed transform~rs
loud speakers.

an:!

choke-fed

unity, whereas Mumetal has a permeability
reaching tens of thousands.
It follows that the reluctance of a magnetic circuit of, say, Radiometal, would
be materially increased by putting an airgap in it. For if the permeability of the
metal were 4,000, whilst that of the air is
I, the reluctance of I cm. of air would be
4,000 times that of I cm. of the metal.

Length of Air Gap
Consequently, to avoid increasing the reluctance of the complete magnetic circuit
too much, the length of an air-gap in it
must be quite small. When the magnetic
circuit has an air gap it is easy to see that
the reluctance to variations in flux due to
an alternating current also increases. From
Figs. 5 and 7 we see that, except near the
origin, where H is small, the DC permeability exceeds the incremental permeability appreciably. Hence, the effect of an
air-gap on the former will be greater than
it is on the latter. An approximate
numerical example will make the position
clearer.
Suppose we have a magnetic circuit of
the type illustrated in Fig. I (a), there
being no air-gap, and that there is a direct
current in the outer winding which causes
a steady magnetising force H =0-4 gauss.
Turning to Fig. J, we find that the permeability of the core, which we assume to
be the special alloy Radiometal, is

H =POLARISING MAGNETISING FORCE (GAUSS)

Fig. 5.-lncremental permeability for Radiometal strip, o.orsin. thick.
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obvious, so we now proceed to elucidate
the matter.
If we have a magnetic circuit, whose
cross-sectional area can be considered
uniform (for the sake of simplicity), it can
be likened to an electrical one. The latt~r
has resistance, and an electromotive force
is needed to send a current through the
resistance. Similarly, a magnetic circuit
is said to have reluctance, and a magnetomotive force is required to send the magnetic flux round the circuit. When a mag-
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H=DC MAGNETISING FORCE (GAUSS)

Fig. 7.-Direct-current permeability curve
of Radiometal.
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Design of Output Chokesapproximately p = ro,ooo when H =0-4·
We now require the formula tt = B / H or
B = I'.H, where B is the number of lines
of magnetic flux passing through ever~'
square centimetre of the core, i.e., the
flux density per square cm. Thus, B =
1~H = ro,ooo x 0-4 = 4,ooo lines per sq. cm.
If an air gap is inserted in the core a
certain proportion of the available magnetising force H will be utilised in overcoming its reluctance. For simplicity, let
us assume that the reluctance of the gap
claims 0.35 gauss, whilst the Radiometa!
takes 0.05. The flux density in the core
is now much less than before, and its
value can be obtained from Fig. 7 if we
assume that all the flux passes through
the air gap and does not leak out at the
edges. In practice leakage would occur,
but we need not complicate matters by
taking it into consideration now.
From Fig. 7 when H = o.o5 the permeability is ft = 2,ooo, and since B =pH
its value is only roo lines per sq. cm., or
r /40th the value in the absence of the air
gap. This large reduction in flux is du~
to the high value of the permeability of
radio metal compared with that of air (in
the gap).
We have now. to consider what happens
in the case of superposed alternating current magnetisation. When there is no air
gap the AC value of H can be taken a-;
o-4 gauss to correspond with the curve <•f
Fig. 5· The incremental permeability as
read off the curve is 2,ooo, which gives a
flux density B = "H = 2,ooo x 0-4 = Soo
lines per sq. ·cm., this being only one-fifth
the value for DC magnetisation or for alternating magnetisation in the absence of the
latter. In this case, therefore, the effect
of polarisation is to reduce the flux in the
wtio 5: I. With an air gap the proportion
of aYailable H dropped thereon is different
from the DC case, because the DC and incremental permeabilities are unequal. The
incremental permeability is less than the
DC value, so the Yalue of H available for
the metal will not be exactly o.05 gauss,
but 'it will be some value of this order of
magnitude. This can easily be shown from
the incremental permeability curve of
Fig. 5· The value of the AC flux density
is, therefore, about roo lines per sq. cm.
Thus, the influence of the air gap is to
reduce the DC flux density in the ratio
40: r, but .the AC flux density only in the
ratio 5 : r. In other words, the influence
of the gap in reducing B is much more
marked for the polarisation than for the
alternating current superimposed thereon.
Thus, when the proportionate value of
H dropped on the gap exceeds that required for the core, the influence of the
gap is to reduce the effect of polarisation
in a marked degree. Under this condition the indqctance of the choke to AC
will not va1y a great deal, and the polarising current, provided, of course, the limits
of variation are not too wide. In practice, it is necessary to design a choke whose
inductance shall not fall below a certain
limit when a specified polarising current
passes through the winding.
It may be of interest to calculate the

effective permeability of the core m the
above
case
of DC
magnetisation.
Although the permeability of the Radiometal itself is 2,000, the influence of the
air gap is such that the complete magnetic
circuit behaves as though it were uniform
throughout, but of much lower permeability than that of the Radiometal and
higher than that of air (unity). The total

H is 0.5 gauss, and the flux densit_x
throughout the circuit is B = roo lines per
sq. cm. Now we define the effective permeability as pe = B / H (under the above
conditions), so 11-e = roo/ 0.5 ='zoo, this
being ten per cent. of the value without the
gap. Thus the gap reduces the ordinary
permeability by go per cent.
(To be concluded.)

Short-wave Broadcasting
ECENT remarks upon the subject of
short-wave programme-value have
brought forth a few interesting letters
from readers, most of whom state emphatically that they do often switch on at
a given time to hear a given item. With
some, in fact, it is quite a habit.
The one and only obstacle in the way of
an extension of this desirable habit is the
absence of reliable advance information
about programmes.
Empire listeners to
Daventry, of course, are excellently served
in this way; British listeners to America,
for instance, are not looked after at all.
Actually, of course, the average shortwave listener is making use of programmes
that are not really meant for him at all;
and he may consider himself lucky to have
them available, without worrying about
what is coming next!

R

The result, of course, has been something very near to chaos. The 49- and JImetre bands have occasionally sounded like
the medium-wave broadcast band at i~
worst. The amateur bands on an " allwave " set are practically hopeless, too,
but most amateurs, in this year of grace,
use something fairly selective in the way;
of receivers, and are not unduly perturbed.

"Unusual" Stations
Among the more unusual broadcast
stations logged during the past fortnight
are the following: HPF, Panama City, o'n
20.7 metres-presumably a commercial
station doing some test relays of broadcast; HJ4ABA, Colombia, on 25.6 metres;
CMHB, Cuba, on 29.5 metres; VLK, Syd~
ney, on 30.75 metres.
Above the 3r-metre
band, and below the
49, the following have
been logged : COH,
Havana, 31.8; HAT,
Budapest, 32.9;
STATION G2IN, owned
and operated by Mr.
W. Johnson, 6, Denmark Road, South port,
works on 5, 20, 40, 8o
and I6o metres. The
W.A.C. and W.B.E.
certificates are held
and the station carries
on regular two- way
telephony tests with the
U.S.A. Specials-metre
transmissions will be
carried out on Sunday
next from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m.

It is good to see that others have been
taking up the whole question of Morse interference with short-wave broadcasting;
many, however, overlook the fact that fully
30 per cent. of the broadcast stations work
on wavelengths to which they are not really
entitled, and that any interference from
which they suffer is really their own fault.
A short-wave receiver, really carefully
designed with band-spread to cover just the
49-, }I-, 25- and 19-metre bands would
hardly pick up a single Morse signal. Unfortunately, quite a number of interesting
broadcasting stations would also be lost
to it.
The same sun-spot that is being blamed
for our unflaming June this year is also
said to be responsible for the abnormally
good short-wave conditions, which show no
sign of abating. We really have had a
taste of " r928 " conditions once more,
but, this time, all the transmitters are more
powerful and the receivers more sensitive.
(With regard to selectivity it is better to
maintain a discreet silence.)

HC2AT, Ecuador, 35.8; JVP, Japan, 40.0;
CR7AA, Angola, 4r.8 (in the amateur
band); and TIEP, a Costa Rica station on
44.71 metres.
One needs two receivers and four ears
to keep pace with all the stations that suddenly appear on the most unlikely wavelengths and sink back into oblivion ; but
the catching of them is one of the most
fascinating aspects of short-wave reception
as a hobby.
A calibrated receiver is an absolute
necessity these days. Fortunately there
are so many " known " stations on which
one can work that accurate calibration is
quite an easy matter, provided that a band
of reasonable width is covered on each coil.
One receiver recently encountered was said
to tune from 6 to 6o metres on one coil with
a o.ooo35 condenser. In view of the fact
that the minimum capacity of the latter
proved to be about 45 mfd., that "six
metres '' (with a three-turn coil ! ) seems a
little doubtful.
MEGACYCLE.
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Listeners' Guide for the
Outstanding Broadcasts
at Home and Abroad
CARROLL GIBBONS

"THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING
EARNEST," Oscar
Wilde's delightful
comedy, has already
proved to be an ideal
microphone play. It
will be repeated on
July 2nd and 3rd.
This photograph recal!s the " Old Vie "
production of the
play and shows (left
to right) Dr. Chasuble
(Charles Laughton),
Ernes~, Cicely, Jack,
and Miss Prism.

MAN-HUNT TO MUSIC

LAST week we tasted the
hors d' ceuvres in the "Mystery
of the Seven Cafes,'' Sydney
Horler' s secret service story
with music. To-night we begin
the real feast, and, if we are
not misled, will find ourselves
in a certain cafe in Paris in
company with Tiger Sta\ldish
and some less pleasant characters.
Although this is a serial, it is
emphasised that listeners will
obtain entertainment from the
music, specially orchestrated
by Walford Hyden, while ignoring the man-hunt in this
background.
Perhaps the B.B.C. will soon
graft man-hunts on to the
'' Prom '' concerts and so
please two audiences at once.
SLAVONIC MASS

Wireless World readers who
take an interest in the acoustic
environment of an orchestra
may like to know that the big
Maida Vale studio is being used
to-night (Friday) for the performance of Janacek's Slavonic
Festival Mass by the B.B.C.
Orchestra conducted by Sir
Henry Wood. The principals
include Laelia Finneberg and
Waiter Widdop.
<V

<V

·.Y

CREATIVE ARTISTS

IT is sometimes debated
whether the creative artist is
. the best exponent of his own
. work. Two interesting oppor-

t

tunities to judge the question
occur on Sunday evening in the
Regional programme. At 6
p.m. there will be a recital by
Percy Manchester (tenor) of
song:> by Teresa del Riego, with
the composer at the piano ; at
9-45 a short story, "Miss Ambrose Reviews Her Enmity,''
will be read by its author, V. C.
Clinton-Baddeley.
SIR THOMAS BEECHAM

WITH all its faults, Sir
Thomas Beecham loves broadcasting still, to judge from hi:>
readiness to conduct before the
microphone. On Sunday evening Sir Thomas will be in
Brussels directing the concert
by the London
Philharmonic Orchestra
in
the
Palais des Beaux
Arts. The concert
will not be broadcast in Belgium,
THE DOLMETSCH
FAMILY, famous as
performers on old
musical instruments,
will be represented
in the National programme on Wednesday at IO. 15. Rudolf
Dolmetsch will play
the harpsichord and
recorder,
Millicent
Dolmetsch the viola
da gamba and recorder, and Car!
Dolmetsch the recorder. Diana
Poulton will play the
lute .

but two items, Arnold Bax's
"The Garden of Fand" and
Elgar's "Enigma Variations,"
will be relayed by the B.B.C.

IT will come as a surprise to
many to learn that Carroll
Gibbons and His Bov Friends
will broadcast for the" first tim::!
on Monday evening, July rst.
They are a well-known gramophone combination featuring
pianoforte arrangements of
what might be called high-class
dance tunes, but they have
never appeared together in a
broadcasting studio. The programme at 8 p.m. will he
presented by Austen CroomJohnson.
ERNIE LOTINGA

HALF an hour later w i 11
come Ernie Lotinga's "Ladies'
Outing." Many attempts have
been made to persuade the
famous comedian to broadcast,
but only now has he acceded to
the requests of the B.B.C. programme sleuths.

STAG PARTY

MODERN OPERA

STANELLr's "Stag Party" on
July 4th, as its name implies,
will have a cast of men only,
and among the well-known
variety stars brightening the
atmosphere in Stanelli's "flat"
will be Norman Long, Den is
O'Neill, Leslie Sarony and
Leslie Holmes, Sydney Jerome
and, naturally, Stanelli.
There is only one answer to
this sort of thing : a '' Hen
Party,'' and this may be expected soon.

ONE of the most distinguished
casts of singers ever collected
by the_B.B.C. is to take part in
Serge Prokofief's opera, "The
Love for Their Oranges,'' to be
broadcast at 8 p.m. on Thursday next (National).
Arthur
Fear appears as the King of
Clubs, Heddle Nash as the
Prince, and Constance Willis as
Clarisse, and other soloists include Waiter Widdop, Samuel
Worthington, Oda Slobodskaya
and Ina Souez.
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Week
OSCAR WILDE COMEDY

FEW drawing-room comedies
worn so well as Oscar
Wilde's "The Importance nf
Bung Earnest," and its excellence as a broadcasting play
has never been doubted since
it was first adapted for the
microphone in 1930. The play
depends largely on its verbal
wit, which is of shimmering
brilliance, and less on the plot.
Tht cast collected for the two
performances n e x t w e e k
(National, July 2nd; Regional,
July 3rd) will include Jack
Melford, wbo should be an admirable Algernon, while the
h~V(

LIGHT OPERA

MASCAGNI AS CONDUCTOR

A SPEAKING CHOIR will be
heard in Breslau's broadcast
of "Tobias Wunderlich," a
dramatic legend by Orther and
Paque, which figures in tonight's programme at 8-45.
The station orchestra and soloists will be conducted by
Koschinsky.
Mascagni, the famous composer, will conduct his own
three-act opera, "Lodoletta,"
to be broadcast from Rome tomorrow evening (Saturday) o.t
8-40.
On the same evening at 8-45
Radio-Paris offers" Le Hulla,"
a lyrical tale in four acts. This
is a modern opera composed by
Marcel Samuel Rousseau, who
won the Prix de Rome in 1905,
and is now Professor of Harmony at the Conservatoire,
Paris.

: Nat., 7.30, B.B.C. Military Band.
I
8.10, " Mystery of the Seven
Cafes. 10.1S, Janacek's Festival
: Mass by B.B.C. Chorus and
l Orchestra.
Conductor : Sir
l Henry Wood.
Reg., 8, Organ Recital by Sir
1
Waiter Alcock.
9, B.B.C.
\
Theatre Orchestra.
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!
!
l

STUDIO OPERA

"HAPPY WEEK-END"

THE week abroad is singularly rich in concerts. Tomorrow (Saturday) between
10.30 p.m. to r.o a.m. Berlin (Funkstunde) gives another
"Happy Week-end Concert"
providtd by the Arno Berger
I
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MONDAY, JULY 1st.
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:

11.15-12.0 p.m.

:

i

Baird

Process

Transmissions.

: Harry Hemsley showing Winnie a
:
picture book ; Kenneth Blain,
the intelligent fool; Pinello and
1
Viviani. comedy dancers; Joan
l Fred Emney, comedienne; Morl gan Davies, songs , Sydney
iI Jerome's Quintet.
WEDNESDAY. JULY 3rd.
I
Jl.G-11.45 p.m.
Ballet Carnival arran!(ed by Lydia
I
Sokolova, directed by Eustace
:. Robb.
Music by Schumann.
Lydia Sokolova, Columbine ;
:
ldzikovsky, Harlequin ; Algera1 nofl, Pantalon; Diana Gardiner,
:
Papillon.
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ERNIE LOTINGA, wearing a
characteristic expression. He
makes his microphone debut
on Monday and Tuesday.

Band and soloists. On the
same evening Cologne relays
a concert from the Terrace of
the Royal Palace, Briihl, at
7 o'clock. At 9.30 Rome relays a concert from the Basilica of Maxentins, the conductor being Signor Bellezza,
just returned from the Covent
Garden opera season.
A Debussy Festival will be
relayed by Paris PTT on July
2nd on the occasion of the
ceremony at the Debussy
Monument at St. Germain.
The Felix Raugel Choir and
National Orchestra will be conducted by Inghelbrecht.

the Pontifical High Mass at
9.15.

I

: Berlin (Deutschlandsender) 8.4S,
Fairy Opera : " Das kalte Herz "
(Lothar).
\
SATURDAY, JUNE 29th.
: Nat.. Test M,tch Commentaries
l from Lord's. ~Songs by Haydn
:
Wood. 'I'!" Out of Town Tonight." ~B.&C. Theatre Or'
chestra.
Reg., American Half-Hour. ~B.B.C.
:
Orchestra (Section G). 'I!Aml brose and His Embassy Club
l Orchestra.

I

THE BELGIAN KING

ENGLAND v. SOUTH AFRICA Test Match commentaries are being
given daily by Captain H. B. T. Wakelam. The above picture, showing
Hammond being beaten by a ball from B. Mitchell, was taken
during the first test at Trent Bridge.

important parts of Cicely and
Gwendoline will be played by
Joan Duan and Agatha Carroll
respectively.

! HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WEEK
i.
FRIDAY, JUNE 28th.

OPERETTAS during the next
few days include Millar's
'' The
Gallant
Brigands ''
which Hilversum is giving tomorrow night (Saturday) at
7-55· On Thur~day, July 4th,
at 8.30 Paris PTT broadcasts
"L'amour mouille," an opera
comique in three acts by'
V arney ; and on the same
evening Poste-Parisien gives
"Peauffin," words by Bauge,
music by Mazellier.
The
orchestra will be conducted by
the librettist.
A DESCRIPTION of the arrival
of H.M. the King of the Belgians at Mass on Sunday
morning will be relayed from
Brussels No. r at I I a.m. Preceding this will be a relay of

_________________________________ _

I

As most of Germany's wellknown opera houses are closed
down during the height of the
summer, the stations of the
Fatherland are giving studio
~erformances of operas.
An
example is '' The Tailors of
Schonau,'' a three-act comic
opera by Jan Brands-Boys, to
be broadcast at 8.20 on Sunday evening from Munich.
The same evening at 8 p.m.
Berlin gives Floto's opera,
'' Alessandro Stradella. ''
" ALL OUR OWN MAKE "

THE feud between the German broadcasting organisation
and the gramophone firms has
forced the broadcasters to
make their own records.
Listeners who wish to judge
the quality of these records
should tune in a special concert of Northern music from
Stuttgart and Frankfurt at
midnight on Wednesday next,
continuing until 2 a.m., which
will consist exclusively of the
company's own records.
_THE AUDITOR.

: Abroad.
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Hilversum, 7.SS. Operetta: "The
Galhmt Brigands" (Millar).
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SUNDAY. JUNE 30th.
Nat., Reginald King and His Orchestra.
'I]Chopin Recital by
Niedzielski. "i)Albert Sandler and
Park Lane Hotel Orchestra.
9.30, Brussels relay : Sir Thomas
·Beecham and Philharmonic Orchestra.
Reg., 9. Part 11 of" The Messiah."

.
..

Abroad.
Paris (PTT), 8.30, Planquette
Festival Concert with the French
National Orchestra.
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MONDAY, JULY 1st.
Nat., Test Match and Wimbledon
Tennis Commentaries throughout day.
Gibbons and .
His Boy Friends. 8.30, Ernie
I

I

!
i

~Carroll

I
I
I

I
I

Lotinga Revue.
Reg., Concert by B.B.C. Choral
Society. ~ .. The Number Seven"
by Lord Ponsonby.

Abroad.
Munich, 8.1 0, Choral concert with
l,SOO voices relayed from Au!(sburg Municipal Singing School.
TUESDAY, JULY 2nd.
Nat., Wimbledon Tennis Cornmentaries. 8, " The Importance
of Being Earnest."
'I] B. B. C.
Orchestra (E).
Reg., 8. Ernie Lotinga Revue.
~B.B.C. Theatre Orchestra.

Abroad.
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Brussels I, 8, Orchestral Concert. l
Songs by Rachel Piette.
II
WEDNESDAY, JULY 3rd.
Nat., Wimbledon Tennis Cornmentaries. ~ .. From One Dance
Band to Another " (George
Scott Wood and Mantovani).
10.1 S, Dolmetsch Chamber Music
Recital.
Reg., 8, " The lmportanc~ of Being
Earnest." '~[Pianoforte Recital by
Max Pirani.

Abroad.
Strasbourg, 8.45, Symphony Concert from the Orangerie.
THURSDAY. JULY 4th.
Nat., Wimbledon Tennis Cornmentaries.
'\]Henry Hall and
B.B.C. Dance Band. 8. " For the
Love of Their Oranges." 'I)B.B.C.
Theatre Orchestra.
Reg., Stanelli"s Stag Party. ~B.B.C.
Military Band.

Abroad.
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Radio-Paris, 8.45, Gala Concert o~ l
French Music by National Or. :
chestra and Raugel Choir.
:
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New Apparatus Reviewed
·---------------------------------i
Multi-range Test-all :
Meter
for
DC :
I
measurements.
I
----------:----------------- _,I

TEST-ALL METER
THIS is a comprehensive DC test instrunwnt covering a range of voltage and
current most commonlv met with in battl:ry-operated receivers~ · The two voltage
ranges are o-6 and o-rso respectively, and
the current range 0-30 mA. Valve sockets
are fitted on the case for inserting a valve,
should it be suspected of a faulty filament,
while two sockets are pr::>vided for the leads
to enable the instrument to be used as an
ohmmeter or for continuity testing of circuits or of components. The small battery
required for valve and continuity testing
is housed in the case, so that the instmment is entirely self-contained.
The instrument has a moving iron meter,
and on test was found to he quite accurate
on both voltage and current rangt-s.
The
n·sistance measurements were not quite so
rdi;tble, but as the scale is small and no
provision is made to compensate for any
change. in the battNy voltagP this must lw
regarded as giving approximate values only.
It is, never1.hdess, a vt-ry useful range.
The Test-All Meter is obtainabl(· from
"Jack's," rzo, Chatsworth Road, Clapton,
London, E.5, and the price is rss.

LYSTAN CHASSIS CRADLE

T

HIS useful accessory is a strongly made
cradle for holding wireless chassis undt>rgoiug repair or ovt-rhaul. It consists of a
U-shaped bent-iron frame mountt-d on a
cast-iron base plate which is drillt>d foi"
screwing to the workbench. The vertical
frame is rotatable, and carries a horizontal
frame which serves as the suppqrt for the
chassis.
This frame
is rotatablt> also, thu~
tlw cradle enables rt-pair work to bt> carri<>d out with the
chassis tilted to thP
most convenient angle
for every operation.
In ordt>r to accommodate different. sized
chassis, the top fram{'
is provided with adjustable rails, each
having two long slot';
for the holding-down
bolts. These are L-

Recent Products of the Manufacturers

aerial spans each 40 to so fpet long joined
in the centre by a special coupling unit
It will readily be seen·. that the use of this
from which a twisted pair of wires, forming
cradle avoids the necessity to pack wood
the feeder, is brought clown to the receiver.
blocks under the chassis whenever it is reThis cable terminatt-s in another coupling
moved from its cabinet and reversed for
unit that must be located close to the
acct-ss to the underside. Fragile and prort-ceiver. On it is a switch for matching
jecting parts cannot therefore be damaged,
tht- impedance of the feeders to the set.
and, furthermore, the chassis is held rigidly
It has three positions, one and two give
in any position desired.
coupling ratios, whilst the third converts
It is a most useful accessory for the serthe system into a normal "T " type aerial
vice t-ngineer, and the price· complete is
which will be found best for long-wave
24S. 6d.
reception.
The makers are Lystan Products, .Ltd.,
The two ha! vt-s of the aerial span need
33, St. Andrew's Road North, Lytham
not be in line if space does not allow, and
St. Annes, Lancs.
they may be arranged at right angles; the
length of each is important and the dimenNEW ALL-WAVE AERIAL
sions given in the instructions must be
N the U.S.A. where all-wave receivers
adopted. The down-lead cable can be any
have been in use for some considerable
length, and should be brought down as
time, much progress has been made in the
near as possible at a right-angle to the hO£idesign of special aerial systems for minizontal span ; the aerial proper may be
mising the effect on rect-ption of local elec- · located well away from buildings or raised
trical interference. In all such schemes the
above the interference zone.
aerial is raised as high as possible so as to
This aerial system is obtainable from
bring it above tho
interference zone and
the signals are conveyed to the receivt>r
by. a fet-der system
that does not form an
integral part of the
aPrial, but serves only
as a link betwe~:J
aerial and set.
Such arrangement-;
as a rule are limite•l

I

Kit of parts for the
HF All-Wave Radio
Antenna.

in the wave-range over which they are
effective. Normally tht-y cover the shortwave range only or in another form the
medium-wave band, bnt few embrace
short and medium as wdl.
The HF All-Wave
Radio Antenna made
by tht> Tt-chnical Appliance Corporation of

The Thyratron
r~

COillH'Clion with the articlt- in our issue
of May 31st, entitled "The Thyratron
Invc'rtt>r," our attention has been drawn to
the fact that the word " Thvratron " was
registen-d by the British Thomson-Houston
Co., Ltd., some years ago as a trade mark
in respect of electric discharge tubes. The
nitme should not, tht>rdore, be used to describe discharge tubes other than those
m<tnufactured by this company.
"Glorious Adventure At Home," published
by I'hilco Hadio and TdP\·ision Corporation of
(;r<'at Britain, Ltd., Aintr('e Hoad, Perivale,

Crec-nford, l\Jidt!icst·x, whilst amwuncing the
IH·w Philco HJ.JIJ "Empire Ht'c.-iver," an aU\,vavc sup('Ihei covt~ring <l rangf-' of I? to 2,068
nletJes, is n1orp in tl1e nature of a l)(>ginner's

Lystan repair cradle
showing a s m a 11
chassis in positit>n.

shapt-rl and fitted with wing nuts, there
!wing four long and four short bolts supplied with each cradle. Chassis up to r8in.
long and about 12in. wide can be accommodated.

R. A. Roilwnnd, Ltd., Rothermel House,
Canterburv
Road,
Kilburn,
London,
N.\V.6, aJJcl the price is 37s. 6d.

.New Yt>ri' can he used, however, on all
broadcast w~t velengths and consists of two

guide· to "hort-wave rPCt'ption. 1t cleah briPfty
with the historv of short wav<'S, describes why
thcv an· n-cc-iv<·d over such vast distances, and
cOilclUdt's with '1 conwrE>IwnsivP list of the
world's short-wavc stations with times of working, and tlwrt' is a useful world map showing.
tlwir location.
"Clorious Adventure At Home" dPscribf's in
pasy-tn-follow non-technical languitgC' many
points that oftl'n puuk t lw lwginner and S(>
giv(·s an add<-<! int('rr-st to short-wavP listpning.
Copic:; cost 2d. each.
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By Our Special

BROADCAST
BREVITIES

Correspondent

How Many Schools ?

SIR JOHN REITH'S recent
complaint anent the apathy
of educationists to the B.B.C. 's
own efforts in the teaching
. line prompts one to ask
just how many schools are taking the transmissions.
The same old tantalising question dogs all dep:utments of the
B.B.C. ; no one knows the size
of his broadcast audience, but
th2 school broadcasting serviC\]
' has, perhaps, obtained fairly
reliable figures. Ti1ese are given
in the new pamphlet, "Broadcasts to Schools,'' covering the
. period September, 1935, to June,
I 1936.

• Unknown Multitude ?
It is known that at least I, zoo
' schools have been listening to
· the travel talks. Thre<~ hun' dred infant schools enrolled last
autumn in order to listen to the
course on '' Music and Movement." Altogether 4,700 annualreport forms relating to the
various courses were receivect
from schools, but there is little
doubt that very many schoolmasters making use of the trans. missions do not establish contact with the B.B.C.

In a musical programme we
allow five minutes in the hour
to permit of the vagaries of
the conductor's interpretation.
Musical broadcasts in the studio
often are cut; it is when we are
dealing with an outside broadcast, such as opera, that we are
not in a position to fade out th~
performance when the programme time is exceeded."

From Tape to Disc
RE-RECORDING is saving
space and money in the
B.B.C.'s new Recording Branch
at the converted skating rink in
Maida Vale. Magnetised steel
tape, although it probably gives
the most faithful sound record,
is expensive to buy and bulky
to keep.
Discs are relatively
efficient, cheap and easy to store
on shelves.
So the engineers

Spoilt Records
l)A;NISH "O.B." engineers
had the bright idea recently
of recording a version of Shakespeare's "Hamlet" from Kronborg Castle, near Elsinore. So a
party of piayers and engineers
set off from Copenhagen one
afternoon.
When night came
microphone leads hung from
windows and doors, while the
torches of the engineers flickered
about the echoing corridors. On
the bastion Hamlet was ready to
meet his father's ghost.
The start signal flickered on
the control panel. Came Hamlet's question: "What time is
it? " and Horatio's "About
midnight.'' All was still as the
record revolved, but bursting
into the mediceval silence came
the bark of a racing motor-boat,
and the ghost, lighting a thick,
black cigar, declared with a sigh

THE recent pother on the
cutting of broadcast programmes to suit the clock has
not been smoothed out hy
B.B.C. explanations that the
cutting is done '' artistically.''
Even murder can be artistic.
But there is an important
point of view which the public
may overlook.
"We have," a B.B.C. official
told me, "to consider two audiences- those listening at the
moment and those who are waiting for the next item. We want
to please both.

Under-Timing
'' As a rule programmes of
about an hour are under-timed.

Who would dream that Norfolk was in the London region?
The official list of counties under
London's jurisdiction is South
Oxfordshire, Berks, Beds, Herts.
Cambridge and the Isle of Ely,
Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Kent,
Middlesex, London, Sussex, Surrey, Hants, Bucks and Isle of
Wight.
the Empire listener deCANtermine
whether the music
coming to him on the short
waves is real or recorded?
Listeners who have doubted
the genuineness of the B.B.C.
Empire Orchestra may be glad
to know that its actual composition is now as follows: Three
first violins, two second violins,
two violas, two violoncellos, one
double bass, one flute (doubling
piccolo), one oboe, two darinets,
one bassoon, first and secmd
horns, first and second trumpets,
.pne trombone, drums, awl
pianoforte.

In the case of many private
schools the teacher's own ap, paratus is employed, and in not
a few cases school reception
comes from a line from th\!
teacher's private receiver nex~
door.
Sometimes reception is
good and sometimes . . . well,
the B.B.C. touring technicians
have some sad tale:; to tell.
Fortunately (or, pt•rhaps, unfortunately), many children ar.;
accustomed to poor reception at
home and their little e'trs are
acclimatised to, and can make
sense of, the most woofy and
boomy educational (sic) talk.

'

An Extensive Region

The Empire Orchestra

· L'Oud Speaker Sense

Programme Cutting

Region. This includes the Isle
of Man, Northumberland, Cumberland, Westmorland,
Durham, Yorkshire, Lincolnshire,
Cheshire, Lancashire, as well a5
Derbyshire north of a line drawn
from the Notts border just
north of Heanor to the Staffordshire border just south of Ashbourne.
Yet I am told that there are
bad men in Heanor who snap
their fingers at the boundary
and tune in North Region just
as if it were their own.

The Ceremony of the Keys

on

SCHOOL RADIO. Broadcast lessons are warmly encouraged by the
Italian Government. In this classroom scene the set is a special
" Radiorurale " model--a s-valve superhet~distributed to schools
at a reduced price.

are now transferring speeches by
eminent people, commentaries,
and important ceremonies from
tape to disc. The discs are put
away, while the tapes are demagnetised for future use.

New Studios
Before the end of the summer
four additional studios will be
ready at Maida Vale. Two of
them are for concerts by large
orchestras. One is being constructed especially for Henry
Hall and the B.B.C. Dance
Orchestra, and another, rather
smailer, for general purposes.

that he was ready to start all
over again.
It was not until dawn that,
after many attempts, the scen•)
was recorded in a manner which
would not have shocked the
author of the play.

Do You Know?
an honest man does nt't
M ANY
know in which B.B.C.
region he lives, moves and has
his being. The lines of demarcation have recently been redrawn with meticulous care.
Take, for instance, the North

July 23rd listeners will
again hear the Ceremony
of the Keys relayed from the
Tower of London.
The ceremony opens whe:1
the Chief Warder meets hi"
Escort at the Bloody Tower,
whence they proceed to the
Visitors' Entrance Gate.
On
reaching the Bloody Tower thev
are challenged with the historic
words : '' Ha! t !
Who goci
there? " " The Keys." " Whosf'
Keys?"
"King George's
Keys.'' They then proceed to
the Main Guard.
The Main
Guard salutes the Keys and the
Chief Warder, raising his hat,
calls out: "God Preserve Kinf{
George. '' The Guard answers :
"Amen."
The relay finishes at IO o'clock
with the Last Post.
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A Possible Compromise
Provision of External Means of Alignment
By D. A. BELL, B.A., B.Sc.

T

HE author of this article does not suggest that the tuning
arrangements of commercial receivers should be made more
· complicated. He points out, however, that errors of alignment must
inevitably arise in a fully-ganged set, and shows in what directions
the knowledgeable amateur might best improve performance by using
a more flexible system of tuning.
RECENT article in The Wire- of control is largely invalidated. In the
World' pointed out some of the previous article it was mentiow.:d that a
objections to the gauging of a frame aerial is particularly difficult to
number of tuned circuits-added gang to other tuned circuits, and, therecost and the probability of loss of per- fore, possibly deserving of a separate
formance due to small discrepancies in the control ; in fact, a number of mains transmatching of components. Apart from portable receivers have employed the comerrors in initial matching, there is the promise whose more general use is
difficulty of securing sufficient permanence suggested, namely, single-dial control of all
of the tuned circuits. For example, the tuning condensers with a separate trimmer
on the panel for the frame circuit.
~lit end vanes of gang condensers have
Coupled condensers" with variable trimto be of specially tempered metal,. so as
to eliminate as far as possible any ten- mers are no novelty, and a particularly
dency for the plate to creep back to its attractive form is the condenser assembly
original form after it has been bent in the which has all moving plates rigidly
process of matching up sections; then mounted on a common shaft, but each
again a mains-driven receiver may attain set of " fixed " plates capable of moving
a fairly high temperature when running, through a small angle ; there is then no
and repeated heating and cooling will separate trimmer with its associated wiring
tend to cause distortion of coil formers and to add to the minimum capacity of the cirpossibly of trimming condensers.
In cuit. This method has been used in cerreckoning the cost of gauging, therefore, tain ship receivers having a number of
one must include an allowance for the tuned signal-frequency amplifying stages ;
more exacting constructional requirements
of
components as well as
for matchingofcoils
and condensers.
This
suggests
that the difficulty
would be eased if
frequent
re-trimming were permissible, but mounting
the trimmers as
fo
FREQltENCV controls
on
the
panel would destroy
both the necessity
Fig. I.-Band-pass filters with inductive or "link" coupling show a
and the utility of
symmetrical resonance curve.
matched
circuits,
and increase the complication of control. a so-called "gang" condenser of this type
However, observation suggests there are also appeared commercially a year or two
a number of non-technical listeners who ago. (The latter was, I suspect, produced
cannot accurately tune a single-control re- mainly from the point of view of low cost.)
ceiver without instruction (faith in the There is, however, one featiue of modern
accuracy of station-marked tuning scales design which is usually considered to
rather than in the evidence of their own necessitate permanently matched ganging,
ears is a usual source of trouble), if then and that is the " band-pass filter." Since
it be granted that the listener must in any
2 To avoid confusion it. ie su~gest.ed that the
case learn how to tune his receiver, the
t.erm "gang" might be restricted to pondensers
argument in favour of over-simplification with ac~urately matched ser.t·iom, assemblies of

A

1 "Gauging-Is it. Wort.h While?"- Wireless
World, 1\farPh 15th, 1935.

unmatched condensers on a common drive being
described as "coupled condensers."

the tuning here is double-humped, or at
least flat-topped, it is practically impossible to tune to the required setting by
varying each circuit independently. The
enthusiast might feel tempted to tit a tunereceive switch to reduce coupling of the
filter circuits below the critical value for
tuning, but this would not be satisfactory
for any but th<> mutual inductance and
"link,-, typ<>s of coupling. For, as shown
in Fig. I, the resonance curve of the latter
two types is symmetrical about the resonance frequency fo of either of the two
tuned circuits alone; but with any form
of capacity or common inductance
coupling (Fig. 2) the filter curve is not
symmetrical about the single-circuit
resonance frequency. These curves can,
of course, be deduced mathematically,
but a more general argument is, perhaps,
easier to follow.
Effect of Filter Coupling
With mutual inductance coupling (illustrated in Fig. I) the two frequencies of
the band-pass response curve arise because the effective inductance of either
coil may be either L +M or L- M (L is
the inductance of either coil and M the
mutual inductance between them) according as the currents flow in the same or in
opposite directions in the two coils; there
is thus one higher frequency (for L- M),
and one lower (for L +M) than that corresponding to the inductance L of either
coil alone. But in the common-capacitycoupled filter (Fig. 2), one possibility is
for the current to flow through the two
coils and two tuning condensers in series,
without passing through Co ; the frequency
is then the same as for one coil and condenser alone. Alternatively the current
may flow round each circuit separately via
Co ; in that case the tuning condenser is
effectively in series with Co. giving a
smaller resultant capacity and higher frequency. Consequently with this type of
filter it would not be satisfactory to tune
each of the two circuits to the desired fre-
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qnency and then increase coupling to produce the band-pass effect, since the response would be spread entirely on one
side. It is therefore essential that such
circuits should be correctly and permanently ganged, and, incidentally, the
most satisfactory method of observing the
accuracy of adjustment is to use cathoderay equipment (such as was exhibited by
Plessey and the G.E.C. at the Physical
Society's Exhibition in January of this
year).

Circuits Out of Step
At this stage the argument might well
be raised that since it is necessary to provide a pair of accurately ganged circuits
for the band-pass filter (if one is fitted in
the signal-frequency stages) the other one,
or possibly two, tuned circuits might just

Fig. 2.-Capacity- coupled filters hav~ a.n
asymetrical resonance curve, and so 1t ts
virtually essential that they should be
gang-tuned.

as well be ganged on at the same time.
But we have already seen that a frame
aerial particularly deserves a separate control, and another circuit where this might
produce a noticeable improvement is the
oscillator circuit of a superheterodyne.
Since the oscillator circuit virtually carries
with it the whole of the selectivity of the
IF stages, gang control results in the receiver being largely tuned by this circuit ;
consequently any tracking error here may
result in all the signal-frequency circuits
being correspondingly detuned in a common direction.
An entirely separate
tuning control for the oscillator would
meet this difficulty; but there would be no
point in ·fitting a trimmer to this circuit
while leaving all the tuning condensers on
a common shaft, since we have already
seen that it is the oscillator circuit which
will be correctly ganged, while the others
may be slightly out. If, then, we are not
prepared to go the whole way and fit an
entirely separate control for the oscillator
tuning, the only useful measure is to fit a
trimmer to any signal-frequency circuits
other than band-pass filters which there
may be.
It is not suggested that commercial receivers are likely to be built with more
elaborate tuning arrangements; but for the
amateur who is prepared to sacrifice
extreme simplicity of control in favour of

better performance and possibly a substantial saving in cost, the following may
serve as guiding principles:(I) Band-pass filters should always be
made up of a pair of accurately matched
and permanently ganged circuits.
(2) If two separate controls are to be
used, the order of preference for the circuit which is to have an independent control to itself is (a) frame aerial, if used; (b)
oscillator tuning if the receiver is a superheterodyne; (c) detector grid circuit in a
"straight " set, if reaction is applied to it;

(d) aerial circuit when· using an open
aerial.
(3) Except for the superheterodyne
oscillator circuit, the two independent controls may be replaced by a gang condenser
together with a trimmer on the least easily
ganged circuit (the one specified in (z)).
(4) If the number of controls may be
as large as the number of circuits, then
apart from band-pass filters it is possible
to use a system of coupled condensers with
a separate trimmer for each circuit other
than the oscillator of a superheterodyne.

Random Radiations
A Wonderful Factory
THE Ultra people have good reason to be
proud of their new factory at Acton
which was opened recently. To the opening ceremony they sportingly invited the
heads of many competing firms, and it was
more than interesting to hear the comment5
made by these as they passed from department to department. Without exception,
they agreed that the factory was designed
upon the soundest and most up-to-date
lines. "Nothing like it in the world," one
of them remarked admiringly.
Particularly impressive is the thoroughness of the arrangements for testing receiving sets before they are passed out for sale.
By means of oscillators or miniature transmitters, most firms test each set on two
or three different wavelengths. In the new
factory there will be not less than five tests
on as many wavelengths for sensitiveness
and selectivity.

......

Finland and Car Radio
Finnish police authorities found
T HEthemselves
on the horns of a dilemma
when taxis fitted with car radio equipment
made their appearance in the streets.
On
the one hand these were the last word m

HOME-MADE CAR SET

By "DIALLIST"
up-to-date taxis; on the other a campaign
against unnecessary noise had just been
launched.
After long consultation the
authorities agreed that taxi radio came
under the heading of unnecessary noise
and, as such, must be suppressed.
I admit that any kind of car radio set,
if allowed to bellow at full blast is a most
unnecessary noise; but I can't s~e any objection to the set which reproduces quietly
in either private car or taxi.

.......

Useful for Set Testing

SOME years ago, in the course of talks
on broadcast reproduction, the London station sent out a series of notes
on various frequencies from about 50 to
6,ooo. I rememb~r that I was engaged in
testmg out <c new set at the time, and I
iound this series of notes of the greatest
value in judging its overall response. The
\Viteless World has repc'atedly asked for a
service of this kind. Couldn't we have a
half-hour once a month devoted to such
transmissions and others useful to the wireless experimenter? Thes·e half-hours could
be conducted if necessary in such a way
that they wouldn't interfere in the least
with ordinary programmes.
Here's my
suggestion. Every evening from 10-45 to
I I. I~ ~11 B.B.C. stations, whether Regional
or National, are sending out the same progra~me.
Now there can't be anybody
Withm range Df a medium-wave National
transmitter who cannot receive his local
Regional at least equally well. If therefore
this ha.lf-~our were occasionally devoted to
transmissiOns of the kind outlined nobody
w~nld lose anything though many would
gam a great deal. Actually, there must be
few people who use the medium-wave
Nationals during the period mentioned for
in most .instances the same programme' can
be received very much better from the
Regionals.

......

B.B.C. Decentralisation

This midget set was designed by a reader of
The Wireless World, Mr. W. D. Horniman, to fit
into the dashboard of a Riley car. The circuit
consists of HF; Det; and 2 LF. Overall dimensions are 6 ins. x 4 ins. x 6! ins. deep.
LT is provided by one cell of the starter
battery. Plug-in coils are used, allowing
for reception on all wavebands.

IT was good to hear from the lips o£ no
less an authority than Major Gladstone
Murray that the policy of centralisation on
London, which has been tried out, is now
as dead as the proverbial mutton. He gave
this information when opening the enlarged
studios at the Manchester station, and I am
sure that it will be warmly welcomed by
listeners. The National programmes must,
of course, be a centralised business; but you
can't cope with demands of local patriotism from London. After all, what Lanca-

Wfirm~ll®~~ · ·
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shire thinks to-day, London thinks tomorrow!
In every country in the world
there's a big gulf fixed between North and
South, and East and West. North regards
South as effeminate ; South looks on North
as efficient but not culchahed. East and
West don't think much of one another,
though they are united in regarding North
and South as " foreigners."
In other words, programmes of a strongly
Regional character are quite definitely required if everybody is to be satisfied. This
change of policy on the B.B.C.'s part means
that Regional stations will preserve their
individuality, which is the best thing that
could happen to them and their listeners.

Radio Data Charts-V.
The Self..inductance of Single..layer Coils
for Short Waves
By R. T. BEATTY, M.A., B.E., D.Sc.

H

ERE is another data chart which will be found of particular
value i"n designing coils for short-wave receivers suitable for
the wave range 5 to 20 metres. The inclusion of a practical example
makes the method of using the chart quite clear.

............

A Relay Problem
SPEAKING the other day at a meeting of
newspaper proprietors, Lord Iliffe
called attention to a point about the relay
services that has perhaps not been fully
realised.
Unless they are controlled in
some way, there is nothing to prevent them
from supplying their subscribers with programmes from foreign stations staged specially for the benefit (or otherwise) of British
listeners. In this way it will be quite possible to upset, as Lord Iliffe said, the balance
of broadcasting opinion on controversial
matters, which is so carefully held by the
B.B.C. to-day.

.. ..

....

Wireless Less · Seasonal
AT one time there was quite a marked
wireless season which began with the
Olympia Exhibition, then held in September, and ended with the coming of British
Summer Time in April.
Manufacturers
kept their new lines up their sleeves until
the Exhibition opened ; factories worked
overtime during the winter months in an
endeavour to cope with demands ; the
public ceased to buy new sets shortly after
the beginning of the new year, deciding to
wait for the new models; comparatively
little listening was done, except by genuine
long-distance enthusiasts, during the summer months.
The wide adoption of high
power for broadcasting stations has brought
about a vast and very beneficial change.
Many firms now bring out new sets, new
valves or new components in the spring and
the early summer.
Listeners have found
that they can r;x:eive both home and
foreign stations well all the year round, and
quite apart from general entertainment,
which is always available, they know now
that summer brings such thrills as the running commentaries on the Derby, the Test
matches and \Vimbledon tennis. Summer
time, too, has some of the best outside
broadcasts of the year. The effect of all
this upon the wireless industry is thoroughly
good. No longer is there the same marked
and deplorable contrast between winter
overtime and summer unemployment.

..........

Radio Pilots for Planes
THE Air Ministry, I see, is to find the
money for a three-years experimental
campaign by the National Physical Laboratory for the purpose of improving wireless
methods of guiding aeroplanes flying in the
dark, in foggy weather, or in falling snow.
A great deal has already been done in this
way, though we are still a long way from
perfection. One great difficulty is .to make
direction-finding instruments completely accurate at all times, and this is, no doubt,
one of the special objects of the N:P.L.'s
new campaign.

T

HE accompanying chart enables
us to design coils of inductance
lying between 0.5 and ro microhenrys, a range which is useful
in dealing with short waves comprised in
the region from 5 to 20 metres. Such coils
may have diam·eters ranging from 0.5 to
I inch, and their lengths also usually lie
between these limits.
The chart may be regarded as an extension to short waves of the chart given in
The Wireless World of August 12th, 1932,
for medium and long waves, and the same
method of construction has been adopted.
The formula for self-inductance is
L=SD"n"
where L = microhenrys.
D = diameter of coil in inches.*
n = turns per inch.
S
shape factor depending on
ratio of length to diameter
of coil.
The method of procedure is shown by
the inset on the chart. If we choose values
of L and D and join the corresponding
points by a line we have performed the

*

Diameter of coil
diamE'ter of wire.

=

diameter of former

+

operation of dividing L by D". Next we
return from right to left through the point
corresponding to the number of turns per
inch length: this operation divides by n 2 ,
and we have now LID"n 2 , which the
formula shows to be equal to the shape
TABLE B
I

Standard
Wire
Gauge.

----- ----- ---20
:ls
46

Enamel.

Double
Cotton.

Single
Silk.

Double
Silk.

20
21
22

26.1
29.4
33.3

21.7
23.8
26.3

26.3
29.4
33.3

25.3
28.2
31.8

23
24
25

38.8
42.1
46.0

29.4
31.3
33.3

38.5
42.1
46.0

36.4
40.0
43.5

. 26
27
28

50.6
55.9
61.4

'35.7
37.9
40.2

5().6
55.1
60.4

47.6
51.6
56.2

29
30
31

66.2
73.3
77.8

42.4
44.7
46.3

65.2
72.0
76.3

60.2
67.1
70.9

32
33
34

83.0
88.9
98.0

50.5
52.6
54.9

81.3
87.0
93.4

75.2
80.0

35
36
37

106
116
I28

61.0
64.I
67.6

10I

llO

91.8
I02

121

llO

38
3!}
40

143
168
180

71.4
75.8
78.1

I33
149
159

l2I
I34
I42

85.5

Double
Silk.

---~

----

:!8

:m

..

:~4

42

:l4

a~

2:!

30

:lS

30

31

26

:H

2H

27

~4

:~2

~4

2;)

~2

30

2t

2:l

25

20
IS
17

21
19
IS

24
22
22

I5
I4
I:l

I7
15
14

J:l
!I

20

}()

IS

12
11
11

1:!
12
I2

9
9
8

16
16

lO
9
8

I!

7
7
6

8
7
7

----2:l
24
2;J

----

----- ----- ---26
27
28

20

~s
~6

IS
16

----21)

15

30

14

31

13

----3''
3:l
:34
----37

Turns per inch (Close Wound).

Single
Silk.

21

3~
,)

Standard
Wire
Gauge.

Double
Cotton.

Enamel.

3fj

TABLE A.

Diameter in thousandths of an inch.

I
I

}I)

I:>

----- - - - - - - - - :JS
3!1
40

7
6
6

14

13
13

l()

9

factor S. Actually no scale of S appears
on the chart, but it was placed there temporarily when the chart was being constructed, and by joining corresponding
values of S and length I diameter a set of
lines was obtained from which a curve
was drawn to touch all the lines. Accordingly the third operation is to draw a line
touching this curve and giving the required
value of length I diameter.
Their total
turns = turns per inch x diameter x
length I diameter.

Spaced

Windin~s

In tuning a circuit to short wavelengths
it is important to keep the self-capacity of
the coil low. Thus at 5 metres the relation
between self-inductance in microhenrys
and tuning capacity in micro-microfarads
is LC=7.036. Hence with a coil of 2

WfiiT®ll®~~ '
W®Jrll@l
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microhenrys the self-capacity must be kept
below 3·5 mmfd. ; since otherwise the circuit cannot be tuned down to as low as 5
metres.
The self-capacity of a close-wound coil
diminishes rapidly at first, as the turns are
spaced farther and farther apart, and then
more slowly, and it is sufficient to space
the turns so that there is room for another
turn between two consecutive turns of the
coil. This is easily achieved by close-

winding the coil with two wires in parallel
and then unwinding one of the wires.

Example
A former of o.8in. diameter is available,
and a reel of 24 S.W.G. enamelled wire.
How many turns are required to produce
a coil of inductance 1.5 microhenrys?
Table B shows that the diameter of this
wire is 0.024 in., while Table A giws 42.I

turns per inch, corresponding to close
winding. Hence if the winding is spaced
by one wire diameter we have 21.05 turns
per inch. Accordingly
Inductance = I. 5 microhenrys.
Coil diameter, o.824in.
Turns per inch, 21.05.
Hence we find from the chart that
length/diameter = 0-470.
Hence total turns = 21.05 x 0.824 x
o.47 = 8.rs.
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

Noise
QN page 595 of June 14th issue of your
journal, in the decibel ladder illustrating the article "Noise," I notice that airscrew appears next to the thr<;;shold of feeling, and would like to suggest that the noise
associated with an airscrew is usually caused
by the motor driving it, being unsilenced
exhaust noise.
While writing, it would seem that Richard
Tauber (on page 597) would enjoy his own
recording better if he closed the lid of the
H.M.V. radiogram, as per instructions,
which, I believe, are usually transferred
on to the inside of the lid. R. F. COOKE.
Olton, Warwickshire.

Foreign Market for Receivers
HAVE been a keen follower of The Wireless World for many years and read with
great interest your Editori~l Co'?ments
each week. This week I find 1t particularly
interesting, and back up every word you
have printed and the information given by
your correspondents.
I am an Englishman resident in Gibraltar
actively engaged in the radio trade, and am
working with one of the lead!llg makes of
American radio receivers, but am very sorry
to say that there is not an English receiver
to compare with the Americans, who hold
complete sway of the market. My reasons
for making this statement are as follow : (1) Price. The average 6-valve all-wave
receiver sells at £12 to £15· Leaving a good
margin of profit. These are really efficient
receivers.
( 2) Spares. Complete ea talogue of spare
parts for all models manufactured. Showing part number, price, and full description
of article.
Immense saving of time when
ordering spare parts by cable or letter.
(3) Co-operation between dealer and factory.
(4) Advance information. Sales helps.
(5) Sharing of expenses in organised sales
campaigns.
(6) Prices of valves. This is very important in my estimation, as the purchaser of
a radio receiver (American) knows that the
replacement of valves is not going to cost
him much even though he has to replace the
whole set.
(7) Complete service instructions supplied
with every receiver, schematic and wiring
diagrams. The Americans are not afraid to
supply this information, as they know it is
in their interest to do it.
I have never seen one English receiver
despatched in this manner, and to obtain
diagrams, spare parts, etc., for them is practically out of the question.
I can assure
you that I do not relish the job when an
English receiver comes in for service as I
know that if anything has gone west that
cannot be replaced by American components it is as well to put the set on one side
for a r"'st of two or three months until
means can be found of obtaining the spares.
As regards service, everything is done by
the manufacturer to help the service man.
Wteekly issues of service notes, circular
letters: etc., and ·the supply of efficient test
equipment.
I would like to sell English
made receivers, hut it is impossible and not

I

worth the gamble because the dealer is unable to give service, they are not as efficient
as the American receiver and do not give
satisfaction in general. My advice to anybody leaving England for abroad is to buy
American receivers and rest content as to
performance and service.
I would like to give you just one instance
of the methods of the American manufacturer. Vie encountered a certain amount of
trouble in a particular model with the
volume controls; this matter was reported to
America ; immediately they rushed a supply
of new type, volume controls sufficient to
cover the sets sold, in stock and in transit.
The sets were drawn in, the new volume
controls fitted, and returned again to their
respective owners without expense to anybody.
Would an English manufacturer
have done the same?
I am enclosing a copy of the service instructions for one of the models and also ::t
copy of the service news, and I am sure,
after yon ha,·e looked these over, you will
agree with me that the English manufacturers have got to get up a little earlier in
the morning before they can even think
about putting English made radio receivers
on the foreign market, whether they be allwave or only medium and long, and they
have got to take the service man into consideration.
S. R. C. ALLEN.
36, Main Street, Gibraltar.

The Cardiograph
WE have been inte_rest~d m the correspondence appeanng m your columns
regarding the cardiograph, and, although
we do not propose to enter into controversy
on the respective merits of the various
types, we should be glad if you would
allow us the courtesy of your columns to
correct statements which might give rise
to an erroneous impression.
We were gratified to read the entirely unsolicited testimonial of Mr. R. J. Parris, in
which he related his experience with the
string instrument. In the reply by '' One
of the Designers," in your issue of June 7th,
it is inferred that Mr. Parris's experience
is exceptional and the result of expert
handling. This is not the case. It is more
a rule than an exception that string
galvanometer fibres last for some years;
there are some, supplied on the first portable cardiographs, that are working after
seven years' use. In fact, the construction
of the Cambridge instrument is such that
it is almost impossible for a fibre to be
broken, and although over one thousand
string galvanometer cardiographs are in
regular use we rarely find a string broken.
Sometimes they may lose electrical conductivity th·rough a fracture in the plating
or an imperfect soldered joint, but this has
become increasingly rare since improved
methods of plating fibres by a cathode
bombardment process have been developed.
Damage due to overload voltage is
negligible since the resistance of the fibre
is not less than 3,ooo ohms, and it is
capable of carrying currents over two
hundred times as great as those met with
in cardiograph examinations.
The fact that the fibre is of such a fine
diameter has led to a mistaken impression

of its frailty, so it should be remembered
that the tensile strength of the m_aterial is
high and, since it is straight and subject to
no strains, and possesses little mass, while
its movements are strongly damped by the
surrounding air, it is probably less subject
to damage due to jolts (such as occur in
motor transit) than many apparently
stronger or thicker but less well-supported
filaments.
In short, fibre trouble in the portable
cardiograph has been, and is, a myth, and
where difficulty has been encountered it has
generally been due to other causes and circumstances, although the " fibre," as the
indicating (and therefore the obvious) part
of the equipment, has usually been blamed.
The behaviour or lack of movement of the
fibre indicates when something is wrong,
but it should not be assumed that the fibre
is at fault.
It is not a fact that strings supplied with
and for cardiographs made by this company
vary in their characteristics sufficiently to
affect the electro-cardiogram ; they are
selected to conform to certain limits which
makes them interchangeable.
The other points raised are matters of
preference in technique, and all manufacturers estimate to the best of their ability
the need of the profession for which they
cater.
ROBERT S. WHIPPLE,
Joint Managing Director,
For Cambridge Instrument Co., Ltd.
London, S.W.I.

Improving the Gramophone Record

I

HAVE wondered for some little time
why two separate recordings aren't
made and issued of the same record ; the
normal one, and the other for the users of
radio-gramophones and pick-ups.
Surely the requirements of acoustical and
electrical gramophones are quite different?
On many discs the loud passages seem to
be over-recorded, and naturally after a few
playings these parts are the first to show
signs of wear and give distorted reproduction.
For pick-up owners records could
well be recorded with an overall reduction
of volume, this being compensated for by
slightly turning up the volume control of
the reproducer.
Not only weuld that
nasty ''juddering '' so often experienced on
loud passages of partly worn records be
practically eliminated, but the whole useful
life of the record would be lengthened ; and
then why not some '' volume-expanded ''
records?
The only trouble may be that of surface
scratch coming into greater evidence during
soft passages, but I don't think it would be
unbearable, especially on the better make~
of records.
G. L. SIDGREAVES.
Heidelberg, Germany.

I

READ with much interest Mr. N.
Mackechnie's suggestion on p. 554 of
The Wireless World for May 3rst.
Mr. l\Iackechnie may be interested to
know that I well remember having been
invited to a " recital " of gramophone
cylinders in I903· These cylinders had some
sort of announcement recorded on them,
but I must admit that one was not much
the wiser for it! Nil nave sub sole?
I heartily agree with Mr. R. \V. Taylor's
opinion on fuses: adequate fuses should he
fitted to every set-with a possible exception of our old friend the crystal set !
Watermael, Belgium.
E. J.

